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Preface
The idea for a reference book on the mathematical foundations of quantitative …nance has been with me throughout my career in this …eld. But the
urge to begin writing it didn’t materialize until shortly after completing my
…rst book, Introduction to Quantitative Finance: A Math Tool Kit, in 2010.
The one goal I had for this reference book was that it would be complete
and detailed in the development of the many materials one …nds referenced
in the various areas of quantitative …nance. The one constraint I realized
from the beginning was that I could not accomplish this goal, plus write a
complete survey of the quantitative …nance applications of these materials,
in the 700 or so pages that I budgeted for myself for my …rst book. Little
did I know at the time that this project would require a multiple of this
initial page count budget even without detailed …nance applications.
I was never concerned about the omission of the details on applications
to quantitative …nance because there are already a great many books in
this area that develop these applications very well. The one shortcoming
I perceived many such books to have is that they are written at a level of
mathematical sophistication that requires a reader to have signi…cant formal
training in mathematics, as well as the time and energy to …ll in omitted
details. While such a task would provide a challenging and perhaps welcome
exercise for more advanced graduate students in this …eld, it is likely to
be less welcome to many other students and practitioners. It is also the
case that quantitative …nance has grown to utilize advanced mathematical
theories from a number of …elds. While there are again a great many very
good references on these subjects, most are again written at a level that
does not in my experience characterize the backgrounds of most students
and practitioners of quantitative …nance.
So over the past several years I have been drafting this reference book,
accumulating the mathematical theories I have encountered in my work in
this …eld, and then attempting to integrate them into a coherent collection
of books that develops the necessary ideas in some detail. My target readers
would be quantitatively literate to the extent of familiarity, indeed comfort,
with the materials and formal developments in my …rst book, and su¢ ciently
motivated to identify and then navigate the details of the materials they were
attempting to master. Unfortunately, adding these details supports learning
but also increases the lengths of the various developments. But this book was
never intended to provide a “cover-to-cover”reading challenge, but rather to
be a reference book in which one could …nd detailed foundational materials
in a variety of areas that support further studies in quantitative …nance.
ix

x

Preface

Over these past years, one volume turned into two, which then became a
work not likely publishable in the traditional channels given its unforgiving
size and likely limited target audience. So I have instead decided to selfpublish this work, converting the original chapters into stand-alone books, of
which there are now nine. My goal is to …nalize each book over the coming
year or two.
I hope these books serve you well.
I am grateful for the support of my family: Lisa, Michael, David, and
Je¤rey, as well as the support of friends and colleagues at Brandeis International Business School.
Robert R. Reitano
Brandeis International Business School

to Michael, David, and
Je¤rey

xi

Introduction
This is the …rst book in a series of several that will be self-published under
the collective title of Foundations of Quantitative Finance. Each book in
the series is intended to build from the materials in earlier books,
alternating between books with a more foundational mathematical
perspective, which is the case with this …rst book, and books which
develop probability theory and quantitative applications to …nance. But
while providing many of the foundational theories underlying quantitative
…nance, this series of books does not provide a detailed development of
these …nancial applications. Instead this series is intended to be used as a
reference work for researchers and practitioners of quantitative …nance who
already have other sources for these detailed …nancial applications but …nd
that such sources are written at a level which assume signi…cant
mathematical expertise, which if not possessed can be di¢ cult to
supplement.
Because the goal of many books in quantitative …nance is to develop …nancial applications from an advanced point of view, it is often the case that
advanced foundational materials from mathematics and probability theory
are introduced and summarized but without a complete and formal development that would lead the authors too far astray from their intended objectives. And while there are a great many excellent books on mathematics and
probability theory, a number of which are cited in the references, such books
typically develop materials with a eye to comprehensiveness in the subject
matter, and not with an eye toward e¢ ciently curating and developing the
theory needed for applications in quantitative …nance.
Thus the goal of this series is to introduce and develop in some detail
a number of the foundational theories underlying quantitative …nance, with
topics curated from a vast mathematical and probability literature for the
express purpose of supporting applications in quantitative …nance. In addition, the development of these topics will be found to be at a much greater
xiii

xiv

INTRODUCTION

level of detail than in most advanced quantitative …nance books, and certainly in far more detail that most advanced mathematics texts.
The title of this …rst book, Measure Spaces and Measurable Functions,
while technically accurate perhaps understates the broad signi…cance of the
foundational materials developed, materials that are well-known to be fundamental to all probability theory, and in turn fundamental to many, indeed
most, areas of quantitative …nance. Written at a level of mathematical sophistication which assumes training at about the level where the Reitano
book in the References leaves o¤, this book begins with a short motivational
section which discusses the familiar Riemann integral and some of the questions that arise related to "measure" in the generalization of this approach
to a Lebesgue integration theory. The next few chapters then set out to
formally develop Lebesgue measure theory on R from …rst principles, introduce the notion and properties of measurable functions, and …nally provide
a discussion of Littlewood’s three principles which relate measure-theoretic
properties of sets and functions to more familiar properties from calculus.
In contrast to many books on the subject which jump from the Lebesgue
development to a general extension theory, here an extra chapter is found
that is dedicated to the detailed development of Borel measures. The rational for this is …rst and foremost the importance of this theory due to its
connection with probability theory, but equally important was the practical
goal of introducing the collection of right semi-closed intervals and related
collections which will become tangible examples of the semi-algebras and
algebras of the general extension theory. With an eye toward probability
theory, this chapter highlights the essential connection between Borel measures and increasing right-continuous functions which are examples of the
distribution functions of that theory.
The next chapter develops the general extension theory which provides
a blueprint for the construction of a measure space. Starting from a semialgebra of sets and a pre-measure de…ned on this collection one can create a
complete measure space, with a complete sigma algebra of measurable sets
that extends the semi-algebra, and a measure on this sigma algebra that
extends the original pre-measure. The Borel development is then seen as a
detailed application of this general theory, but this general theory will then
be applied in the next several chapters as new measure spaces are developed.
For example, chapter 7 develops the construction of …nite product measure spaces from component measure spaces with immediate applications
to products of Lebesgue and Borel measure spaces. The general theory is
applied again in the context of general Borel measures on Rn ; developing
the tools that are fundamental to the study of copulas in …nance. Finally,

xv
the last chapter develops in…nite dimensional product probability spaces on
R, providing a formal framework for random samples in book 2, and an
intuitive introduction to the tools of stochastic processes that will not be
developed for several volumes.

Chapter 1

Motivation for the Notion of
Measure
The Riemann theory of the integration is developed in calculus. It is
introduced in the context of continuous functions de…ned on a bounded
interval [a; b], yet ultimately applicable to bounded functions that are
continuous almost everywhere on such intervals, which is to say,
continuous except on a set of Lebesgue measure 0. Recall the
de…nition:
De…nition 1.1 A set E R has measure 0, or more formally Lebesgue
measure 0 if for any > 0 there is a …nite orScountable P
collection of open
intervals, fGi g with Gi = (ai ; bi ), so that E
G
and
i i
i jGi j < where
jGi j bi ai denotes interval length.
Example 1.2 The rationals and any countable set of reals have measure
zero since if ri denotes
the ith element, i 1; take (ai ; bi ) = (ri =2i+2 ; ri +
P
i+2
=2 ). Then i jGi j = =2:

This theory is then extendable in certain contexts to unbounded functions
and/or unbounded intervals, and conventionally if not humorously labelled
"improper" integrals. Intuitively, the subject of real analysis is the
mathematical discipline that studies properties of functions which in
general are not continuous, and yet have enough "regularity" to allow the
development of an integration theory that generalizes the Riemann theory
in most contexts.

In the Reitano reference examples were developed which demonstrated
a curious and perhaps somewhat counterintuitive property of the Riemann
1
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integral. It was there seen that a bounded function that is continuous except
on a set of measure 0 is Riemann integrable on any bounded interval [a; b],
and thus in this case, the values given to the function on this set of measure
zero are irrelevant. That is, the values of the function on this set of measure
0 neither change the Riemann integrability of the function nor the value
of this integral. The value of the integral is entirely determined by the
function’s values on its points of continuity. On the other hand, if we begin
with a function that is continuous everywhere, say i(x) =R 1 on the interval
1
[0; 1] and which is apparently Riemann integrable with 0 i(x)dx = 1; we
cannot necessarily change this function’s values on any set of measure zero
and preserve integrability. If this exceptional set has only …nitely many
points, integrability is preserved as is the value of the integral, independently
of how the function is de…ned on these exceptional points. However, we
cannot generalize from a …nite number of exceptional points to a arbitrary
countably in…nite set. The classical example of this is:
8
< 1; x 2 [0; 1] irrational,
h(x) =
: 0; x 2 [0; 1] rational.
R1
Then 0 h(x)dx cannot be de…ned in the Riemann sense since every lower
Riemann sum (see below) is seen to have value 0, and every upper Riemann
sum has value 1. This function is closely related to the Dirichlet function,
d(x); named for it discoverer, J. P. G. Lejeune Dirichlet (1805–1859) and
de…ned to be 1 on the rationals and 0 on the irrationals, so h(x) = 1 d(x):

Said another way, while i(x) was everywhere continuous, this property was completely destroyed by rede…ning this function on the rationals,
a set of measure 0; in that h(x) is now nowhere continuous.
The problem that arises in this example is not always encountered when
the exceptional set is not …nite. An example of how the continuous function
i(x) 1 on [0; 1] can be rede…ned on the rationals in a way that preserves
continuity except on this set of measure 0 is given by:
8
>
>
1;
x = 0;
>
<
f (x) = 1 n1 ; x rational, x = m
n in lowest terms,
>
>
>
: 1;
x irrational.

This function modi…es the function i(x) only on the rationals but in such
a way that preserves continuity on the irrationals, and consequently, preserves both integrability as well as the value of the Riemann integral. That
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R1
R1
is, 0 f (x)dx = 0 i(x)dx = 1: That f (x) is continuous on the irrationals
follows from the observation that if x0 is irrational, then for any integer N
let
m=nj j m=n is in lowest terms, n N g:
N = minfjx0
By irrationality of x0 it follows that N > 0. Thus any rational y in the
interval jx0 yj < N has denominator n > N and thus f (y) > 1 1=N: In
other words, f (y) ! 1 as y ! x0 :
Below we provide a brief review of the Riemann approach to integration, then turn to a short intuitive introduction to an alternative theory
called the Lebesgue integration theory. It will be seen in Book 3 that the
Lebesgue theory preserves virtually all of the familiar properties of the Riemann counterpart, yet eliminates all of the anomalous properties related to
sets of measure zero. As will subsequently be developed, this Lebesgue theory also provides a natural framework for generalizations which are essential
for probability spaces and their applications.
However to accomplish all that, a great deal needs to be developed relating to the notion of "measure," and it is the goal of this Book 1 to pursue
this development.

1.1

The Riemann Integral

If f (x) is a bounded nonnegative function, 0 m0 f (x) M 0 for all
x 2 [a; b]; the integration approach …rst introduced on a rigorous basis by
Bernhard Riemann (1826–1866) sets out to derive the area of the region
bounded by the graph of f (x), the x-axis, and the vertical line segments at
x = a and x = b: More generally, when f (x) is bounded but both positive
and negative, one derives the "signed" area, where by signed is meant that
regions above the x-axis have positive area, and those below this axis have
negative area, and the integral produces the net result.
This derivation begins with an arbitrary partition of the interval [a; b]
into subintervals [xi 1 ; xi ]:
a = x0 < x1 < :::::::::: < xn

1

< xn = b;

and arbitrary subinterval tags x
ei 2 [xi 1 ; xi ]. Then with xi = xi xi 1 ;
an estimate of this area is obtained with the Riemann sum de…ned as:
Xn
f (e
xi ) xi :
i=1
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A function will then be said to be Riemann integrable if this Riemann sum
converges to the same …nite limit for all choices of tags as as ! 0; where
the mesh size of the partition is de…ned by:
max fxi

xi

1 i n

1 g.

(1.1)

The approach introduced by Jean-Gaston Darboux (1842–1917) was
to estimate such Riemann sums with upper and lower bounds:
Xn
Xn
Xn
Mi0 xi M 0 (b a):
f (e
xi ) xi
m0i xi
m0 (b a)
i=1
i=1
i=1
(1.2)
In this expression, m0i denotes the greatest lower bound or in…mum of
f (x), and Mi0 the least least upper bound or supremum of f (x); both
de…ned on the subinterval [xi 1 ; xi ]. In other words:
m0i = infff (x)jx 2 [xi
maxfyjy

1 ; xi ]g

f (x) for x 2 [xi

Mi0 = supff (x)jx 2 [xi
minfyjy

(1.3)
1 ; xi ]g;

1 ; xi ]g

f (x) for x 2 [xi

(1.4)
1 ; xi ]g:

In 1.2, the lower bounding summation is an example of what is referred to
as a lower Darboux sum and sometimes a lower Riemann sum, while
the upper sum is correspondingly referred to as an upper Darboux sum,
and sometimes an upper Riemann sum.
We then have the following de…nition of Riemann integrability:
De…nition 1.3 A function f (x) is Riemann integrable on an interval
[a; b] if as ! 0:
hXn
i
Xn
Mi0 xi
m0i xi ! 0;
(1.5)
i=1

i=1

where m0i and Mi0 are de…ned in 1.3 and 1.4. In this case, the Riemann
Integral of f (x) over [a; b] is de…ned by:
Z b
Xn
(R)
f (x)dx = lim
f (e
xi ) xi ;
(1.6)
a

!0

i=1

which exists and is independent of the choice of x
ei 2 [xi 1 ; xi ] by 1.2. The
function f (x) is then called the integrand , and the constants a and b the
limits of integration of the integral.

5

1.2 THE LEBESGUE INTEGRAL

Traditionally, the Riemann integral is …rst proved to exist for continuous
functions on bounded intervals [a; b]; then generalized. Recall that:
De…nition 1.4 The function f (x) is continuous at x0 if
lim f (x) = f (x0 ):

(1.7)

x!x0

That is, given
so that

> 0 there is a
jf (x)

f (x0 )j <

> 0 which in general also depends on x0 ;
whenever jx

x0 j < :

This function is said to be continuous on an interval [a; b] if it is continuous at each x0 2 (a; b); and also continuous at a and b where the limit
in 1.7 is understood as one-sided, meaning for x < b or x > a: A function
is said to be continuous if it is continuous everywhere on its domain.
The Lebesgue existence theorem for the Riemann integral, named
for Henri Lebesgue (1875 –1941) who …rst proved it, states that a bounded
function f (x) is Riemann integrable over a compact interval [a; b] if and only
if it is continuous except on a set of Lebesgue measure zero, recalling de…nition 1.1. It should be noted that this result does not require that the set
of discontinuities be countable, only to have measure 0. Also that f (x) is
bounded means m f (x) M on this interval.
Proposition 1.5 (Lebesgue’s Existence Theorem for the Riemann Integral)
Rb
If f (x) is a bounded function on the …nite interval [a; b]; then (R) a f (x)dx
exists if and only if f (x) is continuous except on a set of points, E fx g;
of measure 0.
The proof of this result can be found in chapter 10 of the Reitano reference, and elsewhere. But it is with some embarrassment that I note the error
in chapter 10 of this reference where this result is called the Riemann existence theorem and attributed to Bernhard Riemann (1826 – 1866).
There is indeed a Riemann existence theorem but it is a result in a
di¤erent area of mathematics and not a result on Riemann integration. Apparently and in retrospect quite logically, Lebesgue’s existence result came
some time after Riemann, using his newly developed tools.

1.2

The Lebesgue Integral

The approach to integration introduced by Henri Lebesgue (1875–1941)
is sometimes described as having turned the de…nition of the Riemann
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integral "on its head." Rather than divide the domain of f (x) into
intervals, Lebesgue’s idea was to divide the range of f (x) into intervals.
For Lebesgue’s approach, given a bounded f (x) with m < f (x) < M; we
introduce a partition on the range of f (x):
m = y0 < y1 <

< yn = M;

and de…ne the function’s level setsby:
Ai = fxjyi

1

< f (x)

yi g; i = 1; 2:::; n:

(1.8)

We could equivalently de…ne these level sets by switching the inequalities
and using on the lower bound. While the inequalities in the de…nition of
Ai are somewhat
S arbitrary, they are de…ned to assure that the fAi g are
disjoint and i Ai = [a; b].
For each set Ai is de…ned the in…mum and supremum of f (x) on Ai
as in 1.3 and 1.4:
mi = infff (x)jx 2 Ai g;

Mi = supff (x)jx 2 Ai g;

(1.9)

Rb
and the Lebesgue integral, (L) a f (x)dx; is then said to be bounded by
upper and lower "Lebesgue sums:"
Z b
Xn
Xn
mi jAi j (L)
f (x)dx
Mi jAi j ;
(1.10)
i=0

a

i=0

where jAi j denotes the soon to be de…ned "Lebesgue measure" of the set
Ai : As will be seen, if Ai is an interval, then the Lebesgue measure of this
set will be de…ned to equal the "length" of this interval. However, even this
simple introduction motivates the observation that this set-up would work
equally well if in fact the notion of measure was de…ned in a way that was
quite di¤erent from that of interval length. The …rst example of this will be
seen in chapter 4 of book 3.
Rb
The last step in this process is to de…ne (L) a f (x)dx by a limit, if
such a limit exists, as the range partition becomes increasingly …ne:
maxfjyi+1 yi jg ! 0. What is meant by "a limit exists," is that the in…mum
of all upper Lebesgue sums equals the supremum of all lower Lebesgue sums
in 1.10. What is clear by de…nition is that if this construction has any
chance of working, it is necessary that all such sets, Ai ; be "measurable,"
meaning that jAi j is well de…ned. This requires both a "measure theory,"
which identi…es which sets are measurable and how the measure of such

7
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sets is de…ned, as well as a restriction on the integrand function f (x) which
assures that the level sets of f are indeed measurable. What "measurable"
means is soon to be developed, but it turns out that this concept can be
subtle, and indeed, there are examples of sets that are not "measurable."
Remarkably, for positive and bounded functions the condition that these
level sets be measurable is also su¢ cient for the existence of this unique limit,
and thus the existence of a Lebesgue integral. Functions which have the
property that sets de…ned as in 1.8 are measurable will be called "measurable
functions."
Rb
Notation 1.6 As suggested above, the notation (L) a f (x)dx will often be
Rb
used to denote a Lebesgue integral, and correspondingly (R) a f (x)dx to
denote a Riemann integral. Admittedly this is cumbersome, and in many
chapters of this and other books in this collection, the context will be clear
and these labels omitted.
In Book 3 it will be shown that for bounded functions that are Riemann
integrable on an interval [a; b], the Lebesgue integral also exists and these
integral values agree. However, the converse is not true and the Lebesgue
integral can exist when the Riemann integral does not. Consequently, the
Lebesgue integral will in general expand the class of integrable functions
without changing the values of the integrals that already exist in the Riemann sense. Once all this is established,
the need for this notational conRb
vention will diminish in that a f (x)dx will typically be used to mean "in
the sense of Lebesgue," with the knowledge that if f (x) is also Riemann
integrable the value of this integral can also be de…ned "in the sense of
Riemann."
To clarify the statement that the Lebesgue integral will in general expand the class of integrable functions, there is what initially appears to be
a technicality in the de…nition of Lebesgue integral which creates a class
of Riemann integrable functions which are not Lebesgue integrable. These
functions have the property that the Riemann integral exists because of cancellation between in…nite positive and in…nite negative areas. For example,
the function de…ned as f (x) = ( 1)n+1 =n on [n 1; n) is Riemann integrable
on [0; 1) because
Z 1
XN
(R)
f (x)dx = lim
( 1)n+1 =n = ln 2:
0

N !1

n=1

R
In the Lebesgue
R theory, the integral (L) f (x)dx is only de…ned for functions
for which (L) jf (x)j dx is …nite. Of course, that jf (x)j is not integrable on
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[0; 1) in the sense of Riemann or Lebesgue follows from the divergence of
the harmonic series:
Z 1
XN
1=n = 1:
jf (x)j dx = lim
(R)
N !1

0

n=1

Hence a Lebesgue integral will never be de…ned to exist purely because of
cancellation between in…nite positive and negative parts.
It will be seen in the later development that this restriction on the
Lebesgue theory is not simply a de…nitional technicality but is fundamental
to the usefulness of this theory.
Example 1.7 Let’s apply the Lebesgue construction to the function h(x)
de…ned above, where h(x) = 1 on the irrationals and h(x) = 0 on the rationals. There are many ways to set this up, but as an example we de…ne as
subsets of [0; 1]:
A0 = fxj

1=n < h(x)

A1 = fxj0 < h(x)
A2 = fxj1

1

1=n < h(x)

0g;
1=ng;
1 + 1=ng:

It is then seen that A0 is the set of rationals in [0; 1]; A2 is the set of irrationals in [0; 1]; and A1 is the empty set. Recalling de…nition 1.1 it will be of
no surprise that A0 and A1 will indeed have Lebesgue measure 0 within with
the Lebesgue measure theory developed below. And if for no other reason
than A0 [ A2 = [0; 1] as a disjoint union, A2 will surely be measurable and
have Lebesgue measure 1 since "…nite additivity" will be a necessary property
of a measure if it is to be useful.
It is also apparent that m0 = M0 = 0; and m2 = M2 = 1; so the value of
both the upper and lower Lebesgue summation is 1 for any n. Consequently,
the limit exists as n ! 1 and we conclude that:
Z 1
(L)
h(x)dx = 1:
0

Put another way, this integral exists because the in…mum of all upper Lebesgue
sums equals the supremum of all lower Lebesgue sums, and both equal 1.
To make this construction work more in more general cases, a better
understanding is needed of what kinds of sets can be "measured," and for
the …rst few chapters of this book this means measured in a way that is
compatible with interval length. This will give rise to what is known as
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"Lebesgue measure." In addition, it is important to ensure that the functions
that we aim to integrate will have the property that the level sets de…ned
above are "measurable," which is to say, are sets of the kind that can be
measured. And …nally, the question of the existence of this integral needs to
be investigated and properties developed. For example, if such an integral
exists, must the function also be Riemann integrable, and if so, will the
values coincide? The example above of h(x) makes it clear the answer to
this question is "no, there is at least one Lebesgue integrable function that
is not Riemann integrable." So we perhaps can ask the question the other
way around. If a function is Riemann integrable on [a; b], will it be Lebesgue
integrable, and if so, will the same value be produced? We will see that the
answer is "yes, if f (x) is bounded," and in other cases to be identi…ed.
The payo¤ to making this idea work, or better said, one payo¤ in making
this idea work is that this notion of integral will automatically eliminate the
problem noted above for the Riemann integral for h(x). That is, for any
measurable set Ai with jAi j = 0; neither the existence of the Lebesgue
integral, nor its value when it exists, can be a¤ected by the values the
function takes on this set since the associated terms in the Lebesgue sums
will always contribute nothing. As will also be seen, there are other practical
shortcomings of the Riemann approach which in many cases will be seen to
disappear within the Lebesgue theory.
Remark 1.8 (On ProbabilityTheory) Although the Lebesgue theory was
not developed to address this application, it was Andrey Kolmogorov
(1903–1987) who …rst recognized that a generalization of the Lebesgue approach to measure theory was the perfect theoretical framework for probability
theory. More of the details will be developed in a later Books, but it is easy
to appreciate the power of Kolmogorov’s insight even with the little we have
done.
In the Lebesgue theory we are working on the space of real numbers R;
and de…ne measurable sets as an extension of the idea of the length of an
interval. It will be seen below that measures on R can also be de…ned many
other ways by e¤ ectively rede…ning what is meant by interval length. It
is then not hard to imagine that the idea of measure can be introduced to
other spaces, for example Rn or n-dimensional Euclidean space, and even
to an abstract space we denote by S: Of course, Euclidean spaces are named
for Euclid of Alexandria (ca. 325–265 BC) who studied n = 2; 3 in
Euclid’s Elements. In the abstract setting, Kolmogorov recognized that S
could be identi…ed with a sample space, the measurable sets identi…ed with
the "events" de…ned in the sample space by the probability model, and the
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measures of these sets identi…ed with the probabilities of these events. In
other words, the probability of an event in a probability application can be
interpreted in terms of a probability measure, say ; de…ned on the measurable sets of a sample space S.
Measurable functions are then the "random variables" X; de…ned as X :
S ! R; and the level sets of X are again identi…able with events in S.
Finally, if we can take the Lebesgue integration theory
from R and generalize
R
it to an integration theory on S, integrals such a S Xd can be de…ned, and
will give a rigorous de…nition of the "expected value" of X:
But we have gotten ahead of ourselves.

Chapter 2

Measurable Sets and
Lebesgue Measure
2.1

Sigma Algebras and Borel Sets

Before attempting to de…ne a "measurable" set, it is relatively easy to
appreciate based on the above introduction to the Lebesgue integral via
level sets, that the collection of measurable sets ought to satisfy at least
two simple properties:
1. If A and B are members of the collection, then the union of A and
B: A [ B fxjx 2 A or x 2 Bg; is a member;
e
2. If A is a member of the collection, then the complement of A: A
fxjx 2
= Ag; is a member.
For example, using the above notation:
fxjy1 < f (x)

y3 g = fxjy1 < f (x)

y2 g

[
fxjy2 < f (x)

y3 g;

so if level sets are required to be measurable, they will satisfy property 1,
and similarly property 2.
De…nition 2.1 (Algebra of Sets) A collection of sets A de…ned on a space
X that satis…es 1–2 is called an algebra of sets on X:
Exercise 2.2 Prove De Morgan’s laws, named for Augustus De Morgan (1806 – 1871), that if B is a set and fA g an arbitrarily indexed collection of sets, then:
11
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S
T f
a. ^
A =
A ;

T
S f
b. ^
A =
A ;
S
S
c. B \ [
A ]=
[A \ B] ;
T
T
d. B [ [
A ]=
[A [ B] :

Remark 2.3 (Algebra of Sets) Note that if A is an algebra of sets on X;
then 1 and 2 of the above de…nition imply that:
e for any A 2 A,
3. ; 2 A, since ; = A \ A

e for any A 2 A,
4. X 2 A since X = A [ A

while an application of De Morgan’s laws proves that:

5. If A; B 2 A, then the set di¤ erence A

B 2 A since A

^
e[B
e ;
6. If A; B 2 A, then A \ B 2 A since A \ B = A

B

e
A \ B;

7. A is "closed" under all …nite unions and
T by inducS …nite intersections
tion, meaning that if fAi gni=1 A then ni=1 Ai 2 A and ni=1 Ai 2 A.

In this Book the focus is largely on algebras where the sets in the collection A are subsets of the real numbers, R; but the terminology and many
of the results below apply to a more general situation where the sets are
subsets of an arbitrary set X; which could be Rn or a general probability
space.
Example 2.4 Consider the collection:
n[n
o
A=
(aj ; bj ] :
j=1

(2.1)

In other words, A is the collection of all …nite unions of right semi-closed
intervals, where right semi-closed is de…ned as open on the left and closed
on the right. Any such …nite union need not initially be a disjoint union,
but can always be expressed as a disjoint union. The key observation here
is that when 2 intersecting right semi-closed intervals are unioned, another
right semi-closed interval is created. Also, it is here explicitly assumed that
one or both of aj = 1 or bj = 1 is possible, so intervals of the form
( 1; 1); (aj ; 1) and ( 1; bj ] are included, with the notational convention
that (aj ; 1] (aj ; 1): Also since (a; a] = ;; the empty set is included.
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To show that A is closed under …nite unions is straightforward. For
example if A1 = [nj=1 (aj ; bj ] and A2 = [m
j=1 (cj ; dj ], then A1 [ A2 is apparently of the same form, containing all the intervals from both A1 and A2 :
Similarly, A is closed under complements since by De Morgan’s law,
\n
[n^
^
(a
(aj ; bj ] =
j ; bj ]:
j=1

j=1

^
Now (a
j ; bj ] = ( 1; aj ] [ (bj ; 1] for …nite aj and bj ; and is otherwise a
single interval. Intersections of such sets are seen to again produce right
semi-closed intervals.
This algebra will be important in the chapter below on General Borel
Measures.
Despite the general properties of an algebra from remark 2.3, for most
applications one wants a bit more structure than an algebra o¤ers. Specifically, we will need to be sure that certain types of "limits" of unions and
intersections of measurable sets will again be measurable.
De…nition 2.5 (Sigma algebra) A sigma algebra on a space X, also
denoted -algebra, is an algebra on X that is closed under countable unions
of sets, and hence also countable intersections of sets.
Example 2.6 The algebra A de…ned in the above example is not a sigma
algebra because, for example, the open interval (0; 1) 2
= A, yet:
(0; 1) =

[1

n=1

(0; 1

1=n]:

In this chapter we will generally focus on sigma algebras, as this is the
logical structure on which to contemplate a Lebesgue integral which by its
de…nition involves limits of measurable sets. As it turns out, there are lots
of di¤erent sigma algebras possible given a …xed set X, which in many
situations will be the real line, R, the nonnegative real numbers, R+ =
fxjx 0g, or more general spaces such as Rn or a probability space S: To
see this, note that:
Proposition 2.7 The intersection of any collection of algebras on X is a
algebra. The intersection of any collection of sigma algebras is a sigma
algebra. Neither statement is generally true for unions.
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Proof. Both the proof and counterexamples are left as exercises.
By this proposition, we can de…ne an algebra A as the the smallest algebra (sigma algebra) with a given property, as long as there is at least
one algebra (sigma algebra) which satis…es this property to avoid a vacuous construction. This algebra (sigma algebra) is produced by taking the
intersection of all algebras (sigma algebras) with this property.
Example 2.8 Two simple examples of sigma algebras on any space X are
the trivial sigma algebra, f;; Xg; made up of only the empty set and the
entire space and which we denote by (;; X), and the power sigma algebra
which is de…ned as the collection of all subsets of X, and which we denote
by (P (X)). Every other sigma algebra on X; (X), satis…es the property
that:
(;; X)
(X)
(P (X)):
Also, if fXi g is an arbitrary but non-empty collection of subsets of the
space X, we can de…ne (fXi g), the sigma algebra generated by fXi g;
as the smallest such sigma algebra. This sigma algebra always exists by
proposition 2.7 because (P (X)) is one example of a sigma algebra that
contains fXi g.
Example 2.9 On R de…ne the smallest sigma algebra that contains all the
open intervals, denoted B(R). Then:
1. B(R) is well de…ned based on proposition 2.7 by demonstrating that
the collection of sigma algebras with this property is non-empty. As
(P (R)) contains all the open intervals, this construction is valid.
2. B(R) can equivalently be de…ned as the smallest sigma algebra that
contains all the closed intervals, or the smallest sigma algebra that
contains all the half-open intervals. [Hint: Show by construction that
with any de…nition the other types of intervals are also in the given
sigma algebra.]
3. Every point, and hence every countable collection of points is in B(R).
[Hint: A point x 2 R is in B(R) if and only if x
e 2 B(R), where the
complement x
e R x:]

This last example identi…es a special and important sigma algebra named
for Émile Borel (1871–1956), another pioneer in the early development of
measure theory and its application to probability theory. It is "special" in
the sense that it is de…ned to contain all the open intervals, the utility of
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which will be seen in the sections below on measurable functions. Recall
that an open set in R generalizes the idea of an open interval as follows:
De…nition 2.10 (Open sets) A set E R is called open if for any x 2 E
there is an open interval centered on x that is also contained in E. In other
words, there is an so that (x
; x + ) E. A set F is called closed if
the complement of F; Fe; is open.

Exercise 2.11 Verify that arbitrary unions of open sets produce an open
set, and using De Morgan’s laws, arbitrary intersections of closed sets a
closed set. On the other hand, while …nite intersections of open sets are open,
countable intersections can produce open, closed and sets that are neither
open nor closed. The same result applies to unions of closed sets; …nite
unions are closed, in…nite unions can be open, closed, or neither. See G
and F sets below for examples.
Open sets in R can be characterized directly as seen in the following
result, whereas closed sets can not other than by the characterization that
a closed set as the complement of an open set.
S
Proposition 2.12 If E is an open subset of R, then E = j Ij , where fIj g
is a countable collection of open intervals. Moreover, fIj g can be chosen to
be disjoint.
Proof. Given x 2 E consider f(a; b)x g; where (a; b)x denotes any open
interval (a; b)
E such that x 2 (a; S
b): This collection is never vacuous
because E is open. Now de…ne I(x) = (a; b)x : Then I(x) is open as noted
above,
T and in fact an openSinterval, and for any x; y 2 E either I(x) = I(y) or
I(x) I(y) = ;: So E = x I(x); a disjoint union, and countability follows
because each such disjoint interval contains a di¤erent rational number.

De…nition 2.13 (Borel sigma algebra) The Borel sigma algebra, B B(R),
is de…ned as the smallest sigma algebra on R that contains the open intervals. The sets of this sigma algebra are called Borel Sets. More generally,
if X is any topological space, the Borel sigma algebra, B(X), is de…ned identically, as the smallest sigma algebra on X that contains all the open sets
de…ned by the topology.
Remark 2.14 For most applications of Borel sets, the space X will be a
Euclidean space R or Rn ; for which open sets are de…ned in terms of Br (x);
the open balls about x 2 Rn of radius r :
Br (x) = fyj jx

yj < rg:
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Speci…cally, a set A is de…ned to be open if for any x 2 A there exists r > 0
so that Br (x) A: However, for completeness:
De…nition 2.15 (Topology) A topology on a set X is a collection of
subsets, denoted T and called the "open sets," so that:
1. ;; X 2 T ,
2. If fA g

2I

3. If fAi gni=1

T , where the index set I is arbitrary, then
T
T , then ni=1 Ai 2 T .

S

2I

A 2T,

In other words, a topology T is de…ned to obey the same properties as
does the collection the open sets on R or Rn .
There are special classes of Borel sets de…ned in the study of Real Analysis starting with the collection of open sets, often denoted G, and the collection of closed sets, denoted F. The class G ; pronounced "G-delta," is
de…ned as the collection of countable intersections of elements of G, whereas
F ; pronounced "F -sigma," is de…ned as the collection of countable unions
of elements of F. Because the elements in such unions and intersections can
be identical, it is the case that F
F and G
G . There is no point to
introducing G or F since as noted above, unions of open sets are open,
and intersections of closed sets closed, and hence G = G and F = F.
Notation 2.16 G represents the standard notation for an open set in real
analysis, as this notion apparently originated in Germany with the word for
area, gebiet, while the delta in G denotes the German word for intersection
of these open sets, or durchschnitt. Similarly, F represents the standard
notation for a closed set, as this notion apparently originated in France
with the word fermé, while the sigma in F denotes the French word for
summation or union of closed sets, somme.
Example 2.17 A G -set can be open, closed or neither as can be demonstrated by such examples as:
f(1 n=(n+1); 2+n=(n+1))g;

f( 1=n; 1+1=n)g;

f(1 1=n; 1+n=(n+1))g;

with respective intersections for n
1 of (0:5; 2:5); [0; 1] and [1; 1:5): The
collection of irrational numbers is another G -set that is neither open nor
closed, and this set equals the intersection of the open sets:
Gq = ( 1; q) [ (q; 1);
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for all q 2 Q; the rational numbers.
An F -set can also be open, closed or neither as demonstrated by such
examples as:
f[1=n; 1

1=n]g;

f[ 1=n; 1 + 1=n]g;

f[1=n; 1 + 1=n]g;

with respective unions for n 1 of (0; 1); [ 1; 2] and (0; 2]: The collection of
rational numbers is another F -set that is neither open nor closed, as this
equals the union of closed sets fqg; for all q 2 Q:
Logically, if one de…ned F as countable unions of elements of F , nothing new would be produced since any such union could be de…ned directly
in terms of F. The same is true for G . However, F and G , are well
de…ned in terms of F and G ; and produce the next levels of Borel sets.
This process continues as:
F

G

F
G

F

G

F

G

......
......

B(R),

B(R),

where each class is de…ned as countable unions ( ) or countable intersections
( ) of elements of the prior class. As noted above, each class contains the
prior class.
While each of these classes is a subset of all Borel sets, interestingly it is
known that B(R) contains sets that are not in any of these special classes,
although this will not be demonstrated here as we will have no further
application of this fact. Perhaps even more interestingly, while it is obvious
by de…nition that B(R)
(P (R)); the sigma algebra of all subsets of R; it
is by no means apparent that this inclusion is strict. In other words, it is
not apparent that there is a subset of R that is not a Borel set. As it turns
out, this inclusion is strict, B(R) $ (P (R)); although the development of
a non-Borel set is subtle and will not be pursued here as we again have no
further use for this fact.
Because of De Morgan’s laws and the complementary de…nitions of open
and closed, it is the case that every one of these special classes can be
de…ned in terms of complements of elements of another class. For example:
e 2 Gg, G = Fe
e 2 F g, and so forth:
F =Ge fAjA
fAjA

Example 2.18 As an example of how one of these special collections of sets
arise, we recall the study in chapter 10 of the Reitano reference related to
the existence of a Riemann integral when f (x) has in…nitely many discontinuities. Given an open interval, I = (xi 1 ; xi ); the oscillation of f (x) on
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I, denoted !(x; I); is de…ned:
!(x; I) = Mi

mi ;

where Mi and mi are respectively de…ned as the least upper bound (l.u.b.)
and greatest lower bound (g.l.b.) of f (x) on the interval I. In addition, the
oscillation of f (x) at x, denoted !(x); is de…ned:
!(x) = g:l:b: f!(x; I)g for all I with x 2 I:
It can then be shown that f (x) is discontinuous at x if and only if !(x) > 0:
Now de…ne:
EN = fxj!(x)

1=N g ;

E

[

N 1

EN = fxj!(x) > 0g :

Then E is the collection of discontinuities of f (x), and it can be shown that
EN is closed for all N; and hence the following result is proved.
Proposition 2.19 The set of discontinuities of an arbitrary function on
R is a countable union of closed sets, and hence a Borel set, and more
speci…cally, an F -set.
One last result on sigma algebras is needed below. The details of the
proof are assigned as an exercise.
Proposition 2.20 Let fAj g1
j=1 be a collection of sets in a sigma algebra,
. Then there is a disjoint collection fA0j g1
; with:
j=1
[1

Aj =

[1

A0j ;

[N

Aj =

[N

A0j :

j=1

and for each N :

j=1

Proof. De…ne A0n = An

hS
n

1
j=1 Aj

i

j=1

j=1

T hTn

1 e
j=1 Aj
S1
0
j=1 Aj

i

. Check that A0n 2
S1
and S
A0n \ A0m = ; if n 6= m. By de…nition,
j=1 Aj , while if
0 for some k: Now check …nite unions.
x2 1
A
;
check
that
x
2
A
j
j=1
k
= An
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De…nition of Lebesgue Measure

With sigma algebras de…ned, the next goal is to de…ne the notion of a
"measure" on the sets of a sigma algebra. There are many ways to do this,
but for the purposes of this chapter the focus is on what is known as
Lebesgue measure, and this measure will ultimately apply to a sigma
algebra that contains the Borel sigma algebra B(R). Lebesgue measure is
de…ned to equal interval length when applied to the intervals in this
collection of Borel sets, and this idea will be generalized below in the
section on Borel measures where di¤erent de…nitions for interval length
will give rise to di¤erent measures.
As it turns out, the goal of de…ning a measure that generalizes the notion
of interval length is more subtle and di¢ cult than might be …rst expected.
Indeed, one might well expect that such a measure can be de…ned on the
sigma algebra of all subsets of the real numbers, (P (R)): But before beginning to develop these ideas, we consider the properties that we would like
any such measure to satisfy to make it consistent with and applicable to the
operations within a sigma algebra. To this end, we start with the following
de…nition:
De…nition 2.21 (Lebesgue measure) Lebesgue measure is a non-negative
set function m, de…ned on a sigma algebra of sets which contains the intervals, (R); taking values in the nonnegative extended real numbers,
+
R
R+ [ f1g, and which satis…es the following properties:
1. m(;) = 0;
2. Countable Additivity: If fAj g is a countable collection of pairwise
disjoint sets in the sigma algebra (R), then:
m

[

j

Aj =

X

j

m (Aj ) ;

(2.2)

3. For any interval I; whether open, closed or half open, m(I) = jIj, the
length of I:
In such a case, the sets in (R) are said to be Lebesgue measurable,
and the triplet (R; (R); m) is called a Lebesgue measure space.
Remark 2.22 Note that (R) is a sigma algebra that contains the intervals,
and thus contains the Borel sigma algebra, B(R).
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It is really item 3 which characterizes Lebesgue measure in that it produces a notion of measure on R which is consistent with ordinary interval
length. If this restriction is removed, the de…nition of a general measure
on a sigma algebra is produced and is often denoted by ; reserving
m
as the special notation for Lebesgue measure.
De…nition 2.23 (Measure) Let X be a set and (X) a sigma algebra of
subsets of X: A measure is a non-negative set function
de…ned on
+
(X); taking values in the nonnegative extended real numbers, R
R+ [ f1g, and which satis…es the following properties:
1. m(;) = 0;
2. Countable Additivity: If fAj g is a countable collection of pairwise
disjoint sets in the sigma algebra , then 2.2 is satis…ed.
In such a case, the sets in (X) are said to be measurable, and sometimes -measurable, and the triplet (X; (X); ) is called a measure
space.
It should by no means be apparent at this point that a Lebesgue measure
actually exists. It is apparent that items 1 and 3 are not a problem to
implement. Indeed, we simply de…ne m(I) = b a for any open interval
I = (a; b); which obtains that m(a) = 0 for any point
T a considered as a
singleton set fag 2 (R): This follows because fag = n (a 1=n; a + 1=n)
and hence is a member of (R); and since 2.2 implies that m(a) < m((a
1=n; a + 1=n)) = 2=n; it follows that m(a) = 0 and that this conclusion is
independent of how fag is constructed as an intersection of open intervals.
Extending the de…nition of m to …nite unions of disjoint intervals would
appear to be straightforward, and this is then how m is extended to any
interval, such as
[a; b] = (a; b) [ (a) [ (b):
It can then be concluded that closed and right semi-closed versions of such
intervals have the same measure as open intervals.
But item 2 then presents two nearly insurmountable challenges to continuing with this construction:
1. How can the "interval length" de…nition be extended in a consistent
way to the wide variety of sets that can be anticipated to exist in the
sigma algebra (R); which contains B(R) as noted above. Also, is such
an extension uniquely de…ned?
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2. Given such an extension, how can we demonstrate that countable additivity, which would seem to be valid when applied to disjoint intervals,
continues to be true for the more general sets in (R)?
Clearly there is some work to be done.
Lebesgue measure, and more generally any measure, is explicitly de…ned
in anticipation that a set A may have m(A) = 1. This is not a surprise in
the Lebesgue context, since for example m(I) = 1 for all intervals of the
form ( 1; a) or (b; 1). More generally, while measures are allowed to
assume the value 1; they need not.
Example 2.24 De…ne a rationals counting measure Q on (P (R)) as
follows. Enumerate the rationals frj g1
R arbitrarily, and de…ne
j=1 = Q
Q (rj )

=2

j

:

(2.3)

P
For any set A R; de…ne (A) = rj 2A 2 j ; and (;) = 0: Apparently, Q
is countably additive and is hence a measure on the sigma algebra (P (R));
in fact it is a …nite measure in that Q (R) < 1: But it is also the case
that Q has other unusual properties versus Lebesgue measure. For example:
1.

Q (R)

= 1:

T
2. If fIj g is a sequence of nested intervals, Ij+1 Ij with j Ij = x; then
Q (Ij ) may converge to 0 (x irrational) or not (x rational).
3.

is not translation invariant, in that if I is an interval and a 2 R;
it will not be the case that Q (I) = Q (I +a) where the shifted interval
I + a is de…ned as fa + xjx 2 Ig:
Q

The goal of the next sections is to construct Lebesgue measure on a
sigma algebra that will be denoted ML ; and which naturally contains the
Borel sigma algebra, B(R) ML . But it is a worthwhile adventure to …rst
attempt a more ambitious goal of achieving a Lebesgue measure on the
power sigma algebra, (P (R)): This attempt will fail, but in the failure it
will be demonstrated that there are sets that can not be measurable in the
above sense. That is, there will be subsets of R that can not be included
in the sigma algebra of Lebesgue measurable sets because m could not then
obey countable additivity (or …nite additivity).
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2.3

Lebesgue Measure on
and Failure

(P (R)): An Attempt

We begin with an important construction toward the ultimate goal of
de…ning Lebesgue measure. The logic of this construction follows from the
above remark that from m((a; b)) = b a it follows that for any point a;
m(a) = 0: This construction cannot be assumed to produce a Lebesgue
measure, as that is a conclusion that would require proof, so we will
initially give it a di¤erent name, Lebesgue outer measure:
De…nition 2.25 (Lebesgue outer measure) For any A R; the Lebesgue
outer measure of A; denoted m (A); is de…ned by:
nX
o
[
m (A) = inf
jIn j j A
In ; In an open interval, jIn j = interval length :
n
n
(2.4)
In other words, the Lebesgue outer measure of a set is de…ned as the in…mum, or greatest lower bound, of the sum of the lengths of all countable
collections of open intervals which "cover" the given set. Here and everywhere, countable includes …nite.
Note that m (A) is de…ned for any A 2 (P (R)) and the in…mum in
2.4 may be in…nite as is the case for measures generally. Also note that
by proposition 2.12 that since [n In is open it can be assumed that this
collection of open sets is disjoint. One important consequence of the above
de…nition is that by the de…nition of in…mum, if m (A) < 1 then for any
> 0 there is a countable collection of open intervals fIj g so that A [j Ij
and:
X
jIj j m (A) + :
(2.5)
j

In other words, the outer measure of any set of …nite outer measure can be
approximated arbitrarily well by the total interval lengths of a collection of
disjoint open intervals which cover the set. See generalizations below.
If it could be proved that m is in fact a measure by de…nition 2.21, this
would be the best possible result as it would provide a Lebesgue measure on
(P (R)). For this investigation we …rst document a few simpler yet interesting and desirable properties of Lebesgue outer measure. The associated
proof will require a result known as the Heine-Borel theorem, named
after Eduard Heine (1821-1881) and Émile Borel (1871-1956). Borel
formalized the earlier work of Heine in an 1895 publication which applied
to the notion of compactness de…ned in terms of countably in…nite open
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covers. This in turn was generalized by Henri Lebesgue (1875-1941) in
1898 to apply to the notion of compactness de…ned in terms of an arbitrary
in…nite open cover. We state this result without proof in the limited context of R, but note it is valid in a far wider range of contexts (see chapter
4 of the Reitano reference for Rn ; and a Topology text in the references for
generalizations).
De…nition 2.26 (Compact) A set E
R is compact if given an
S open
cover of E which may be an uncountably in…nite; fG g with E
G ;
there is a …nite subcollection, fGj gm
so
that:
j=1
E

[

j m

Gj :

Proposition 2.27 (Heine-Borel Theorem) A set E
R is compact if
and only if E is closed and bounded, where by bounded is meant that E
[a; b] for some …nite interval.
Proposition 2.28 With m (A) de…ned in 2.4:
1. m (;) = 0;
2. m (A) = 0 if A is a point or a countable collection of points,
3. Monotonicity: If B

A then m (B)

m (A);

4. m (A) = jAj for any interval A; where jAj denotes interval length,
5. m is translation invariant: for any set A and real number a;
m (A) = m (a + A) where:
a+A

fa + xjx 2 Ag:

Proof.
1. Because ;

I for any interval I and inf jIj = 0; the result follows.

2. For A = fag a point, the conclusion follows with cover I = (a ; a+ )
for any > 0: For a countable collection, faj g; use the cover f(aj
=2j ; aj + =2j )g:
3. This follows since every open cover of A is by de…nition an open cover
of B.
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4. If A is an unbounded interval, then m (A) = 1 = jAj ; so assume
A = fa; bg where this notation implies that the bounded interval can be
open, closed or semi-closed. Letting I = (a
; b + ); it is the case by
3 that m (A) jIj b a 2 for all ; and hence, m (A) jAj for
any such interval. If A = [a; b] is also closed, then it is compact by the
Heine-Borel theorem, so that any open cover in the de…nition of outer
measure has a …nite subcover, say fIj gnj=1 ; where these are ordered in
terms of the left endpoints. So a 2 I1 ; b 2 In ; and since these are open
intervals there is an > 0 so that (a P
; a + ) I1 ; and (b ; b + )
n
In . Consequently, A [j=1 Ij implies nj=1 jIj j > b a+2 ; and hence
m (A) jAj. Combining, it follows that m (A) = jAj if A is closed.
If A is an open or semi-closed interval, choose a closed subinterval
B A with jBj jAj
for given but arbitrary > 0. For example,
if A = fa; bg; choose B = [a + =3; b
=3]. Then using this result for
closed intervals m (A) = jAj because:
jAj

jBj = m (B)

m (A)

m (A) = A = jAj ;

where A = [a; b] denotes the closure of A:
5. Translation invariance follows from 4; since interval length is translation invariant.

The next result relates to the question of countable additivity of outer
measure. Here outer measure will be shown to be countably subadditive,
and later by example shown to satisfy neither countable nor …nite additivity
on the sigma algebra (P (R)).
Proposition 2.29 If fAn g1
j=1 is a countable collection of sets, then m is
countably subadditive:
[
X
m
Aj
m (Aj ) :
(2.6)
j

j

Proof.
P If there is an Aj so that m (Aj ) = 1; the result follows since
then
m (Aj ) = 1; so assume m (Aj ) < 1 for all j. By 2.5, for every
set AP
there
is a collection of open intervals, fIjk gk so that Aj
[k Ijk
j
j
and k jIjk j < m (Aj ) + =2 . Thus [j Aj
[j;k Ijk and so fIjk gj;k is a
countable open cover of [j Aj with:
X
X
X
jIjk j <
m (Aj ) +
=2j
j
j;k
j
X
=
m (Aj ) + :
j
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So for any

> 0; m

S

j

Aj <

P

j

m (Aj ) + ; and the result follows.

With the help of this proposition the result in 2.5 can be restated:
Corollary 2.30 If m (A) < 1; then for any
I 2 G with A I and:
m (I) m (A) + :

> 0 there is an open set
(2.7)

Further, there is a set J 2 G ; the class of countable intersections of open
sets, so that A J and:
m (J) = m (A):
(2.8)
Proof. De…ne I = [j Ij where fIj g is given in 2.5. Then m (I)
P
j m (Ij ) by 2.6, and since the outer measure of any interval equals its
interval length, 2.7 follows from 2.5:
The second statement is an exercise. Hint: For n T
= 1=n; let In denote
the corresponding open set given by 2.7, and consider In :

The subadditivity result of proposition 2.29 seems inconclusive because
it does not demonstrate that outer measure is in fact not countably additive.
What is unclear is whether the conclusion of countable additivity is false, or
if is it true but not revealed by the above proof. Indeed, the proof did not
even depend on whether the sets fAn g1
j=1 were disjoint, and it is compelling
to postulate that if they were disjoint, the proof could be modi…ed and the
inequality in 2.6 could be sharpened to that of equality as in 2.2.
Unfortunately, this is not so if one assumes the "axiom of choice" in the
axiomatic structure of set theory as is common (see chapter 4 of the Reitano
reference for an introduction). Recall that axiomatic approaches to set
theory have been developed to produce a rigorous framework that eliminates
the many paradoxes that arise with a less formal approach in which a set is
de…ned as a collection of elements which satisfy a given property. A famous
example of such a paradox was published in 1903 when Bertrand Russell
(1872–1970) communicated a discovery he made in 1901, and which has
come to be known as Russell’s Paradox. Russell proposed as a "set" the
following:
X = fRjR is a set, and R 2
= Rg:
In other words, X is the "set" of all sets which are not a member of
themselves: The paradox occurs in attempting to answer the question:
Is X 2 X?
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If X 2 X, then by the above de…ning property it is a set that is not an
element of itself, whereas if we posit that X 2
= X, then again by de…nition,
X should be one of the sets R which are included in X: In summary:
X 2 X i¤ X 2
= X;
an impossibly illogical result.
The …rst approach to formalizing an axiomatic structure was introduced
by Ernst Zermelo (1871–1953) in 1908, called the Zermelo Axioms and
which resulted in the Zermelo set theory. This axiomatic structure was
later modi…ed by Adolf Fraenkel (1891–1965) in 1922, and produced the
Zermelo-Fraenkel axioms and the Zermelo-Fraenkel set theory, or
ZF set theory. Including the so-called axiom of choice to ZF set theory
produces what is referred to as ZFC set theory. This is the approach
largely used today:
The axiom of choice in e¤ect states that from any collection of non-empty
sets, fS g 2I ; where I is an arbitrary index set, a collection of elements
fx g 2I can be chosen for which x 2 S for all : Alternatively, this axiom
states that from [ S one can choose a subset S which contains exactly
one element from each of the S -sets. It is easy to wonder why such a
statement needs to be an axiom at all and why this is not something that
can be proved, or simply assumed as self-evident. The complexity of this
axiom occurs when I is an uncountable set. In this case there will then be
no hope of de…ning an algorithm which speci…es how a given x 2 S is
to be selected, since any such algorithm is necessarily countable and hence
will omit from its "choice" all but a countable subcollection of fS g 2I : It
turns out that this axiom is logically independent of the other axioms in the
ZF set theory, which means that one can add this axiom or its negation to
the ZF framework, and in either case produce a system of mathematics that
is consistent. Because of its usefulness in the e¢ cient proof of many deep
results, many mathematicians today subscribe to the ZFC framework.
It will now be demonstrated that with the help of this axiom,
S a countable
collection of disjoint sets fAj gj can be constructed for which j Aj = [0; 1];
S
and hence m
= 1: Yet each Aj will be seen to have the same
j Aj
P
positive outer measure, so j m (Aj ) = 1, and this example provides an
extreme counterexample to countable additivity.
This construction was developed by Giuseppe Vitali (1875–1932). The
set A0 ; and hence each of the collection of sets, fAj g1
j=0 ; provides an example of a "nonmeasurable set," meaning that Aj 2
= ML for all j; where
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ML denotes a sigma algebra of Lebesgue measurable sets that will later be
constructed.
Proposition
2.31 There exists a countable collection of disjoints sets, fAj g1
j=0 ;
S
with j Aj = [0; 1] and:
1=m

[

j

Aj <

X

j

m (Aj ) = 1:

(2.9)

In other words, Lebesgue outer measure is not countably additive on (P (R));
and hence is not a Lebesgue measure on (P (R)):
Proof. This proof is a bit long, so it will be split into several steps.
1. First Partition of [0; 1] : For each real number x 2 [0; 1] de…ne
the set Ex = fy 2 [0; 1] j x y 2 Qg; where Q denotes the set of
rational numbers. Alternatively, Ex = fx + rjr 2 Qg \ [0; 1]. Note
that each Ex contains a countable collection of reals since the rationals
are countable, and any 2 such sets are either identical or disjoint: if
Ex \ Ex0 6= ;; then Ex = Ex0 . This is because if y 2 Ex \ Ex0 then both
x y and x0 y are rational, and hence so too is (x y) (x0 y) = x x0 ;
so x0 2 Ex and x 2 Ex0 . From the original collection of sets fEx g;
let fFx g now denote the subcollection of disjoint classes.
Because each
S
set Fx contains a countable collection of reals and x Fx = [0; 1]; the
collection fFx g contains an uncountable number of sets, and exactly
one of these sets is [0; 1] \ Q.
2. The De…nition of fAj g : By the axiom of choice select one element
from each Fx and de…ne A0 as the uncountable set so selected. Note
that by de…nition no two elements of A0 can di¤ er by a rational number
and exactly one element of A0 is rational, which for speci…city we
assume to be the number 1=2. Now let frj g1
j=1 be an enumeration of
the rationals in [0; 1); say r0 = 0; and de…ne fAj g1
j=1 by:
Aj = Bj \ [0; 1];
where:
Bj

frj + aja 2 A0 g [ frj + a

1ja 2 A0 g:

In other words, Aj = A0 + rj (modulo 1); meaning for each a 2 A0
we select rj + a if this value is in the interval [0; 1]; or rj + a 1 if
rj + a > 1: By de…nition Aj
[0; 1], and note that Aj \ Ak = ; if
j 6= k since a non-empty intersection would imply that two elements of
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A0 di¤ ered by a rational number, a contradiction. This is the reason
for not allowing rj = 1 above as this would produce the same set as
rj = 0; namely, A0 . Also, every number y 2 [0; 1] is in some Aj since
any such y 2 Fx for some x; and therefore if a 2 Fx was selected as the
element in A0 ; then y a = r a rational, and hence y 2 Aj for j with
1
rj = r. In
S conclusion, fAj gj=0 is a countable collection of disjoint
sets with j Aj = [0; 1].

3. m (Aj ) = m (A0 ) : The next step is to show that m (Aj ) is constant
for all j by showing that any open cover of A0 can be modi…ed to be an
open cover of Aj without changing the sum of the lengths of the given
cover’s intervals. To this end, let fIk g be an open cover of A0 . Given
rj which de…nes Aj ; split this cover into 2 subcollections:
(1)

(2)

fIk g = fIk g [ fIk g;
(1)

(2)

where each Ik
Ik \ ( 1; 1
Note that for any k :

rj ); and fIk g = Ik \ (1
(1)

(2)

jIk j = Ik
which is apparent if Ik (1
(1)
Ik (a; b); then Ik = (a; 1
(1)

Ik

(2)

+ Ik

= (1

rj )

+ Ik

rj ; 1).

;

rj ; 1) or Ik ( 1; 1 rj ): If 1
(2)
rj ) and Ik = (1 rj ; b); so
a+b
(1)

(1

rj ) = b

rj 2

a = jIk j :

(2)

The …nal step is to show that fIk + rj g [ fIk + rj 1g is an open
cover of Aj . To this end, …rst note that if x 2 Aj and x 6= rj ; then
either x = rj + a or x = rj + a 1 for some a 2 A0 . In the …rst case
a 1 rj ; and in the second, a 1 rj . But then since fIk g is an
(1)
open cover of A0 ; a 2 Ik for some k; and hence a 2 Ik in the …rst
(2)
(1)
case, or a 2 Ik ; in the second. This then implies that x 2 Ik + rj ; or
(2)
x 2 Ik + rj 1; respectively. The case of x = rj 2 Aj cannot occur,
since this would require that A0 contained 0; which it does not since
we chose a = 1=2 to be the rational element of A0 .
4. m (A0 ) > 0 : If m (A0 ) = 0 then for any > 0 and integer j there
would be an open cover of outer measure =2j which we could
S modify
as in Part 3 to an open cover of Aj . Then since [0; 1] = j Aj ; it
would follow by countable subadditivity that
X
m ([0; 1])
m (Aj ) = ;
j
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a contradiction.
5. Combining results
S and applying countable subadditivity it follows that
since [0; 1] = j Aj :
1=m

[

j

Aj <

X

j

m (Aj ) = 1;

where the …nal equality follows from Parts 3 and 4.

The key set in the above result, A0 ; required the axiom of choice for
its construction. This set and its translates provided a demonstration that
Lebesgue outer measure is not countably additive on (P (R)) and hence
is not a Lebesgue measure on (P (R)). Consequently, in any system of
mathematics in which the axiom of choice is not assumed, this "set" cannot
be constructed as it was above, and it is therefore possible that there will
be no such counterexample to the countable additivity of Lebesgue outer
measure on (P (R)). In fact, Robert M. Solovay proved in 1970 that if
a speci…ed weaker version of the axiom of choice is added to the ZermeloFraenkel set theory, then every set in (P (R)) is Lebesgue measurable.
This weaker version is called the axiom of dependent choice.
Remark 2.32 In most texts, the construction in the above proposition is
referred to as a construction of a nonmeasurable set, whereas we have
chosen to present this result as a failure of Lebesgue outer measure to be
countably additive on (P (R)). But in fact not all of the Aj sets can be
Lebesgue measurable under Lebesgue outer measure because not all can be a
members of a sigma algebra on which Lebesgue outer measure is countably
additive. The same is true for any countable subcollection, and even many
…nite subcollections as will become clear in remark 2.37.
The problem here is not with Lebesgue outer measure, which is indeed
the proposed candidate for Lebesgue measure. In fact, it is hard to imagine
an alternative proposal for a de…nition of Lebesgue measure which is both
consistent with interval length, and adaptable to the measure of more general
sets. De…ning a measure explicitly on the intervals and then extending the
de…nition by the limiting argument as in 2.4 would appear to be the natural
and correct approach, and it will be used again and again in this book. So
rather than change the outer measure de…nition, it will be seen below that
a Lebesgue measure can be produced by this approach if we simply restrict
the sigma algebra from (P (R)) to one that excludes sets like fAj g that
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will defeat countable additivity. This restriction on allowable sets will be
introduced below in 2.14.
Finally, we will see in remark 2.37 that in addition to failing countable
additivity on (P (R)); m is not even …nitely additive on this sigma algebra:
The reader is invited to think through how the above example provides this
result.

2.4

Lebesgue Measurable Sets: ML $ (P (R))

In this section a sigma algebra will be identi…ed on which Lebesgue outer
measure is countably additive, and hence will become Lebesgue measure
on this sigma algebra. The sigma algebra will be denoted ML ; and as the
section heading implies, it is and by the prior section’s construction must
be, a proper subset of the power sigma algebra (P (R)). It will be
demonstrated that ML contains the sigma algebra of Borel sets, B(R), but
it will not demonstrated that this inclusion is again strict:
B(R) $ ML :

(2.10)

In this section the sigma algebra ML will be de…ned, then in the next it
will be seen that on ML ; Lebesgue outer measure is indeed a measure.
There are two standard approaches to developing a sigma algebra on
which countable additivity of Lebesgue outer measure applies. In both approaches, the same sigma algebra, ML ; is produced and in both approaches
there is a restriction on the sets on which Lebesgue outer measure will be
applied. The restricted collection of sets will be called "Lebesgue measurable", in anticipation of the fact that on the sigma algebra that is produced,
Lebesgue outer measure is countably additive and hence indeed a measure.
The approaches are:
1. De…ne Lebesgue inner measure of a set A
R, denoted m (A);
by:
nX
o
m (A) = sup
jJn j j [n Jn A; Jn closed sets, jJn j = set measure ;
n
(2.11)
where the "set measure" of a closed set is de…ned using the interval
lengths of open sets. Speci…cally, if I is an open set with closed J I;
e is also open, so is I \ Je = I J;
then since the complement of J; J,
and we de…ne:
jJj = jIj jI Jj :
(2.12)
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Since both I and I J are open and hence the union of disjoint open
intervals, the right hand side of this de…nition is well de…ned in terms
of interval lengths. Of course we must show that this de…nition is
independent of the choice of open I:
In other words it must be proved that if J is a closed set, and I and
I 0 are open sets with J I; J I 0 ; then the de…nition of jJj in 2.12
is independent of the choice between I and I 0 :
jIj

jI

Jj = I 0

I0

J :

This proof needs the fact that given open sets G and G0 ; that jGj +
jG0 j = jG [ G0 j jG \ G0 j : This result appears "obvious" but the proof
is subtle. Given this, consider G = I and G0 = I 0 J; then G = I J
and G0 = I 0 and so 2.12 is well de…ned. See for example, the books by
Halmos or Royden in the references.
We then have:
Proposed De…nition 1: A set A

R is Lebesgue measurable if:

m (A) = m (A):

(2.13)

2. The second approach was introduced by Constantin Carathéodory
(1873–1950) in the development of the general theory of outer measures. It de…nes a set A to be measurable if given any other set E; the
Lebesgue outer measure of E equals the sum of the outer measures of
the subsets formed by splitting E into two disjoint subsets with A and
e Formally, this is stated:
A.

Proposed De…nition 2: A set A R is Lebesgue measurable if
satis…es the Carathéodory criterion, that for any set E R :
e \ E):
m (E) = m (A \ E) + m (A

It turns out that if m (A) < 1; these proposed de…nitions are equivalent,
although we will not pursue this development here. Instead, we take the
second approach as the de…nition of Lebesgue measurability, and proceed
to show that the collection of such sets forms a sigma algebra, ML ; which
contains the Borel sigma algebra, B(R), and that on this sigma algebra outer
measure is countably additive and hence a measure.
First, we formalize this de…nition:
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De…nition 2.33 A set A R is Lebesgue measurable if it satis…es the
Carathéodory criterion, that for any set E R :
e \ E):
m (E) = m (A \ E) + m (A

(2.14)

The collection of Lebesgue measurable sets is denoted ML :
Remark 2.34 Since Lebesgue outer measure is countably subadditive by
e \ E);
2.6, and hence it is always the case that m (E) m (A \ E) + m (A
we have alternatively that A
R is Lebesgue measurable if for any set
E R:
e \ E):
m (E) m (A \ E) + m (A
(2.15)
Some proofs of the measurability of a given set focus on demonstrating this
single inequality rather than demonstrating equality as in 2.14.

Given this de…nition, the goal of the forthcoming propositions is to show
that the collection of sets which satisfy 2.14, ML ; is a sigma algebra which
contains the Borel sigma algebra, B(R); as well as all subsets of R which
have outer measure 0. The …rst result below demonstrates that ML is an
algebra that contains all sets that have Lebesgue outer measure of 0: Then
after a technical result we will show that ML is in fact a sigma algebra that
contains the open intervals, and hence contains the Borel sigma algebra.
Proposition 2.35 Let ML denote the collection of subsets of R which are
Lebesgue measurable and hence satisfy 2.14. Then ML is an algebra of sets
which includes all sets of outer measure zero. Speci…cally:
1. ;; R 2 ML ,
e 2 ML ,
2. A 2 ML if and only if A

3. If Aj 2 ML for 1
4. If A

j

n; then

Sn

j=1 Aj

2 ML ,

R with m (A) = 0; then A 2 ML .

Proof. Taking each item in turn:
1. To see that ; 2 ML ; note that for any E
R; E \ ; = ;; and
so m (; \ E) = 0 by proposition 2.28. Hence, 2.15 is satis…ed with
equality since e
; = R. That R 2 ML follows from 2.

e so both are measurable,
2. The de…nition in 2.14 is symmetric in A and A;
or neither is.
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3. This result will be proved for n = 2, and the general result will follow
f0
e\ A
by mathematical induction. Given A, A0 2 ML ; since A^
[ A0 = A
0
by DeMoivre’s law, to prove A [ A 2 ML it must be shown by 2.15
that for any E R :
f0 \ E)
e\A
m ([A [ A0 ] \ E) + m (A

m (E):

By subadditivity of outer measure, and the fact that [A [ A0 ] \ E =
e \ E] :
[A \ E] [ [A0 \ A
m ([A [ A0 ] \ E)

e \ E]:
m [A \ E] + m [A0 \ A

e \ E:
Also, applying the de…nition of A0 2 ML to split the set A
f0 \ A
e \ E] + m (A
e \ E) = m [A
e \ E]:
m [A0 \ A

Combining:

e\A
e0 \ E)
m ([A [ A0 ] \ E) + m (A
e \ E]
m [A \ E] + m [A

= m (E):

4. If m (A) = 0; then for any E R, m (E \ A) = 0 since E \ A A.
e E; m (E \ A)
e
Also, since E \ A
m (E). Combining yields 2.15
and hence, A 2 ML :
The next step is to show that ML is in fact a sigma algebra. To do
this, we need a technical result which is stated next. In e¤ect, this result
generalizes the "splitting" assumption about measurable sets from a splitting
e to a splitting assumption relative to any
with disjoint measurable A and A;
disjoint collection of measurable sets.

Proposition 2.36 If fAj gnj=1 ML is a collection of disjoint measurable
sets, then for any E R :
i
\ h[n
Xn
\
m E
Aj =
Aj :
(2.16)
m E
j=1

j=1

Proof. This result is proved by mathematicalh induction.
Because An is
i
n
assumed measurable, apply 2.14 to the set E \ [j=1 Aj . Because fAj gnj=1
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h
i
h
i
en = [n 1 Aj
is a disjoint collection, [nj=1 Aj \ An = An and [nj=1 Aj \ A
j=1
and so:
m

E \ [nj=1 Aj

en
E \ [nj=1 Aj \ An + m E \ [nj=1 Aj \ A
h
i
n 1
= m (E \ An ) + m E \ [j=1
Aj ;

= m

Thus 2.16 is true for fAj gnj=1 if it is true for fAj gnj=11 . As this result is
obviously true for n = 1; the proof is complete.
Remark 2.37 Note that by taking E = R; the above proposition shows that
on ML ; m is …nitely additive on disjoint measurable sets:
m

[n

j=1

Aj =

Xn

j=1

m (Aj ):

(2.17)

Of course when fAj gnj=1 are disjoint intervals, 2.17 seems fairly transparent. But when moving from disjoint intervals to disjoint sets, care must be
taken in intuiting such generalizations. For example, while this seems like
an elementary and even obvious conclusion in the most general case, …nite
additivity is not valid on the power sigma algebra (P (R)): Indeed, if fAj g
denotes the collection of disjoint sets constructed in proposition 2.31, then
for any …nite subcollection:
m

[N

j=1

Aj

< 1;

S
[0; 1] for all N: However, if m was …nitely additive on
since N
j=1 Aj
(P (R)); this would obtain that for all N :
XN

j=1

m (Aj ) = N m (A0 ) < 1;

an apparent contradiction since m (A0 ) > 0:
This is an important and often under-emphasized property of m : Because m is apparently …nitely additive on any collection of disjoint intervals
it is natural to assume that …nite additivity extends to all …nite collections
of disjoint sets. This then implies that the failure of Lebesgue outer measure
to be a Lebesgue measure on (P (R)) is related to our inability to extend
from …nite additivity to countable additivity.
But in fact, not only is m not countable additive on (P (R)); it is not
even …nitely additive on this sigma algebra.
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Now as noted in remark 2.32, ML cannot contain the full collection
fAj g nor any countable subcollection, nor as seen above any …nite collection
fAj gN
j=1 with N > 1=m (A0 ) : In point of fact, ML cannot contain even
one of these sets because if a set A 2 ML ; then A + x 2 ML for any x
where A + x fa + xja 2 Ag: Thus if any one such set was an element of
ML this would imply that fAj g ML ; an impossibility. Details are left as
an exercise.
Thus no Aj -set is Lebesgue measurable by de…nition of ML :
The …nal result is to show that ML is in fact a sigma algebra, and that
it contains the Borel sigma algebra.
Proposition 2.38 Let ML denote the collection of subsets of R which satisfy 2.14. Then:
1. If fAj g1
ML is a collection of measurable sets, then [1
j=1
j=1 Aj 2
ML ; and hence ML is a sigma algebra.
2. For any a 2 R; the interval ( 1; a) 2 ML ; and hence, ML contains
the Borel sigma algebra: B(R) ML :
Proof. Taking these properties of ML in turn:
1. If fAj g1
ML is given, then by proposition 2.20 there is a disjoint
j=1
1
0
collection, fA0j g1
ML with [1
j=1
j=1 Aj = [j=1 Aj , so we show that
1
0
[j=1 Aj 2 ML by 2.15. Because ML is an algebra, [nj=1 A0j 2 ML for
any n and so for any E R:
h
i
n A0
m (E) = m E \ [nj=1 A0j + m E \ [^
j=1 j
h
i
1 A0
:
m E \ [nj=1 A0j + m E \ [^
j=1 j
0
1
0
^
The inequality follows since [nj=1 A0j [1
j=1 Aj implies that [j=1 Aj
n A0 . Because fA0 g1 are disjoint, 2.16 can be applied to m (E \
[^
j j=1
j=1 j
[[nj=1 A0j ]) to obtain:

m (E)

Xn

j=1

m (E \ A0j ) + m

E\

X
1
^
A0j
j=1

;

for all n and hence true for n = 1. Finally, since m is subadditive:
X1
0
1
0
m (E \ A0j ) m ([1
j=1 [E \ Aj ]) = m (E \ [[j=1 Aj ]):
j=1
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Combining the above inequalities produces 2.15, and so [1
j=1 Aj 2 ML
and ML is a sigma algebra.
2. To show B(R) ML it is enough by Part 1 to show that ML contains
all the open intervals, and this is accomplished by proving that A
( 1; a) 2 ML for all a 2 R. Given E
R; to demonstrate 2.15
e \ E will also have
note that if m (E) = 1, at least one of A \ E or A
in…nite outer measure, and the result follows because m is subadditive.
With m (E) < 1 apply 2.5 with > 0; so there is a collection of open
intervals, fIj g; with E [1
j=1 Ij and:
X

j

jIj j < m (E) + :

e are also intervals or empty sets, and interval
Since Ij \ A and Ij \ A
length equals interval outer measure by proposition 2.28, it follows that
e and so:
jIj j = m (Ij \ A) + m (Ij \ A);
X

j

m (Ij \ A) +

X

j

e < m (E) + :
m (Ij \ A)

The …nal step is to observe that E
[1
j=1 Ij implies m (E \ A)
P
P
e
e
j m (Ij \ A). Combining, the
j m (Ij \ A) and m (E \ A)
conclusion is that for any > 0:
e < m (E) + ;
m (E \ A) + m (E \ A)

which implies 2.15. Hence A

( 1; a) 2 ML for all a 2 R.

This proposition assures that the sigma algebra of Borel sets, B(R), is
contained in the sigma algebra of Lebesgue measurable sets, ML : B(R) ML .
But this leaves open the question: Is it possible that B(R) = ML ? As noted
in 2.10 it turns out that B(R) & ML ; and so there are in fact Lebesgue measurable sets that are not Borel sets. The construction of such a set is subtle
and will not be pursued here. However, after the forthcoming proposition
on approximating Lebesgue measurable sets, we will see that the non-Borel
status of these sets is caused by sets of Lebesgue outer measure of 0:

2.5 CALCULATING LEBESGUE MEASURE
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Calculating Lebesgue Measure

The above section showed that the collection of sets de…ned to be
Lebesgue measurable by de…nition 2.33 is a sigma algebra, denoted ML ,
which contains the Borel sigma algebra, B(R), as well as all sets of
Lebesgue outer measure of 0: Thus a Lebesgue measurable set has been
de…ned as a set A that satis…es the Carathéodory criterion in 2.7, that for
all E R :
e \ E):
m (E) = m (A \ E) + m (A

What has not yet been addressed is: What is the Lebesgue measure of
such a "Lebesgue measurable" set? That is, what non-negative set
function is de…ned on ML which satis…es the requirements of the above
de…nition to be called a Lebesgue measure on ML ; and what is then the
Lebesgue measure of sets in this sigma algebra?

We now show that restricted to ML ; Lebesgue outer measure is in fact
countably additive, and hence the Lebesgue measure we seek.
Proposition 2.39 Lebesgue outer measure, m ; is a Lebesgue measure on
ML :
Proof. We know from the earlier analysis that m (;) = 0 and m (I) = b a
for any interval I = fa; bg where this interval can be open, closed or halfopen. Since …nite additivity of m on ML was noted in 2.17, all that is left
to prove is that m is countably additive on ML : To this end, let fAi g be a
countable collection of pairwise disjoint sets. Then for any n;
[n
[1
Ai
Ai ;
i=1

i=1

and by monotonicity from proposition 2.28 and …nite additivity of m on
ML :
h[1
i
h[n
i Xn
m
Ai
m
Ai =
m Ai :
i=1

i=1

Since true for all n; it follows that
h[1
i
m
Ai
i=1

i=1

X1

i=1

m Ai ;

which along with countable subadditivity, proves countable additivity.
It is worth a moment to assess why the above proof does not work if
applied to (P (R)): What special property of ML was used? In fact it is
the seemingly innocent property of …nite additivity. As was demonstrated
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in the prior section, m is …nitely additive on ML but not …nitely additive
on (P (R)); and hence the above proof does not generalize.
We are now ready to de…ne Lebesgue measure.
De…nition 2.40 For A 2 ML ; the Lebesgue measure of A; denoted
m(A); is de…ned by:
m(A) = m (A):
(2.18)
Remark 2.41 By the above discussion, note that on ML or B(R) that m is
a Lebesgue measure by the de…nition 2.21. In other words, both (R; ML ; m)
and (R; B(R); m) are Lebesgue measure spaces.

2.6

Approximating Lebesgue Measurable Sets

The next proposition states that we can approximate Lebesgue measurable
sets arbitrarily well with open and closed sets, denoted G-sets and F-sets
above, and can approximate these measurable sets to within an outer
measure of 0 with G -sets and F -sets. This result sharpens somewhat the
conclusions in Corollary 2.30 and will be applied in the next sections and
elsewhere in this book, and further extended in proposition 4.2.
Proposition 2.42 Let A 2 ML : Then for any > 0 there is an open set
G 2 G and closed set F 2 F so that F A G and:
m(G

A)

;

m(A

F)

:

In addition, there are sets G0 2 G and F 0 2 F so that F 0
m(G0

A) = m(A

F 0 ) = 0:

(2.19)
A

G0 and:
(2.20)

Proof. Note that if A 2 ML ; then because B(R) ML it follows that
G A 2 ML and A F 2 ML whether G is in G or G and whether F is in
F or F : Since m = m on ML by 2.18, this proof utilizes previous results
that were stated in terms of m as properties of m:
If m(A) < 1 we have from 2.7 the existence of open G 2 G so that
e it follows
A G; and m(G) m(A) + . Now since m(G A) m(G \ A);
because A is measurable that:
m(G

A) = m(G)

m(G \ A):

But A G implies that G \ A = A and thus m(G \ A) = m(A); which then
proves the …rst result in 2.19 when m(A) is …nite.
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If m(A) = 1; de…ne for n = 1; 2; 3::;
In = [ n; n + 1) [ [n

1; n);

An = A \ I n :

Then m(An ) < m(In ) < 1; and so there is open Gn with An
m (Gn An )
=2n : Now de…ne G = [n Gn : Then A = [n An
from De Morgan’s laws:
G

A

Gn and
G; and

S
^
( n Gn ) \ [
n An
S
fn
= n Gn \ \n A
S
f
n G n \ An :

Using monotonicity and subadditivity of outer measure from propositions
2.28 and 2.29:
hS
i
fn
m(G A)
m n Gn \ A
X
m(Gn An )
;
n

which is the …rst result in 2.19 when m(A) = 1:
e 2 ML assures that there is open G with
Applying this conclusion to A
e
e
e we see that F is closed, F A;
A G and m(G A)
: De…ning F = G;
and m(A F )
since:
A

F =A\G=G

e
A:

For 2.20, de…ne Gn and Fn so that 2.19 is true with = 1=n: Then with
\Gn and F 0 [Fn ; we have that G0 2 G , F 0 2 F , and F 0 A G0 :
Also, 2.20 now follows from 2.19. To see this, de…ne G0n \j n Gj , then
G0

A

G0n

Gn :

But G0
G0n
Gn implies that G0 A
G0n
m(G0 A) = 0 by monotonicity and 2.19:
The same argument applies to F 0 with Fn0
Fn0
F 0 and this implies that A F 0 A Fn0

A
[j
A

Gn
n Fj ;

Fn :

A; and hence
since then Fn
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2.7

Important Properties of Lebesgue Measure

The results in this and future sections will be stated and proved directly in
terms of Lebesgue measure m rather than m ; though utilizing earlier
properties of m : This re‡ects the comment at the beginning of the proof
of proposition 2.42, that because all referenced sets are seen to be elements
of ML ; it follows that m = m :

2.7.1

Regularity

The …rst important property of Lebesgue measure is that it is both:
1. Outer regular, meaning that the measure of a measurable set equals
the in…mum of the measures of open supersets, and,
2. Inner regular, meaning that the measure of a …nite measurable set
equals the supremum of the measures of compact subsets. Recall
that compact is de…ned as in de…nition 2.26, but by the Heine-Borel
theorem of proposition 2.27, a set in R is compact if and only if it is
closed and bounded.
A measure that is both outer and inner regular is called regular.
Proposition 2.43 (Regularity of Lebesgue Measure) Lebesgue measure
m is regular ML : Speci…cally, if A 2 ML :
m(A) = inf m(G); G open,

(2.21)

m(A) = sup m(F ); F compact.

(2.22)

A G

and if m(A) < 1; then
F A

Further, when m(A) = 1 2.22 remains true but where the supremum is over
all closed sets F 2 F with F A:
Proof. If m(A) = 1 then m(G) = 1 for all such G by monotonicity
of m; and 2.21 follows in this case. For m(A) < 1 let > 0 and G
be de…ned in terms of 2.19. Then since A is measurable, A
G and
e \ G ) = m(G
m(A
A);
e\G )
m(G ) = m(A \ G ) + m(A
m(A) + :
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But by monotonicity, m(A)
m(A)

m(G ); and so
m(G )

m(A) + ;

and 2.21 follows.
Similarly de…ning F using 2.19, the measurability of F and A imply
that
m(A) = m(A \ F ) + m(A \ Fe );
from which is obtained

m(A)

m(F )

m(A);

and 2.21 follows with F closed. If m(A) < 1; then m(F ) < 1 and we
claim that there is a compact F 0 F with m(F ) m(F 0 ) < : Once done,
the above inequalities become
m(A)

2

m(F 0 )

m(A);

and 2.22 follows with F compact.
(n)
To this end, de…ne F
= F \ In where In [ n; (n 1)) [ [n 1; n):
(n)
(n)
(n)
(n)
Then F
F and F
is bounded for all n. Since F = [n F
and F
are disjoint, it follows by countable additivity that:
X1
m(F ) =
m F (n) :
n=1

P
(n)
< : Then again
But m(F ) < 1 so there is an N with 1
n=N +1 m F
by countable additivity and monotonicity:
X1
m F (n) = m (F \ f( 1; N ) [ [N; 1)g)
n=N +1

m (F \ [( 1; N

1) [ (N + 1; 1)]) :

Finally, de…ning F 0 = F \ [ N 1; N + 1]; then F 0 is compact and satis…es
the requirement that m(F ) m(F 0 ) < .

2.7.2

Continuity

Another important result identi…es how Lebesgue measure operates on
unions and intersections of "nested" measurable sets, where by nested is
meant that the collection, fAi g satis…es Ai Ai+1 for all i; or Ai+1 Ai
for all i: In the former case, we are interested in the measure of the union,
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and in the latter, the measure of the intersection. The result is stated for
the Lebesgue measure space, (R; ML ; m); but an identical proof works
without modi…cation in any measure space (X; (X); ); as it will be seen
that the proof requires only countable additivity and monotonicity of
measures, and not any special properties of Lebesgue measure.
The properties identi…ed in this proposition are often referred to in terms
of the "continuity" of measures and understood in the following sense. Given
a collection of measurable sets fBi g, de…ne An by:
1. An = [ni=1 Bi ; or,
2. An = \ni=1 Bi ; with m(B1 ) < 1:
The following result states that in both cases:
m

lim An = lim m(An );

n!1

n!1

reminiscent of the familiar property of continuous functions. In the …rst
case, An is an increasing sequence of sets and the result is called
continuity from below, while in the second case the sequence is
decreasing and the result is called continuity from above.
This proposition is stated in terms of "nested" sets, where Ai
Ai+1
or Ai+1
Ai for all i; but can be applied to the limits of partial unions
and partial intersections of arbitrary collections of measurable sets as noted
above.
Proposition 2.44 (Continuity of Lebesgue Measure) Let fAi g
Then:
1. Continuity from Below: If Ai
m

[1

i=1

ML :

Ai+1 for all i; then

Ai = lim m(Ai );
i!1

(2.23)

where the limit on the right may be …nite or in…nite.
2. Continuity from Above: If Ai+1
Ai for all i and m(A1 ) < 1;
then
\1
m
Ai = lim m(Ai ):
(2.24)
i=1

i!1
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Proof. To prove 1, …rst note that Ai Ai+1 implies that m(Ai ) m(Ai+1 )
by monotonicity of m: De…ne B1 = A1 and for i 2; Bi = Ai Ai 1 : Then
fBi g ML ; are disjoint sets, and
[1
[1
Bi :
Ai =
i=1

i=1

By countable additivity:
X1
[1
m(Bi )
Ai ) =
m(
i=1

i=1

= m(A1 ) + lim

i!1

Since Aj
that:

1

and Aj Aj

1

m(Aj

Xi

j=2

m(Aj

Aj

1 ):

are disjoint with union Aj ; …nite additivity assures
Aj

1)

= m(Aj )

m(Aj

1 );

and thus by cancellation in this telescoping summation:
[1
m(
Ai ) = lim m(Ai ):
i=1

Ti

i!1

For 2, note that j=1 Aj = Ai by the nesting property, while monotonicity and the assumption that m(A1 ) < 1 yields for all i:
\i
m(

j=1

Aj ) = m(Ai ) < 1:

Again by monotonicity fm(Ai )g is a bounded, non-increasing sequence, and
thus has a well-de…ned limit as i ! 1, which proves 2.24.
Remark 2.45 The requirement that m(A1 ) < 1 is necessary for 2.24, as
the example An [n; 1) illustrates.
As noted above, while stated as a result on the Lebesgue measure space
(R; ML ; m); the above proposition is valid in any measure space (X; (X); );
since only the sigma algebra structure of ML , and monotonicity and countable additivity of the measure m were used.

2.8

Discussion on B(R) & ML

Proposition 2.43 demonstrated that Lebesgue measurable sets could be
approximated arbitrarily well by closed subsets or open supersets.
Moreover, if we extend the approximating sets to G -sets and F -sets,
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every Lebesgue measurable set can be approximated to within a set of
outer measure 0: By 2.20, if A 2 ML is any measurable set, there exists
G0 2 G and F 0 2 F so that F 0 A G0 ; and:
A = F 0 [ ZF ;

A [ Z G = G0 ;

where ZG G0 A and ZF A F 0 are disjoint sets of outer measure
zero. Since G -sets and F -sets are subsets of the Borel sigma algebra
B(R), this characterization implies that if a Lebesgue measurable set is
non-Borel, that is
A 2 ML B(R),
it has to be because the Z components are not Borel sets.
This is apparent for ZF since if Borel then A = F 0 [ ZF must be Borel.
Thus if A is non-Borel so too is ZF : For ZG ; note that since
F 0 [ Z F [ Z G = G0 ;
the disjointness of F 0 and ZF [ ZG imply that:
ZF [ ZG = G 0

F 0;

thus ZF [ ZG is always a Borel set. So if A is non-Borel and ZG is a Borel
set, then the disjointness of Z-sets implies:
ZF = (ZF [ ZG )

ZG ;

and then ZF must also be a Borel set, a contradiction.
So the comment above, that B(R) & ML , implies that there are Lebesgue
measurable sets which have non-Borel Z components. In other words, what
prevents some Lebesgue measurable sets from being Borel sets is that can
only be de…ned in terms of a Borel set and a non-Borel set of measure zero:
A = F 0 [ Z F = G0

ZG :

Remark 2.46 The advantage of de…ning Lebesgue measure on the sigma algebra ML is that on this set, Lebesgue measure is complete, or in the standard terminology, the triplet (R; ML , m) is a complete measure space.
De…nition 2.47 A measure space (X; (X); ) is a complete measure
space if given A 2 (X) with (A) = 0; then for every B
A we have
that B 2 (X):
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Note that in this de…nition, if B
A and B 2 (X); the assumption
that (A) = 0 ensures that (B) = 0 by monotonicity. So completeness is
a property of the sigma algebra (X), and not a property of the measure
. The sigma algebra ML is complete by proposition 2.35 since it contains
every set of Lebesgue outer measure zero.
Depending on the context or application, the Lebesgue measure space
(R; ML , m) is typically used when completeness is a desired property, while
in other contexts or applications, the measure space may be de…ned as (R;
B(R), m); and sometimes called a Borel measure space.

Chapter 3

Measurable Functions
3.1

Extended Real-Valued Functions

In contrast with calculus, which focuses on various smoothness properties
of functions, it is not uncommon in real analysis to explicitly allow
functions to assume the values 1 or 1 at points of its domain, D: Put
another way, the range of such functions is de…ned to be the extended real
numbers.
De…nition 3.1 The extended real numbers are de…ned:
R

R [ f1g [ f 1g;

and the natural ordering on R is extended to R by assuming that for all real
x; that 1 < x < 1 . Also, for real x we de…ne:
x + 1 = 1; x

1=

1;

x 1 = 1; x

1=

1:

and for x > 0 :

Finally,
1 + 1 = 1;
1

1 =

1 ( 1) =
47

1;
1:
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Note that the various numerical results "de…ned" are consistent with the
unambiguous results that would be achieved if calculations involving 1
were de…ned in terms of limits. For example:
x + 1 = lim (x + y) = 1:
y!1

Also note that expressions such as 1 1 or 0 1 cannot be unambiguously
assigned a value through such a limiting de…nition, and care must be taken
when such values are encountered.
De…nition 3.2 A real-valued function de…ned on a domain D is a function f : D ! R; while an extended real-value function de…ned on a
domain D is a function f : D ! R:
Depending on the purpose below, we will specify whether the function
under discussion is real-valued or extended real-valued.

3.2

Alternative De…nitions of Measurability

Given the informal introduction to the Lebesgue integral in section 1.2, the
following de…nition will be of no surprise. In essence, we need to ensure
that any set of the form
fxjyi < f (x)

yi+1 g

is Lebesgue measurable. In addition, sets de…ned with other combinations
of inequalities, as well as with an equality, are required to be Lebesgue
measurable. In each case Lebesgue measurable means measurable within
the measure space (R; B(R), m) or (R; ML , m); which in turn means that
such sets are members of the respective sigma algebras. Since any such set
can be de…ned as the intersection of two sets de…ned with one inequality,
for example:
fxjyi < f (x)

yi+1 g = fxjf (x) > yi g \ fxjf (x)

yi+1 g;

and since the intersection of measurable sets is measurable, the notion of
"measurability" of a function can be de…ned in terms of these one-sided
inequalities. Perhaps surprising, as long as the domain of the function f (x)
is itself Lebesgue measurable, all 4 possible one-sided de…nitions of
measurability are equivalent.
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Remark 3.3 It is important to emphasize at the outset that the concept of
measurability of a function is intimately connected to the sigma algebra used
in the de…nition of measure space. For example, every function on R is measurable with respect to the rationals counting measure space (R; (P (R)); Q )
illustrated above in 2.3 because the power sigma algebra includes all sets. On
the other hand, for the trivial measure space, (R; (R; ;); ); with (R) = 1
and (;) = 0; the only functions on R that are measurable are the constant
functions, f (x) = c:
While the focus of this chapter is on Lebesgue measure spaces, de…ned
as (R; B(R), m) or (R; ML , m); many of the results below will be valid in
a more general measure space (X; (X); ): A good example of this is the
next proposition, which could be reproduced in any measure space whether
complete or not. Only sigma algebra manipulations are required.
Proposition 3.4 Let f (x) be a real-valued or an extended real-valued function de…ned on a measurable domain D: The following statements are equivalent:
1. For every real number y; the set fxjf (x) < yg is measurable.
2. For every real number y; the set fxjf (x)

yg is measurable.

3. For every real number y; the set fxjf (x) > yg is measurable.
4. For every real number y; the set fxjf (x)

yg is measurable.

Proof. First note that 1 , 2 and 3 , 4; where by , is meant "if and only
if." This is because, for example:
fxjf (x) < yg = D

fxjf (x)

yg;

so if either set is measurable, the measurability of D ensures that the other
set is measurable by a sigma algebra manipulation. To link these two pairs
of equivalent results, note for example that
\
fxjf (x) yg =
fxjf (x) > y 1=ng;
n

and so the sigma algebra structure of measurable sets ensures that 3 ) 2:
Similarly,
[
fxjf (x) > yg =
fxjf (x) y + 1=ng
n

ensures that 3 ) 2:
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This result justi…es the following de…nition of measurable function.
See also de…nition 3.9.
De…nition 3.5 (Measurable function) An extended real-valued function
f (x) de…ned on (R; ML , m) is said to be Lebesgue measurable if it is de…ned on a Lebesgue measurable domain D 2 ML ; and if any, and hence all,
of the conditions in the above proposition are satis…ed where "measurable"
is de…ned relative to ML :
An extended real-valued function f (x) de…ned on (R; B(R), m) is said
to be Borel measurable if it is de…ned on a Borel measurable domain D 2
B(R); and if any, and hence all, of the conditions in the above proposition
are satis…ed where measurable is de…ned relative to B(R).
More generally, an extended real-valued function de…ned on a measure
space (X; (X); ) is said to be -measurable if its domain D is measurable, that is D 2 (X); and if any, and hence all, of the conditions in the
above proposition are satis…ed where measurable is de…ned relative to (X).
If f (x) is measurable in any of the above meanings and real valued, it
will be called a real valued measurable function, quali…ed as appropriate
with Lebesgue or Borel or .
Remark 3.6 Throughout the current chapter on Measurable Functions, the
focus is on the Lebesgue measure space (R; ML , m) and sometimes the
Borel measure space (R; B(R), m). So to simplify the presentation, we will
typically state results relative to "Lebesgue measurable" functions and leave it
to the reader to investigate if the given results apply in the Borel measurable
case. In virtually all cases where the completeness of ML is not needed for
the stated result, the applicability to the Borel case is almost always assured.
In any case where the result depends on the more restrictive sigma algebra,
B(R), we will explicitly identify the function as Borel measurable.
Thinking ahead, it will also be productive for the reader to notice that a
great many of these results would apply in the context of a general measure
space (X; (X); ) because the associated proofs depend only on the de…nitional properties of measures and sigma algebras.
Another de…nitional question to address is the relationship between "measurable" as de…ned by any one of the above four criteria, and measurability
as de…ned by sets of the form fxjf (x) = yg: In this case, the measurability
of such sets is implied by the above de…nition, but the implication is not
reversible, for what might seem to be a surprising reason.
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Proposition 3.7 Let f (x) be a real-valued or an extended real-valued function de…ned on a measurable domain D and be measurable by any of the 4
equivalent criteria above. Then for all extended real numbers y 2 R; the set
fxjf (x) = yg is measurable.
Proof. Note that if f (x) is extended real-valued,

fxjf (x) =

\

fxjf (x) > ng;
n
\
fxjf (x) < ng;
1g =

fxjf (x) = 1g =

n

and so fxjf (x) = yg is measurable for y = f1g [ f 1g: For …nite y :
fxjf (x) = yg = fxjf (x)

yg \ fxjf (x)

yg;

and the conclusion again follows.
It seems natural to posit that the measurability of fxjf (x) = yg for all
extended real numbers y should imply the measurability of the sets de…ned
by any one of the inequalities. For example,
fxjf (x)

yg =

S

z y fxjf (x)

= zg;

and the union of measurable sets a measurable set. Or is it? The answer
is, not necessarily. The problem here is that we are taking the union of
an uncountable collection of sets, and sigma algebras are only required to
be closed under countably many operations. So knowledge that every set
of the form fxjf (x) = yg is an element of a sigma algebra and hence is
measurable tells us little about whether sets de…ned with inequalities are
measurable. Fortunately, it is rarely the case that we need the implication
in this direction. In almost all cases it is the measurability of the sets like
fxjf (x) = yg that we wish to infer, and this proposition ensures that these
sets are always measurable for measurable functions.
Remark 3.8 Note that our ability to transform the various de…nitions of
measurability above from one to another fundamentally re‡ected the sigma
algebra structure of measurable sets. In other words, the measurability of
one type of set implied the measurability of others because the collection of
such sets is a sigma algebra. The implication of this observation will be
greatly expanded in proposition 3.26 and its corollary.
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Examples of Measurable Functions

The de…nition of "measurable" introduced in the last section is at once
perfectly applicable within the theoretical context of de…ning the Lebesgue
integral in chapter 1, and at the same time perfectly opaque in terms of
identifying what kinds of functions satisfy this de…nition. This is not
uncommon. Other properties of functions such as continuity and
di¤erentiability are also introduced with a somewhat abstract de…nition
which characterizes a given desirable property. The way to get comfortable
with these ideas is to begin to catalogue examples of functions with the
these properties. This initial listing is then expanded by investigating if
various manipulations of functions with the given property, such as sums,
di¤erences, products, quotients, composites, limits, etc., then preserve this
property. This will be the approach taken here. We …rst investigate some
simple examples, and then develop results that address what happens
when we combine or otherwise manipulate these simple examples.
Starting with the simplest functions, it is not di¢ cult to verify directly
that functions such as f (x) = axn with a real are Lebesgue measurable
functions on any Lebesgue measurable domain D R; as are all exponential,
logarithmic and general monotone functions. For example, for f (x) = x2
and any y 0 :
fxjf (x)

yg = fxj jxj
= fxjx

p

p

yg

yg [ fxjx

p

yg;

which is Lebesgue measurable as a union of intervals. For y < 0; fxjf (x) yg =
R and again is Lebesgue measurable. Restricted to a measurable domain D;
measurability follows by intersecting D with the above sets.
But such demonstrations quickly become di¢ cult even for marginally
more complicated functions such as polynomials, p(x); or rational functions
de…ned by the ratio of polynomial functions, f (x) = p(x)=q(x) with measurable D
fxjq(x) 6= 0g; or general D by de…ning f = 1 on the roots
of q(x) which are isolated and hence a set of Lebesgue measure 0: In any
event this de…nitional exploration was a good start to our investigation because it veri…es the existence of in…nitely many measurable functions, and
also highlights the limitations of this de…nitional approach:To advance this
discussion more quickly we investigate if Lebesgue measurability can also
be determined based on various familiar properties of functions rather than
based only on explicitly evaluating what in e¤ect is the inverse function,
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de…ned by:
f

1

(A)

fxjf (x) 2 Ag ;

(3.1)

for a given set A: The de…nition of measurable function can in fact be restated in terms of f 1 as follows. Indeed, as will be seen in Book 2, random
variables are de…ned as measurable functions in just this way.
De…nition 3.9 (Measurable function - Alternative Version) The extended real-valued function f (x) is said to be Lebesgue (Borel) measurable if it is de…ned on a Lebesgue (Borel) measurable domain D; and if any,
and hence all, of the following conditions are satis…ed for every real number
y:
1. The set f

1 ((

2. The set f

1 ([y; 1))

is Lebesgue (Borel) measurable.

3. The set f

1 ((y; 1))

is Lebesgue (Borel) measurable.

4. The set f

1 ((

1; y)) is Lebesgue (Borel) measurable.

1; y]) is Lebesgue (Borel) measurable.

More generally, an extended real-valued function on a measure space
(X; (X); ) is said to be -measurable if its domain D is measurable, i.e.,
D 2 (X); and if any, and hence all of the above conditions are satis…ed
replacing "Lebesgue (Borel)" with " -measurable," and de…ned in terms of
membership in (X):

3.3.1

Continuous Functions

Perhaps the most familiar property of a function to investigate is
continuity, and so this section investigates if continuous functions are
Lebesgue measurable. If true, this would provide both a long list of
examples as well as provide a simple su¢ cient criterion to verify
measurability. Of course this would be a one-way implication, as the
Dirichlet function de…ned above is continuous nowhere and yet Lebesgue
(and Borel) measurable because both the rationals and irrationals form
Borel measurable sets, and speci…cally F and G sets. See example 3.14
below.
Remark 3.10 The next proposition proves that continuous implies Lebesgue
measurable. This result is another good example of remark 3.6 above, in that
it is relatively easy to see that this proposition applies equally well to yield
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the slightly more general result that every continuous function on a Borel
measurable domain is Borel measurable. This is because the proof only relies
on the sigma algebra properties of ML , and not on the completeness of this
sigma algebra. Indeed, this result extends to (X; (X); ) as long as X has
a topology (recall de…nition 2.15) and (X) contains the open sets in X;
which is to say that (X) is a Borel sigma algebra on X:
Proposition 3.11 Let f (x) be a continuous function on a Lebesgue measurable domain D R: Then f (x) is a Lebesgue measurable function:
Proof. Let y be given and consider fxjf (x) < yg. If this set is empty then it
is measurable by de…nition, so assume x1 2 fxjf (x) < yg and let y1 = f (x1 ):
Since f (x) is continuous at x1 ; for > 0 there is a so that
jf (x)

y1 j <

if jx

x1 j < :

Since y1 < y by de…nition, choose 1 = :5(y y1 ) and let 1 be de…ned as
above. Then with I1 (x1
1 ; x1 + 1 ) \ D; it follows that I1 is measurable
and I1
fxjf (x) < yg: Consider next fxjf (x) < yg I1 : If this is empty
we are done since then fxjf (x) < yg = I1 is measurable. Otherwise there
is x2 2 fxjf (x) < yg I1 ; and we repeat the argument to generate I2
(x2
2 ; x2 + 2 ) \ D; and observe that I1 [ I2 is measurable and again
contained in fxjf (x) < yg: Continuing in this way at most countable many
times, as each interval (xj
j ; xj + j ) contains a di¤ erent rational number,
it can be concluded that there is a …nite or countable number of measurable
sets, fIj g; so that
[
fxjf (x) < yg =
Ij ;
j

and hence fxjf (x) < yg is measurable.

Remark 3.12 Although perhaps not apparent, the essence of the above proof
is that all continuous functions share the following property. For any open
set G Rng[f ]; is it the case that f 1 (G) is also open. Here the range of
the function is de…ned:
Rng[f ]

fyjy = f (x) for some x 2 Dmn[f ]g;

where Dmn[f ] denotes the domain of f . When the domain and range are
in metric spaces, such as R or Rn with the metric d(x; y) = jx yj ; this
property follows from the
de…nition of continuity above. Speci…cally, if
G is open and y0 2 G; there is > 0 so that
fyjd(y; y0 ) < g

G:

3.3 EXAMPLES OF MEASURABLE FUNCTIONS
Using this and continuity there is a so that with x0 2 f
f (x0 ) = y0 :
If d(x; x0 ) < then d(f (x); f (x0 )) < :

1 (G)
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In other words
fxjd(x; x0 ) < g

f

1

(G);

and hence f 1 (G) is open because then every point in this set is contained in
an open "ball" that is also in this set. Of course this proof also works if the
domain and range have di¤ erent metrics. So the property above characterizes
continuity in metric spaces.
In more general topological spaces, X; real valued functions f : X ! R
are de…ned to be continuous when f 1 (G) Dmn[f ] is open for any open
G Rng[f ]. Then if f is de…ned on a measurable domain D :
fxjf (x) < yg = f

1

(( 1; y)) \ D;

and hence is the intersection of an open set, f 1 (( 1; y)), and measurable
D: This set will always be measurable as long as the sigma algebra in the
domain measure space, (X; (X); ); contains the open sets. In other words,
as long as (X) contains the Borel sigma algebra.
This discussion provides a proof of the following:
Proposition 3.13 Assume that X is a topological space and that (X)
contains the open sets of X; and hence contains the Borel sigma algebra on
X. Given continuous f : D ! R where (X; (X); ) is a measure space and
D X measurable, then f is a measurable function on D:
This connection between continuous and measurable functions generalizes further to f : X ! Y; where both X and Y are measure spaces and
topological spaces, but we will not pursue this further.
Thus the collection of measurable functions on (R; B(R), m) or (R; ML ,
m) automatically contains the continuous functions. But it contains much
more as the following example illustrates. Not only is the illustrated function
not continuous, but it is nowhere continuous.
Example 3.14 De…ne
8
< 0; x rational,
h(x) =
: 1; x irrational.
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Then h(x) is nowhere continuous since for any x0 and any < 1; there is no
for which jh(x) h(x0 )j < for jx x0 j < since in any interval about
x0 there are in…nitely many x for which jh(x) h(x0 )j = 1: On the other
hand, this function is Lebesgue measurable since
8
>
>
;;
y < 0;
>
<
h 1 (( 1; y)) = Q; 0 y < 1;
>
>
>
: R; 1 y;

and each of these is Lebesgue measurable. As noted in chapter 1, this function is closely related to the Dirichlet function, d(x); named for its discoverer, J. P. G. Lejeune Dirichlet (1805–1859) and de…ned to be 1 on
the rationals and 0 on the irrationals, so h(x) = 1 d(x):
Though nowhere continuous, this function possesses a lot of regularity
because if we de…ne g(x) = 1, then g(x) = h(x) except on the rationals, Q;
a set of Lebesgue measure 0. The following proposition generalizes this example and states that if a function is Lebesgue measurable, then it remains
Lebesgue measurable even if arbitrarily rede…ned on a set of Lebesgue measure 0: In the proof, the completeness of ML is key.
Exercise 3.15 The reader is invited to demonstrate that the following result
remains true for a general measurable function de…ned on a general but
complete measure space. Speci…cally, let f (x) be a real valued measurable
function, f : X ! R; where (X; (X); ) is a complete measure space, and
let g(x) be a function with f (x) = g(x) except on a set of measure 0: Show
that g(x) is measurable and identify why completeness of the measure space
is needed.
Due to the need for completeness, this is a good example of a proposition
which will not be valid for Borel measurable functions since B(R) is not
complete.
Proposition 3.16 Let f (x) be a Lebesgue measurable function and let g(x)
be a function with f (x) = g(x) except on a set of Lebesgue measure 0: Then
g(x) is Lebesgue measurable.
Proof. Let E be the set of measure zero on which f (x) 6= g(x): Then
fxjg(x) < yg = fx 2 Ejg(x) < yg [ fx 2
= Ejg(x) < yg

= fx 2 Ejg(x) < yg [ fx 2
= Ejf (x) < yg:

3.3 EXAMPLES OF MEASURABLE FUNCTIONS
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The …rst set is a subset of a set of Lebesgue measure zero and is hence
Lebesgue measurable by completeness, while the second set is the intersection
e the complement of E; and Lebesgue measurable fxjf (x) <
of measurable E;
yg:
De…nition 3.17 (Almost everywhere (a.e.)) The property in the above
proposition, that f (x) = g(x) except on a set of Lebesgue measure 0; is
alternatively described as f (x) = g(x) almost everywhere, and abbreviated as f (x) = g(x) a.e. To be unambiguous in a general measure space,
(X; (X); ); one states that f (x) = g(x) -almost everywhere, or f (x) =
g(x) -a.e., to mean that f (x) = g(x) except on a set of -measure 0:
The above proposition applies in the complete Lebesgue measure space,
(R; ML , m) but not in the incomplete measure space (R; B(R), m). The
usual application of this result is to the situation where it is known that
a function f (x) is measurable, and then shown that a function of interest
g(x) satis…es g(x) = f (x) a.e. We would then like to be able to say something more about g(x): For example, will g(x) be integrable and if so, with
the same integral as f (x)? Integration theory is initiated in book 3, where
measurability will be seen to be fundamental.
Summary 3.18 So far, the above propositions provide a basic collection of
Lebesgue measurable functions:
1. All continuous functions, since the sigma algebra ML contains the
open sets,
2. All functions which equal a measurable function outside a set of measure 0, since ML is complete.
The …rst conclusion extends to Borel measurable functions, since the
sigma algebra B(R) contains the open sets, while the second does not.
Remark 3.19 While proposition 3.16 applies generally to measurable functions, when applied to continuous functions it states that continuous functions can be arbitrarily rede…ned on a set of Lebesgue measure zero and
remain Lebesgue measurable. In contrast, recall that while continuous functions are Riemann integrable over an interval [a; b]; this property of Riemann
integrability is not preserved for arbitrary rede…nitions of such functions on
sets of measure zero. The most general result of this type is provided in
Lebesgue’s existence theorem for the Riemann integral, and named
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for Henri Lebesgue (1875 –1941). His result is that a function on [a; b] is
Riemann integrable if and only if it is continuous "outside a set of measure
0."
For these results, there is no di¤ erence in the de…nitions of "measure 0; "
even though one result explicitly refers to Lebesgue measure and the other
does not. For the Riemann integrability result a set E is said to be of measure
0 if given > 0 there
P is a countable collection of open intervals, fIj g; so
that E [Ij and
jIj j < where jIj j is interval length. So while in many
developments of Riemann integration the notion of Lebesgue measure is not
formally introduced, it is clear from this standard de…nition that "a set of
measure 0" in the Riemann result is a set with Lebesgue outer measure 0:
Thus from proposition 2.35 this set is Lebesgue measurable and has Lebesgue
measure 0: Similarly, if a set has Lebesgue measure 0 then it has Lebesgue
outer measure 0 and hence by 2.5 this set can be covered by a sequence of
open intervals which satisfy the Riemann speci…cation. So the notions of
"measure 0" are identical.
The above paragraph contains two statements that involve continuity and
exceptional sets of measure 0:
1. Riemann Integrability Result: If continuous except on a set
of measure 0
2. Lebesgue Measurability Result (Limited statement): If equal
to a continuous function except on a set of measure 0
For a function f (x) to be continuous except on a set of measure
zero means that limx!x0 f (x) = f (x0 ) except for a collection of exceptional
points which have measure 0. A simple example is
8
< 0; 1 x 0;
f1 (x) =
: 1; 0 < x 1;

for which the exceptional set is f0g: An example of a function de…ned on
[0; 1] with a countable number of discontinuities is Thomae’s function,
named for Carl Johannes Thomae (1840 – 1921):
8
>
>
1;
x = 1;
>
<
f2 (x) = 1=n; x = m=n in lowest terms,
>
>
>
: 0;
x irrational.
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De…ned on [0; 1] this function is continuous except on the rationals because
limx!x0 f (x) = f (x0 ) = 0 for all irrational x0 : To see this, note that for any
integer N; choose N so that:
N

< minf x0

m
jn
n

N g:

This minimum exists because only …nitely many rationals need be considered,
and this minimum is greater than 0 because x0 is irrational. Then since
f (x) = 0 for irrational x and f (x) < 1=N for rationals in this interval by
construction, it follows that jf (x) f (x0 )j = f (x) < 1=N for all x with
jx x0 j < . That f2 (x) is discontinuous on the rationals follows from
the fact that given m=n and ; there are in…nitely many irrationals x with
jm=n xj < and so jf (m=n) f (x)j = n1 :
For a function f (x) to equal a continuous function g(x) except on
a set of measure zero means that limx!x0 g(x) = g(x0 ) for all x0 ; and
f (x) = g(x) except on a set of measure 0. A simple example is
8
< 0;
x = 0;
f3 (x) =
: 1; 1 x 1; x 6= 0;

and g3 (x) = 1 on [ 1; 1]: An example with countably many exceptional points
from example 3.14:
8
< 0; x rational,
f4 (x) =
: 1; x irrational,

with g4 (x) = 1 on [0; 1]:
To contrast these two notions above, …rst note that there is no continuous
g1 (x) so that f1 (x) = g1 (x) except on a set of measure zero, yet for f2 (x)
we have this property satis…ed with g2 (x) = 0 on [0; 1]: Going the other way,
f3 (x) is clearly continuous except on the singleton set f0g of measure 0,
while f4 (x) is continuous nowhere.
In summary, neither notion implies the other.

3.3.2

Characteristic or Indicator Functions

Consider another collection of Lebesgue measurable functions, which were
implicitly used in both the de…nition of Riemann integral in 1.2, and for
Lebesgue integrals in 1.10. In both cases terminology and notation are
simpli…ed by the introduction of what is called an indicator function of
a set A, or characteristic function of a set A; de…ned as follows.
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De…nition 3.20 Given a set A; the indicator function of a set A, or
characteristic function of a set A; denoted A (x); and sometimes 1A (x);
is de…ned by:
8
< 1; x 2 A;
(3.2)
(x)
=
A
: 0; x 2
= A:
Exercise 3.21 Prove that in a general measure space (X; (X); ); a set
A
X is measurable if and only if A (x) de…ned in 3.2 is a measurable
function. Also, for measurable sets:
1.

A\B (x)

=

A (x) B (x);

2.

A[B (x)

=

A (x)

+

B (x)

A\B (x)

Prove that both results generalize to unions and intersections of n measurable sets by induction, noting that 2 can be expressed as:
1

A[B (x)

= (1

A (x)) (1

B (x)) :

Given an arbitrary collection of measurable sets fAi gni=1 , it will be proved
below that the function:
Xn
f (x) =
ai Ai (x);
(3.3)
i=1

is measurable for any collection of real numbers fai gni=1 . In many applications, such as in the
S de…nitions of Riemann and Lebesgue integrals, it will
be the case that ni=1 Ai = [a; b]; and it is often convenient to be able to
assume that the collection of measurable sets fAi gni=1 is pairwise disjoint,
meaning Ai \ Aj = ; for i 6= j:
Exercise 3.22 Prove that it is always possible to express the function in
3.3 in terms of pairwise disjoint measurable sets and with distinct values of
the coe¢ cients. In other words, such f (x) can be expressed as
XN
f (x) =
bi Bi (x);
i=1

N
where fBi gN
i=1 are pairwise disjoint, and fbi gi=1 are distinct. Hint: Let
Sn
e
A=
Tn i=1 Ai and de…ne Ci = A Ai = A\ Ai : Then Ai [Ci = A for all i and
so i=1 [Ai [ Ci ] = A. Use the prior exercise applied to A (x); noting that
0; and show this implies A can be partitioned into 2n disjoint
Ai \Ci (x)
measurable sets, though many of these sets may be empty. De…ne fBi gN
i=1
Tn(i)
as the non-empty sets, so N 2n : Then since each Bi
A
;
de…ne
i(j)
j=1
Pn(i)
fbi gN
by
b
=
a
:
Any
B
-sets
with
the
same
b
can
be unioned.
i
i
i
i=1
j=1 i(j)
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De…nition 3.23 (Simple function) Given a collection of measurable sets,
fAi g, the function in 3.3 is called a simple function. When the fAi gni=1
form a partition of the interval [a; b] into subintervals Ai = [xi 1 ; xi ] where:
a = x0 < x1 < ::: < xn

1

< xn = b;

the function in 3.3 is sometimes called a step function.
Proposition 3.24 Simple functions are measurable.
Proof. The demonstration that simple functions are measurable is notationally streamlined by assuming that the collection fai gni=1 is distinct and
indexed in increasing order, ai < ai+1 ; and that the collection fAi gni=1 is
pairwise disjoint. This is always possible due to exercise 3.23. Then:
8
>
>
;;
y < a1 ;
>
>
>
>
>
>
A1 ;
a1 y < a2 ;
>
>
>
>
>
< A1 [ A2 ; a2 y < a3 ;
1
f (( 1; y)) =
..
..
>
>
.
.
>
>
>
[
>
>
>
Aj ; ak y < ak+1 ;
>
>
j k
>
>
>
:
R;
an y:
The measurability of f (x) now follows from the assumed measurability of the
Ai -sets:

Step and simple functions are essential in the de…nitions of Riemann
and Lebesgue integrals, respectively. For example, in 1.2 the function f (x)
is approximated on [a; b] by upper and lower step functions:
n
X
i=1

m0i

Ai (x)

f (x)

n
X

Mi0

Ai (x);

(3.4)

i=1

where m0i and Mi0 are de…ned in 1.9 as the greatest lower bound and least
upper bound of f (x) on Ai = [xi 1 ; xi ]: The Riemann integrals of these
step functions are de…ned as implied by the summations in 1.2. The Riemann integral of f (x) is then de…ned when the upper and lower integrals
approach the same limit as the mesh size of the partition of the domain,
max1 i n fxi xi 1 g; converges to 0. The de…nition of the Riemann
integrable also requires that this limit is independent of the step functions
used.
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For the Lebesgue integral, simple functions underlie the bounds in 1.10.
Here, the function is approximated on [a; b] by upper and lower simple functions:
n
n
X
X
mi Ai (x) f (x)
Mi Ai (x);
(3.5)
i=1

i=1

where now mi and Mi are de…ned in 1.9 as the greatest lower bound and
least upper bounds of f (x) on the level sets of the function de…ned in 1.8.
The values of the Lebesgue integrals of these simple functions are de…ned
as implied by the summations in 1.10, but where now jAi j
m(Ai ) is
the Lebesgue measure of the set Ai : The Lebesgue integral of f (x) will be
de…ned in book 3 in terms of limits of such simple function integrals when
the supremum of the lower integral and the in…mum of the upper integrals
agree.

3.3.3

A Nonmeasurable Function

Before continuing the development of an inventory of measurable functions,
perhaps it is worth addressing a question, are all functions measurable?
With the work of the prior chapter the answer is easily seen to be "no."
Example 3.25 Let A0 denote the set constructed in proposition 3.21 and
noted to be nonmeasurable in remark 2.37. De…ne:
8
< 1; x 2 A0 ;
A0 (x) =
: 0; x 2
=A :
0

1
A0 ([1; 1))

Then

A0 (x)

3.4
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is not Lebesgue measurable since

= A0 :

In this section we develop several properties of Lebesgue measurable
functions which allow us to add to the collection of examples developed in
the last section. All of the results below can be generalized to apply to
measurable functions de…ned on general measure spaces (X; (X); ), but
the terminology for the main results will refer to Lebesgue measurable
functions for speci…city. The general statements will follow with proofs left
as exercises. The …rst result shows that for Lebesgue measurable functions,
much can be said about the measurability of f 1 (A) for sets A other than
( 1; y); [y; 1), (y; 1), ( 1; y] and fyg:
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Proposition 3.26 Let f (x) be a Lebesgue (Borel) measurable function de…ned on Lebesgue (Borel) measurable domain D. Then for every Borel set
A 2 B(R); f 1 (A) is Lebesgue (Borel) measurable:
Proof. As the proofs are identical, we focus on the Lebesgue measurable
statement and de…ne:
S

fA

Rjf

1

(A) is Lebesgue measurableg:

e 2 S since:
Note that if A 2 S then A
f

1

e
A

= fx 2 Djf (x) 2
= Ag
T
c
= D
f 1 (A) ;

c

and is Lebesgue measurable since both D and f 1 (A) ; the complement of
f 1 (A) ; are Lebesgue measurable. Similarly, let A = [i Ai be a countable
union of sets, where Ai 2 S for all i: Then:
S
f 1 (A) = fx 2 Djf (x) 2 i Ai g
S
= i fx 2 Djf (x) 2 Ai g
S
= i f 1 (Ai ) ;

which is Lebesgue measurable and so A 2 S:
Thus the collection of sets S is a sigma algebra, and since this sigma
algebra includes the open intervals (a; 1) by de…nition 2.13, it follows that
B(R) S:

Corollary 3.27 Let f (x) be a measurable function de…ned on a -measurable
domain D of the measure space (X; (X); ): Then for every Borel set
A 2 B(R); f 1 (A) is -measurable:
Proof. Identical with the proof above, which only requires the sigma algebra
structure of (X).
Remark 3.28 This proposition states that for Lebesgue measurable functions, ff 1 (A)jA 2 B(R)g ML ; or more economically:
f

1

[B(R)]

ML :

(3.6)

It is natural to wonder if f 1 (A) is Lebesgue measurable for all sets A in
the larger sigma algebra of Lebesgue measurable sets, ML ; which contains
B(R): In other words, is it the case that
f

1

[ML ]

ML ?
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Because every Lebesgue measurable set A is the union of an F -set F 0 ;
and a set Z of Lebesgue measure 0 by proposition 2.42, a su¢ cient conditions
for this inclusion would be that f 1 (Z)
ML for all sets Z of Lebesgue
measure 0: Now if Z is a set of LebesguePmeasure 0 then for any > 0,
Z [i Bi , a union of open intervals with i m(Bi )
: Consequently Z is
contained in the intersection of all such unions, so with
T
B
f[i Bi jZ [i Bi g;

it follows that Z

B 2 G and
f

1

(Z)

f

1

(B) :

So f 1 (Z) is contained in f 1 (B) ; which is Lebesgue measurable since B
is a Borel set. The Lebesgue measurability of f 1 (Z) would now follow from
either a conclusion that f 1 (B) has measure zero, applying proposition 2.35,
or that f 1 (B) = f 1 (Z) :
Although B has measure 0 by construction, it does not follow that f 1 (B)
has measure 0: One simple counterexample, f (x) = 1; demonstrates this
point with Z = f1g; and f 1 (Z) = R: It also does not follow that f 1 (Z)
is equal to f 1 (B), because it need not be the case that Z = B: Indeed, all
that can be said in general is that Z B and the set di¤ erence has measure
zero.
In summary, it cannot be concluded from the current analysis that f 1 [ML ]
ML ; and indeed this is not true although a demonstration of this fact will
not be pursued.
We summarize these observations with:
Summary 3.29 The notions of Lebesgue Measurable and Borel Measurable can be de…ned by:
1. Lebesgue Measurable: Dmn[f ] 2 ML and f
2. Borel Measurable: Dmn[f ] 2 B(R) and f

3.4.1

1 (B(R))

1 (B(R))

ML :
B(R):

Elementary Function Combinations

The next result demonstrates that Lebesgue measurability is preserved
under all the usual mathematical combinations, with one notable exception
of composition addressed below. As will be seen from the proof, the
conclusions of this proposition remain true when applied to Borel
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measurable functions, or more generally -measurable functions. Initially
we restrict attention to real-valued functions, then discuss generalizations
to extended real-valued functions.
Proposition 3.30 Let f (x) and g(x) be real-valued Lebesgue measurable
functions on a common Lebesgue measurable domain D; and let a; b 2 R:
Then the following are Lebesgue measurable functions:
1. af (x) + b;
2. f (x)

g(x);

3. f (x)g(x);
4. f (x)=g(x) on fx 2 Djg(x) 6= 0g:
Proof. To simplify, let the expression fxjf (x) < rg be denoted by ff (x) <
rg, and so forth. Taking these statements in turn:
1. Note that for a 6= 0;
faf (x) + b < yg = ff (x) < (y

b)=ag;

which is Lebesgue measurable since f (x) is a Lebesgue measurable function. If a = 0; the function g(x) = b is continuous and hence Lebesgue
measurable.
2. Consider the sum since then by part 1, g(x) is measurable and this
implies the result for f (x) g(x). Now for rational r; if f (x) < r and
g(x) < y r then f (x) + g(x) < y and so taking a union over all
rational r:
[
[ff (x) < rg \ fg(x) < y rg] ff (x) + g(x) < yg:;
r

On the other hand, if f (x) + g(x) < y then f (x) < y g(x); and by
density of the rationals, there exists rational r so that f (x) < r <
y g(x). This implies f (x) < r and g(x) < y r: Hence,
[
ff (x) + g(x) < yg =
[ff (x) < rg \ fg(x) < y rg] ;
r

and this set is Lebesgue measurable as a countable union of intersections of Lebesgue measurable sets.
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3. For f (x)g(x); …rst note that both f 2 (x) and g 2 (x) are Lebesgue measurable. For example,
8
< ff (x) < pyg \ ff (x) > pyg; y 0;
2
ff (x) < yg =
:
;;
y < 0;

so f 2 (x) is Lebesgue measurable. But then by part 2, so too is [f (x) +
g(x)]2 and :
f (x)g(x) = 0:5 [f (x) + g(x)]2

f 2 (x)

g 2 (x) ;

is then Lebesgue measurable by part 2:
4. First o¤ , D0
fx 2 Djg(x) 6= 0g is a Lebesgue measurable domain,
equalling the intersection of measurable D and the union of the measurable sets on which g(x) is positive or negative. Now for Lebesgue
measurable g(x); 1=g(x) is well de…ned on D0 : The Lebesgue measurability of 1=g(x) on D0 then follows since for y > 0 :
f1=g(x) < yg = fg(x) > 1=yg [ fg(x) < 0g;
for y = 0 :
f1=g(x) < 0g = fg(x) < 0g;
while for y < 0 :
f1=g(x) < yg = fg(x) > 1=yg \ fg(x) < 0g:
Thus 1=g(x) is Lebesgue measurable as is f (x)=g(x) by part 3.

Remark 3.31 (Composition of functions) There is one apparent omission from the above proposition’s results, and that is a conclusion on the
composition of measurable functions: f (g(x)): To be speci…c, assume g(x)
and f (y) are Lebesgue measurable:
g(x) : D ! D0 ;

f (y) : D00 ! R;
where D0
D00 : For f (g) to be Lebesgue measurable on D requires for example that [f (g)] 1 (( 1; z)) is Lebesgue measurable for all z, where the
inverse of this composition of functions is given by:
[f (g)]

1

(( 1; z)) = g

1

[f

1

(( 1; z))]:
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The Lebesgue measurability of f assures that f 1 (( 1; z)) D00 is Lebesgue
measurable, but as was discussed in remark 3.28, we cannot then conclude
that g 1 applied to this measurable set is measurable.
Conclusion 3.32 Composition of Lebesgue measurable functions need not
be Lebesgue measurable.
However, this analysis provides an insight to a¢ rmative results which
require some additional restrictions on f:
Proposition 3.33 Let g(x) : D ! D0
R; and f (y) : D00 ! R be given
real-valued functions where D0 D00 : Then:
1. If f and g are Borel measurable, then f (g) is Borel (and hence Lebesgue)
measurable.
2. If f is Borel measurable and g is Lebesgue measurable, then f (g) is
Lebesgue measurable.
3. If f is continuous on R and g is Lebesgue measurable, then f (g) is
Lebesgue measurable.
Proof. As noted in remark 3.31,
[f (g)]
In cases 1 and 2, f

1 ((

1

(( 1; z)) = g

1

[f

1

(( 1; z))]:

1; z)) is Borel measurable so by proposition 3.26:

1. g 1 [f 1 (( 1; z))] is Borel measurable if g is Borel measurable, hence
conclusion 1;
2. g 1 [f 1 (( 1; z))] is Lebesgue measurable if g is Lebesgue measurable,
hence conclusion 2.
In case 3; f is continuous and so f 1 (( 1; z)) is an open set because
( 1; z) is open. Since open sets are Borel measurable, g 1 [f 1 (( 1; z))]
is Lebesgue measurable if g is Lebesgue measurable.
Remark 3.34 (Extended Real-Valued Functions) As noted above the
results of proposition 3.30 were stated in the more limited context of realvalued functions, and we now consider their application to extended realvalued functions. If f and g are extended real-valued functions, we have
to address the following de…nitional problems:
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1. af (x) + b : when a = 0 and f (x) =
2. f (x)

1

g(x) : when this expression becomes 1

1 or

1+1

3. f (x)g(x) : when this expression becomes 0 1 or 0 ( 1)
4. f (x)=g(x) : when this expression becomes or 1= 1 (since 1=0
is already eliminated by de…nition of domain to exclude fxjg(x) 6= 0g).
5. f (g(x)) : if g(x) =

1

Of course if there are no values of x which produce the o¤ ending expressions the above measurability results apply without revision. Noting that
the collection of x-values which produce these problematic expressions are
measurable sets, being intersections of measurable sets such as f 1 (1) \
g 1 ( 1) for f (x) + g(x); or f 1 ( 1) \ g 1 (1) for f (x)g(x); etc., we can
also restrict the domain of these expressions to omit such problems.
When these expressions must be addressed, one might attempt to de…ne
the problem away by simply de…ning 0 1 = 0 ( 1) = 0; for example. Under any such a de…nition, the resulting functional combinations will again
be Lebesgue measurable, but one would then need to be careful about assumptions made after such de…nitional assignments. For example, without
perhaps much thought, one could readily assume:
1=[1=g(x)] = g(x);
and this is true for g(x) 6= 0; but of course need not be true for g(x) = 0:
However, in this example de…ning 1=0 = 1 and 1=1 = 0 would preserve
this identity, though perhaps create other unappealing consequences. For
example, one might logically also de…ne 1=( 1) = 0; but then it would
happen that if g(x) = 1 then 1=[1=g(x)] = g(x): As a general rule, such
assignments are unappealing.
Exercise 3.35 Show that if the set of x for which the above de…nitional
problems occur has measure zero, then the associated function combinations
will be Lebesgue measurable independent of how the function is assigned
values at these points.
The above discussions have perhaps not yet provided much insight to the
power and ‡exibility of the notion of Lebesgue measurability, even vis-a-vis
that of continuous functions. Indeed, the proposition on simple arithmetic
combinations readily applies to continuous functions, and moreover, unlike
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the result on measurable functions, compositions of continuous functions
are continuous without additional restrictions. One hint of the power of the
notion of Lebesgue measurability is the result above that this property is
preserved even when the function is arbitrarily rede…ned on a set of Lebesgue
measure zero, though this result required the completeness of the underlying
Lebesgue measure space, ML . For a continuous function, such a rede…nition
on a set of measure zero can produce a function that is continuous except
on this special set, or produce a nowhere continuous function.
The next section’s results add to the conclusion of the robustness of
the notion of measurability, in that this property is preserved with various
limiting operations.

3.4.2

Function Sequences

We begin with a few de…nitions which again utilize the notions of in…mum
and supremum re‡ected in 1.3 and 1.4. In that application, in…mum and
supremum were de…ned in terms of the values of a given function, f (x); as
the variable x varied over a given set. Here the goal is to apply this notion
pointwise, at each value of x; and where these notions are now de…ned in
terms of the range of values produced by a given sequence of functions
ffn (x)g:
De…nition 3.36 Given a …nite or countable sequence of functions, ffn (x)g;
the in…mum and supremum of the
T sequence are functions de…ned pointwise as follows. For each x 2 D
n Dmnffn g :
inf n fn (x) =

supn fn (x) =

8
<

1;

8
<

1;

: maxfyjy
: minfyjy

fn (x) all ng;

if ffn (x)g is unbounded below,

if ffn (x)g is bounded below.
(3.7)
if ffn (x)g is unbounded above,

fn (x) all ng;

if ffn (x)g is bounded above.
(3.8)
When ffn (x)g is a …nite collection, inf n fn (x) is often denoted minff1 (x); :::; fn (x)g
and supn fn (x) is denoted maxff1 (x); :::; fn (x)g: Because it is usually clear
from the context, the subscript n is almost always dropped from the inf and
sup notation.
Remark 3.37 It is sometimes convenient to convert an in…mum into a
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supremum, and conversely. To do so, note that:
inf fn (x) =

sup[ fn (x)];

sup fn (x) =

inf[ fn (x)]:

(3.9)

Because inf fn (x) and sup fn (x) are de…ned pointwise, it is natural to
identify additional properties of these point sequences other than the tight
lower and upper bounds which the in…mum and supremum provide. For
each x in the common domain D:
inf fn (x)

fm (x)

sup fn (x); for all m;

(3.10)

and no tighter bounds are possible. In the case when both the in…mum
and supremum are …nite at a given value of x, recall from the study of
bounded numerical sequences that there is at least one cluster point or
accumulation point, and perhaps many such points and even potentially
an in…nite number. For some sequences, there is also a limit point, which
is unique when it exists. These special points are de…ned as follows:
De…nition 3.38 A real number y is an accumulation point or cluster
point of a real numerical sequence fyn g if given any > 0 there is a ym so
that jym yj < : Also, y is the limit or limit point of a sequence fyn g if
given any > 0 there is an N so that jyn yj < for n N: The extended
real number 1 is the limit point of a sequence fyn g if given any M 2 R+
there is an N so that yn > M for n N: Correspondingly, the extended real
number 1 is the limit point of a sequence fyn g if given any M 2 R+ there
is an N so that yn < M for n N:
Notation 3.39 The limit of a sequence is denoted limn!1 yn = y; limn!1 yn =
1 or limn!1 yn = 1; respectively, and often without n ! 1 when clear
from the context.
When the sequence is a function sequence rather than a point sequence,
there is a related notion of limit function, in fact, two common notions.
De…nition 3.40 (Convergence) Given a function sequence ffn (x)g de…ned on a common domain D
\n Dmnffn g; the sequence converges
pointwise on D to a function f (x) if given any x and > 0 there is an N
so that jfn (x) f (x)j < for n N: In other words, for each x; f (x) is a
limit point of the point sequence ffn (x)g:
The sequence converges uniformly on D to a function f (x) if given
any > 0 there is an N so that jfn (x) f (x)j < for all x 2 D and n N:
In other words, f (x) is a limit point of the point sequence ffn (x)g for each
x; but additionally, the "speed" of convergence, de…ned in terms of n; is
independent of x:
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Example 3.41
1. De…ne fyn g as any enumeration of the rational numbers in the interval [0; 1]: Then
0 = inf yn

ym

sup yn = 1;

and every real number in [0; 1] is an accumulation point of fyn g because
the rationals are dense in this interval. In other words, for any real
number r 2 [0; 1] and > 0; the interval (r
; r + ) \ [0; 1] contains
in…nitely many of the sequence fyn g; and hence there are many such
points which satisfy jym yj < : On the other hand, fyn g has no limit
points, which can be demonstrated with a proof by contradiction. As a
bounded sequence, observe that among all accumulation points, there is
a maximum and minimum accumulation point, 1 and 0; respectively,
which in this case equal sup yn and inf yn respectively. In general, the
in…mum and supremum need not be accumulation points.
2. De…ne a sequence fyn g as an arbitrary enumeration of all rational
numbers in the interval [0; 2] of the form f1 1=mg with m a positive integer, then again the sequence is bounded with sup yn = 2 and
inf yn = 0; yet these are not accumulation points. As a bounded sequence, there must be at least one accumulation point, and in this case
there is exactly one, the number 1; which is also a limit point.
3. If the sequence is unbounded, such as de…ning fyn g as an enumeration
of the rationals in R, then sup yn = 1 and inf yn = 1; every real
number is an accumulation point; there are no limit points; and in this
case there is no maximum or minimum accumulation point.
4. De…ning fyn g as an arbitrary enumeration of the integers f mg; shows
that in general an unbounded sequence need not have an accumulation
point.
5. De…ne the function sequence ffn (x)g = fxn g on the interval [0; 1):
Then on [0; 1]; ffn (x)g converges pointwise to the function
8
< 0; 0 x < 1;
f (x) =
: 1; x = 1;

and converges uniformly to f (x) on any D
not converge pointwise on any D (1; 1):

[0; a] for a < 1; but does
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Of special interest in the study of numerical sequences, and an interest
that carries forward to the present study, is the identi…cation of the minimum
and maximum accumulation points if they exist. For bounded sequences,
as exempli…ed above, there always exists at least one accumulation point,
and so one can de…ne the minimum and maximum such accumulation point
which may agree as in example 2. These extreme accumulation points, when
they exist, are called the limit inferior and limit superior, respectively.
As is the case for numerical sequences, it is not initially apparent that
the de…nition below provides these extreme accumulation points, but this
and other properties will be stated below and assigned as exercises.
De…nition 3.42 Given a sequence of functions, ffn (x)g; the limit inferior and limit superior ofTthe sequence are functions de…ned pointwise as
follows. For each x 2 D
n Dmnffn g :
lim inf fn (x) = supn inf fk (x);

(3.11)

lim sup fn (x) = inf n sup fk (x):

(3.12)

n!1

k n

n!1

k n

When clear from the context, the subscript n ! 1 is usually dropped from
the lim inf and lim sup notation.
Notation 3.43 The limit superior of a function sequence is alternatively
denoted limfn (x); and the limit inferior denoted limfn (x); but we will use
the above more descriptive notation throughout this book.
Remark 3.44
1. Note that if for given x we de…ne a sequence fgn (x)g
inf k n fk (x); then this sequence is nondecreasing:
gn+1 (x)

gn (x):

Thus if fn (x) is unbounded below as a function of n, then gn (x) =
1 for all n and then lim inf fn (x) = 1: On the other hand, if
limn!1 fn (x) = 1; then lim inf fn (x) = 1:
Similarly, de…ning fhn (x)g supk
increasing:
hn+1 (x)

n fk (x);

then this sequence is non-

hn (x):

So if fn (x) is unbounded above, then hn (x) = 1 for all n and hence
lim sup fn (x) = 1: On the other hand, if limn!1 fn (x) = 1; then
lim sup fn (x) = 1:
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2. In the same way that 3.9 can be used to convert in…mums into supremums and conversely, the same calculations allow the limits inferior
and superior to be interchanged:
lim inf fn (x) =

lim sup[ fn (x)];

lim sup fn (x) =

lim inf[ fn (x)]:
(3.13)

Because lim inf fn (x) and lim sup fn (x) are de…ned pointwise, and for
each x are de…ned consistently with the corresponding notion for a real
numerical sequence fyn g; recall the following results from that theory. See
Reitano for example.
Proposition 3.45 Given a countable sequence of functions, ffn (x)g :
1. When …nite for given x, lim inf fn (x) is an accumulation point, and
the smallest such point of the function sequence. Then given > 0
there is an N so that
lim inf fn (x)

< fn (x); all n

N:

2. When …nite for given x, lim sup fn (x) is an accumulation point, and
the largest such point of the function sequence. Then given > 0 there
is an N so that
fn (x) < lim sup fn (x) + ; all n

N:

Proof. Left as an exercise.
This result states that when both limits are …nite, the interval
(lim inf fn (x)

; lim sup fn (x) + )

contains all but …nitely many points of the sequence ffn (x)g for any
A simple corollary of this result is then:

> 0:

Corollary 3.46 Given a sequence of functions ffn (x)g: If for given x :
1 < lim inf fn (x) = lim sup fn (x) < 1;

((*))

then limn!1 fn (x) exists and equals this common value, and conversely, if
limn!1 fn (x) exists then ( ) is satis…ed.
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The above proposition and corollary are applications of the results from
the theory of numerical sequences since lim inf fn (x) and lim sup fn (x) are
de…ned pointwise. From the above de…nitions and results we can add to 3.10
to state that:
inf fn (x)

lim inf fn (x)

lim sup fn (x)

sup fn (x):

(3.14)

Though we cannot improve the bounds for ffm (x)g in 3.10 using the limits
superior and inferior, note that if we expand the interval de…ned by these
values by arbitrary > 0; then the interval will contain all but …nitely many
fm (x): That is, for any > 0 :
lim inf fn (x)

fm (x)

lim sup fn (x) + ;

(3.15)

for all but …nitely many m:
The question pursued next is, taken as functions of x will the limit inferior and limit superior be Lebesgue measurable if fn (x) is Lebesgue measurable for all n? The next result answers this question in the a¢ rmative,
and also shows that inf fn (x) and sup fn (x) are Lebesgue measurable. Because the proof only relies on the sigma algebra structure of the collection
of Lebesgue measurable sets, this same result is true in the Borel measure
space, (R; B(R), m); as well as in more general measure spaces (X; (X); ):
The common conclusion is that the type of measurability of the function
sequence is preserved in the in…mum and limit inferior, as well as the supremum and limit superior.
Proposition 3.47 Given a sequence of Lebesgue measurable functions ffn (x)g
on Lebesgue measurable domain D; then the following functions are also
Lebesgue measurable.
1. inf fn (x)
2. sup fn (x)
3. lim inf fn (x)
4. lim sup fn (x)
5. lim fn (x); when this exists.
Proof. If h(x) is de…ned by h(x) = inf fn (x); then
\
fxjh(x) > yg =
fxjfn (x) > yg;
n
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and is measurable as the intersection of measurable sets. Similarly, with
g(x) = sup fn (x);
\
fxjfn (x) < yg;
fxjg(x) < yg =
n

and is again measurable as the intersection of measurable sets.
Now let h(x) = lim inf fn (x) which by 3.11 means h(x) = supn inf k n fk (x):
Then for each n; Fn (x) inf k n fk (x) is measurable by 1;and hence h(x) =
sup Fn (x) is measurable by 2: The same approach proves that lim sup fn (x)
is measurable using 3.12, and lim fn (x) then follows from corollary 3.46.
While the above proposition is true generally on measure spaces (X; (X); );
the following corollary requires the completeness of the sigma algebra and
hence is not applicable in the Borel measure space or other incomplete measure spaces.
Corollary 3.48 Given a sequence of Lebesgue measurable functions ffn (x)g
de…ned on a Lebesgue measurable domain D such that f (x) lim fn (x) exists almost everywhere, then f (x) is Lebesgue measurable.
Proof. The assumption on lim fn (x) implies that except on a set of measure
0,
lim inf fn (x) = lim sup fn (x):
Since the limits superior and inferior are Lebesgue measurable, and f (x)
equals these functions a.e., it too is Lebesgue measurable by proposition 3.16.

3.5

Approximating Lebesgue Measurable Functions

One important question regarding Lebesgue measurable functions de…ned
on an interval [a; b] has to do with approximating these functions with step
functions, de…ned in 3.3 with Ai = [xi 1 ; xi ] where:

a = x0 < x1 < ::: < xn

1

< xn = b;

or alternatively, approximating with continuous functions. The goal of the
current investigation is to approximate measurable f (x) arbitrarily well, but
perhaps only outside of a relatively small exceptional set. To be useful as an
approximation, we want to be able to control both the size of this exceptional
set, and how well the step or continuous functions approximate f (x) outside
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this exceptional set. Because measurable functions are allowed to assume
the values 1 and neither step nor continuous functions are so allowed, it
is apparent that this exceptional set will always include fxjf (x) = 1g:
Consequently, to achieve the result we seek it must be assumed that this set
has measure zero.
Proposition 3.49 Let f (x) be an extended real-valued Lebesgue measurable
function de…ned on the interval [a; b]; and assume that fxjf (x) = 1g has
Lebesgue measure zero. Then for any > 0 there is a step function g(x) and
associated measurable set G; and a continuous function h(x) and associated
measurable set H; both de…ned on [a; b]; so that:
1. m(G) <

and jf (x)

g(x)j <

on [a; b]

G;

2. m(H) <

and jf (x)

h(x)j <

on [a; b]

H:

If f (x) is bounded, m
f (x)
M; then g(x) and h(x) can be chosen
with the same bounds.
Proof. This proof has 3 main steps:
1. The existence of g and G that satisfy 1 assure the existence
of h and H that satisfy 2.
Assume that 1 is true with
g(x) =

Xn

i=1

ai

Ai (x);

where Ai = [xi 1 ; xi ] with a = x0 < x1 < ::: < xn 1 < xn = b: That
is, jf (x) g(x)j < =2 on [a; b] G and m(G) < =2: We construct
continuous h(x) as follows. De…ne intervals A01 = [a; x1
=4n];
0
An = [xn 1 + =4n; b]; and otherwise
A0i = [xi

1

+

=4n; xi

=4n];

Ai : De…ne
where < 1 is chosen so that A0i is non-empty and A0i
0
h(x) = g(x) on [Ai ; and extend the de…nition of h(x) linearly and
continuously between "steps" on [a; b] [A0i . By the triangle inequality,
jf (x)

h(x)j

jf (x)

g(x)j + jg(x)

h(x)j ;

and jf (x) g(x)j < =2 outside G by assumption, while jg(x) h(x)j =
0 outside [a; b] [A0i ; which has measure less that =2 by construction.
Hence with H G [ [[a; b] [A0i ] ; 2 is proved since by subadditivity,
m(H)

m(G) + m [a; b]

[A0i < :
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This construction also shows also that if m
bounds will apply to h(x):

g(x)

M; then the same

2. Result 1 is valid with g(x) = k(x); a simple function.
To show that f (x) can be approximated as asserted in 1 but with a
simple function k(x), let > 0 be given: De…ne G1 (M ) = fxj jf (x)j >
M g and note that for any given there exists M
M ( ) so that
m[G1 (M )] < =2: Otherwise, since G1 (0) < b a, G1 (N + 1) G1 (N )
and
\
G1 (N );
fxjf (x) = 1g =
N

then m[G1 (N )]
=2 for all N implies that mfxjf (x) = 1g
=2 by 2.24, contradicting the assumption that this set has measure 0.
Hence there is an M so that m[G1 (M )] < =2: With G1 G1 (M ) we
now construct a simple function k(x) so that
jf (x)

k(x)j <

on [a; b]

G1 :

For i = 1; 2; :::; de…ne:
Bi = fxj

M + (i

1) =2

f (x) <

M + i =2g;

and observe that on [a; b] G1 ; there are only …nitely many non-empty
Bi -sets, say J, which is approximately equal to 4M= : With bi
M+
i =2; de…ne the simple function
k(x) =

XJ

i=1

Then k(x) approximates f (x) within
as claimed.

bi

Bi (x):

on [a; b]

G1 ; and m[G1 ] < =2

3. Result 1 is valid with a step function g(x):
The …nal step is to approximate simple k(x) with a step function h(x);
outside of a small exceptional set G2 : Since each set Bi is measurable
in part 2 it follows from proposition 2.42 that there are open sets Oi
with Bi Oi and m(Oi Bi ) < =4J; where J is the number of terms
in the part 2 simple function construction. Since any open set
S in R is
the disjoint union of open intervals, assume …rst that Oi = j ni Ii;j
a …nite union, then replace the ith term in the de…nition of k(x):
Xni
bi Bi (x) =
bi Ii;j (x);
j=1
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a step function. If Oi is a countable union of disjoint open
P1intervals,
then since Oi [a; b] it follows by countable additivity that j=1 m(Ii;j )
b a and thus it is possible to select ni open intervals so that with Oi0
denoting their …nite union, m(Oi Oi0 ) < =4J: The term bi Bi (x) in
the de…nition of k(x) is again replaced by the associated step function.
Combining, de…ne
XJ

h(x) =

i=1

Xni

j=1

bi

Ii;j (x);

and note that h(x) = k(x) except on G2 de…ned by:
[
[
G2
[Oi Bi ] [
[Oi Oi0 ];
i

i

which by construction has total measure less than =2:
As a subtle point, note that while fBi g is a …nite collection of disjoint
sets by construction, and for each i the collection fIi;j g is also disjoint,
it may happen that the full collection fIi;j g is not disjoint. But as this
is a …nite collection of open intervals, the above step function can be
modi…ed so that the intervals are disjoint without changing the measure
of T
the union. For example, if I1 and I2 are any two such intervals with
I1 I2 6= ;; then:
X2

=1

bi

Ii (x) =

X3

=1

bi

Ii0 (x);

T
0
with disjoint open Ii0 ; de…ning I30 = I1 I2 , bT
3 = b1 + b2 ; and other Ii
as the the largest open subinterval in Ii I1 I2 : This can be iterated
and the process will end in …nitely many steps. Then G G1 [ G2 has
measure less than ; and on [a; b] G; f (x) is approximated within
by the step function h(x): The resulting step function can then equivalently be de…ned in terms of the associate closed intervals, without
changing the measure of the exceptional set.
Finally note that if f (x) is bounded, m f (x) M; then G1 (max(jM j ; jmj)) =
;; and the above construction leads to simple, step and continuous
functions which satisfy the same bounds.

Remark 3.50 When f (x) is a real-valued Lebesgue measurable function on
the interval [a; b] with fxjf (x) = 1g = ;; the above approximation theorem certainly applies but it can be considerably strengthened using deeper
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results than have been developed here. The result is called Lusin’s Theorem and sometimes Luzin’s Theorem, and named for Nikolai Lusin
(1883 - 1950). It is presented here for completeness and proved in section
4.3. Lusin’s result states that not only can such f (x) be approximated by a
continuous function within outside a set of measure less than ; but in fact
f (x) equals a continuous function outside such a set.
Proposition 3.51 (Lusin’s theorem) Let f (x) be a real-valued Lebesgue
measurable function on the interval [a; b]: Then given > 0 there is a continuous function h(x) on [a; b] so that m(fxjf (x) 6= h(x)g) < :
The next approximation result states that every Lebesgue measurable
function is almost everywhere equal to a Borel measurable function. So
if a given application is indi¤erent to a rede…nition of a function on a set
of measure zero, this result allows us to replace the Lebesgue measurable
function with a Borel measurable function. The result is proved for nonnegative functions, but since every measurable function can be expressed as a
di¤erence of nonnegative measurable functions, this proof applies in general.
De…nition 3.52 Given f (x); the positive part of f (x); denoted f + (x); is
de…ned by:
f + (x) = maxff (x); 0g;
(3.16)
and the negative part of f (x); denoted f (x); is de…ned by:
f (x) = maxf f (x); 0g:

(3.17)

Both the positive and negative part of a function are nonnegative functions, are both measurable if f (x) is measurable, and both the original
function and its absolute value can be recovered from these functions by the
formulas:
f (x) = f + (x)

f (x);

jf (x)j = f + (x) + f (x):

(3.18)

Proposition 3.53 Let f (x) be a Lebesgue measurable function on a Lebesgue
measurable domain D R; where mfxjf (x) = 1g = 0: Then there exists
a Borel measurable function g(x) so that f (x) = g(x) a.e.
Proof. By the preceding remark it is su¢ cient to prove this result for nonnegative measurable functions and then apply this result to both f + (x) and
f (x): To this end we …rst note that there exists an increasing sequence of
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simple functions f'n (x)g so that 'n (x) ! f (x) for all x: For given n; de…ne
(n)
N n2n + 1 Lebesgue measurable sets fAj gN
j=1 by:
8
< fx 2 Dj(j 1)2 n f (x) < j2 n g; 1 j N 1;
(n)
Aj =
:
fx 2 Djn f (x)g;
j = N;
and let:

'n (x) =

XN

j=1

(j

1)2

n

(n)

Aj

(x):

Then f'n (x)g1
j=1 is an increasing sequence of nonnegative simple functions
with 'n (x) ! f (x) for all x 2 D: Details are left as an exercise, but note
(n+1)
(n)
that for 1 k N (n+1) 1 that the level sets fAk
g split the fAj g-sets
into two components for j N 1, as well as split
fn

f (x) < n + 1g

(n)

AN (n)

fn

f (x)g

(n+1)

into 2n+1 level sets, leaving AN (n+1) = fn + 1 f (x)g:
that f n (x)g1
De…ning n (x) = 'n+1 (x) 'n (x) obtainsP
j=1 is a sequence
of nonnegative simple functions with f (x) = n n (x) for all x: This summation can be rewritten in terms of the underlying characteristic functions
of Lebesgue measurable sets:
X1
f (x) =
aj Aj (x)
j=1

where aj > 0 and Aj is Lebesgue measurable, since each n (x) can be so
(n+1)
written with the fAk
g-sets. By proposition 2.42, for each j there is a
Borel measurable set Fj
Aj ; with m(Aj Fj ) = 0: Speci…cally, Fj 2 F ;
the collection of countable unions of closed sets.
Finally, de…ne
X1
g(x) =
aj Fj (x);
j=1

then
S g(x) is Borel measurable and g(x) = f (x) except possibly on the set
Fj ) which has measure 0:
j (Aj

3.6

Distribution Functions of Measurable Functions

An important property of measurable functions which is utilized in
Probability Theory pertains to the associated measure of sets such as
f

1

(( 1; y)g or f

1

(( 1; y]);
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parametrized as functions of y where f 1 is de…ned in 3.1 as
f 1 (A) fx 2 Xjf (x) 2 Ag: Because the results of this section are valid
for measurable functions de…ned on general measure spaces, and no more
di¢ cult to prove, we develop results in this general context.
De…nition 3.54 Let f (x) be an extended real-valued function on the measure space (X; (X); ); so f : X ! R; and de…ne the cumulative level
sets by:
Xf (y) = f

1

(( 1; y]);

Remark 3.55 Note that Xf (y)
It follows by de…nition that:
\
Xf (y) =
Xf (z);
z>y

1

Xf (y ) = f

(( 1; y)):

(3.19)

Xf (z) if y < z; and similarly for Xf (y ):

Xf (y ) =

[

z<y

Xf (z);

(3.20)

and it is left as an exercise to prove that the union and intersection can be
equally well de…ned with only rational z to ensure a countable number of
operations. This is a technicality for the de…nition here, but the bene…t of
avoiding uncountably many unions and intersections is to ensure that the
resultant set is a member of the given sigma algebra, and that the measure
of such sets can be obtained by an application of the continuity of measures
in proposition 2.44.
The identities in 3.20 imply that the cumulative level set de…ned by
Xf (y) can be approximated well "from above" with sets Xf (z) where z > y;
but not approximated well "from below" with the sets Xf (z) where z < y:
From below we can only reach Xf (y ); missing the level set fx 2 Xjf (x) =
yg: The signi…cance of this observation will be seen below in a property of
the distribution function associated with a measurable function f (x);
de…ned as follows.
De…nition 3.56 Let f be an extended real-valued measurable function on
the measure space (X; (X); ): De…ne the distribution function associated with f (x), denoted Df (y); for y 2 R by
Df (y) = [Xf (y)]:

(3.21)

In other words, Df (y) is the -measure of the cumulative level set Xf (y).
Because Xf (y) Xf (z) if y < z; it follows from monotonicity of measures
that Df (y) is an increasing function, meaning that Df (y)
Df (z) if
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y < z: When Xf (y) = ; it follows by de…nition that Df (y) = 0; while at the
other extreme it is possible that Df (y) = 1 for all y unless the space X has
…nite measure, [X] < 1: For this reason, distribution functions are most
useful in the case of spaces X with …nite measure, which is the context of
probability theory:
Notation 3.57 There is no single convention for the terminology used to
describe monotone functions, de…ned as functions which either increase
or decrease. The terminology favored in this text is as follows:
1. (a) f (x) is increasing: f (y)

f (z) if y < z;

(b) f (x) is strictly increasing: f (y) < f (z) if y < z:
2. (a) f (x) is decreasing: f (y)

f (z) if y < z;

(b) f (x) is strictly decreasing: f (y) > f (z) if y < z:
Note that some authors use "increasing" to mean case 1.b, and "nondecreasing" for case 1.a. Similarly, decreasing is reserved for case 2.b, and
nonincreasing used for case 2.a.
The following proposition summarizes some of the essential properties
of Df (y) which will be seen again in the context of probability theory of
book 2 and later. For the statement of this result, recall the de…nition of
one-sided limits, and the associated notation.
De…nition 3.58 Given f (x); the right limit, denoted limy!x+ f (y); and
left limit, denoted limy!x f (y); are de…ned as follows:
1. Right limit:
lim f (y)

y!x+

lim

z!0; z>0

f (x + z):

In other words, limy!x+ f (y) = L if given
jf (y) Lj < for x < y < x + :

> 0 there is a

(3.22)
so that

2. Left limit:
lim f (y)

y!x

lim

z!0; z<0

f (x + z):

In other words, limy!x f (y) = L if given
jf (y) Lj < for x
< y < x:

> 0 there is a

(3.23)
so that
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Notation 3.59 In many books, f (x+) or f (x+ ) is used to denote the right
limit of f (y) at x; and correspondingly, f (x ) or f (x ) is used to denote
the left limit of f (y) at x: This notation is often convenient and will be used
as needed.
Proposition 3.60 Given an extended real-valued measurable function f (x)
de…ned on the measure space (X; (X); ), the distribution function associated with f (x) has the following properties:
1. Df (y) is a nonnegative, increasing function on R which is Borel, and
hence, Lebesgue measurable.
2. If Df (z0 ) < 1 for some z0 ; then:
(a) For all y < z0 ;
lim Df (z) = Df (y):

(3.24)

z!y+

(b) For all y < z0 ;
lim Df (z) = Df (y)

z!y

(c) The limit of Df (y) exists as z !

(fxjf (x) = yg):

(3.25)

1; and

lim Df (z) = (fxjf (x) =

z! 1

1g):

(3.26)

3. If (X) is …nite, the limit of Df (y) exists as z ! 1; and
lim Df (z) = (X)

(fxjf (x) = 1g):

z!1

(3.27)

Proof. That Df (y) is nonnegative follows since is nonnegative valued, and
increasing by monotonicity of and the observation that Xf (z) Xf (z) if
y < z: To prove Borel measurability we prove that Df 1 (( 1; z]) 2 B(R) for
all z: To this end:
Df 1 (( 1; z]) = fyjDf (y)
= fyj [f

1

zg

(( 1; y])]

zg:

Now if [f 1 (( 1; y])] > z for all y then Df 1 (( 1; z]) = ;; a Borel set.
Otherwise, there is y0 2 Df 1 (( 1; z]) and thus ( 1; y0 ] Df 1 (( 1; z])
since for y < y0 Df (y)
Df (y0 ). Now either Df 1 (( 1; z]) = ( 1; y0 ]
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or there is y00 2 Df 1 (( 1; z]) with y00 > y0 ; and continuing it follows that
Df 1 (( 1; z]) is a union of all such ( 1; y00 ]-sets. This union can be replaced by a union of all such sets with rational y00 since Df is increasing,
and the result follows.
T
For 2:a, note that Xf (y) = r>y Xf (r) from 3.20 and the subsequent
remarks, a countable intersection over all rationals r > y; which can by
the nested property be further restricted to r < z0 . Since [Xf (z0 )] < 1;
continuity from above in proposition 3.27 yields that for y < z0 :
[Xf (y)] = lim

r!y+

[Xf (r)];

which is equivalent to 3.24 since because Df (z) is increasing.
Using the
S same proposition and argument applied to the countable union
Xf (y ) = r<y Xf (r); it follows that:
[Xf (y )] = lim
z!y

[Xf (z)]:

Since [Xf (y)] = [Xf (y )] + [fxjf (x) = yg] by …nite additivity, 3.25
obtains from the observation that [fxjf (x) = yg] < 1 because
y < z0 and
T
Df (z0 ) < 1: The same argument applied to Xf ( 1) = r Xf (r) implies
that
[Xf ( 1)] = lim [Xf (z)];
z! 1

or 3.26.
S
Finally for 3, Xf (1 ) = r<1 Xf (r) and thus [Xf (1 )] = limz!1 [Xf (z)] and
continuity from below. Then 3.27 follows from the fact that (fxjf (x) <
1g) + (fxjf (x) = 1g) = (X) and the …niteness of (fxjf (x) = 1g):
Remark 3.61

1. Note that if f (x) is a real-valued function, so that
fxjf (x) =

1g = fxjf (x) = 1g = ;;

then in 2:c and 3 we obtain the simpli…ed results:
lim Df (z) = 0;

(3.28)

lim Df (z) = (X);

(3.29)

z! 1
z!1

where the limit in 3.29 need not be …nite. However, in 2 we must still
in general insist that Df (z0 ) < 1 for some z0 for the desired results
(see remark 4 below).
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2. The result in 3.24 states that Df (y) is right continuous at y.
3. Also, the result in 3.25 states that Df (y) has left limits, and from
the resulting equation we see that Df (y) will be left continuous at
y if and only if (fxjf (x) = yg) = 0: In general, however, there can
be "jumps" or discontinuities of size (fxjf (x) = yg) in the graph of
Df (y): There can be at most countably many such jumps, however, since every jump contains a rational number, and as Df (y) is
increasing, each jump contains a di¤ erent rational number.
4. Combining 2 and 3 it follows that distribution functions are continuous except for at most countably many discontinuities, and hence they
are continuous outside a set of measure zero. But note that
proposition 3.16 does not apply to conclude that such functions are
Lebesgue measurable. For that proposition to apply would require that
a distribution function equal a continuous function except on a set of
measure zero, which is a di¤ erent notion as discussed in remark 3.19.
Hence the need for a direct proof in part 1: But we will see in book 3 in
the section on Riemann Implies Lebesgue on [a; b]; that every bounded
function that is continuous almost everywhere on a closed interval is
in fact Lebesgue measurable. This will be accomplished by demonstrating that such functions are Lebesgue integrable, and that this property
ensures Lebesgue measurability.
1. The restriction for the conclusions of 2; that Df (z0 ) < 1 for some z0 ;
is automatically satis…ed in the cases where (X) < 1: This is always
true on probability spaces where (X) = 1:
In summary, the graph of the distribution function of every measurable
function is an increasing, measurable, right continuous function, with left
limits and at most countably many discontinuities. Further, the distribution
function will be continuous if and only if (fxjf (x) = yg) = 0 for all y: More
speci…cally, Df (y) is continuous at y0 if and only if (f 1 (y0 )) = 0:
Notation 3.62 Functions which are "continuous on the right and with
left limits," are sometimes referred to as càdlàg, from the French "continu
à droite, limite à gauche." So all distribution functions are càdlàg. This notion arises in probability theory, as well as the theory of stochastic processes.
But note that in general càdlàg functions need not be increasing, and it is
only in this more general case that the statement "with left limits" is a restriction. For an increasing function such as a distribution functions above,
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right continuity assures the existence of left limits. This follows because if
xn ! x ; then since f (xn )
f (xn+m )
f (x) for all m; we have that
ff (xn )g is an increasing and bounded sequence and hence
lim f (xn ) = lim sup f (xn ):

xn !x

n!1

Example 3.63 In this example we illustrate that a distribution function
depends both on the function, f (x); as well as on the measure, ; de…ned on
the measure space.
1. On X = [0; 1] with Lebesgue measure m; de…ne the Lebesgue measurable function f : X ! R :
8
< 1; x rational,
f (x) =
: 0; x irrational:

The distribution function associated with f is then
8
< 0; y < 0;
Df (y) =
: 1; y 0;

for which the càdlàg property is apparent. The graph of Df (y) has one
jump associated with the unique value of y = 0 for which m(fxjf (x) =
yg) 6= 0:
2. On X = [0; 1] with Lebesgue measure, enumerate the rationals frj g1
j=1
[0; 1] arbitrarily and de…ne the function f : [0; 1] ! R by:
8
< 1=2n ; x = rn rational,
f (x) =
: 0;
x irrational:

To simplify notation in the description of Df (y); note that for 0 < y
1=2 that f (x) y if and only if either x is irrational, or x = rn rational
and 1=2n y; which is equivalent to n
log2 y: De…ne
ny = minfn 2 Zjn

log2 yg:
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With this notation, it follows that f is Lebesgue measurable because
letting J denote the irrationals in [0; 1] :
8
>
;;
y < 0;
>
>
>
>
>
<
J;
y = 0;
f 1 (( 1; y]) =
>
>
J [ frn jn ny g ; 0 < y < 1=2;
>
>
>
>
:
[0; 1];
1=2 y:

Each of these pre-image sets is Lebesgue measurable, and the distribution function associated with f (x) is:
8
< 0; y < 0;
Df (y) =
: 1; y 0;
the same as in example 1. In this example, all of the richness of the
function f (x) has been lost in the associated distribution function because under Lebesgue measure, everything interesting that this function
does is being done on a set of Lebesgue measure 0:

3. Consider the example as in 2 above, but now using a counting measure on the rationals Q on (P ([0; 1])), originally introduced in 2.3
of example 2.24 but here modi…ed. For the rationals frj g1
[0; 1]
j=1
j
enumerated P
as above, de…ne Q (rj ) = 4 . For any set A [0; 1] de…ne (A) = rj 2A 4 j ; and (;) = 0: Apparently, Q is countably additive and is hence a measure on the power sigma algebra (P ([0; 1])):
Note that f de…ned in example 2 is Q -measurable because every set
is in the power sigma algebra, and so too is f 1 (( 1; y]) for any y:
The distribution function associated with f now re‡ects far more of
the structure of this function because the details of this structure are
"recognized" by the measure on [0; 1]: In detail,

Df (y) =

8
>
0;
>
>
< X1
>
>
>
:

n=ny

y
4

1=3;

n;

0;

0 < y < 1=2;
1=2

y:

where ny is de…ned in example 2. This distribution function now re‡ects more of this function’s structure, illustrating the point that the
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distribution function associated with a given measurable function re‡ects both the values of the function as well as the measure used on
the domain to measure the function’s pre-image sets.

Remark 3.64 While it is apparent from the de…nition in example 3 that
Df (y) has a discontinuity at every rational y = 1=2n ; as these are the values
of y for which ny changes, it is not immediately apparent that this function
is càdlàg. On ( 1; 0) [ (1=2; 1); Df (y) is apparently continuous so we
focus on [0; 1=2]: By the de…nition of ny a new term is added to the summation which de…nes Df (y) at each y = 1=2n ; and hence on each interval
[1=2n ; 1=2n+1 ); Df (y) is constant proving right continuity and left limits on
(0; 1=2]: Finally, Df (y) is in fact right (and left) continuous at 0 since for
any > 0; Df (y) < if
X1

n=ny

4

n

= 41

ny

=3 < :

This can be solved for the lower bound for ny required:
ny > 1

0:5 log2 [3 ];

which can then be converted to a bound for y;
log2 y > 1

0:5 log2 [3 ];

obtaining that Df (y) < when y < [3 ]0:5 =2: Hence Df (y) is right continuous, and in fact continuous at y = 0:

Chapter 4

Littlewood’s Three Principles
In his 1944 book, Lectures on the Theory of Functions (Oxford), J. E.
Littlewood (1885 - 1977) set out three principles of real analysis which
have come to be known by this section’s title. The statement of these
principles is quoted on p. 71 of the Real Analysis text by H. L. Royden
noted in the References, but these can be summarized as follows:
1. Every Lebesgue measurable set of …nite measure is "nearly" the …nite
union of open intervals.
2. Every Lebesgue measurable function is "nearly" continuous.
3. Every convergent sequence of Lebesgue measurable functions is "nearly"
uniformly convergent.
Littlewood’s meaning of "nearly" was in contrast to the notion of "almost"
which would have implied "almost everywhere" or "except on a set of
measure zero." By "nearly" he meant to imply that these statements were
true "except on a set of measure > 0; " where could be arbitrarily
speci…ed.
In this section these principles are developed in the order 1 3 2; since
the convergence result in 3 will be used for the continuity conclusion in 2.

4.1

Measurable Sets

The …rst principle is related to the result in proposition 2.42 in section 3.5
which states in part that for any Lebesgue measurable set A 2 ML and
89
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> 0; there is an open set G 2 G so that A
m(G

A)

G and:

:

Now every open set G is the countable union of disjoint open intervals, but
Littlewood’s …rst principle requires that if m(A) < 1 all but …nitely many
of these intervals can be discarded. Consider the example:
[
A=
n + 2 n 1; n + 2 n ;
n 0

which is a measurable set with m(A) < 1, and one for which proposition
2.42 allows the choice G = A: But there is no …nite union of open intervals
G0 for which A G0 : However, de…ning
GN =

[N

n=0

n+2

n 1

;n + 2

n

;

we see that GN is a …nite union of open intervals which covers all of A
except a subset of measure that can be made as small as desired.
This example motivates the fact that for Littlewood’s formulation of
using only …nitely many open intervals as G, we must forego the conclusion
that A will be contained in this …nite union. So by "nearly a …nite union of
open intervals" we will mean that G is a …nite union with:
m(G4A)

:

De…nition 4.1 Given sets A and G; the symmetric set di¤ erence G4A
is de…ned by:
G4A (G A) [ (A G):
(4.1)
Thus G4A equals the union of the G-points not in A; and the A-points
not in G; and is "symmetric" in the sense that:
G4A = A4G:
Proposition 4.2 (Littlewood’s First Principle) Let A 2 ML with m(A) <
1: Then for any > 0; there
S is a …nite collection of disjoint open intervals
N
fIj gj=1 ; so that with I
j N Ij :
m(G 4 I)

:
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Proof. Applying proposition 2.42 with =2; there is an open set G and thus
by proposition
collection of disjoint open intervals fIj g1
j=1
S 2.12 a countable
S
so that A
I
and
m(
I
A)
=2:
Since
j
j
j
j
S
S
A);
j Ij = A [ ( j Ij
S
and by assumption
m(A) < 1 and m( j Ij A)
=2; …nite
S
Padditivity
yields that m( j Ij ) < 1: Thus countable additivity
yields
that
i m(Ij ) is
P1
m(I
)
<
=2: Now
a convergent
series
and
there
is
an
N
so
that
j
j=N +1
S
S
S
A
j Ij implies A
j N Ij
j>N Ij ; obtaining:
S
m(A
j N Ij ) < =2:
S
S
Ij A; we derive
Finally since j N Ij A
S
=2;
m( j N Ij A)
and the result follows.

4.2

Convergent Sequences of Measurable Functions

Recall the following de…nition of two notions of convergence of a function
sequence.
De…nition 4.3 Given a function sequence ffn (x)g and f (x) and set E; we
say that fn (x) converges pointwise to f (x) on E if given x0 2 E and
> 0 there is an N so that jfn (x0 ) f (x0 )j < for n N: If it is the case
that given > 0 there is an N so that jfn (x) f (x)j < for all n N and
for all x 2 E; we say that fn (x) converges uniformly to f (x) on E:
Notation 4.4 The notation fn (x) ! f (x) is commonly used to express
convergence, and one uses a descriptive phrase to identify which type of
convergence is considered.
We begin with a weaker version of Littlewood’s third principle which
is needed for the …nal result. A discussion will follow as to why this falls
short of Littlewood’s result even though it perhaps appears adequate on …rst
reading.
Proposition 4.5 Let ffn (x)g be a sequence of Lebesgue measurable functions de…ned on a Lebesgue measurable set E with m(E) < 1; and let f (x)
be a real valued function so that fn (x) ! f (x) pointwise for x 2 E: Then
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given > 0 and > 0 there is a measurable set A
an N so that for all x 2 E A :
jfn (x)
for all n N:
Proof. Given

E with m(A) < ; and

f (x)j < ;

> 0; de…ne
Gn = fxj jfn (x)

f (x)j

g;

and
EN =

[1

n=N

Gn = fxj jfn (x)

f (x)j

for some n

N g:

Then fEN g is a nested sequence, EN +1 EN ; and since fn (x) ! f (x) for
each x 2 E it must
T be the case that for every x 2 E there is an EN with
x2
= EN : Hence N EN = ; and since m(E) < 1; it follows by proposition
2.44 that limN !1 m[ EN ] ! 0: So given > 0 there is an N with m[
EN ] < : Thus with A EN ; it follows that m(A) < and by de…nition if
x2
= A then jfn (x) f (x)j < for all n N .
Corollary 4.6 The conclusion of the above proposition remains valid if
fn (x) ! f (x) for each x 2 E outside a set of Lebesgue measure 0. In
other words, if fn (x) ! f (x) a.e.
Proof. Repeating the above proof, everything remains the same except that
now it can only be concluded that for every x 2 E, outside an
T exceptional
set of measure 0, that there is an EN with x 2
= EN ; and hence N EN equals
this set of measure 0. But then again limN !1 m[ EN ] ! 0 and the proof
follows as above.
Remark 4.7 Observe that the above proposition does not imply that fn (x)
converges uniformly to f (x) on E A; because the set A depends on the
given and : This result is close to, but not equivalent to, Littlewood’s
third principle. To improve this result to the conclusion of "nearly uniformly
convergent" we must show that fn (x) ! f (x) uniformly on E A: That is,
we need to …nd a …xed set A with m(A) < such that for any > 0 there
is an N where jfn (x) f (x)j < for all x 2 E A and all n N: This is
known as Egorov’s Theorem, named for Dmitri Fyodorovich Egorov
(1869 - 1931) and sometimes phonetically translated to Egoro¤ . It is also
known as the Severini–Egorov theorem in recognition of the somewhat
earlier and independent proof by Carlo Severini (1872 - 1951).
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Proposition 4.8 (Littlewood’s Third Principle, the Severini–Egorov theorem )
Let ffn (x)g be a sequence of Lebesgue measurable functions de…ned on a
Lebesgue measurable set E with m(E) < 1; and let f (x) be a real-valued
Lebesgue measurable function so that fn (x) ! f (x) pointwise for x 2 E:
Then given > 0 there is a measurable set A E with m(A) < ; so that
fn (x) ! f (x) uniformly on E A: That is, for > 0 there is an N so that
jfn (x) f (x)j < for all x 2 E A and n N:
Proof. Given > 0 de…ne m = 1=m and m = =2m and apply proposition 4.5 to …nd a set Am with m(Am ) < m ; and an integer Nm ; so
that jf
Nm and for all P
x 2 E Am : Now let
Sn (x) f (x)j < m for n
A = m Am : By countable subadditivity, m(A)
m(Am ) = : To show
that fn (x) ! f (x) uniformly on E A; let > 0 be given. Note that there
is an m so that m < ; and hence an Nm so that for all x 2 E Am ; we
have jfn (x) f (x)j < m < for n Nm : But then this statement is also
true for x 2 E A since Am A; and the result follows.
Corollary 4.9 (Littlewood’s Third Principle, the Severini–Egorov theorem)
The result above remains valid if fn (x) ! f (x) almost everywhere for x 2 E:
Proof. Left as an exercise.

4.3

Measurable Functions

Finally we turn to the Littlewood’s second principle, which was modestly
addressed in proposition 3.49 in section 3.5. There it was shown that
outside a small set measurable functions were "close" to continuous
functions. But this is not the meaning of Littlewood’s concept of "nearly
continuous." The following result is called Lusin’s theorem, named for
Nikolai Nikolaevich Lusin (1883 - 1950), and sometimes phonetically
translated to Luzin.
Proposition 4.10 (Littlewood’s Second Principle, Lusin’s theorem)
Let f (x) be a real-valued Lebesgue measurable function on the interval [a; b]:
Then given > 0; there is a continuous function h(x) on [a; b] so that
m(fxjf (x) 6= h(x)g) < :
Proof. We prove this result as in the Severini–Egorov theorem, by a careful application of a simpler result. Given > 0 and using proposition 3.49
with m = =2m+1 ; there is a continuous function hm (x) de…ned on [a; b]
and associated measurable set Hm
[a; b] so that m(Hm ) < =2m+1 and
jf (x) hm (x)j < =2m+1 on [a; b] Hm : Using proposition 2.42, let Gm be
an open set with Hm
Gm and m(Gm Hm )
=2m+1 : Then by …nite
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S
additivity, m(Gm ) = m(Hm ) + m(Gm Hm )
=2m : Let G
Gm ; then
m(G)
by subadditivity and on [a; b] G; the sequence fhm (x)g converges
to f (x) pointwise. But since G is open, [a; b] G is closed and bounded,
which is compact by the Heine-Borel theorem. Thus pointwise convergence
of continuous functions on a compact set implies that these functions converge uniformly, and hence converge to a continuous function h(x): Then by
construction, f (x) = h(x) on [a; b] G:
Note that Lusin’s theorem asserts that the set of discontinuity points
of a real-valued Lebesgue measurable function de…ned on an interval can
be contained in a set with arbitrarily small measure. But this does not
imply that such a measurable function is equal to a continuous function
almost everywhere, nor that a measurable function is continuous almost
everywhere. This is because in general the continuous function constructed
in the proof depends on :
Indeed, recall the discussion in remark 3.19 where it was shown that a
Lebesgue measurable function need not agree with a continuous function
almost everywhere, as is illustrated by the example:
8
< 0; 1 x 0;
f1 (x) =
: 1; 0 < x 1;
though this function is continuous almost everywhere. We have also seen
that a Lebesgue measurable function need not be continuous almost everywhere, and in fact need not be continuous anywhere as is illustrated by
8
< 0; x rational,
f4 (x) =
: 1; x irrational.

In contrast, every function that agrees with a continuous function almost
everywhere is measurable by proposition 3.16, and it will be seen in book 3 on
Lebesgue integration theory that every bounded function that is continuous
almost everywhere on a closed interval is measurable.

Chapter 5

General Borel Measures on R
Although many earlier results generalize as noted to (X; (X); ); this
book has so far largely focused on the development of Lebesgue measure
on R; with particular emphasis on the Lebesgue measure space (R; ML ; m)
and the Borel measure space (R; B(R); m): What characterized Lebesgue
measure m was that for a given interval fa; bg; this notation implying that
this interval is open, closed, or half-open, that Lebesgue measure obtained:
m(fa; bg) = b

a:

This property entered the development of m as a measure with the
de…nition of Lebesgue outer measure, in which we de…ned m (A) for a
given A R by:
m (A) = inf f

P

n jIn j

jA

S

In ; In open intervals, jIn j

interval lengthg :

Here, m (I) is e¤ectively de…ned as interval length for open intervals, then
in proposition 2.28 it is shown that m (I) equals interval length for all
intervals.
It is only natural to wonder, what if we began this development with
a di¤erent de…nition of jIn j rather than interval length? Some questions
arising from this generalization are:
1. What collection of basic sets, fIn g; could be used in addition to, or
instead of, the open intervals?
2. What de…nitions of jIn j would make sense, if not interval length?
95
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3. Given a reasonable de…nition of jIn j ; could the entire development
underlying Lebesgue measure be repeated, producing a new measure
; and a measure space, (R; M ; ) with fIn g M ?
4. If the …rst part of question 3 has an a¢ rmative answer, would this
space be complete?

If the development implied by question 3 has an a¢ rmative answer, and
if this collection fIn g of basic sets is de…ned in a way that assures it generates
the intervals using sigma algebra manipulations, then fIn g M will assure
that B(R) M . So such a construction would also lead to a new Borel
measure space, (R; B(R); ); with a new Borel measure.
In this chapter we investigate the relationship between Borel measures on
R and the associated de…nitions of jIn j for an appropriate collection fIn g:
In essence, jIn j will be a "generalized interval length." Before continuing
further we formalize the de…nition of a Borel measure, which will be seen
to generalize the properties of m on B(R). This measure is named for Émile
Borel (1871–1956). In some texts, the de…nition of Borel measure omits
requirement 3; but we have no application for this more general notion.
Note that Lebesgue measure is an example of a Borel measure.
De…nition 5.1 A Borel measure is a non-negative set function de…ned on the Borel sigma algebra B(R); taking values in the nonnegative
+
extended real numbers R
R+ [ f1g, and which satis…es the following
properties:
1. m(;) = 0
2. Countable Additivity: If fAj g B(R) is a countable collection of
pairwise disjoint sets then:
[
X
m
Aj =
m (Aj ) :
j

j

3. For any compact set A 2 B(R); (A) < 1:
Remark 5.2 Recall de…nition 2.26 that by compact is meant that every open
cover of A has a …nite subcover. By the Heine-Borel theorem a set A R is
compact if and only if it is closed and bounded.
Comparing this de…nition to that for a Lebesgue measure it is immediately clear that there are two di¤erences:
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1. Replacing an unspeci…ed sigma algebra
algebra B(R),

(R) with the Borel sigma

2. Eliminating the requirement on the value of the measure of intervals,
but replacing it with the requirement that bounded sets have …nite
Borel measure. While 3: speci…cally addresses compact sets, it applies
to all bounded sets because if A 2 B(R) is bounded, then A is compact
by the Heine-Borel theorem and by monotonicity of measures, (A)
(A) < 1:
In the Lebesgue development it turned out that the unspeci…ed sigma
algebra (R) contained B(R) because it was shown to contain the intervals,
but otherwise (R) was allowed to be arbitrary. Though not proved, it
was noted in that development that B(R) was in fact a proper subset of
the complete sigma algebra ML that was constructed. In the general Borel
measure case, it is now required that any constructed sigma algebra contain
B(R) and this will be assured by properly identifying the collection fIn g:
As in the Lebesgue case there will be again an associated complete sigma
algebra, M ; which will be strictly bigger than B(R). On the second point,
the Lebesgue measure of compact sets is …nite because every compact set is
contained in a closed interval [a; b]; and so the Lebesgue measure of this set
is bounded above by b a:
Remark 5.3 The notion of a Borel measure can be generalized to any topological space X by de…ning the Borel sigma algebra on X; B(X), to be the
smallest sigma algebra that contains all the open sets of X: The notion of
compactness is then well de…ned in terms of open covers, that an arbitrary
"open cover" of the set has a …nite subcover. In the special case of X = Rn
and the usual topology generated by open balls, Br (x) = fyj jx yj < rg;
this characterization of compact is equivalent to closed and bounded as it is
in R; by the Heine-Borel theorem.
We will show in this chapter that there is "essentially" a one-to-one
correspondence between Borel measures and general interval lengths de…ned
by increasing, right continuous functions. For example, it will follow that
with every distribution function Df (y) de…ned above, there is an essentially
unique and naturally associated Borel measure, D : By "essentially one-toone" is meant that starting with Df (y) + c for any constant c will lead to
the same measure.
Going the other way and starting with a Borel measure ; an essentially
unique distribution function F (y) can be de…ned which is increasing and
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right continuous. When is a …nite Borel measure, F (y) can be de…ned to
satisfy the constraint that F ( 1) = 0:
We address the second results …rst.

5.1

Distribution Functions from Borel Measures

Given a Borel measure
function of :

on R, we begin by de…ning the distribution

De…nition 5.4 Let be a given Borel measure on R and de…ne a distribution function associated with ; denoted F (y); by:
8
>
>
((y; 0]); y < 0;
>
<
F (y) =
(5.1)
0;
y = 0;
>
>
>
: ((0; y]); y > 0:
Because Borel measures are …nite on bounded sets, F (y) is real valued (i.e.,
in contrast to extended real valued).

Remark 5.5
1. Note that F (y) is well de…ned for a Borel measure because (0; y]; (y; 0] 2 B(R) for all y:
2. Also note that when
is a …nite Borel measure, (R) < 1; that
F (y) is closely related to the distribution functions Df (y) introduced
in section 3.6. In particular, with f (x) = x then since f 1 (( 1; y]) =
( 1; y] it follows that:
F (y) = Df (y)
Example 5.6 If
function.

Df (0):

= m; Lebesgue measure, then Fm (y) = y the identity

As noted above, in the following proposition one can substitute F (y)+c
for F (y) for arbitrary real c and all the same results follow.
Proposition 5.7 Let
Then:

be a Borel measure and F (y) de…ned as above.

1. F (y) is an increasing, Borel and hence Lebesgue measurable function.
2. F (y) is continuous on the right and has left limits.
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3. F (y) has at most countably many discontinuities.
4. F (y) is continuous at b if and only if (fbg) = 0:
5. Under ; the measure of a right semi-closed interval (a; b] is given by:
((a; b]) = F (b)

F (a):

(5.2)

If is a …nite Borel measure, meaning (R) < 1; then F (y) can be
de…ned by:
F (y) = (( 1; y]);
(5.3)
meaning that properties 1 5 remain true. Also in this case, limy! 1 F (y) =
0:
Proof. When is a …nite Borel measure, then by remark 5.5 most of these
conclusions follow from proposition 3.60 since F (y) = Df (y) Df (0) using
5.1 and F (y) = Df (y) using 5.3: For the general case we provide direct
proofs.
That F (y) is increasing follows from monotonicity of and the observation that if 0 < y 0 < y then (0; y 0 ]
(0; y] and so F (y)
F (y 0 ): The
0
0
other case of y < y < 0 is identical, while y < 0 < y is apparently true by
de…nition since F (y 0 ) < 0 < F (y): That an increasing function F is Borel
measurable follows from the observation that for any y; F 1 (( 1; y]) equals
( 1; x) or ( 1; x] for some x:
For right continuity consider limz!y+ F (z): Because of monotonicity of
F (y) from part 1, this limit can be restricted to a rational sequence of zvalues, say
T fzn g: Now for y > 0; because ((0; z1 ]) < 1 for Borel and
(0; y] = n (0; zn ]; continuity from above in 2.24 implies that:
((0; y]) = lim

zn !y+

((0; zn ]);

which is right continuity. The cases y = 0 and y < 0 are handled analogously. To
S demonstrate the existence of left limits for y > 0, …rst note that
(0; y) = n (0; zn ] where fzn g is a rational sequence with zn ! y _ ; meaning
zn < y and zn ! y: Now because
((0; zn ])

((0; y))

((0; y]);

it follows that f ((0; zn ])g is an increasing, bounded sequence. This sequence
then has a limit point, which implies the existence of left limits. The cases
y = 0 and y 0 are handled analogously.
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If F (y) is discontinuous at given y; then this implies by 2 that
lim F (zn )

zn !y _

F (y ) < F (y):

The interval [F (y ); F (y)] then contains a rational number, and any two
such intervals contain di¤ erent rationals due to monotonicity. Hence
T the
number of such discontinuities is at most countable. Since any fbg = n (b
1=n; b]; continuity from above in 2.24 applies because ((b 1; b]) < 1; and
thus:
(fbg) = limn!1 ((b
= F (b)

1=n; b])

limn!1 F (b

1=n):

So (fbg) = 0 if and only if F (y) is continuous from the left at b; and since
F (y) is always continuous from the right, the conclusion follows.
For 5.2 assume b > a > 0: Then since (0; a] [ (a; b] = (0; b] the result
follows by …nite additivity. For a < b < 0 and a < 0 < b the approach is
analogous. The other cases of a = 0 or b = 0 follow by de…nition.
Finally, the addition of any constant c to the de…nition of F (y) in 5.1
has no e¤ ect on the validity of properties 1 5. Thus if is a …nite Borel
measure then (R) < 1 implies (( 1; 0]) < 1; and c = (( 1; 0])
can be used to produce the equivalent de…nition in 5.3. That we then have
limy! 1 F T
(y) = 0 follows from the …niteness of
and continuity from
above since n ( 1; n] = ;.

5.2

Borel Measures from Distribution Functions

The usefulness of the prior section’s results is in the fact that we now know
that every Borel measure gives rise to a Lebesgue measurable distribution
function which is unique up to an additive constant, is increasing,
continuous from the right and with left limits, and has at most countably
many discontinuities. Moreover, the length of every interval, ((a; b]); is
given by 5.2 by:
((a; b]) = F (b) F (a):
Consequently, if we seek to generate a Borel measure starting with a
function F; it is apparent that the lengths of right semi-closed intervals
(a; b] should be de…ned by this formula. It is also apparent that F should
possess the properties we derived for F :
The approach taken in this section largely follows yet generalizes the
approach for Lebesgue measure:
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1. Identify an increasing, right continuous function F (x); which is then
continuous on R with at most countably many discontinuity points.
For this purpose we have from section 3.6 that the distribution function
associated with any real-valued measurable function g(x); de…ned on
some measure space (X; (X); ), will do nicely. In other words, for
any such g(x) we could simply de…ne F (x) = Dg (x): Indeed, examples
from probability theory are all within this class. That said, we are not
required to de…ne F (x) in this way, but it is good to keep in mind that
this provides in…nitely many choices for F (x) just within this class.
2. Given such F (x) de…ne the F -length of a right semi-closed interval
consistently with 5.2 by:
j(a; b]jF = F (b)

F (a):

(5.4)

This F -length is …nite for bounded intervals since F (x) is increasing
and right continuous, but can be in…nite for unbounded intervals when
F (x) is an unbounded function.
3. Extend j(a; b]jF from the collection of right semi-closed intervals to a
measure A on the associated algebra A, of all …nite disjoint unions
of such intervals:
4. De…ne the A -outer measure on the power sigma algebra (P (R)) as
in 2.4, only using A and covering sets A 2 A.
5. Investigate the class of sets f(a; b]g to better understand its relationship to the Borel sigma algebra.
6. Show that if we restrict the collection of sets as in 2.14, that A -outer
measure is a measure on a complete sigma algebra M F , which will
be denoted F ; and that this sigma algebra contains the Borel sigma
algebra, B(R).
7. Conclusion:

F

is then a Borel measure

In step 1 we require F (x) to be increasing and right continuous, and is
thus continuous except at countably many points. The following proposition
expands the possibilities to any increasing function, once suitably rede…ned
on a set of measure 0:
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Proposition 5.8 If F (x) is an increasing real-valued function then it has
at most countably many discontinuities, fxj g1
j=1 ; and can be made right
continuous with left limits by rede…ning F (x) on this set of measure 0 by:
F (xj )

lim F (x):

x!xj +

Proof. That the discontinuity set is at most countable follows as before.
Assuming the existence of left and right limits proved next, a point y is a
discontinuity point if
lim F (x) 6= lim F (x):

x!y+

x!y

Since F (x) is assumed increasing this obtains that F (y+) > F (y ) and
there is a rational in this interval. Again by monotonicity there is a di¤ erent rational number in each such interval and hence there can be at most
countably many discontinuities.
At any such discontinuity we now show that F (x) has left and right
limits and hence by rede…ning F (xj ) as above, the result follows. To prove
the existence of right limits at yj say, let n ! 0 and de…ne an = inf In F (x)
where In = (yj ; yj + n ): Then since F (x) is increasing, fan g is a decreasing
sequence, an+1
an : This sequence is bounded from below because F (x)
is assumed real-valued, and hence a
lim an exists. By construction a =
limx!yj + F (x): The same argument applies for left limits with details left as
an exercise.

5.2.1

From F -Length to a Measure on an Algebra

We begin with a proof that F -length as de…ned on right semi-closed
intervals in 5.4 can be extended to a measure on an algebra. Speci…cally,
this algebra will be A as de…ned in 2.1 of example 2.4, as the collection of
all …nite unions of right semi-closed intervals, and as noted there such
intervals can be assumed to be disjoint. This algebra is de…ned to also
include unbounded sets of the form ( 1; b]; (a; 1) and ( 1; 1): But …rst
we must de…ne what is meant by a measure on an algebra.
De…nition 5.9 A measure on an algebra, sometimes called a pre-measure
on an algebra, is a nonnegative, extended real valued set function de…ned
on the sets of an algebra A with the properties that:
1.

(;) = 0;
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2. If fAj g is a disjoint collection of sets in A with
[

j

Aj =

X

j

(Aj ) :

S

j

Aj 2 A, then
(5.5)

Remark 5.10 Note that this de…nition of measure is consistent with the
de…nition
of measure on a sigma algebra except that here we cannot assume
S
that j Aj is a member of the algebra just because fAj g is a collection of
members. This is the motivation to use "pre-measure" to highlight that such
a set function is only required to satisfy countable additivity for these cases.
S
S
But there can be no confusion generally since if j Aj 2
= A, then
j Aj
need not be de…ned and so there is no expectation as to the equality in 5.5.
If this collection is …nite the union is always a member of A because
algebras are closed under …nite unions. Hence, 5.5 demands …nite additivity
on A due to 1; since a …nite union can be represented as a countable union
with added empty sets.
We will now show that F -length can be extended to a measure on the
algebra A. An important and necessary step is to show that this extension
is well-de…ned on A, which needs investigation since elements of this algebra
can be represented in in…nitely many ways.
Proposition 5.11 Let F (x) be an increasing, right continuous function and
de…ne the F -length of a right semi-closed interval by 5.4. Then this de…nition extends to a well-de…ned non-negative, extended real-valued set function
A on the algebra A of all …nite unions of right semi-closed intervals.
Proof. We …rst extend the de…nition of F -length from an interval in 5.4 to a
set of A, and because any set of A has in…nitely many such representations,
we must then demonstrate that the proposed de…nition
Sn does not depend on
which representation is used. To this end, let A = j=1 Ij 2 A for disjoint
intervals Ij = (aj ; bj ]: That elements of A can always be so represented was
noted in example 2.4, although such representations are not unique. De…ne
A (A)

Xn

j=1

[F (bj )

F (aj )] ;

(5.6)

so A (A) is de…ned as a summation of the F -lengths of the disjoint intervals
that compose it. As disjoint intervals all but at most 2 of the Ij are bounded,
but there is potentially one interval of each type: (aj ; 1) and ( 1; bj ]: Consequently as noted in the comment above regarding the de…nition of j(a; b]jF ;
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it is the case that when A contains an unbounded interval that this summation will have one or both terms of the form:
F (1)

F (aj ); F (bj )

F ( 1);

and in this case, the measure of A may be in…nite when F (x) is unbounded.
To demonstrate that this de…nition is independent of theS collection of
disjoint intervals used to de…ne A; assume also that A = m
k=1 Jk where
Jk = (ck ; dk ] and that these intervals are also disjoint. For notational ease
assume that both representations of A as unions have been parametrized
in increasing order of the interval endpoints. De…ne Kjk = Ij \ Jk for
1
j
n, 1
k
m; and note that fKjk g
f(ejk ; fjk ]g must also
be
S such intervals will be empty. Also,
S potentially many
S disjoint, though
K
=
I
and
K
=
J
,
j
jk
k
jk Kjk = A: But then since interval
k jk
j
S
Ij = k Kjk ; it must be the case that aj = ej1 ; bj = fjm and otherwise,
fjk = ejk0 with k 0 = k 1: The same is true for Jk ; so ignoring unbounded
intervals for the moment:
Xn
Xn Xm
[F (bj ) F (aj )] =
[F (fjk ) F (ejk )]
j=1
j=1
k=1
Xm Xn
=
[F (fjk ) F (ejk )]
k=1
j=1
Xm
=
[F (dk ) F (ck )] :
k=1

In these manipulations, note that if either collection which de…nes A contains
an unbounded interval, then both must contain such an interval and hence
the development above may involve either or both F ( 1) and F (1) terms:
When F (x) is bounded, these are simply real values and the calculations are
valid as presented. When F (x) is unbounded, one or both of these values
may be in…nite and the above manipulations which reverse summations are
invalid. However, with either partition of A we would conclude in this case
that A (A) = 1; so A is again well-de…ned on A.
That A is nonnegative follows from the monotonicity of F (x); and that
it will in general be extended real-valued follows from the observation that at
least some unbounded intervals will have in…nite measure when F (x) is an
unbounded function.
Corollary 5.12 The set function A de…ned on A is monotonic, meaning
if A0 ; A 2 A and A0 A; then A (A0 )
A (A):
0
Proof. If both A and A are expressed in terms of disjoint right semi-closed
intervals, then the above proposition states that A (A0 ) and A (A) are each
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well de…ned as a summation of the F -lengths of their respective disjoint
subintervals given any such subinterval decompositions. Now A0 A implies
that each subinterval I 0 in A0 is contained in a subinterval I of A; though
not necessarily a unique subinterval of A: By the monotonicity of F (x); it
is then the case that if fIj0 gnj=1 I that A ([nj=1 I 0 )
A (I); and the result
follows.
We next prove that A as de…ned in 5.6 is in fact a measure on this
algebra, as de…ned above.
Proposition 5.13 Let A be the set function de…ned in 5.6 on the algebra
A of …nite unions of right semi-closed intervals. Then A is a measure on
A.
Proof. That A is …nitely additive on A follows the proof of the prior
proposition. If fAj gnj=1 is a …nite collection of disjoint sets from A, each
expressed as a …nite disjoint union of right semi-closed
S subintervals, then
none of these subintervals intersect, and hence A = j Aj contains …nitely
many disjoint right semi-closed intervals. If A (Aj ) = 1 for any j then
A (A) = 1 by monotonicity. This proves …nite additivity in this case, so
assume all A (Aj ) < 1: By the proof above, A (A) is well-de…ned and given
by 5.6 applied to these intervals. But then this …nite sum can be rearranged
into the summations that make up A (Aj ) for all j; and …nite additivity
follows.
Next, assume
fAj g1
A is a disjoint countable collection of sets and
j=1
S
that A = j Aj 2 A. Now by de…nition of A, each of the Aj can be assumed to be a …nite union of disjoint right semi-closed intervals, and by
…nite additivity the measure of such Aj is the sum of the measures of the
associated intervals. By assumption A is again a …nite union of disjoint
right semi-closed intervals and its measure the sum of the measures of such
intervals. Consequently, each interval in A must equal a …nite or countable union of disjoint intervals which de…ne the collection fAj g1
j=1 : Hence
countable additivity:
[
X
Aj =
A
A (Aj ) ;
j

j

will follow if this identity is valid for disjoint intervals:
X1
A (I) =
A (Ij ) ;
j=1

S1

where I = j=1 Ij is a countable union of disjoint semi-closed intervals
which is also a semi-closed interval.:
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P
Now if 1
j=1
…nite additivity:

A (Ij )

A (I)

= 1 then
A

[n

j=1

A (I)

= 1 since by monotonicity and

Ij =

Xn

j=1

A (Ij ) :

P
So assume 1
j=1 A (Ij ) < 1: Then denoting I = (a; b]Sand Ij = (aj ; bj ];
note that some bk = b since if bj < b for all j; then 1
(a; b) a
j=1 Ij
contradiction. We label the associated interval I10 = (a01 ; b]; and choose I20 to
be the interval (a02 ; a01 ]: Again, such an interval exists since if all other bj < a01
then the union would again be open and contained in (a; a01 ); contradicting
that I is an interval. Continuing in this way be construct a reordering
of
Sn
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
fIj g to fIj g = f(aj ; bj ]g where b1 = b; and bj+1 = aj : In addition, j=1 Ij =
0
(a0n ; b] for
P1every n; and hence as n ! 1 it follows that an ! a:
As j=1 A (Ij ) < 1; this series of positive values can be reordered by
the Riemann series theorem, named for Bernhard Riemann (1826–
P
P1
0
1866). This 1
j=1 A (Ij ) =
j=1 A Ij ; and by …nite additivity,
Xn

j=1

A

Ij0 =

A

[n

I0
j=1 j

= F (b)

F (a0n ):

P
P
0
Letting n ! 1 obtains that nj=1 A Ij0 ! 1
j=1 A (Ij ) ; and F (an ) !
F (a) by right continuity of F , and the result follows since F (b) F (a) =
A (I) :
Corollary 5.14 The measure A is countably subadditive
S1on A. That is. if
1
fAj gj=1 A is a countable collection of sets, and A
j=1 Aj with A 2 A;
then
X
(5.7)
A (A)
A (Aj ) :
j

S1

Remark 5.15 Note that if j=1 Aj 2 A, then 5.7 is immediate from monotonicity of the prior corollary. Here we do not make this assumption and thus a
proof is required.
Proof. De…ne
ej
A0j = A \ Aj \ A

1

\

e1 :
\A

0
0
Then fA0j g1
Aj for all j; and A =
j=1 are disjoint, Aj 2 A and Aj
Hence by the prior proposition and monotonicity of A :
X1
X1
0
A (A) =
A Aj
A (Aj ) :
j=1

j=1

S1

0
j=1 Aj :
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5.2.2

To a Measure on a Sigma Algebra

The …nal step is to extend the de…nition of A from the algebra A to a
sigma algebra which contains A. Note that since that A contains the open
intervals, every sigma algebra that contains A also contains the Borel
sigma algebra, B(R), and hence this measure extension will be to a Borel
measure.
We begin with a de…nition of A -outer measure and A -measurable sets.
The notation and underlying approach will be familiar from section 2.3 and
was originally introduced by Constantin Carathéodory (1873–1950). In
some textbooks on this subject, the terminology "Carathéodory measurable" is used in the general, non-Lebesgue applications.
De…nition 5.16 Let F (x) be an increasing, right continuous function, and
A an algebra of sets. Then for any set A R de…ne A -outer measure,
or the outer measure of A induced by A ; denoted A (A); by:
nX
o
S
(A)
=
inf
(A
)
j
A
A
;
A
2
A
;
(5.8)
n
n
A
A
n n
n

where

A (An )

is de…ned in 5.6.

Remark 5.17 Note that the outer measure of A induced by A could have
been de…ned directly in terms of right semi-closed intervals rather than require each An 2 A. This is because each non-empty element of the algebra A
is a …nite union of right semi-closed intervals. These intervals can be taken
to be disjoint, and hence by …nite additivity this de…nition is equivalent to:
nX
o
S
A
;
A
=
(a
;
b
]
:
(5.9)
n
n
n
n
A (An ) j A
A (A) = inf
n
n

In this formulation, the analogy with 2.4 is more apparent since for such
intervals:
F (an ):
A (An ) = F (bn )

De…nition 5.18 Let F (x) be an increasing, right continuous function and
R is Carathéodory
A the outer measure induced by A as in 5.8. A set A
measurable with respect to A , or A -measurable, if for any set E
R:
e
(5.10)
A (E) = A (A \ E) + A (A \ E):
The collection of

A -measurable

sets is denoted M

F

(R):
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Remark 5.19 Below we will show that A -outer measure is countably subadditive, and hence it will always be the case that A (E)
A (A \ E) +
e \ E): It therefore follows that A R is
(
A
-measurable
if
for any set
A
A
E R:
e
(5.11)
A (E)
A (A \ E) + A (A \ E):
Because of this, many of the proofs that a given set is measurable focus on
demonstrating this single inequality rather than demonstrating equality as in
5.10.

Our goal is to show that M F (R) is a complete sigma algebra which
contains the Borel sigma algebra B(R), and that A restricted to this sigma
algebra yields a measure. Here the notion of complete is the same as that
of de…nition 2.47. The restriction of A will be denoted F to highlight the
role of F (x); and the associated measure space denoted (R; M F (R), F ).
Thus for A 2 M F (R),
F (A)
A (A):
In the general extension theory of chapter 6 the notation will be a slightly
di¤erent, but should cause no confusion.
We …rst document a few of the properties of A -outer measure.
Proposition 5.20 Let F (x) be an increasing, right continuous function,
and A the outer measure induced by A as in 5.8. Then:
1.

A (;)

= 0:

2. Countable Subadditivity: Given A; fAn g1
n=1 ; if A
A (A)

3. Monotonicity: If A

X1

n=1

A (An ):

S1

n=1 An

then

(5.12)

B;
A (A)

A (B):

(5.13)

4. If A 2 A, the algebra of …nite unions of right semi-closed intervals
de…ned in 2.1, then
(5.14)
A (A) = A (A);
where

A

is de…ned as in proposition 5.11.

Proof. Taking these properties in turn:
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1. Restricting 5.8 to sets A
is de…ned as an in…mum:
A (;)

(a; a + ] 2 A, then since ;
A (A)

F (a + )

An and

A

F (a);

for any a and : Since every such a is a point of right continuity of
F (x); the result follows since the in…mum on the right is 0:.
S
2. If A
n An and A (An ) = 1 for any n then 5.12 is satis…ed, so
assume A (AnS) < 1 for all n: Given > 0; for each n let fAnm g1
m=1
A with An
m Anm and
X

m

A (Anm )

<

A (An )

+ =2n :

the in…mum of all such
This is possible because A (An ) is equal to S
summations by de…nition. Then since A
n;m Anm and A (A) is
de…ned as an in…mum:
X
X
A (Anm ) <
A (A)
A (An ) + ;
n;m

and 5.12 is proved since

n

is arbitrary.

3. Monotonicity follows from countable subadditivity and property 1, by
choosing A1 = B and all other An = ;:
4. By corollary
S 5.14, A is countably subadditive on A. Hence if A 2 A
and A
n An with An 2 A, then
A (A)

X

n

A (An ):

Since this is true for all such collections fAn g :
A (A)

inf

X

A (An )

A (A):

But for A 2 A choose all An = A in 5.8 and it follows that
A (A); proving 5.14.

A (A)

Remark 5.21 In contrast with the development for Lebesgue outer measure
in chapter 2, we note a few important distinctions:
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1. For Lebesgue outer measure, m (I) = b a for any interval I = fa; bg;
where this notation implies that the interval can be open, closed or
semi-open. In the A case, we have as a corollary of item 4 above
that A (I) = F (b) F (a) for any right semi-closed interval I = (a; b]:
So as noted above, the Lebesgue outer measure can be thought of as
A -outer measure with F (x) = x: See exercise 5.22 below.
In section 6.2.5 it will be demonstrated that the Borel development
with F (x) = x reproduces Lebesgue measure m; at least on the sigma
algebra of Borel sets, B(R): In section 6.5 it will be concluded that
these measures also agree on the smallest complete sigma algebra which
contains B(R).

2. While in the Lebesgue case every singleton set, fag; and every countable union of singleton sets have Lebesgue outer measure 0; this will not
be the case in general for A -outer measure. Indeed, using a similar
approach as was used to show that A (;) = 0 we see that A (fag) = 0
for any point a which is a point of continuity of F (x); and the same
is true for any countable union of such points. But in general, since
fag (a
; a + ] 2 A,
A (fag)

F (a + )

F (a

):

Consequently, since F (x) is monotonic and continuous from the right:
A (fag)

F (a)

F (a )

where F (a ) denotes the left limit at a: On the other hand, for any
A 2 A with fag A, it follows that (a 1 ; a+ 2 ] A for some 1 > 0
and 2 0, and so A (A) F (a + 2 ) F (a
1 ) by monotonicity.
Taking an in…mum of this inequality over all such A; and recalling that
F is increasing, obtains:
A (fag)

= inf fag

A

A (A)

inf j [F (a+ 2 ) F (a

1 )]

= F (a) F (a ):

In summary,
A (fag)

= F (a)

F (a ):

(5.15)

As a monotonic function F can have at most countable many discontinuities, any measure induced by F can have at most countable many
singleton sets with non-zero outer measure.
3. Because of Remark 2, it cannot be the case in general that an interval
has the same A -outer measure whether open, closed or semi-open.
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Exercise 5.22 Show that
ties for bounded intervals:
A ([a; b])

= F (b)

A -outer

measure satis…es the following proper-

F (a )

A ((a; b))

= F (b )

F (a)

A ([a; b))

= F (b )

F (a )

We now turn to the …nal result in the development of a Borel measure.
Proposition 5.23 The collection of A -measurable sets de…ned in 5.10,
denoted M F (R), has the following properties:
1. A M F (R), where A denotes the algebra of …nite unions of right
semi-closed intervals.
2. M

(R) is a sigma algebra, and contains every set A
F
(A)
= 0:
A

3. M

F

(R) contains the Borel sigma algebra, B(R)

M

4. If F denotes the restriction of A to M F (R), then
and (R,M F (R), F ) is a complete measure space.

F

F

R with

(R).
is a measure

Proof. We prove each property in turn.
1. To show that A 2 A is measurable and hence an element of M F (R), it
is enough to prove 5.11 since proposition 5.20 provides the subadditive
result. Let E
R be arbitrary, then as in the proof of item 2 of
proposition
5.20,
for
any > 0 there is a collection: fAn g A so that
S
E
n An and
X
A (An ) < A (E) + :
n

As

A

is a measure on A, and thus …nitely additive:
A (An )

for any n. Now E

and

S

=

A (An

\ A) +

A (An

n An

implies that
S
E\A
n (An \ A);
e
E\A

S

n (An

e
\ A):

e
\ A)
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By monotonicity and countable subadditivity of A on A which is
proved in corollaries 5.12 and 5.14, and the de…nition of A :
X
X
e
(An \ A)
(A
\
A)
+
(E)
+
>
n
A
n A
n A
[
[
e
(An \ A)
(An \ A) + A
A
n

n

A (E

This obtains 5.11 since

\ A) +

A (E

e
\ A):

> 0 is arbitrary.

2. First note that M F (R) is closed under complements since by the syme 2 M (R). To
metry in the de…nition, A 2 M F (R) if and only if A
F
demonstrate that M F (R) is closed under …nite unions, it is su¢ cient
by an induction argument to show that if A1 ; A2 2 M F (R), then
A1 [ A2 2 M F (R). By 5.11 this requires proof that for any E R :
A (E)

A (E

\ (A1 [ A2 )) +

A (E

e1 \ A
e2 );
\A

e
e
noting that (A^
1 [ A2 ) = A1 \ A2 by De Morgan’s laws. Now since A1
is measurable:
A (E)

=

A (E

and applying 5.10 with E 0
A (E

Combining:
A (E)

=

e1 ) =
\A
A (E

A (E

\ A1 ) +

\ A1 ) +

A (E

e1 );
\A

e1 to measurable A2 :
E\A
e1 \ A2 ) +
\A

A (E

A (E

e1 \ A2 ) +
\A

e1 \ A
e2 ):
\A

A (E

e1 \ A
e2 ):
\A

e1 \ A2 ); …nite subadditivity
But since E \ (A1 [ A2 ) = (E \ A1 ) [ (E \ A
obtains:
A (E

\ A1 ) +

A (E

e1 \ A2 )
\A

Combining results proves A1 [ A2 2 M
by induction.

A (E
F

\ (A1 [ A2 )):

(R), as are all …nite unions

To demonstrate that M F (R) is closed under
S countable unions let
fAn g
M F (R) and we prove that A
n An 2 M F (R). By
proposition 2.20 the collection fAn g can be assumed to be replaced by
disjoint sets with the same partial and total unions, and relabelled for
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S

simplicity as fAn g: Letting Bn =
Bn 2 M F (R). Thus for E R :
A (E)

=

A (E
A (E

j n Aj ;

\ Bn ) +
\ Bn ) +

then by …nite additivity

en )
\B
e
(E \ A);

A (E
A

e
en . Now Bn \
by monotonicity of A since Bn
A implies A
B
en = Bn 1 ; so by the measurability of An and
An = An and Bn \ A
0
E
E \ Bn :
A (E

\ Bn ) =
=

A (E

A (E

A (E

A (E

\ Bn

en )
\ Bn \ A

\ Aj ) +

A (E

e
\ A);

\ B n \ An ) +
\ An ) +

1 ):

By induction,
Xn

A (E)

A (E

j=1

and hence since E \ A = [(E \ Aj ) subadditivity yields:
X1
e
A (E)
A (E \ Aj ) + A (E \ A)
j=1

A (E

\ A) +

Hence A is measurable and M

F

A (E

e
\ A):

(R) is a sigma algebra.

Finally, that A (A) = 0 implies A 2 M F (R) follows the proof in the
Lebesgue measure case of proposition 2.35. If A (A) = 0 then A (E \
e
A) = 0 for any E R since E \ A A, and also A (E \ A)
A (E)
e E: Combining yields 5.11 and hence A 2 M (R):
since E \ A
F

3. That M F (R) contains the Borel sigma algebra, B(R)
assigned as an exercise.

M

F

(R ), is

4. To show that F so de…ned is a measure on M F (R), we start with
…nite additivity which again follows by induction if it is true for two
disjoint sets. Let A1 ; A2 2 M F (R) be disjoint, then by de…nition of
F and then the measurability of A1 :
F (A1

[ A2 )

=
=

A (A1

A (A1

[ A2 )

[ A2 \ A1 ) +

A (A1 )

F (A1 )

+

+

A (A2 )

F (A2 ):

A (A1

e1 )
[ A2 \ A
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S
For countable additivity, let A = n An 2 M F (R) be a disjoint union
of measurable sets. Then for any n; by monotonicity and …nite additivity:
X
[
Aj ) =
F (Aj );
F (A)
F(
j n

j n

and so

F (A)

X1

j=1

F (Aj ):

But the reverse inequality follows from countable subadditivity of A ,
and the result follows. Of course F (;) = A (;) = 0 by proposition
5.23, so F is a measure on M F (R).

Remark 5.24 The measure space (R,M F (R), F ) is often referred to as
a Lebesgue-Stieltjes measure space, and F the Lebesgue-Stieltjes
measure induced by F (x); named for Henri Lebesgue (1875 – 1941)
and Thomas Stieltjes (1856 – 1894). Integrals in such a measure space
are often called Lebesgue-Stieltjes integrals and will be developed in book
5; while Lebesgue integration is addressed in book 3:
Among many other contributions Stieltjes is known for introducing a
generalization of the Riemann integral, originally introduced by Bernhard Riemann (1826–1866), and now called the Stieltjes integral or
Riemann-Stieltjes integral. In essence Stieltjes replaced standard interval length of b a in the Riemann integral with F (b) F (a) for suitably
de…ned functions F (x). Riemann-Stieltjes integrals are addressed in book 3:
But while Stieltjes did not propose the above generalization of the Lebesgue
integral, it often bears his name because the underlying generalization of interval length in that case is analogous to the Riemann case. In fact much of
the integration theory underlying Lebesgue-Stieltjes integrals is attributed to
(1887 – 1956).
The above proposition demonstrates that B(R) M F (R) and hence
every Lebesgue-Stieltjes measure is also a Borel measure, and it is common to call (R,B(R), F ) a Borel measure space, named for Émile Borel
(1871–1956).
Notation 5.25 Note that we can think of F as either the restriction of
A from the power sigma algebra (P (R)) to the sigma subalgebra M F (R),
or the extension of A from the algebra A to the sigma algebras B(R) or
M F (R).

5.3 CONSISTENCY OF BOREL CONSTRUCTIONS

5.3
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Consistency of Borel Constructions

It may not have been lost on the reader that in section 5.1, Distribution
Functions from Borel Measures, that the Borel measure illustrated there,
; may well have been a measure G constructed in section 5.2, Borel
Measures from Distribution Functions, starting with an increasing, right
continuous function G: So it makes sense to ask: Is it then the case that
the increasing, right continuous function F de…ned in 5.1 from :
G!

G

!F ;

satis…es F = G? The answer is formally "no," although this conclusion is
virtually correct and it will be easy to determine the correct modi…cation.
Alternatively, reversing the order of the constructions we could have
started in section 5.2 with G where this increasing function was in fact the
distribution function F of another Borel measure :
!F

G!

G;

and then wonder, is it true that G = on B(R)? Here the answer is in
the a¢ rmative, but to formally prove this will require a result from the
forthcoming section 6.2.5, Uniqueness Of Extensions.
To investigate the …rst question requires only de…nitions. Given G it
follows from 5.4 that G is de…ned on A0 ; the collection of right semi-closed
intervals, by G [(a; b]] = G(b) G(a): Using G as in 5.1 produces for all
y:
F (y) = G(y) G(0):
Thus it need not be the case that G = F unless G(0) = 0: In the general
case, F = G + c and this is consistent with the basic non-uniqueness result,
that a constant addition to an increasing, right continuous function does not
change the induced Borel measure.
For the second question, we begin with and then F is de…ned in 5.1:
8
>
>
((y; 0]); y < 0;
>
<
F (y) =
0;
y = 0;
>
>
>
: ((0; y]); y > 0:
With G = F ; the set function G is then de…ned on A0 by
F (b) F (a): If (a; b] (0; 1); then
G [(a; b]]

= ((0; b])

((0; a]) =

[(a; b]] :

G [(a; b]]

=
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The same result is produced in the other cases and so G = on A0 ; and
by …nite additivity, G = on A; the algebra generated by A0 :
The …nal step is subtle. By the construction in the prior section, G
is de…ned on B(R) as follows. First the associated outer measure G is
de…ned on (P (R)) using covering sets from A and G as de…ned on these
sets, then the sigma algebra of Carathéodory measurable sets, M G (R), is
identi…ed and this sigma algebra shown to contain B(R). On either of these
sigma algebras, G = G : If it was known that was also the result of such
a process, using the associated outer measure
and algebra A, then the
equality G = on A would readily extend to an equality on B(R). But
this is not known. Just because is a measure on A that is extendable to
a measure on B(R) does not imply that this extension was created by the
Carathéodory process. Perhaps there are numerous ways to extend measures
from algebras to sigma algebras that give di¤erent …nal results.
Perhaps, but this is not the case. As will be seen in section 6.2.5 below,
Uniqueness Of Extensions, there is only one extension from a measure on
A to a measure on the smallest sigma algebra that contains A, which
is B(R). This result requires that these measures are -…nite, a property
explained below, but this property is true of all Borel measures by property 3
in de…nition 5.1. Hence with this powerful result below, it will be concluded
that G = on B(R).

5.4

Important Properties of Borel Measures

As noted before the proof of proposition 2.44, Borel measures are
continuous from above on …nite sets, and continuous from below in general.
Indeed, proposition 5.26 is restated here for completeness with only a
notational change, and the proof is identical with that for Lebesgue
measure.
Proposition 5.26 (Continuity of Borel Measures) Let fAi g
Then:
1. Continuity from Below: If Ai
F

[1

i=1

M

F

(R):

Ai+1 for all i; then

Ai = lim

i!1

where this limit may be …nite or in…nite.

F (Ai );

(5.16)
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2. Continuity from Above: If Ai+1 Ai for all i; and
then
\1
Ai = lim F (Ai ):
F
i=1

F (A1 )

i!1

< 1;
(5.17)

Proof. Identical to the proof of proposition 2.44, and left as an exercise to
verify.
The next result relates to the regularity of Borel measures, de…ned analogously to the Lebesgue measure case in section 2.7.1. We state the result
here again without proof, but not because if follows the proof of proposition
2.43 in the Lebesgue case. Rather we defer the proof to the more general case
in section 7.7 below, Regularity of Lebesgue and Borel Product Measures.
Proposition 5.27 (Regularity of Borel Measures) Let A 2 M
Then F is outer regular:
F (A)

Further, if

F (A)

< 1; then
F (A)

= inf

A G

F

F (G);

G open.

F

(R):

(5.18)

is inner regular:

= sup
F A

F (F );

F compact.

(5.19)

When F (A) = 1; 2.22 remains true but where the supremum is over all
closed sets F 2 F with F A:
Proof. See proposition 7.26.

5.5

Approximating Measurable Sets under a Borel
Measure

In this section we extend the approximation results from Lebesgue
measure to Borel measures. Because the algebra A as well as the
collections A ; A ; A and A are all families of Borel sets, the next
proposition identi…es the manner in which Lebesgue-Stieltjes measurable
sets, B 2 M F (R), are "close" to Borel sets. That the statement here
appears somewhat di¤erent than that of proposition 2.42 on Lebesgue
measurable sets is discussed below in remark 5.29.
Proposition 5.28 Let A denote the algebra of …nite unions of right semiclosed intervals. If B 2 M F (R), then given > 0 :
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1. There is a set A 2 A ; the collection of countable unions of sets in the
algebra A, so that B A and:
F (A)

F (B)

+ ;

F (A

B)

:

(5.20)

Further, A can be taken as a disjoint union of sets in A0 ; the collection
of right semi-closed intervals that generates A.
2. There is a set C 2 A ; the collection of countable intersections of sets
in the algebra A, so that C B and:
F (B)

F (C)

+ ;

F (B

C)

:

(5.21)

3. In addition, there is a set A0 2 A ; the collection of countable intersections of sets in A ; and C 0 2 A ; the collection of countable unions
of sets in A ; so that C 0 B A0 and:
F (A

0

B) =

F (B

C 0 ) = 0:

(5.22)

Proof. We address these statements in turn.
1. For B 2 M F (R), F (B)
A (B)
P where the outer measure equals
the in…mum
of
all
summations,
A and
j F (Aj ); where fAj g
S
B
A
j Aj : This statement re‡ects that F (Aj ) = A (Aj ) for
such Aj . Thus A 2 A
M F (R) for any such fAj g. If F (B) < 1;
then by de…nition of in…mum it follows that for any > 0 there is
a …nite orScountable collection fAj g
A with F (A)
F (B) +
with A
A
;
proving
the
…rst
inequality
in
5.20.
In
this
case
…nite
j j
additivity yields:
F (A)

=

F (B)

+

F (A

B);

and so F (A B)
and the second inequality follows. If F (B) = 1;
the …rst inequality of 5.20 is true
S by monotonicity independent of with
any collection fAj g with B
j Aj : For the second inequality, de…ne
for n = 1; 2; 3::;
In
Bn

[ n; n + 1) [ [n

1; n);

B \ In :

Then Bn 2 M F (R); F (Bn ) < F (In ) < 1; and so by the result
just proved there exists An 2 A with Bn
An ; and F (An Bn )
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=2n : Now letting A
Morgan’s laws:
A

S

n An

B
=

[

[
[

n

n
n

An \
An \

B)

\

F

X

n

A and using De

n

n

fn :
An \ B
h[

n Bn

[
^
Bn

From the monotonicity and subadditivity of
F (A

S

obtains B =

fn
B
F:

fn
An \ B

F (An

which is the second inequality in 5.20 when

Bn )

F (B)

i

;

= 1:

For the statement that A can be taken as a disjoint union of sets in
A0 ; the collection of right semi-closed intervals that generates A, …rst
note that by de…nition each element of A is a …nite union of elements
of A0 ; which as noted in example 2.4 can be assumed to be a …nite
disjoint union. So if fAj g
A is a …nite or countable collection,
T
0
0
ek : Then each A0 is a …nite
de…ne fAj g
A by Aj = Aj \ k<j A
j
0
union of sets in A ; which can then be made disjoint as in example
2.4..
e 2 M (R) assures that
1. Applying the second conclusion in part 1 to B
F
e
e
there is an A 2 A with B
A and F (A B)
: Since A equals
e obtains that C
a countable union of elements of A, de…ning C = A
is a countable intersection of complements of elements of A. Since
an algebra is closed under complementation, C is also a countable intersection of elements of A and thus C 2 A . In addition C B; and
since
e = A B;
e
B C =B\C
it follows that F (B C)
which is the second inequality in 5.21.
The …rst inequality then follows from …nite additivity since B = C [
(B C):

2. For 5.22, de…ne T
An and Cn so that
S5.20 and 5.21 are0 true with 0 = 1=n:
0
Then with A0
A
and
C
n n
n Cn ; note that A 2 A , C 2 A ,
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0
and CT
B A0 : To see that 5.22 follows from 5.20 and 5.21, de…ne
A0n
j n Aj and note that:

B

A0n

An :

But A0
A0n
An implies that A0 B
A0n B
An B; and
0
hence F (A B) = 0 by monotonicity
and 5.20: The same argument
S
applies to C 0 since with Cn0
C
we have that Cn
Cn0
C0
j
j n
0
0
implies that B C
B Cn A Cn :
Remark 5.29 The statement of result initially appears at odds with the
result for Lebesgue measure in proposition 2.42. For Lebesgue measure, the
collection of sets used in the outer measure de…nition was G, the collection
of open intervals, and it was seen that Lebesgue measurable sets could be
approximated within by supersets in G, as seen in 2.19, and approximated to
measure 0 by supersets in G ; as seen in 2.20. Similarly, Lebesgue measurable
sets could be approximated within by closed subsets in F and approximated
to measure 0 by subsets in F : The di¤ erence in results stems from the fact
that in the Lebesgue case, G is closed under countable unions so G = G,
and F is closed under countable intersections so that F = F : But note that
neither G nor F is an algebra since neither is closed under complements.
In the current setting and that of a general algebra, A, this collection will
not be closed under countable unions, only …nite unions, and hence approximations with supersets requires A : Similarly, the collections of complements
of A will not be closed under countable intersections, and so approximations
with subsets requires A :
Improving approximations to within measure zero now requires supersets
in A ; which is analogous with the role of F ; and subsets in A ; which is
analogous with the role of G :

5.6

Di¤erentiable F -Length and Lebesgue Measure

The assumption that F was increasing and right continuous assured that
the de…nition of interval F -length could be extended to a measure on a
sigma algebra generated by the right semi-closed intervals, f(a; b]g:
Although by no means obvious, we will show in book 3 that every
increasing function F is in fact di¤erentiable almost everywhere, and this
is true without any assumption on continuity.
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The following proposition states that if A is a Borel set on which F is
di¤erentiable and with bounded derivative, then F (A) can be bounded by
a multiple of the Lebesgue measure, m(A):
Proposition 5.30 Let F be an increasing, right continuous function and
F the Borel measure induced by F: For a Borel set A 2 B(R) on which F
is di¤ erentiable with bounded derivative, say kA F 0 (x) KA on A :
kA m(A)

F (A)

KA m(A);

(5.23)

where m(A) denotes Lebesgue measure.
Proof. Any such A can be expressed as a disjoint union of bounded Borel
sets as noted in the proof of proposition 5.28. Thus it is enough to prove
5.23 under the assumption that A is bounded and apply countable additivity
for the …nal result.
To prove that F (A) KA m(A); …x > 0 and note that if F is di¤ erentiable at x there is a x so that if jb aj < x and a < x < b :
F (b) F (a)
F 0 (x)
b a
x
b x F (b) F (x)
F 0 (x) +
b a
b x
b
< .
So for x 2 A and a < x < b with m((a; b]) <
F ((a; b])

a F (x)
a
x

F (a)
a

F 0 (x)

x;

(KA + ) m((a; b]);

(*)

because F ((a; b]) = F (b) F (a); m((a; b]) = b a; and F 0 (x) KA ;
(n)
Next let D = fbj g be a countable dense set and denote by Ij;k = (bj ; bk ]
any interval for which 0 < m [(bj ; bk ]] < minf1=n; x g for some x 2 (bj ; bk ]
S
(n)
and thus for which ( ) is satis…ed. De…ne An = j;k A \ Ij;k over all
such intervals. Then by de…nition An
A; but for any x 2 A there exists
(n)
an interval Ij;k which contains x by the density of D; so An = A: As a Borel
and hence Lebesgue measurable set, proposition 2.42 implies that for every
(n)
n there is a disjoint collection of right semi-closed intervals, fIi g so that
S (n)
A
and by countable additivity:
i Ii
m

h[

i

(n)

Ii

i

=

X

i

(n)

m Ii

m(A) + 1=n:
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This follows since the open sets of proposition 2.42 equal a disjoint union of
open intervals, and these can be replaced by a disjoint union if right semiclosed intervals noting that m ((a; b)) = m ((a; b]) for Lebesgue measure.
(n)
Next, we claim that this collection fIi g can be replaced by a collection
(n)
fIj;k g as de…ned above by allowing for an increase from 1=n to 2=n say, in
(n)

the above inequality. Certainly fIj;k g covers A as noted above. Because D is
(n)

dense we can assume that each of the original Ii has endpoints in D: This
(n)
follows because if given Ii = (a; b] say, then m [(bj ; a]] and m [(b; bk ]] can
(n)
be made arbitrarily small
h
ifor bj ; bk 2 D. Thus Ii can be replaced by (bj ; bk ]
(n)

(n)

+ 2 i =n; and fIi g expanded to a disjoint union
with m [(bj ; bk ]] m Ii
of such (bj ; bk ] with the cost of 1=n in the above inequality. Of course it is
(n)
possible that initially two sets in fIi g are (a; b] and (b; c] which would allow
no such disjoint expansion, but in these cases we …rst combine to (a; c]. Next
(n)
each such (bj ; bk ] can be replaced by a disjoint union of Ij;k by de…nition.
(n)

For notational simplicity we again relabel this new collection fIi g:
S (n)
(n)
(n)
Now since A
and F Ii
(KA + ) m Ii
by ( ),
i Ii
monotonicity and countable additivity obtain:
X

F (A)

(n)

i

F

(KA + )

Ii
X

(n)

i

m Ii

(KA + ) (m(A) + 2=n) :
Letting n ! 1 it follows that
F (A)

(KA + ) m(A);

and the result follows since was arbitrary.
To prove that kA m(A)
F (A); the analysis above obtains that if a <
x < b and m((a; b]) < x then because F 0 (x) kA ;
F ((a; b])

(kA

) m((a; b]):

(**)

Again by proposition 5.28, for every n there is a disjoint collection of right
S (n)
(n)
semi-closed intervals, fIi g with A
and by countable additivity,
i Ii
X

(n)

i

F

Ii

F (A)

+ 1=n:
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(n)

(n)

In order to assume that each Ii can be replaced by a Ij;k -set we must
assume that the dense set D also includes all discontinuities of F; of which
there are at most countably many. This assumption is needed
h in ithe above
(n)
(n)
step in which Ii is replaced by (bj ; bk ] with F [(bj ; bk ]]
+2 i =n:
F Ii
Then the above argument applies to produce:
X
(n)
Ii
F (A) + 2=n
i F
X
(n)
m Ii
(kA
)
i

(kA

Letting n ! 1 the result follows as

) m(A):

was arbitrary.

Chapter 6

Generating Measures by
Extension
6.1

Recap of Lebesgue and Borel Procedures

It may well have occurred to the reader that there is a certain similarity to
the procedures by which both Lebesgue and general Borel measure spaces
were constructed.
1. In each case we began with a rudimentary notion of "measure" as
applied to a special collection of simple sets:
(a) In the Lebesgue theory, the collection of simple sets was the collection of open intervals and the measure of an interval (a; b) was
de…ned as its standard interval length:
j(a; b)j = b

a;

whether the interval was …nite or in…nite.
(b) In the Borel theory, the collection of simple sets was the collection
of …nite or in…nite right semi-closed intervals, f(a; b]g; and the
measure of a given interval was given by F -length:
j(a; b]jF = F (b)

F (a);

again whether the interval was …nite or in…nite. Here F (x) was
a given increasing, right continuous function. This measure was
then seen to extend uniquely to a measure on the algebra of …nite
disjoint unions of such intervals.
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2. In each case this de…nition of measure was extended to a set function
de…ned on all sets A of the power sigma algebra, (P (R)); by taking
the in…mum of the total measures of all collections of simple sets which
cover A: This was done in 2.4 and 5.9, respectively, and the set function
extensions called "outer measures."
3. In the Lebesgue case it was shown that Lebesgue outer measure could
not be a genuine Lebesgue measure due to the existence of a collection
of highly irregular sets, and though not proved, this phenomenon is
true in more general contexts. This implied that in order to eliminate
such irregular sets and to have a true measure either the de…nition of
"outer measure" needed to be modi…ed, or the power sigma algebra
to which it was applied needed to be restricted. A notion of "measurable," which was formalized as "Carathéodory measurable" and
named for Constantin Carathéodory (1873–1950), was then introduced which provided such a restriction by requiring of measurable
sets a certain type of regularity as de…ned in 2.14 and 5.10.
4. In both cases it was shown that the collection of Carathéodory measurable sets formed a sigma algebra which included the original collection
of simple sets in 1, as well as all sets with respective outer measure
zero.
5. In both cases it was shown that when restricted to this sigma algebra,
outer measure was a true measure, creating Lebesgue measure and
general Borel measures, respectively. Further, these measures reproduced the values of the original measures on the collections of simple
sets in 1:
It would be a good guess at this point that the basic constructions used
above can be generalized further. In other words, that these constructions
are special cases of a general framework which starts with identifying general
properties of the simple collection of sets and rudimentary notion of their
measure. This framework would then be su¢ cient to ensure that all of the
above steps can be implemented to produce a complete measure space which
"extends" the rudimentary measure from the collection of simple sets to a
sigma algebra which includes this collection.
The goal of this chapter is to develop this theory.

6.2 EXTENSION THEOREMS

6.2
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Extension Theorems

There are a several important "extension" theorems which underlie the
general development noted above. We present these in "reverse" order
because it makes it clearer how we arrive at the ultimate goal.
Remark 6.1 Had the theorems below been addressed at the beginning of this
chapter, the development of Lebesgue measure and the Borel measures could
have been presented as examples. Some authors of more advanced texts take
this approach, and then identify the Lebesgue and Borel results as simple
corollaries, or with details relegated to exercises. More commonly authors
develop the Lebesgue theory in detail, then the general theory. The approach
taken here re‡ects the view that developing the details of the two speci…c
applications of this general result helps in the understanding and appreciation
of the general result. And in fact, the two special cases developed seems about
right.
While the Lebesgue development with open intervals seemed natural in
that context, for the Borel generalization right semi-closed intervals were
more natural to accommodate discontinuities in the function F . Finite
unions from this collection then created the structure of an algebra, which
open intervals do not, and hence provide a necessary …rst step to the more
general sigma algebra results. In the general theory we will start with a
semi-algebra of sets in place of the collection of right semi-closed intervals, which will then give rise to an algebra of sets by …nite unions, and
ultimately to a sigma algebra.
Thus the proofs in the more tangible Borel measure development will
serve as templates of the proofs of these more general, and indeed abstract
results. Consequently, many of the proofs below will be abbreviated.

6.2.1

From Outer Measure to Complete Measure

The …rst extension theorem we address was introduced by Constantin
Carathéodory (1873–1950) and generalizes the constructions in steps 3 –
5 above once an "outer measure" has been de…ned. In more detail this
result states that given a valid outer measure, which is de…ned in the
proposition, the collection of Carathéodory measurable sets forms a
complete sigma algebra. Further, the restriction of this outer measure to
the sigma algebra is a measure, and together they form a complete
measure space.
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Proposition 6.2 (Carathéodory Extension Theorem I) Let
be an
outer measure de…ned on a set X, meaning that it is a set function de…ned
on all A 2 (P (X)) and satis…es the properties:
1.

(;) = 0

2. Monotonicity: For sets A

B;
(A)

(B):

S
3. Countable Subadditivity: For sets A
n An ,
X
(A)
(An ):
n

Denote by C(X) the collection of all subsets of (P (X)) that are Carathéodory
measurable with respect to . In other words, A 2 C(X) if for all
E 2 (P (X)) :
(E) =

(A \ E) +

e \ E):
(A

(6.1)

Then C(X) is a complete sigma-algebra, and if denotes the restriction
of
to C(X) then is a measure and hence (X; C(X), ) is a complete
measure space.
Remark 6.3 The proof is a modest generalization of the Lebesgue and Borel
measure developments. In e¤ ect this requires results 2 and 4 in the Borel
development of proposition 5.23 to be repeated in this general context, using
the properties of outer measure identi…ed above. This will be less onerous
than it …rst appears since once Lebesgue outer measure and F -outer measure were de…ned in 2.4 and 5.9, respectively, propositions were developed
which proved that these outer measures in fact satis…ed the above three properties and hence were "outer measures" in the sense of Carathéodory and
this theorem.
Also note that ; 2 C(X) by 6.1 and thus by properties 1 and 3 outer
measures also satisfy …nite subadditivity. This implies that to prove A 2
C(X) it is enough to prove that for all E 2 (P (X)) :
(E)

(A \ E) +

e \ E):
(A

(6.2)

Proof. Note that C(X) is closed under complements by symmetry in the
e 2 C(X). To demonstrate
de…nition in 6.1, that A 2 C(X) if and only if A
that C(X) is closed under …nite unions, it is su¢ cient by induction to show
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that if A1 ; A2 2 C(X), then A1 [ A2 2 C(X). By the above remark we prove
that for any E R :
(E)

e1 \ A
e2 );
(E \ A

(E \ (A1 [ A2 )) +

e
e
since (A^
1 [ A2 ) = A1 \ A2 by De Morgan’s laws. Now
(E) =

e1 )
(E \ A

(E \ A1 ) +

e1 :
E\A

since A1 is measurable, and applying 6.1 with E 0
e1 ) =
(E \ A

e1 \ A2 ) +
(E \ A

since A2 is measurable. Combining:
(E) =

e1 \ A
e2 );
(E \ A

e1 \ A2 ) +
(E \ A

(E \ A1 ) +

e1 \ A
e2 ):
(E \ A

e1 \ A2 ) :
But since E \ (A1 [ A2 ) = (E \ A1 ) [ (E \ A
(E \ A1 ) +

e1 \ A2 )
(E \ A

(E \ (A1 [ A2 ))

by …nite subadditivity: Combining results obtains that A1 [ A2 2 C(X) as are
all …nite unions by induction.
To prove that C(X) is closed under countable unions, let fAn g C(X).
By proposition 2.20 it can be assumed that the collection fAn g is disjoint,
noting that the proof of this result only requires thatSC(X) is closed under
…nite operations, a result just proved. De…ne Bn = j n Aj and note that
by the previous result that Bn 2 C(X). Thus for any E R; since Bn A
e B
en :
implies A
(E) =

en )
(E \ B
e
(E \ A);

(E \ Bn ) +

(E \ Bn ) +

by monotonicity of
obtains:

: The measurability of An applied to E 0

(E \ Bn ) =
=

(E \ Bn \ An ) +
(E \ An ) +

en )
(E \ Bn \ A

(E \ Bn

1 );

en = Bn 1 : So by induction,
since Bn \ An = An and Bn \ A
Xn
e
(E)
(E \ Aj ) + (E \ A);
j=1

E \ Bn
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and hence since E \ A =
(E)

S

(E \ Aj ); subadditivity yields:
X1
e
(E \ Aj ) + (E \ A)
j=1

(E \ A) +

e
(E \ A):

Hence A is measurable and C(X) is a sigma algebra.
To show that (A) = 0 implies that A 2 C(X) repeats the proofs in
the Lebesgue and Borel measure case. If (A) = 0 then for any E
R
it follows from E \ A
A and subadditivity that (E \ A) = 0 and also
e
e
(E \ A)
(E) since E \ A
E: Combining yields 6.2 and hence,
A 2 C(X):
The …nal step is to show that so de…ned is a measure on C(X). Starting
with …nite additivity, which again follows by induction if it is true for two
disjoint sets, let A1 ; A2 2 C(X) be disjoint. Then by de…nition of ; and
then the measurability of A1 :
(A1 [ A2 )

=
=

(A1 [ A2 )

(A1 [ A2 \ A1 ) +
(A1 ) +

(A2 )

e1 )
(A1 [ A2 \ A

(A1 ) + (A2 ):
S
For countable additivity, let A = n An 2 C(X) be a disjoint union of
measurable sets. Then for any n; monotonicity and …nite additivity assure:
[
X
(A)
(
Aj ) =
(Aj );
j n

and so

(A)

j n

X1

j=1

(Aj ):

But the reverse inequality follows from countable subadditivity of , and the
result follows.
Of course (;) =
(;) = 0 by outer measure property 1, so
is a
measure on C(X).

6.2.2

Measure on an Algebra to Outer Measure

The next theorem provides the link observed in earlier constructions from
a measure on an algebra of sets to an outer measure. It then also assures
that the sigma algebra C(X) of the Carathéodory theorem contains the
original algebra of sets, and the measure of the Carathéodory theorem
equals the original measure on this algebra. In other words, and C(X)
truly extend the original measure on an algebra.
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This theorem is known as the Hahn–Kolmogorov extension theorem,
named for Hans Hahn (1879 – 1934) and Andrey Kolmogorov (1903 1987). This theorem requires an algebra A and a measure on this algebra
in the sense of de…nition 5.9.
Proposition 6.4 (Hahn–Kolmogorov Extension theorem) Let A be
an algebra of sets on X and A a measure on A. Then A gives rise to
an outer measure A on (P (X)) which provides an extension of A to a
measure on a complete sigma algebra C(X) with A C(X): By extended
is meant that (A) = A (A) for all A 2 A.
Proof. The …rst step is to de…ne an "outer measure" A with A and A
as in 5.8 and demonstrate that this de…nition produces an outer measure
in the sense of Carathéodory and his theorem. This demonstration follows
the proof of proposition 5.20 identically, except for a subtlety in the proof of
A (;) = 0; for which we cannot use the approach based on F -length. Here,
recalling that ; 2 A and A is a measure on A implies that A (;) = 0 and
hence A (;) = 0 since for all A 2 A; A (A)
A (A) by de…nition.
The Carathéodory extension theorem now applies to produce a sigma
algebra C(X) and measure on C(X), where is the restriction of A to
C(X). What remains to be proved is that A C(X) and for A 2 A that
(A)
A (A) = A (A):
To prove A C(X) requires a demonstration that if A 2 A then A
is Carathéodory measurable. But this demonstration is identical to that
presented in the Borel measure case in proposition 5.23. Similarly, that
(A)
A (A) for A 2 A is a repeat of the demonstration in
A (A) =
proposition 5.20.

6.2.3

Approximating Carathéodory Measurable Sets

A useful by-product of de…ning an outer measure in terms of a measure on
an algebra A is that one immediately achieves -approximations of
measurable sets B 2 C(X) with (B) < 1 by supersets A 2 A ; the
collection of countable unions of sets in the algebra A, and subsets C 2 A ;
the collection of countable intersections of sets in the algebra A. The proof
of this result is identical with that of proposition 5.28 which addressed
general Borel measures.
Looking to that proof, for the second inequalities in 5.20 and 5.21 to
apply when (B) = 1 will require that X can be expressed as a countable
union of disjoint sets of …nite measure. In the case of (R,M F (R), F ) this
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decomposition of R was achieved with fIn g de…ned by In = [ n; n + 1) [
[n 1; n); and then de…ning Bn = B \ In : That these sets had …nite measure
was assured by property 3 of the de…nition of a Borel measure, that the
measure of compact sets is …nite.
In the case of a general measure space (X; C(X), ), it will be necessary to
assume that is a sigma …nite measure, also denoted -…nite measure,
which means exactly that X can be expressed as a union, and hence by
proposition 2.20 a disjoint union, of sets of …nite measure. This de…nition
includes …nite measures and thus probability measures for which (X) <
1: For sigma …nite measure spaces even sets with unbounded measure can
be approximated within by supersets A 2 A and subsets C 2 A : In
addition, measurable sets B 2 C(X) with (B) < 1 can be approximated
to within measure 0 by supersets A0 2 A ; the collection of countable
intersections of sets in A , and subsets C 0 2 A ; the collection of countable
unions of sets in A . For sets B 2 C(X) with (B) = 1; one again requires
that be a sigma …nite measure.
Summarizing, we state the result without proof.
Proposition 6.5 Let A be an algebra of sets on X and A a measure on
A. Let the measure and the complete sigma algebra C(X) be as given by
Proposition 6.4. If B 2 C(X) with (B) < 1 then given > 0 :
1. There is a set A 2 A ; the collection of countable unions of sets in the
algebra A, so that B A and:
(A)

(B) + ;

(A

B)

:

(6.3)

2. There is a set C 2 A ; the collection of countable intersections of sets
in the algebra A, so that C B and:
(B)

F (B

(C) + ;

C)

:

(6.4)

3. In addition, there is a set A0 2 A ; the collection of countable intersections of sets in A ; and C 0 2 A ; the collection of countable unions
of sets in A ; so that C 0 B A0 and:
(A0

B) =

(B

C 0 ) = 0:

(6.5)

If A a -…nite measure on A then the above results remain true for
B 2 C(X) with (B) = 1:
Proof. See the proof of proposition 5.28 adapted for the above comment on
-…nite measures. Speci…cally, in the case with (B) = 1 let fIn g X be
disjoint measurable sets with [n In = X and (In ) < 1 for all n:
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6.2.4

Pre-Measure on Semi-Algebra to Measure on Algebra

The …nal step in the process is another Carathéodory result, generalizing
the extension of a rudimentary notion of "measure" on a simple collection
of sets, to a measure on an algebra generated by those sets. In the Borel
development the simple collection of sets was the collection of right
semi-closed intervals f(a; b]g and the rudimentary measure was F -length.
In the Lebesgue development the sets were the open intervals and
"measure" was ordinary interval length. For the current purpose the Borel
development is the better model for generalization. The Lebesgue
development is more the exception but justi…ed by the fact that ordinary
interval length is the same whether the interval is open, closed or
semi-open. In the general case, as seen for Borel measures, such an
assumption can not be made.
What is clear in general is that the simple collection of sets must have
enough structure, and the rudimentary notion of measure enough "measurelike" properties, that the collection can be expanded to an algebra and that
a true measure will result by extension. The basic properties needed for
a measure de…ned on this collection is often formalized by the notion of a
pre-measure, de…ned as follows. This de…nition generalizes the notion in
de…nition 5.9 of pre-measure or measure on an algebra,
De…nition 6.6 Given a collection of sets, D; a set function
is a pre-measure if:
1. ; 2 D and

0 (;)

0

: D ! [0; 1]

= 0,

or

10 : If fDj gnj=1
then:

D is a disjoint …nite collection of sets and
0

and,
2. If fDn g1
j=1
D, then:

[n

j=1

Dn =

Xn

j=1

0 (Dn );

Sn

j=1 Dj

D is a disjoint countable collection of sets and
0

[1

j=1

Dn =

X1

j=1

0 (Dn ):

S1

2 D,

j=1 Dn

2

Remark 6.7
1. Note that 1 and 2 imply …nite additivity in 10 since all
but …nitely many of the Dj could be empty sets. In the absence of 1;
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…nite additivity must be assumed in 10 and then given this, if ; 2 D it
must be the case that 0 (;) = 0 since ; [ ; = ;:
2. Because 0 is non-negative valued, monotonicity is assured by …nite
additivity but only in the following limited sense. If D; D0 are elements
0
of D with D
D0 ; then it follows that 0 (D)
0 (D ) as long as
D0 D 2 D as well.
3. As the collection D is endowed
for example asS with more structure,
0
suming fDn g D implies n Dn 2 D, or fD; D g D with D D0
implies D0 D 2 D, a pre-measure then has all the requisite properties
of a measure. In other words, a pre-measure would be a measure if
D only had enough structure to allow all the basic set manipulations
needed for the measure de…nition.
4. When the collection D is an algebra, it is common to refer to 0 as
a measure and sometimes as a pre-measure as noted in de…nition
5.9. When D has less structure than an algebra, such as that of a
semi-algebra de…ned next, 0 is virtually always referred to as a premeasure.
As for the basic collection of sets, the key requirement is that it must have
enough structure so that it is possible to construct an algebra which contains this collection, as well as possible to extend the pre-measure from this
collection to a measure on that algebra. There are several such structures
that have been investigated, and Carathéodory worked with rings and
semi-rings, while others since have used algebras and semi-algebras,
the approach we follow. Note that algebra is here de…ned as in de…nition
2.1.
De…nition 6.8 A collection of sets A is a semi-algebra on a space X;
given the following properties:
1. If A1 ; A2 2 A then A1 \ A2 2 A, and so A is closed under …nite
intersections.
e = Sn Aj .
2. If A 2 A then there exists disjoint fAj gnj=1 A so that A
j=1
The collection A forms an algebra if in place of 2 we have:

e 2 A.
20 : If A 2 A then A
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Remark 6.9
1. Note that for a semi-algebra it need not be the case
that ;; X 2 A. The reason
for this is that while 2 assures disjoint
e = S Aj ; we cannot in general conclude that
fAj gnj=1
A so that A
j
e 2 A since a semi-algebra need not be closed under unions. HowA
ever if X 2 A then S
2 assures that ; 2 A, while if ; 2 A we can only
conclude that X = nj=1 Aj with disjoint fAj gnj=1
A and not that
X 2 A.
e 2 A for even one A 2 A then 1 assures that ; 2 A but we can not
2. If A
e = X 2 A since a semi-algebra is not closed
then conclude that A [ A
under …nite unions.
3. In contrast, once 2 is replaced by 20 then ;; X 2 A and the resulting
algebra is closed under …nite unions. Speci…cally, ; 2 A since for any
e = ; 2 A by 1, and then e
A 2 A, A\ A
; = X 2 A by 20 : The conclusion
0
on …nite unions follows from 2 and 1, recalling De Morgan’s laws, that
given A1 ; A2 2 A:
^
f
f
A1 [ A2 = A
1 \ A2 ;
which generalizes by induction to all …nite unions.

Exercise 6.10 Prove that for a general semi-algebra, the collection consisting of the empty set and all …nite unions of elements of the semi-algebra
forms an algebra. If the semi-algebra already contains ;; the inclusion of
this set is redundant.
Notation 6.11 Below we will typically denote a semi-algebra by A0 ; and
the algebra generated by exercise 6.10 by A.
Example 6.12 In the Borel development the collection of right semi-closed
intervals f(a; b]g forms a semi-algebra that contains ; and R recalling the
convention that (a; 1] (a; 1): Firstly, the intersection of two such intervals is of the same type or empty, and the empty set, ; = (a; a] for any a
and is hence a member of this collection. Also, if 1 < a; b < 1;
]
(a;
b] = ( 1; a] [ (b; 1);
while for the other cases of ( 1; b] or (a; 1):
(^
1; b] = (b; 1);

^
(a;
1) = ( 1; a]:
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The collection of all …nite unions of elements of this semi-algebra forms
an algebra as noted in example 2.4, and is a special case of exercise 6.10.
The …nal extension result implicit in the Borel development is also attributable to Carathéodory as noted above. It addresses the question of
when a pre-measure on a semi-algebra can be extended to a measure on the
associated algebra of all …nite unions of sets.
Proposition 6.13 (Carathéodory Extension Theorem II) Let A0 be
a semi-algebra and 0 a pre-measure on A0 : Then 0 can be extended to a
measure A on the algebra A de…ned as the collection of all …nite unions of
sets in A0 ; including ; if necessary.
S
0
0
0
Proof. For A 2 A given by A = m
k=1 Ak with disjoint Ak 2 A ; de…ne
Xm
0
(A)
=
A
0 (Ak );
k=1

so in particular A = 0 on A0 : To demonstrate that this de…nition is independent
S of the collection of disjoint sets used to de…ne A; assume also that
A = nj=1 Bj0 where Bj0 2 A0 are also disjoint. De…ne A0jk = Bj0 \ A0k for
A0 are disjoint and
1
j
n and 1
k
m; and note that fA0jk g
potentially many empty. Also:
[
[
[
A0jk = A:
A0jk = Bj0 ;
A0jk = A0k ;
Because

0

jk

k

j

is …nitely additive on A0 ,
Xm Xn
(A)
=
0
k=1

(A0jk );
j=1 0

and by summing over j or k; …nite additivity obtains:
Xm
Xn
0
0
0 (Ak ) =
0 (Bj );
k=1

j=1

and A is well-de…ned. It then follows that A is …nitely additive on A since
0
0 is …nitely additive on A .
For countable additivity Sassume fAj g1
A is a disjoint countable
j=1
collection of sets, and that j Aj = A 2 A. Now by de…nition of A each
of theSAj can be assumed to be a …nite union of disjoint sets in SA0 , say
nj
Aj = k=1
A0jk ; and A is again a …nite union of such sets, say A = nl=1 Bl0 .
Now de…ne A0jkl = A0jk \ Bl0 where k
nj and l
n; then fA0jkl gjkl
A0
are disjoint and:
[
[
Bl0 =
A0jkl ;
A0jkl = Aj :
jk

kl
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Then countable additivity of A on A follows from …nite additivity of A on
A, the countable additivity of 0 on A0 ; and that A = 0 on A0 : In detail:
Xn
[
Bl0
A
=
j
A
l=1 A
j
[
Xn
A0
=
0
jk jkl
l=1
Xn Xnj X1
A0jkl
=
l=1
k=1
j=1 0
[
X
A0
=
A
kl jkl
j
X
=
A (Aj ):
j

6.2.5

Uniqueness Of Extensions

In this section we prove that if A de…ned on the algebra A is sigma
…nite then the extension to in proposition 6.4 is unique on the smallest
sigma algebra that contains A. That A is sigma …nite or -…nite
means that the measure space X can be expressed as a countable union of
sets of …nite measure:
[1
X=
Xj ;
(6.6)
A (Xj ) < 1:
j=1

By proposition 2.20 there is no loss of generality in assuming that the
collection fXj g is disjoint. It is common to see this expressed as the
measure on X is sigma …nite, or, the measure space (X; (X); ) is
sigma …nite. Considering the measures and measure spaces of greatest
interest in these books, the Lebesgue and Borel measures on R (and Rn
de…ned below) are sigma …nite, as are all probability measures and more
generally …nite measures A meaning A (X) < 1:

Recalling proposition 6.13 which extended 0 from semi-algebra A0 to A
on algebra A, note that if 0 is …nite or -…nite on A0 which of necessity
is now assumed to contain X; then A will be …nite or -…nite on A
since A = 0 on A0 : In addition, the extension of A from algebra A to
on sigma algebra C(X) via the outer measure A will then have the same
property since A C(X) and = A on A.
For the statement of this result, note that while
is de…ned as the
extension of A induced by the outer measure A ; the notion that 0 is
another extension of A is meant quite generally. In other words there is no
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implied construction by which 0 is so created. That 0 is an extension of A
simply means that 0 is de…ned on some sigma algebra ; that A
; and for
all A 2 A that 0 (A) = A (A): Any such measure is automatically de…ned
on (A), the smallest sigma algebra that contains A since by de…nition
(A)
: This uniqueness result is that in the sigma …nite case, every such
extension of A must agree on this smallest sigma algebra.
In the next section this result will be applied to the earlier noted conclusion that the Borel measure construction with F (x) = x produces Lebesgue
measure at least on the smallest sigma algebra which contains the algebra
of …nite unions of A0 f(a; b]g, which in this case is B(R).
Proposition 6.14 (Uniqueness of Extensions) Let A be a -…nite measure on an algebra A and the extension of A induced by the outer measure
0 is any other extension of
0 (B) for all B 2 (A);
A then (B) =
A : If
where (A) denotes the smallest sigma algebra that contains A.
Proof. Note that A
(A) by de…nition; and by assumption,
= 0 on
0
A: But then by countable additivity it follows that = on A
(A); the
collection of countable unions of members of A, because by proposition 2.20
any such union can be expressed as a countable union of disjoint sets.
The next step is to prove that if B 2 (A) has …nite A -outer measure, then 0 (B) = (B). Such B is automatically -measurable and 0 measurable since the respective sigma algebras of these measurable sets must
contain the smallest such sigma algebra (A). An application of proposition
6.5 provides that for any > 0 there is an A 2 A with B A and
A (A)

A (B)

+ :

0 (A); while A 2 A
Now B
A implies my monotonicity that 0 (B)
implies that 0 (A) = (A): The -measurability of A then obtains that
(A) = A (A); and so combining:
0

(B)

A (B);

((*))

and by the same steps this inequality applies to any B 0 2 (A) with
1: By -measurability of B 2 (A) and A 2 A ,
A (A)

=

A (B)

+

A (A

A (B

0)

<

B);

and since A (B) < 1 by assumption it follows by subtraction that A (A
B) < : Then 0 (A B) < by ( ) as noted. Hence, since B
A and
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A2A :
A (B)

=

A (A)
0

=

0

(B) +

0

(B) + ;

(A)

0

(A

B)

0 (B): Combining with ( ) it follows that
0 (B):
and so A (B)
A (B) =
Hence if B 2 (A) with A (B) < 1; then A (B) = (B) since B is measurable, and so:
0
(B) = (B):

Now for arbitrary B 2 (A) let fXi g
A be a countable collection
of disjoint sets with [i Xi = X and (Xi ) < 1: Such a collection exists
by the sigma …niteness of A . Then B = [i (B \ Xi ) is a disjoint union,
and so by countable additivity both (B) and 0 (B) equal summations of the
respective measures of these countably many sets. But since B \ Xi 2 (A)
and (B \ Xi ) < 1; the above result applies and 0 (B \ Xi ) = (B \ Xi )
for all i: Hence 0 (B) = (B) for all B 2 (A):
Example 6.15 (Uniqueness of Borel Measure) In the Borel measure
case A0 was de…ned as the semi-algebra of right semi-closed intervals, and
the pre-measure 0 de…ned by a generalized interval length induced by a right
continuous, increasing function F (x) :
0 f(a; b]g

F (b)

F (a):

This pre-measure is sigma …nite in general since
X
0 (R) =
0 f(n; n + 1]g;
n2Z

and 0 f(n; n+1]g is …nite for all n: In the case of bounded F (x); 0 is in fact
a …nite pre-measure. In both cases the associated A and ; denoted A and
F respectively in the Borel development above, are similarly sigma …nite
or …nite. Thus the extension to
F is unique on the smallest sigma
algebra that contains the algebra A, and since this smallest sigma algebra
contains the intervals we conclude that it must be the Borel sigma algebra,
B(R). Thus F is the unique extension of A from A to B(R).
These results do not assure that F is the unique extension of A from
A to the larger complete sigma algebra M F (R), but as will be noted in
section 6.5 below, Completion of a Measure Space, this uniqueness extends
to M F (R).
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Example 6.16 (Uniqueness of Lebesgue Measure) As another application of this uniqueness result consider the Borel development with F (x) =
x: It seems logical to expect that the resulting Borel measure F is identical
to Lebesgue measure m; and that M F (R) = ML : First, the Lebesgue premeasure was de…ned on the collection D of all open intervals, which is not
a semi-algebra. In other words, in the Lebesgue case we began with:
0 f(a; b)g

=b

a for (a; b) 2 D.

In the Borel development we began with
0 f(a; b]g

=b

a for (a; b] 2 A0 ,

where A0 was de…ned as the semi-algebra of right semi-closed intervals. The
associated outer measures, A and m were then de…ned in terms of these
pre-measures and associated collections of intervals.
However, in proposition 2.28 it was shown that for any interval, the
Lebesgue outer measure m reproduced interval length. In other words,
m f(a; b]g = b a for (a; b] 2 A0 : Hence, once both developments reach
the outer measure step, m and A agree on the semi-algebra A0 and hence
agree on the algebra A of all …nite unions of right semi-closed intervals. So
it is therefore the case that the extension to the smallest sigma algebra that
contains A is unique. As this sigma algebra is B(R) as noted above, we
conclude that on the Borel sigma algebra,
m(A) =

F (A)

for A 2 B(R),

where F is the Borel measure associated with F (x) = x:
Again, we can not conclude at this point that this identity extends to
the complete sigma algebras, M F (R) and ML ; nor even that these sigma
algebras agree. But this will be resolved a¢ rmatively in section 6.5 below.

6.3

Summary - Construction of Measure Spaces

The above three extension results and uniqueness proposition provide a
road map to the construction of complete measure spaces, (X; C(X), );
which generalizes the development of general Borel measures. The
construction process is as follows:
1. Required Step: De…ne a set function 0 which can be shown to be
a pre-measure on a semi-algebra A0 ; or alternatively shown to de…ne
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a measure A on an algebra A. In practice, A can be the algebra
generated by a given subalgebra A0 , de…ned as the collection of all
…nite disjoint unions of elements of A0 and the empty set, or de…ned
independently of a semi-algebra.
Remark 6.17 For this required step, it is only necessary to demonstrate countable additivity in the cases where the disjoint union produces a set in the semi-algebra A0 ; or in the algebra A. Similarly,
the demonstration of …nite additivity on A0 can again be restricted to
these special cases. These demonstrations can be challenging enough as
noted below, but still immeasurably easier than such a demonstration
on the sigma algebra generated by these classes. This is because if a set
A is a member of a semi-algebra A0 or algebra A we will typically know
a great deal more about the properties of this set than simply knowing
that A is a member of the associated sigma algebras. And has been
see above, it is precisely these properties which motivate the potential
approaches to the desired proofs.
2. "Free" Steps:
(a) In 1, if 0 is shown to be a pre-measure on a semi-algebra A0 then
by the Carathéodory Extension theorem II of proposition 6.13,
0 can be extended to a measure A on A, the algebra generated
by A0 . Alternatively in 1; the set function 0 is already a measure
A on an algebra A.

(b) In either case from step 2.a, A and A then generate an outer
measure A on (P (X)); the power set sigma algebra on X: This
follows from the Hahn-Kolmogorov Extension theorem of proposition 6.4 with A is de…ned as in 5.8, and this outer measure then
satis…es the conditions speci…ed in the Carathéodory Extension
theorem I of proposition 6.2.
(c) The collection of sets that are Carathéodory measurable with respect to A as de…ned in 6.1 then forms a complete sigma algebra
C(X), and the restriction of A to C(X) is a measure and hence
(X; C(X), ) is a complete measure space. Moreover, A C(X)
and extends A in that (A) = A (A) for all A 2 A.

(d) If 0 from 1 is a …nite or -…nite pre-measure on A0 , the latter
meaning that X can be expressed as a countable union and hence
a disjoint countable union of sets of …nite measure, then so too is
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constructed from 0 ; and constructed from A : The same
applies if 0 = A is a measure on A. In these cases is the
unique extension of A to the smallest sigma algebra containing
A by proposition 6.14.
A

(e) From proposition 6.5, given B 2 C(X) with (B) < 1 and > 0;
there is a superset A 2 A ; the collection of countable unions
of sets in the algebra A, and subset C 2 A ; the collection of
countable intersections of sets in the algebra A, so that
(A

B) <

and (B

C) < :

In addition, there is a superset A0 2 A ; the collection of countable intersections of sets in A ; and subset C 0 A ; the collection of countable unions of sets in A ; so that
(A0

B) =

(B

C 0 ) = 0:

(f) When 0 is a …nite or -…nite measure, then conclusion 2.e applies
to sets B 2 C(X) with (B) = 1:
The above road map makes it clear that to produce a complete measure
space one needs to focus on the Required Step. In general, one begins this
step with a desirable de…nition of a set function 0 ; de…ned on a class of sets
D. From this starting point, there are usually two challenges to completing
this required step:
1. The collection D must be expanded to a semi-algebra A0 or an algebra
A, and the de…nition of 0 extended to this collection.
2. It must be proved that the extended set function is a pre-measure on
the semi-algebra A0 , which then automatically yields a measure A on
the algebra A generated by A0 , or directly proved that the extended
set function is a measure A on the algebra A.
In most applications it is the demonstration in 2. that is the greatest
challenge, and speci…cally within 2., the challenge of demonstrating countable additivity: And this is true despite the comment in remark 6.17 above.
The next section provides some useful results for such a demonstration.

6.4 APPROACHES TO COUNTABLE ADDITIVITY

6.4
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Approaches to Countable Additivity

6.4.1

Countable Subadditivity on a Semi-Algebra

The following result provides an approach which circumvents the need to
directly prove countable additivity on the given semi-algebra A0 . It states
that …nite additivity and countable subadditivity on A0 are su¢ cient for
the desired result on A; and represents a small generalization of the
Carathéodory Extension Theorem II of proposition 6.13.
Proposition 6.18 Let 0 be a non-negative set function de…ned on a semialgebra A0 so that 0 (;) = 0 if ; 2 A0 : Assume that 0 satis…es:
[n
1. (Finite Additivity) If fAi gni=1 A0 are disjoint with A =
Ai 2
i=1
0
A ; then
Xn
0 (A) =
0 (Ai ):
i=1

2. (Countable
Subadditivity) If fAi g1
i=1
[1
Ai 2 A0 ; then

A0 are disjoint with A =

i=1

0 (A)

X1

i=1

0 (Ai ):

Then 0 has a unique extension to a measure on A, the algebra generated by A0 :
Proof. As A is the collection of all …nite unions of disjoint sets in A0 ;
including the empty set if ; 2
= A0 ; it follows that ; 2 A and 0 (;) = 0 either
by assumption or by …nite additivity: Since A is closed under complements
and …nite unions and intersections, any such …nite union can be expressed
as a …nite disjoint union of elements from A0 as in proposition 2.20. We
…rst demonstrate that de…ning 0 on A 2 A by the formula in 1 produces
a well-de…ned set function. In other words, if A 2 A with two disjoint
representations in A0 -sets:
[n
[m
A=
Ai =
A0j ;
i=1

j=1

then the value of 0 (A) de…ned by the formula in 1 is independent of which
partition is used.
De…ning Aij = Ai \ A0j then fAij g A0 are disjoint, [ij Aij = A; and
Ai =

[m

j=1

Aij ;

A0j =

[n

i=1

Aij :
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From 1 it follows that:
0 (A)

but then also by 1;
Xm
j=1

0
0 (Aj ) =

so

=

Xm Xn
j=1

i=1

Xm Xn
j=1

0 (Aij );

0 (Aij ) =

i=1

Xn

i=1

0 (Ai );

0 is well de…ned and …nitely additive on A.
From 2 we next demonstrate that 0 so de…ned is in fact countably additive on A. First, …nite additivity implies monotonicity on A. If A; A0 2 A
f0 2 A:
and A0 A then A A0 = A \ A

A = A0 [ (A

A0 );

and so 0 (A0 )
0 (A) by …nite additivity. Given that, if A =
S
n
A and:
i=1 Ai
Xn

i=1

0 (Ai )

=

0

[n

i=1

A

S1

i=1 Ai

then

0 (A) :

As this is true for all n; this plus 2 yields countable additivity.

6.4.2

Countable Additivity on an Algebra

The next result is useful in providing an alternative means of
demonstrating countable additivity in an algebra A. In proposition 2.44 it
was shown that Lebesgue measure had the following "continuity"
properties. Let fAi g ML :
1. Continuity from Below: If Ai Ai+1 for all i :
[1
m(
Ai ) = lim m(Ai );
i=1

i!1

where this limit may be …nite or in…nite.

2. Continuity from Above: If Ai+1 Ai for all i and m(A1 ) < 1 :
\1
m(
Ai ) = lim m(Ai ):
i=1

i!1

Recall remark 2.45 justifying the need for the restriction m(A1 ) < 1 for
continuity from above.
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It was noted in the paragraph following this proposition that the proof
of this result could be replicated in any measure space, (X; (X); ): For
example, the proof of proposition 5.26, which generalized this result to Borel
measures, was assigned as an exercise to verify that the same proof worked.
A more careful reading of the proof would reveal that in fact this result is
true for a measure on an algebra A.
The following proposition states that if a …nitely additive set function
on an algebra A is continuous from below, then it is countably additive.
Of immediate use in the next sections below on product spaces is that if
a …nitely additive and …nite set function on an algebra A is continuous
from above when \1
i=1 Ai = ;; then it is countably additive. Recall that
by …nite is meant that (X) < 1: Although this assumption appears quite
restrictive, we will see that this result is applicable in the more general
context of product spaces of -…nite spaces, where by -…nite is meant that
X = [j Xj ; where fXj g
(X) is disjoint and at most countable, and
(Xj ) < 1 for all j:
As an exercise, the reader is invited to identify why this proposition fails
if algebra A is replaced by semi-algebra A0 :
Proposition 6.19 Let
be a non-negative, …nitely additive set function
on an algebra A. If either of the following are satis…ed then is countably
additive and hence a measure on A.
Given fAi g1
i=1 with Ai

1. Continuity from Below:
and [1
i=1 Ai 2 A, then:

[1
lim (Ai ) = (
Ai );
i=1

i!1

or,

Ai+1 for all i

(6.7)

2. Continuity from Above and Finite: For (X) < 1, given fAi g1
i=1
with Ai+1 Ai for all i and \1
i=1 Ai = ;, then:
lim (Ai ) = 0:

i!1

(6.8)

Proof. Let fBj g A be a disjoint collection with B [1
j=1 Bj 2 A.
For 1 de…ne Ai = [j i Bj : Then fAi g A and so by …nite additivity,
(Ai ) =

X

j i

(Bj ):
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But since B = [1
i=1 Ai and Ai

Ai+1 it follows by 6.7 that:

(B) = lim

i!1

X

j i

(Bj );

which is countable additivity.
For 2 de…ne Ai = [j i Bj ; and so B = Ai [ ([j<i Bj ) : Then fAi g A
e
since also Ai = B \ ([^
j<i Bj ) where D denotes the complement of D; and
so by …nite additivity applied to B = ([j<i Bj ) [ Ai :
X

(Ai ) = (B)
Now (A1 ) =
obtains:

(B) < 1 since

i!1

6.5

(Bj ):

is …nite, and \1
i=1 Ai = ;; so from 6.8

(B) = lim
which is countable additivity.

j<i

X

j<i

(Bj );

Completion of a Measure Space

There is one …nal extension theorem which has not yet been needed, but
will be used in the next chapter. Although the measure spaces created
with outer measures and the Carathéodory measurability criterion have
always been complete, many measure spaces such as (R; B(R); m) are not
complete and the question arises as to the possibility of extending such a
measure space to a complete measure space. This extension is called a
completion of a measure space. It turns out that every measure space
can be completed, meaning that the associated sigma algebra can be
expanded to include all subsets of sets of measure zero, and this extension
can be accomplished without changing the value of the measure on the
original sets of the sigma algebra.
Proposition 6.20 (Completion Theorem) Given a measure space (X; (X); );
there is a smallest sigma algebra C (X) and measure C on C (X) so that:
C (X);

1.

(X)

2.

C (A)

3. (X;

= (A) for all A 2 (X);

C (X);

C)

is a complete measure space.
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Proof. De…ne
C

(X) = fAjB

and for A 2

C (X);

A

C; where B; C 2 (X) and (C

B) = 0g;

de…ne
C

(A) = (B):

(6.9)

C (X); and that if C has measure
By choosing B = C obtains that (X)
C
0 then
(X) contains all subsets of C by choosing B = ;:
The advantage of de…ning C (X) in terms of pairs of sets is that this
de…nition produces a sigma algebra directly as will be shown, whereas simply
adding sets of measure 0 to (X) would not produce a sigma algebra until
such sets were unioned, intersected, etc. with all other sets. We now show
that C (X) is a sigma algebra and that the de…nition of C (A) is well de…ned
and independent of the pair of sets (B; C) used to identify A: It will then
follow that C (A) = (A) for all A 2 (X) by taking B = C = A:
That C is well de…ned let (B; C) and (B 0 ; C 0 ) be pairs of sets in (X)
with B A C , B 0 A C 0 ; and

(C

B) = (C 0

B 0 ) = 0:

Then since is …nitely additive it follows that (C) = (B) and (C 0 ) =
f0 B;
f0 \ C B
e and so C
e \ C: In
(B 0 ): Also, B A C 0 implies that C
0
0
other words, C C
C B; and so (C C ) = 0 by monotonicity. Thus
0
(C) = (C ) and then (B) = (B 0 ) by …nite additivity, and so C (A) is
well de…ned.
To show that C (X) is a sigma algebra, …rst note that B
A
C
e
e
e
e
e
e
e
implies that C
A
B: But (B C) = 0 since B C = C B; so if
e 2 C (X): Also, if Bj Aj Cj with fBj ; Cj g
A 2 C (X) then A
(X)
and (Cj Bj ) = 0; then with B = [Bj ; A = [Aj ; and C = [Cj it follows
that B A C and:
[
C B
(Cj Bj ):
j

As fCj Bj g need not be disjoint, countable additivity cannot be applied.
However countable subadditivity applies and yields (C B) = 0 and so
[Aj 2 C (X) and C (X) is a sigma algebra. To prove completeness by
de…nition 2.47, let A 2 C (X) with C (A) = 0 and assume D A: To prove
D 2 C (X); and then by monotonicity C (D) = 0 will follow, recall that
by de…nition of C (X) that there exists B; C 2 (X) with B A C and
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C (A)

(B) = 0: Now D A obtains ; D C and thus D 2 C (X)
by de…nition.
To prove C is a measure, note that from the de…nition C is nonnegative
C (X) be disjoint sets, and fB g
and C (;) = 0: Next let fAj g
(X)
j
the associated sets in the de…nition of their measure. Then fBj g is also a
disjoint collection since Bj
Aj ; and by the countable additivity of on
(X) :
P
P
C
([j Aj )
([j Bj ) = j (Bj ) = j C (Aj ):

Finally, C (X) is the smallest sigma algebra which completes (X) since
any other such sigma algebra must contain the A-sets of the above de…nition
and have measure as de…ned above. To see this let (X; 0 (X); 0 ) be another
0 (X) and 0 (B) = (B) for all
complete measure space for which (X)
B 2 (X); and assume that B; C 2 (X) with (C B) = 0: If A is any
set with B
A
C then from A B
C B and 0 (C B) = 0 it
follows that since 0 (X) is complete that A B 2 0 (X) and 0 (A B) = 0:
But then B A assures that A = (A B) [ B and thus A 2 0 (X) and so
C (X)
0 (X): Finally, by …nite additivity 0 (A) = 0 (B)
(B) and
0
C
thus (A) =
(A) for all such A:
Remark 6.21 To perhaps emphasize the obvious, it is important to appreciate that the completion of a measure space depends on both the starting sigma
algebra as well as on the measure de…ned on that sigma algebra. For example, given a space X and two measures 1 and 2 de…ned on the same sigma
C
algebra (X); di¤ erent complete sigma algebras, C
1 (X) and 2 (X) can reC
sult. This is because A 2 i (X) implies that there exists Bi ; Ci 2 (X)
with Bi A Ci and i (Ci Bi ) = 0: But it can happen that A 2 C
1 (X)
but 2 (C1 B1 ) 6= 0; and moreover that 2 (C2 B2 ) 6= 0 for any other
(X)-sets with B2 A C2 and so A 2
= C
2 (X): Similarly, given a space X
with two sigma algebras 1 (X) and 2 (X) and one measure ; the complete
C
sigma algebras, C
1 (X) and 2 (X) need not agree.
In section 6.2.5 on Uniqueness of Extensions, two questions were left
unanswered regarding Borel measures and Lebesgue measure, which we address here.
Example 6.22 (Uniqueness of Borel Measure on M F (R)) Using proposition 6.14 on the uniqueness of extensions from an algebra to the smallest
sigma algebra containing that algebra, it was earlier concluded that F was
the unique extension of the measure A from the algebra A of all …nite unions
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of right-semi-closed intervals to the smallest sigma algebra, (A) ; that contains A. Since in this case A B(R), and B(R)
(A) by de…nition, it
follows that (A) = B(R).
By 5.22 of proposition 5.28 but changing notation, for any A 2 M F (R)
there is a set C 2 A ; the collection of countable intersections of sets
in A ; and B 2 A ; the collection of countable unions of sets in A ; so
that B
A
C and F (C A) = F (A B) = 0: This implies that
B(R) and A
B(R)
F (C B) = 0 and also F (A) = F (B): Since A
it follows that every set in M F (R) is bounded by Borel sets with the same
measure. Thus with a small variation on the notation of the above proposition, M F (R) B(R)C :
Conversely, given B; C 2 B(R) with B
C and F (C B) = 0; then
given a set A with B
A
C it must be the case that A 2 M F (R). In
B) = 0; it follows by
detail, since A B C B and F (C B)
A (C
monotonicity from proposition 5.20 that A (A B) = 0; and by proposition
5.23 that A B 2 M F (R). But then A = B [ (A B) 2 M F (R). In
other words, B(R)C M F (R) and combining with the above result,
B(R)C = M

F

(R).

Hence M F (R) is the smallest completion of B(R) in the F measure, or
more precisely (R,M F (R), F ) is the smallest completion of (R,B(R), F )
given by the above proposition. Now since F is the unique extension of the
measure A from algebra A to B(R), and by the above proof the measure of
every set in M F (R) is de…ned in terms of the measure of B(R) sets by 6.9,
we conclude that F is also the unique extension of the measure A from
algebra A to the smallest complete sigma algebra M F (R).
Example 6.23 (Lebesgue Measure as a Borel Measure with F (x) = x)
In the above section 6.2.5 it was concluded that on the Borel sigma algebra
B(R),
m(A) = F (A) for A 2 B(R),
where F is the Borel measure associated with F (x) = x: However, by the
same argument as above, ML is the smallest completion of B(R) in the m
measure, while M F (R) is is the smallest completion of B(R) in the F
measure. But as these measures agree on B(R), we conclude by 6.9 that
M

F

(R) = ML ;

and that
m(A) =

F (A)

for A 2 M

F

(R).
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In other words, F is the unique extension of the measure A from algebra
A to the smallest complete sigma algebra M F (R), and that this measure
and sigma algebra agree with Lebesgue measure, m; and the sigma algebra
of Lebesgue measurable sets, ML :
The following result generalizes the discussion in these examples.
Proposition 6.24 (On the -Algebra of Carathéodory Measurable Sets)
Let A be an algebra of sets on X, A a -…nite measure on A, and (X; (X); )
the complete measure space of Carathéodory measurable sets given by the
Hahn–Kolmogorov Extension theorem, so A
(X) and (A) = A (A) for
all A 2 A. Let (A) denote the smallest sigma algebra that contains A and
(X; (A); ) a measure space where (A) = A (A) for all A 2 A. In other
words, extends A to (A): Then is the restriction of to (A); and:
C

(A) = (X);

C

= :

(6.10)

Proof. By proposition 6.20 c (A) is the smallest complete sigma algebra
that contains (A). Because (X) is complete, A
(X) and thus (A)
(X); it follows that C (A)
(X): On the other hand, if A 2 (X) then
by proposition 6.5 there exists a subsets A0 2 A and superset A00 2 A ; so
A0 A A00 and (A00 A0 ) = 0: But as (A) is the smallest sigma algebra
that contains A, it follows that A0 ; A00 2 (A) and hence by de…nition of
C (A), A 2 C (A): Combining obtains C (A) = (X):
That is the restriction of on (A) follows from -…niteness of A
by proposition 6.14. Finally, if A 2 C (A) with A0 A A00 and A0 ; A00 2
(A) as above, then C (A)
(A0 ) by 6.9, but (A0 ) = (A0 ) since A0 2
(A): Thus C = :

Chapter 7

Finite Products of Measure
Spaces
7.1

Product Space Semi-Algebras

In this chapter we provide one application of the extension theorems of the
prior section. Other results of this type will be developed in the later
chapters. The application here is to "product spaces" which are in e¤ect,
multi-dimensional versions of the measures spaces addressed so far. For
example, the two-dimensional Euclidean space R2 is a product space
R R: Not surprisingly, the development above for Lebesgue or Borel
measures on R can be generalized to produce Lebesgue, Borel measures or
general measure spaces on R2 or Rn . What is addressed in this chapter is
the following question. Given "n copies" of the Lebesgue measure space, or
n Borel or general measure spaces; how can we generate a measure space
on Rn that is consistent with these component measure spaces? A more
general development for measures on Rn will be undertaken in the next
chapter.
For example, de…ning a 2-dimensional right semi-closed rectangle:
(a; b]

(c; d] = f(x; y)ja < x

b; c < y

dg;

a logical starting point for a measure on R2 is to de…ne
rectangles by:
((a; b]

(c; d])

on these

((a; b]) ((c; d]);

where denotes m in the Lebesgue case, or F in the general Borel case. The
collection of all such rectangles, f(a; b] (c; d]g; is not a sigma algebra as is
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easily demonstrated by considering a union of two elements or a complement.
Thus while this potential de…nition of a measure on R2 seems logical if not
compelling, there remains the question: Can this de…nition be extended to a
sigma algebra on R2 , (R2 ); which contains these rectangles and thus yield
a measure space, (R2 ; (R2 );
)?
The development in this section is quite general and not speci…cally
applicable only to Lebesgue and Borel measure spaces, nor only to products
of one dimensional measure spaces. So we resort to general notation and
assume that for i = 1; :::; n that (Xi ; (Xi ); i ) is a measure space. We
assume also that A0i Ai
(Xi ); denoting that the algebra Ai is generated
in the usual way by the semi-algebra A0i ; and in turn Ai generates the sigma
algebra (Xi ) in the sense that (Xi ) is the smallest sigma algebra that
contains Ai : For a Borel example, Xi could be taken as R; A0i the semialgebra of right semi-closed intervals, Ai the algebra of …nite unions of right
semi-closed intervals, and (Xi ) the sigma algebra of Borel measurable sets
under F for some appropriate F (x):
De…nition 7.1 Given measure spaces f(Xi ; (Xi );
uct space X = ni=1 Xi is de…ned:
X = fx

i )ji

= 1; :::; ng; the prod-

(x1 ; x2 ; :::; xn )jxi 2 Xi g:

A measurable rectangle in X is a set A; where with Ai 2 (Xi ) :
Q
A = ni=1 Ai = fx 2 Xjxi 2 Ai g;

(7.1)

(7.2)

and we denote the collection of measurable rectangles in X byA0 : For general
and not necessarily measurable sets Ai Xi ; the set A = ni=1 Ai is called a
rectangle in X;
Given a measurable rectangle A = ni=1 Ai ; the product set function
is denoted 0 ; and de…ned by:
Qn
(7.3)
0 (A) =
i=1 i (Ai );
where we de…ne 0 1 = 0:

The goal of this chapter is to utilize the extension theorems in the prior
chapter to show that the product set function de…ned in 7.3 has a unique
extension to a measure on the sigma algebra generated by the measurable
rectangles. To this end, the …rst result is that A0 is a semi-algebra. Then
after investigating properties of such semi-algebras we will turn to 0 de…ned
by 7.3 and show that it is a pre-measure on A0 in the sense of de…nition 6.6.
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Proposition 7.2 With the notation above, let A0 denote the collection of
measurable rectangles in X: Then A0 is a semi-algebra.
Proof. If A = ni=1 Ai and B = ni=1 Bi where Ai ; Bi 2 (Xi ); then
A\B =

Qn

i=1 (Ai

\ Bi );

n A :
e = ^
and so A \ B 2 A0 since Ai \ Bi 2 (Xi ): Consider next A
i=1 i
Expressing X as:
Q
fi );
X = ni=1 (Ai [ A

it is an exercise in set logic to show that
X=

[ Qn
I

i=1 Di ;

where there are 2n terms in the union associated with the 2n possible ntuples of 0s and 1s, say. For each such n-tuple, I; the associated measurable
fi
rectangle is de…ned by Di = Ai if the ith component is 1; and Di = A
otherwise. One of these terms has all Di = Ai ; and hence
e=X
A

A=

[ Qn
I0

i=1 Di ;

fi : Hence,
where in each of the 2n 1 terms in the union at least one Di = A
0
0
e
A is a union of disjoint elements of A and thus A is a semi-algebra.

To motivate the notation of the next result note that this semi-algebra of
measurable rectangles, A0 ; could have been denoted by A0 (f (Xi )g) or more
simply A0 ( (Xi )) to designate that the component sets in the rectangles
came from the respective sigma algebras. But what if these component sets
came from the respective semi-algebras or algebras de…ned on Xi ?

Corollary 7.3 Let A0 (A0i ), respectively A0 (Ai ) ; denote the collection of
measurable rectangles in X; de…ned by A = ni=1 Ai with:
1. Ai 2 A0i ; where A0i

(Xi ) is a semi-algebra,

or,
2. Ai 2 Ai ; where Ai

(Xi ) is an algebra.

Then A0 (A0i ), respectively A0 (Ai ) ; is again a semi-algebra, each of
which is by de…nition contained in A0 de…ned above.
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Proof. As noted above,
A\B =

Qn

i=1 (Ai

\ Bi ):

If A; B 2 A0 (A0i ) then Ai ; Bi 2 A0i and Ai \Bi 2 A0i ; and so A\B 2 A0 (A0i ) :
The same applies if A; B 2 A0 (Ai ) : Also as above:
e=X
A

A=

[ Qn
I0

i=1 Di ;

fi : Now
where in each of the 2n 1 terms in the union, at least one Di = A
0
0
fi is a …nite disjoint union of elements of A ;
if each Ai 2 Ai then A
i
fi = S
A
j

n(i) Bj ;

e can be expressed as a …nite disjoint union of rectangles from
but then A
0
0
f1 and all other Di = Ai ; then
A (Ai ) : For example if D1 = A
Qn

i=1 Di

=

=

S

S

j n(1) Bj

j n(1) (Bj

Qn

Qn

i=2 Ai

i=2 Ai ) :

fi 2 Ai and so again A
e is a …nite disjoint
In the case of each Ai 2 Ai then A
0
union of rectangles from A (Ai ) :
Hence, the collection is a semi-algebra in either case.
Example 7.4 For the application to multi-dimensional Lebesgue measure
we begin with (Xi ; (Xi ); i ) = (R; ML ; m) for all i; then the above results
imply that the collection of measurable rectangles in Rn ; A0 = fA = ni=1 Ai g;
is a semi-algebra if each set is Lebesgue measurable, Ai 2 ML ; but also if
Ai 2 B(R) the sigma algebra of Borel measurable sets. In addition, A (A0i ) =
fA = ni=1 Ai g is a semi-algebra if the Ai -sets are taken from the semialgebra of right semi-closed intervals A0i = f(a; b]g; as is A (Ai ) where the Ai sets are taken from the associated algebra Ai of all …nite unions of elements
of A0i .
The same statements apply to the multi-dimensional Borel measure space
where each (Xi ; (Xi ); i ) = (R,M F (R), F ): Again, A0 = fA = ni=1 Ai g
is a semi-algebra if either Ai 2 M F (R) or Ai 2 B(R); or if the Ai -sets
are restricted to the semi-algebra of right semi-closed rectangles or the associated algebra. This generalizes further to the case where (Xi ; (Xi ); i ) =
(R,M F (R), Fi ) when the component measures di¤ er.
i
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In the example above one can in theory begin an extension process with
any one of 4 semi-algebras de…ned on the product space, and it follows that
in general these are di¤erent semi-algebras. For example, in the Lebesgue
measure case A0i & Ai & B(R) & ML , and these inclusions are strict since
not all Lebesgue measurable sets are Borel sets, not all Borel sets are a …nite
union of right semi-closed intervals, and of course not all …nite unions of such
intervals form such an interval. Consequently, in this case the product space
semi-algebras satisfy:
A0 (A0i ) & A0 (Ai ) & A0 (B(R)) & A0 (ML ):
But note that the four algebras associated with these semi-algebras, each
de…ned as the collection of all …nite disjoint unions of elements from the
given semi-algebra, will reduce to three distinct algebras. With the obvious
notational convention:
A(A0i ) = A(Ai ) & A(B(R)) & A(ML ):
That A(A0i ) = A(Ai ) follows from the fact that an algebra is the collection
of …nite disjoint unions of sets from the associated semi-algebra, and the collections of …nite disjoint unions of sets from A0 (A0i ) agrees with the collection
of such unions from A0 (Ai ); since each Ai is a …nite union of A0i -sets.
There would seem to be an advantage to beginning with pre-measures
on the semi-algebras A0 (A0i ) or A0 (Ai ) in that it would produce a more
accessible de…nition of "outer measure" as we begin the extension process.
This follows because then the outer measure of a set will be de…ned in terms
of sums of the " 0 -measure" of simple measurable rectangles de…ned in terms
of right semi-closed intervals. And this would also be handy for the result
that all measurable sets can be approximated within by supersets in A ;
of countable unions of A-sets, and within measure zero by supersets in A ;
of countable intersections of A -sets.
However in the more general case developed below the semi-algebra A0i
underlying (Xi ; (Xi ); i ) need not have such a convenient structure as that
of right semi-closed intervals, and thus one simply has A0i Ai
(Xi ): For
this reason we assume that the semi-algebra on the product space, A0 ; is de…ned in terms of measurable rectangles using sets from the respective (Xi );
even though this development could well begin with measurable rectangles
de…ned using sets from A0i or Ai :
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7.2

Properties of the Semi-Algebras

For the pre-measure result of the next section we will need to work with a
…nite or countable collection of disjoint measurable rectangles, the union of
which is another measurable rectangle. So we begin with an investigation
into what the constraint: "the union of which is another measurable
rectangle," implies. To simplify notation, assume that measurable
rectangles are de…ned in terms of sigma algebras, so A 2 A0 implies
A = ni=1 Ai with Ai 2 (Xi ) : Naturally, any result demonstrated on this
"…nest" semi-algebra on the product space will need to be re-evaluated in
terms the "coarser" semi-algebras. We will make note of this below.
Assume that a …nite or countable collection of measurable rectangles,
Bj 2 A0 is given, and de…ne
A=

S

j

Bj :

Writing each measurable rectangle: Bj = ni=1 Aji with Aji 2
j; we have:
S Q
A = j ni=1 Aji :

(Xi ) for all

But as semi-algebras are in general not closed under unions, a union of
measurable rectangles need not be a measurable rectangle.

Example 7.5 In R2 ; if B1 = (0; 1] (1; 2] and B2 = (1; 2] (2; 4]; then
B1 [ B2 is not a measurable rectangle. The problem is the asymmetry in the
union set. Speci…cally, if (x; y) 2 B1 [B2 then the y-component is a function
of x; y = y(x); and the y-options for x 2 (0; 1] di¤ er from those available
when x 2 (1; 2]: To be a measurable rectangle by 7.2 requires that the ycomponents available are independent of x: Now if the sets B3 = (0; 1] (2; 4]
and B4 = (1; 2] (1; 2] are included in the union, then [j 4 Bj = (0; 2] (1; 4];
a measurable rectangle. Note that each factor of the product set is a union
of the respective factors of the component rectangles. Expressed in order,
with much redundancy:
(0; 2] = (0; 1] [ (1; 2] [ (0; 1] [ (1; 2];

(1; 4] = (1; 2] [ (2; 4] [ (2; 4] [ (1; 2]:

More generally, the next result shows that if A = [j Bj 2 A0 ; so A =
n A with A 2
(Xi ) ; it must be the case that for every i that Ai =
i
i=1 i
[j Aji :
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Proposition 7.6 Let fBj gM
A0 with Bj = ni=1 Aji be a …nite (M < 1)
j=1
or countable (M = 1) collection of measurable rectangles. If A = [j Bj 2 A0
with A = ni=1 Ai ; then for each i;
S
Ai = j Aji ;
(7.4)
S Qn
and so since A
j ( i=1 Aji ) ; we have also:
A=

Qn

S

i=1

j

Aji =

S

Qn

i=1 AN (i);i

N

;

(7.5)

where the set N = f(N (1); N (2); :::; N (n))jN (i) 2 f1; 2; 3; :::; M gg: In words,
this latter union is over all …nitely or countably many n-tuples of j-indexes.
Proof. That [j Aji Ai follows by de…nition, and we prove equality with a
proof by contradiction. Assume that for some k that Ck Ak [j Ajk 6= ;:
Then since [j Ajk
Ak we conclude that Ak = Ck [ ([j Ajk ), a disjoint
union of two non-empty sets and so:
A =
=

n
i=1 Ai
Qk 1
i=1 Ai

Ck

Qn

i=k+1 Ai

[ Qk

1
i=1 Ai

S

j

Ajk

Qn

i=k+1 Ai

:

k 1
n
But then the rectangle
Ai Ck
i=k+1 Ai cannot be included in the
S Qi=1
n
expression for A = j ( i=1 Aji ) as a union of the fAji g-product sets since
Ck \ f[j Ajk g = ;: Hence Ai = [j Aji for all i which is 7.4.
For the representations in 7.5, the …rst expression is a result of the de…nition and the identity in 7.4, while the second is a combinatorics exercise.
If M < 1 and so there are a …nite number of Bj -rectangles whose union
is A, then there will be M n terms in the right-most union in 7.5 since then
N (i) 2 f1; 2; 3:::; M g: When there are countably many Bj -rectangles whose
union is A, this union will have countably many terms. To see this, note
that between any two integers N1 and N2 ; thereP
are only …nitely many terms
in the union for which the sum of the indexes,
N (i), is between these values, and the countable union of …nite sets is countable (indeed, the countable
union of countable sets is countable).

Notation 7.7 When n = 2 the cumbersome notation in 7.5 simpli…es to
the more accessible:
S
A = A1 A2 = 1
Ak2 );
j;k=1 (Aj1

where now the subindex 2-tuples are denoted as the collection of all subindex
pairs (j; k); with j; k = 1; 2; 3:::
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Example 7.8 The last union in 7.5 need not be disjoint union even when
the fBj g-sets are disjoint, and this happens precisely because as will be seen
below, the representations Ai = [j Aji cannot be disjoint unions even in this
case. Returning to example 7.5 above, where the four fBj g-sets were disjoint
and unioned to a measurable rectangle, the second expression for A = [j Bj
is formally
A = f(0; 1] [ (1; 2] [ (0; 1] [ (1; 2]g

f(1; 2] [ (2; 4] [ (2; 4] [ (1; 2]g :

For this example, the union of measurable rectangles on the right in 7.5
contains 16 terms, with many redundancies since there are only
S 4 distinct
measurable rectangles So in this example neither union, Ai = j 4 Aji for
i = 1; 2; is a disjoint union.
The next result
[j Bj is a measurable rectangle,
S states that when A
at most one Ai = j Aji can be a disjoint union.
n
M
Proposition 7.9 If fBj gM
A0 is a collection of …nitely
j=1 = f i=1 Aji gj=1
(M < 1) or countably (M = 1) many measurable rectangles and A
[j Bj 2 A0 ; then [j Aji is a disjoint union for at most one i:
S
Proof. If A = ni=1 Ai then by proposition 7.6, Ai = j Aji for all i: Assume
that A1 is a disjoint union and we prove
S that for i > 1 that Aji = Ai for all
j: Thus the associated unions Ai = j Aji are not disjoint but in fact are
unions of identical sets. This claim is equivalent to:,

Qn

i=2 Ai :

Bj = Aj1

To see this note that A has two representations:
A=

S

j

[Aj1

Qn

i=2 Aji ]

=

S

j

[Aj1

Qn

i=2 Ai ] :

S
The expression
on the left is
Bj ; while that on the right derives from
Qn
A1
A
and
the
union
representation
of A1 : Since fAj1 g are disjoint
i=2 i
it follows that for all j:
Aj1
and the conclusion follows.

Qn

i=2 Aji

= Aj1

Qn

i=2 Ai
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Measure on the Algebra A

To prove that the set function 0 is a measure on the algebra A, we …rst
develop the …nite additivity result on the semi-algebra A0 which
generalizes to the associated algebra A, and then pursue countable
additivity on A. For certain types of sets in A0 , …nite and countable
additivity are easy to prove.
M
Proposition 7.10 If fA
(Xi )Qare …nite or countable disjoint colS ji gj=1
n
lections for all i; Ai
A
and
A
ji
j
i=1 Ai ; then A is a disjoint union
of measurable rectangles:

A=
and:
0 (A)

=

S

Qn

i=1 AN (i);i

N

X

N

;

Qn

i=1 AN (i);i

0

;

where this union and summation are over all …nitely or countably many
n-tuples (N (1); N (2); :::; N (n)) such that N (i) 2 f1; 2; 3; :::; M g:
Proof. The representation for A as a union over the set N follows as in
proposition 7.6. To see that f ni=1 AN (i);i gN is a disjoint collection note that
if x 2 ni=1 AN (i);i \ ni=1 AN 0 (i);i then AN (i);i \ AN 0 (i);i 6= ; for each i; and
by disjointness of fAji gj for each i it follows that N (i) = N 0 (i) for all i:
To prove the above assertion about 0 ; …rst note that if i (Ai ) < 1 for
all i then 0 (A) is well-de…ned in 7.3. Also by countable additivity of i and
disjointness
(Xi ) ; it follows that i (Aji ) < 1 for all i; j and
Qn of fAji g
A
is
similarly
well-de…ned. By the …nite (M < 1) or
thus 0
N
(i);i
i=1
countable (M = 1) additivity of i and the de…nition of 0 :
0 (A)

Qn

i=1

=
=

Qn

i=1

i (Ai )
X

X Qn
XN
N

i=1

0

i (Aji )

j

i (AN (i);i )

Qn

i=1 AN (i);i

:

Note that there is no ambiguity in these manipulations since even if M = 1
the summations are absolutely convergent and thus they can be multiplied
component-wise.
If i (Ai ) = 1 for i = 1 say, and all other j (Aj ) > 0 then 0 (A) = 1 by
7.3, and de…ning N 0 = f(k; 1; 1; :::; 1)j1 k M g; then by 7.3 and utilizing
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that

1

is a measure:
X
Qn
N

0

i=1 AN (i);i

=
=

X

X

N0

0

Qn

i=1 AN (i);i

(Ak;1
k 0
Qn
1 (A1 )
i=2

Qn

i=2 A1;i )

i (A1;i )

= 1:

Finally, in the case where i (Ai ) = 1 for i = 1 say, and j (Aj ) = 0
for j = 2 say, then 0 (A) = 0 by 7.3. That each term in the summation is
also zero follows as in the previous derivation, noting that by monotonicity
of 2 ; 2 (AN (2);2 ) = 0 for all N (2);
For such special collections of disjoint measurable rectangles it is thus
easy to prove …nite and countable additivity of 0 : Example 7.5 above is
"special" in this way in that
[j

4 Bj

= (0; 2]

(1; 4] = [(0; 1] [ (1; 2]]

[(1; 2] [ (2; 4]] ;

and further, the products on the right reproduce the original Bj -sets. In
general since [j M Bj will be assumed to be a measurable rectangle it not
di¢ cult to represent it as a product of disjoint unions. What makes the
proposition 7.10 derivation work is that this product of disjoint unions reproduces the original Bj -sets.
It is easy to produce a collection of disjoint measurable rectangles which
unions to a measurable rectangle yet cannot be expressed this way. For
example, consider a small change to example 7.5:
B1 = (0; 1] (1; 2]; B2 = (1; 2] (3; 4]; B3 = (0; 1] (2; 4]; B4 = (1; 2] (1; 3]:
Now [j M Bj has many representations as a product of disjoint unions,
but none that reproduces these four sets. The key to the next section is
the observation that [j M Bj can always be decomposed as the product
of disjoint unions such that each Bj -set is a disjoint union of one or more
of these sets. Before proceeding, the reader is encouraged to develop the
application of this idea to this simple example.

7.3.1

Finite Additivity on the Semi-Algebra A0

In order to apply the idea in proposition 7.10 to prove that 0 is …nitely
additive, we show that given …nitely many disjoint measurable rectangles
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n
M
fBj gM
[j Bj a measurable rectangle, say
j=1 = f i=1 Aji gj=1 with A
n
0
A = i=1 Ai 2 A , then there exists disjoint collections of sets
M
fA0ji g2j=1 1
(Xi ) so that:

1. For each i :
Ai =

SM

j=1 Aji

=

S2M

j=1

1

A0ji ;

and hence as in proposition 7.10,
i
S hQn
0
A= N
A
i=1 N (i);i ;

where the union is over the set N = f(N (1); N (2); :::; N (n))j 1
n
N (i) 2M 1g; and thus N contains 2M 1 such n-tuples.
M
2. For each i there is a collection of subsets fIji gM
j=1 ; with [j=1 Iji = I
f1; 2; :::; 2M 1g; so that
S
Aji = k2Iji A0ki :

3. There exists a partition of N; fNj gM
j=1 ; so that for all j :
i
S h Qn
0
A
Bj = Nj
i=1 N (i);i :

By a partition is meant that fNj gM
j=1 is a disjoint collection of subsets
M
of N with [j=1 Nj = N and Nj \ Nk = ; for j 6= k:

Remark 7.11 What the precise yet cumbersome notation above is intended
to re‡ect is relatively simple. If A
[j Bj is a measurable rectangle, so
n
A = i=1 Ai ; then each component of A; say A1 = [M
j=1 Aj1 ; can be expressed
as a disjoint union of sets. That’s the easy part, and one addressed in
proposition 2.20. What makes this disjoint collection di¤ erent and suitable
for the forthcoming derivation is that it is also the case that each set in the
A1 -union, each Aj1 ; can also be expressed as a union of a subset of this
disjoint collection. This latter property is not enjoyed by the construction in
proposition 2.20.
Note that while each Aj1 is the union of a subset of this collection of
disjoint sets, in general the collection of subsets fIji gM
j=1 is non-disjoint,
0
meaning that any one of the Ak1 -sets may be needed for one or more of the
Aj1 -sets, and hence will be needed in one or more of the Bj -sets. This will
be observed in the example below. However, once these A0ji are used in the
representation of Bj as a union of rectangles, the n-tuple indexing sets, Nj ;
will be disjoint.
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Once 1-3 are implemented the proof of …nite additivity of 0 will follow
as in proposition 7.10 above. Unfortunately, it will be seen that this conM
struction fails when M = 1 because the collection fA0ji g2j=1 1 can then be
uncountable, and hence this approach cannot be used for countable additivity.
The next proposition accomplishes this construction, but …rst an example.
Example 7.12 In R2 let Bj = Aj1

Then A = [5j=1 Bj = (1; 4]

Aj2 be de…ned for 1

B1 = (1; 3]

(0; 1];

B2 = (1; 2]

(1; 2];

B3 = (1; 2]

(2; 3];

B4 = (2; 3]

(1; 3];

B5 = (3; 4]

(0; 3]:

(0; 3] = A1

j

5 as:

A2 with

A1 = (1; 3] [ (1; 2] [ (1; 2] [ (2; 3] [ (3; 4];
A2 = (0; 1] [ (1; 2] [ (2; 3] [ (1; 3] [ (0; 3]:
Of course Ai = [5j=1 Aji as proved in proposition 7.6, and here fAji gj is not
a disjoint collection for either i = 1; 2:
De…ning
A011 = (1; 2]; A021 = (2; 3]; A031 = (3; 4];
A012 = (0; 1]; A022 = (1; 2]; A032 = (2; 3];
then each Ai = [k A0ki as disjoint unions. Also each Aji equals a union of
fA0ki g-sets.
Aji = [k2Iji A0ki ;
where for each i; fIji gj is a partition of f1; 2; 3g: Thus A and each Bj can
be expressed as disjoint unions:
A = [k A0k1

Bj = [k2Ij1 A0k1

[k A0k2 ;

[k2Ij2 A0k2 ;

and Nj associated with Bj in 3 above is de…ned as the set Ij1 Ij2 :
Note that in the representations for the Bj -sets that a given A0ki may
be used for more than one j: For example, A021 = (2; 3] is used in the …rst
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component of B1 ; and B4 ; while A032 = (2; 3] is used in the second component
of B3 ; B4 and B5 :
Note also that in this example with M = 5; but only 3 A0ji -sets were
needed for each i; well below the upper bound of 2M 1 = 31 identi…ed in
the proposition below. This would seem to be the general case, though a
better upper bound has proved elusive.
This example is generalized in the following proposition, and will form
the basis for the proof of the …nite additivity of 0 : Admittedly, the notation
is cumbersome but the central idea of the conclusion is that the construction
accomplished in the above example can be implemented in general.
Proposition 7.13 Let fBj gM
A0 denote a …nite disjoint collection of
j=1
measurable rectangles, Bj = ni=1 Aji where fAji gM
(Xi ) for each i:
j=1
Assume that A [j Bj 2 A0 with A = ni=1 Ai and Ai [M
j=1 Aji 2 (Xi ) :
M

(Xi ) ; with potentially
Then for each i there exists disjoint fA0ki g2k=1 1
many sets empty, so that for i = 1; 2; :::; n;
S2M 1 0
SM
(7.6)
Ai
k=1 Aki :
j=1 Aji =
Also since A

n
i=1

S2M

j=1

1

A0ji :

A=

S hQn
N

0
i=1 AN (i);i

i

;

(7.7)

where the union is over the set N = f(N (1); N (2); :::; N (n))j 1
N (i)
2M 1g:
In addition, for each i there is a not necessarily disjoint collection of
M
subsets fIji gM
f1; 2; :::; 2M 1g; so that
j=1 with [j=1 Iji = I
S
Aji = k2Iji A0ki ;
(7.8)
and hence

Bj =

Qn

i=1

S

k2Iji

A0ki :

This then implies that there is a partition of the set N into M disjoint
subsets fNj gM
j=1 so that:
i
S h Qn
0
Bj = Nj
A
(7.9)
i=1 Nj (i);i ;

where by partition is meant that [M
j=1 Nj = N and Nj \ Nk = ; for j 6= k:
n
Speci…cally, Nj = i=1 Iji ; the collection of all n-tuples with ith component
from Iji :
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Proof. We implement the construction explicitly for i = 1 to simplify notation. Given fAj1 gM
(X1 ) ; note that
j=1
X1 =
=

\M

j=1

g
(Aj1 [ A
j1 )

[ TM

j=1 Dj1

;

where the union is over all 2M possible intersections for which either Dj1 =
g
Aj1 or Dj1 = A
j1 : This is a disjoint union by construction since any two
such intersection sets di¤ er by at least one Dj1 -value. One of these sets is
^
M
g
\M
j=1 Aj1 = [j=1 Aj1 by De Morgan’s laws, and so,
SM

j=1 Aj1

TM g
= X1
j=1 Aj1
[0 TM
=
j=1 Dj1 :

S
This 0 -disjoint union is now over all 2M 1 possible intersections for which
2M 1
0
at least one Dj1 equals Aj1 , and each \M
j=1 Dj1 2 (X1 ). De…ne fAk1 gk=1
as these 2M 1 sets in some order, noting that many may be empty sets, 7.6
now follows. If this construction is implemented for each i then 7.7 follows
by de…nition.
M
Next, we de…ne the subsets of the index set I, fIj1 gM
j=1 ; so that [j=1 Ij1 =
0
I and 7.8 is validated. To this end recall that each Ak1 is de…ned as one of
the 2M 1 intersection sets \M
i=1 Di1 for which at least one Di1 = Ai1 , so
de…ne:
Ij1 = fkjA0k1 Aj1 g:
Thus Ij1 is the set of subscripts k so that A0k1 = \M
i=1 Di1 and Di1 = Aj1 for
some i: By construction then,
S
0
Aj1 ;
k2Ij1 Ak1
and 7.8 is proved by …rst observing that:
Aj1 =

h\j

1

k=1

i
\M
g
(Ak1 [ A
)
\ Aj1 \
k1

k=j+1

g
(Ak1 [ A
k1 ) ;

The right hand expression can be expressed as above as a union
S of sets0 and
M
represents all \i=1 Di1 and for which some Di1 = Aj1 : Thus k2Ij1 Ak1 =
0
Aj1 : Also [M
j=1 Ij1 = I since by de…nition of Ak1 ; each is contained in at
least one Aj1 :
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Finally, we can rewrite the expression Bj = ni=1 [k2Iji A0ki as a union
of measurable rectangles as in 7.9 and de…ne Nj as the collection of ntuples that arise, notationally Nj = ni=1 Iji : Then because fBj g is a disjoint
collection of rectangles with union equal to A; it follows that [M
j=1 Nj =
N and Nj \ Nk 6= ; for j 6= k.
T
Remark 7.14 It may at …rst seem surprising that f M
j=1 Dj1 g is a collection of disjoint sets since no assumption was made about the intersection
characteristics of the original collection fAj1 gM
j=1 ; and indeed there may well
be many duplications in this collection. To formalize this let D10 and D20 denote two such intersection sets:
T
T e
T
T e
D10 = R Ak1 \ Re A
D20 = Q Ak1 \ Qe A
k1 ;
k1 ;

e = Q[Q
e = f1; 2; :::; M g: The intersection of these sets can be
where R [ R
expressed:
D10 \ D20 =
where T

T

R\Q Ak1

\

T

e

e Q
e Ak1
R\

\

T

T

ek1 ;
Ak1 \ A

e \ R
e \ Q : Clearly this last intersection set is ; unless
(R \ Q)

T = ;; and thus D10 \ D20 = ; unless T = ;: Equivalently, D10 \ D20 = ; unless
R = Q, and this cannot happen for two distinct intersection sets.
Of course many of these intersection sets may be empty and more will
be empty in the case of duplicate Aj1 -sets. For example if A11 = A21 then
T
e
e
necessarily M
j=1 Dj1 = ; if it contains A11 and A21 ; or A21 and A11 :

For proposition 7.13 it was explicitly assumed that the semi-algebra A0
was de…ned in terms of measurable rectangles which used (Xi )-sets. This
result is also true in A0 (Ai ); the semi-algebra de…ned in terms of the Ai fji 2 Ai ; and since an
algebras: This follows since Aji 2 Ai implies that A
algebra is closed under …nite intersections it follows that \M
j=1 Dji 2 Ai :
M

In other words, fA0ji g2j=1

1

A0 (Ai ): But in A0 (A0i ); the semi-algebra defji
…ned in terms of the A0i -semi-algebras; that Aji 2 A0i implies only that A
0
M
equals a …nite union of Ai -sets. Hence, \j=1 Dji is a …nite union of …nite
intersections of members of A0i . Unfortunately, while each …nite intersection
set is in A0i ; semi-algebras are not closed under …nite unions as the semialgebra of right semi-closed intervals demonstrates, so we cannot conclude
0
0 2M 1
A0 (A0i )
that \M
j=1 Dji 2 Ai : Thus it need not be the case that fAji gj=1
and hence proposition 7.13 does not generalize to the semi-algebra A0 (A0i ):
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With the construction in the above proposition the proof that 0 is …nitely additive on A0 is now relatively straightforward. This will also then
imply that this de…nition of a product pre-measure is well-de…ned and …nitely additive on the algebra A generated by A0 : Recall that A equals the
collection of all …nite disjoint unions of sets from A0 and the empty set if
not already included in A0 . Since 0 is applied to A by declaring that the
measure of a disjoint union of A0 -sets is the sum of the measures of these
A0 -sets, it must then be proved that this de…nition is well-de…ned on A.
That is, the measure of a set A 2 A is independent of its representation as
a disjoint union of A0 -sets, and any two such representations will yield the
same measure. As seen in proposition 6.13, …nite additivity is key to the
well-de…nedness question, and proving …nite additivity on A.
Proposition 7.15 With the notation above, let A0 denote the collection of
measurable rectangles in X = ni=1 Xi de…ned in 7.2. Then the product set
function 0 ; de…ned on A0 by 7.3, is …nitely additive on A0 and hence has
a well de…ned and …nitely additive extension A on the algebra A generated
by A0 :
A0 denote a …nite
Proof. To show that 0 is …nitely additive let fBj gM
j=1
disjoint collection of measurable rectangles Bj = ni=1 Aji where fAji gM
j=1
(Xi ) for each i; and assume that A
[j Bj 2 A0 and so A = ni=1 Ai
with Ai
[M
(Xi ) by proposition 7.6. By proposition 7.13 each
j=1 Aji 2
M

Ai
[2k=1 1 A0ki as a disjoint union. First assume that i (Ai ) < 1 for all
i, which by monotonicity of i implies that i (A0ki ) < 1 for all i; k: Then
with N; etc. as de…ned in proposition 7.13:
Yn
(Ai )
0 (A)
i=1 i
Yn
X2M 1
0
=
i (Aki )
i=1
k=1
X Yn
=
(A0N (i);i )
N
i=1 i
X
Yn
A0N (i);i :
0
N

i=1

In the same way,

0 (Bj )

=

X

Nj

0

Yn

i=1

and since [j Nj = N it follows that
XM
0 (A) =

j=1

A0Nj (i);i ;

0 (Bj ):

((*))
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If i (Ai ) = 1 for some i then by 7.3 0 (A) = 0 if k (Ak ) = 0 for
some k, and 0 (A) = 1 if all other k (Ak ) > 0. For the summation on the
right in ( ) note that if i (Ai ) = 1 and k (Ak ) = 0; then by monotonicity
k (Ajk ) = 0 for all j and thus 0 (Bj ) = 0 for all j and ( ) is satis…ed.
For the …nal case assume that i (Ai ) = 1 and all other k (Ak ) > 0: To
prove ( ) is to prove that 0 (Bj ) = 1 for some j: To this end, …rst note
that by …nite subadditivity of i it follows that i (Aji ) = 1 for some j; and
similarly i (A0li ) = 1 for some l with A0li
Aji . Consider now N 0
N
0
de…ned as N
f(N (1); N (2); :::; N (n))j 1 N (j) 2M 1; N (i) = lg: In
other words, N 0 is the collection of n-tuples in N with ith component equal
to l; and thus every measurable rectangle nj=1 A0N 0 (j);j contains A0li . Now
de…ne:
i
S hQn
0
A0 = N 0
A
j=1 N 0 (j);j ;
1
and note that A0 is a measurable rectangle. In fact A0 = lk=1
Ak A0li
n
k=l+1 Ak ; which is proved as in proposition 7.10 by expressing each Aj as
a union of A0N 0 (j);j : By assumption k (Ak ) > 0 for k 6= l; and since for
each k the above calculation shows that Ak = [N 0 A0N 0 (k);k ; at least one of
these unioned sets has positive measure, which we denote by A0N 00 (k);k : Now

1 0
0
00
n
de…ne A00 = lk=1
AN 00 (k);k A0li
k=l+1 AN 00 (k);k : Then A is a measurable
rectangle which by proposition 7.13 is contained in a unique set Bj ; and
00
0 (A ) = 1 by construction. Using the monotonicity of the k measures,
00
0 (Bj )
0 (A ) = 1 and the proof of …nite additivity is complete.
That the extension of 0 to A on the algebra A is then well-de…ned and
…nitely additive on A is proved following the approach in the Carathéodory
Extension Theorem II of proposition 6.13.

Remark 7.16 Note that the same proof applies for measurable rectangles
in A0 (Ai ); de…ned as in 7.2 but with component sets Ai 2 Ai with Ai an
algebra on Xi : But of course while this proof can be duplicated, it need not
be in some cases. Finite additivity of 0 on A0 (Ai ) is implied by the above
result if Ai
(Xi ) since then A0 (Ai ) A0 . On the other hand the above
proof does not apply directly to A0 (A0i ); de…ned with component sets Ai 2 A0i
with A0i is a semi-algebra on Xi ; since as noted below remark 7.14 we cannot
M
then be assured that fA0ji g2j=1 1 A0 (A0i ). But as for A0 (Ai ); …nite additivity
of 0 on A0 (A0i ) is implied by the above result when A0i
(Xi ) since then
A0 (A0i ) A0 .
An alternative proof of these results will be provided in chapter 3 using a powerful result from integration theory called Lebesgue’s Monotone
Convergence theorem named for Henri Léon Lebesgue (1875–1941).
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7.3.2

Countable Additivity on the Algebra A for
Spaces

-Finite

It is not possible to prove that 0 is countably additive on the semi-algebra
A0 using the approach of the previous
section. This is because given a
S1
1
collection fAj gj=1 with Aj = k=1 Akj ; the collection of derived disjoint
sets given by proposition 7.6 for each j, fA0 j g; can in theory be
uncountable. Speci…cally, since now M = 1 each A0 j set is de…ned:
Aj =

S0

A0 j ;

A0 j =

T1

k=1 Dkj ;

where in every such A0 j -set at least one Dkj equals Akj , the remainder
ekj : These sets can be put into one-to-one correspondence with real
equal A
numbers in the interval (0; 1] by representing each such number as a binary
ekj and
number = 0:a1 a2 ::: and then identifying ak = 0 with Dkj = A
ak = 1 with Dkj = Akj : But this argument "in theory" leaves open the
possibility that in reality, the collection fA0 j g may be countable if "most"
such intersection sets are empty. The following example proves that while
an uncountable collection is not necessary, it is possible.
Example 7.17 Let frj g1
j=0 be an arbitrary enumeration of the rationals Q;
and de…ne:
Aj1 = (rj ; 1);

Bj1 = ( 1; rj ];

Ij2 = [ (j + 1); j) [ [j; j + 1):

Consider the countable collection of measurable rectangles fAj ; Bj g1
j=0 de…ned
by:
Aj = Aj1 Ij2 ;
Bj = Bj1 Ij2 :
Note that all such rectangles are disjoint and collectively union to a measurable rectangle:
S
S
2
j Aj [ j Bj = R :

Now [1
j=0 Ij2 = R and it is an exercise to check that with Dj2 equal to Ij2
T
or Iej2 : the collection f 1
j=1 Dj2 g is countable and indeed equals the original
collection fIj2 g1
since
such an intersection set is empty unless exactly one
j=0
Dj2 = Ij2 and the rest S
equal Iek2Sfor k 6= j:
On the other hand, j Aj1 [ j Bj1 = R but the collection of intersection
sets is uncountable and indeedTin one-to-one correspondence with the real
numbers. To see this consider f 1
k=1 Dk g where each Dk equals one of Aj1 or
e
e
Aj1 ; or, Bj1 or Bj1 . As before each intersection set includes at least one Aj1
or Bj1 : Since Aj1 \ Bj1 = ; for all j; it is clear that unless the Dk -sets are
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T
chosen carefully that 1
k=1 Dk = ;: Speci…cally, if Dk = Aj1 for some k; j;
ej1 for some
then to avoid an empty intersection it is necessary that Dl = B
l; and analogously if Dk = Bj1 for some k; j; then it is necessary that Dl =
ej1 : Thus for this intersection set to be non-empty, the Dk -collection must
A
contain all paired-sets, meaning for every j this collection contains either
ej1 g or the pair fBj1 ; A
e
e
the pair fAj1 ; B
T1 j1 g: Since Aj1 = Bj1 and conversely,
the nonempty intersection sets k=1 Dk can be recharacterized as for each
k either Dk = Ak1 or Dk = Bk1 : Thus:
T1
T
T
e Bk1
k=1 Dk =
N Ak1 \ N
T
T
= R (rk ; 1) \ Re ( 1; rk ];
where N f0; 1; 2; :::g and the associated collection of rationals R = frk jk 2
N g: It then follows that:
T1
e rk ] \ fsupR rk ; 1);
k=1 Dk = ( 1; inf R

where for the second set the use of "f" indicates that this interval can be
open or closed depending on the set of rationals R:
Now if R is …nite the above intersection set is empty since then inf Re rk =
e is …nite. More generally, for this set to be non-empty
1; and similarly if R
e bounded from below.
it is necessary that both R be bounded from above and R
Since these are complementary sets of rationals, it follows that one way to
achieve a non-empty intersection is to de…ne R = ( 1; xg \ Q for given
x 2 R; where this interval can be open or closed. Then:
T1
k=1 Dk = x;

since supR rk = inf Re rk = x: And indeed this is the only way to achieve a
non-empty intersection set since if even a single rational rk > x is added to
this de…nition of R; supR rk > inf Re rk and the intersection is empty.
In summary, the only non-empty intersection sets are those that intersect to given x 2 R; and thus the collection of such intersection sets is
uncountable.
The above example demonstrates that a proof of countable additivity
will require a di¤erent approach from that used for …nite additivity. In this
section we prove an apparently more restrictive result but one equally useful
in practice. Speci…cally we prove that under the assumption of -…niteness
of the component measure spaces, de…ned by 6.6, 0 is countably additive
on the algebra A generated by A0 : That this is not a material restriction is
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due to the fact that in the next section it will be necessary to impose such
-…niteness in order to conclude that the …nal extension to a measure on a
sigma algebra is unique.
The proof below uses the continuity from above approach noted in proposition 6.19, which there applied to …nite measures. However, we will see that
by assuming that the component space measures i are -…nite, this proposition can be applied in this more general setting.
Proposition 7.18 Let A0 denote the collection of measurable rectangles in
X = ni=1 Xi de…ned in 7.2, and 0 the product set function de…ned in 7.3
with each i assumed to be -…nite. Then the extension of this product set
function to the algebra A generated by A0 is countably additive on A; and
hence a measure on A:
A denote a collection of …nite disjoint unions of
Proof. Let fBk g1
k=1
(k)
(k)
n
k
(Xi ) for
measurable rectangles, Bk = [m
j=1 i=1 Aji ; where fAji gjk
each i: We assume that this collection is nested in that Bk+1 Bk ; and that
\k Bk = ;: Our goal is to demonstrate that limk A (Bk ) = 0 where A is the
extension of 0 to the algebra A. Because the measure space is only -…nite
and not necessarily …nite, the Bk -sets will …rst be decomposed into subsets
of …nite measure.
Recall that the extension to A on A is de…ned on disjoint unions of
measurable rectangles by:
A

[m Yn
j=1

i=1

Aji

Xm

j=1

0

Yn

i=1

Aji ;

and that this extension is well-de…ned by proposition 7.15. As each i is
n X can be expressed as a countable disjoint union of
-…nite, X
i=1 i
n Y0
measurable rectangles, X = [j ni=1 Yji0 ; for which 0
i=1 ji < 1 for each
j: This follows because each Xi can be decomposed into disjoint sets of …nite
measure, say Xi = [k Yki ; and hence X = ni=1 ([k Yki ) = [J ni=1 Yj(i);i
where the n-tuple (j(1); j(2); :::; j(n)) 2 J with J de…ned as the countable
collection of all n-tuples of component set indexes. This can then be reindexed to X = [j ni=1 Yji0 :
For a given rectangle A = ni=1 Ai 2 A0 ; it is true by de…nition that:
0 (A) =

Yn

i=1

i (Ai ) ;

but also for anyPdisjoint decompositions as above, Xi = [k Yki ;, it follows
that i (Ai ) =
k i (Ai \ Yki ) since i is countably additive. Therefore,
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with A =

n A
i=1 i
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:
0 (A)

=
=
=

Yn

i=1

X

X

J
J

P
[ k i (Ai \ Yki )]
Yn
Ai \ Yj(i);i
0
i=1
Yn
Yj(i);i :
0 A\
i=1

Hence the value of this countable sum is independent of the decompositions
chosen for fXi g: Because 0 is …nitely additive on A this same identity holds
(k)
n
k
for A de…ned on a disjoint union Bk = [m
j=1 i=1 Aji 2 A:
A (Bk )

=
=

Xmk

j=1
Xmk X
j=1

X

J

Yn

0

A

(k)

Aji
Yn

i=1

J

0

Bk \

Yn

(k)

i=1

i=1

Aji \

Yj(i);i :

Yn

i=1

Yj(i);i

The goal is now to prove that given such fBk g with Bk+1
Bk and
\k Bk = ; that limk A (Bk \ ni=1 Yj(i);i ) = 0 for each n-tuple (j(1); j(2); :::; j(n)) 2
J: By proposition 6.19 this will prove that A is countably additive on each
n Y
i=1 j(i);i rectangle. This conclusion is obtained by applying this proposition with ni=1 Yj(i);i treated as the product space with A ni=1 Yj(i);i < 1;
and where A is a non-negative …nitely additive set function de…ned on the
algebra A(j(1);j(2);:::;j(n)) :
Q
A(j(1);j(2);:::;j(n)) = fA \ ni=1 Yj(i);i jA 2 Ag.
This algebra is well de…ned for each (j(1); j(2); :::; j(n)) 2 J because intersections of measurable rectangles produce measurable rectangles.
To see that this result then yields the …nal result we argue as follows.
Given any countable disjoint union of sets fAk g
A, with union in A,
the last decomposition can be applied to A
[Ak , followed by countable
additivity within cells to yield:
X
Yn
S
S
Ak \
Yj(i);i
A ( k Ak ) =
A
k
J
i=1
X X
Yn
=
Ak \
Yj(i);i
J
k A
i=1
X X
Yn
=
Ak \
Yj(i);i
A
k
J
i=1
X
=
A (Ak ) ;
k
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proving that A is countably additive on A.
To simplify notation for the proof that limk!1 A (Bk \ ni=1 Yj(i);i ) = 0,
note that since Bk \ ni=1 Yj(i);i is again a disjoint …nite union of measurable rectangles there is no loss of generality by making the assumption
that A (Bk ) < 1 for all k and suppressing the set ni=1 Yj(i);i : Rewrit(k)

n A(k)
i=2 ji

k
ing Bk = [m
j=1 Aj1

; we can by proposition 2.20 assume that

(k)

k
fAj1 gm
j=1 is a disjoint collection for each k: De…ne a sequence of functions
on X1 by:
8
(k)
(k)
< n
;
if x1 2 Aj1 ;
i=2 i Aji
fk (x1 ) =
(k)
:
k
0;
if x1 2
= [m
j=1 Aj1 :

(k)

Note that for x1 2 Aj1 , fk (x1 ) is de…ned as the product pre-measure of
n A(k)
i=2 ji

n X . Now the assumption that
i=2 i
mk+1
(k+1)
n A(k+1) implies that for any
Bk+1 Bk with Bk+1 = [l=1
Al1
i=2 li
(k)
(k+1)
(k+1)
n
n A(k) and hence monotonicj; l; if x1 2 Aj1 \ Al1
then i=2 Aji
i=2 li
ity of i obtains that fk+1 (x1 ) fk (x1 ): In other words, ffk (x1 )g is a non-

interpreted as a rectangle on

negative, decreasing (i.e., nonincreasing) sequence for each x1 2 X1 .
We next show that \k Bk = ; implies that fk (x1 ) ! 0 for each x1 2 X1 :
(k)
To this end assume that x1 is given and that f ni=1 Ajk i g1
k=1 is the collection
(k)

of rectangles for which x1 2 Ajk 1 for all k: Then \k Bk = ; implies that

\k

n A(k)
i=1 jk i

(k)

= ; and hence \k Ajk i = ; for each i: As each

on Xi and f

n A(k) g1
i=1 jk i k=1

i

is a measure

is nested as noted above, continuity from above
(k)

n
applies and hence fk (x1 )
i=2 i Ajk i ! 0 as k ! 1: In addition, for
any > 0 :
o Yn
[mk n
[mk
Yn
(k)
(k)
(k)
(k)
x1 2 Aj1 jfk (x1 ) >
Aji
Aj1
Aji ;
j=1

i=2

j=1

i=2

and so the A -measure of this set approaches zero as k ! 1: This observation will be used below where the set on the left is assumed to have measure
bounded by for k large enough.
Putting the pieces together, …nite additivity yields:
Xmk
Yn
(k)
(k)
:
A (Bk ) =
1 (Aj1 )
i Aji
j=1

i=2

Splitting:

n
o[n
(k)
(k)
(k)
Aj1 = x1 2 Aj1 jfk (x1 ) >
x1 2 Aj1 jfk (x1 )

o

;
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the observation at the end of the prior paragraph and using k = 1 in the
upper bound estimates obtains:
n
o Yn
Xmk
Xm1
(k)
(1)
(1)
x1 2 Aj1 jfk (x1 ) >
Aji +
Aj1
1
i
A (Bk )
j=1
i=2
j=1 1
Xm1
Yn
(1)
(1)
+
1 Aj1 ;
i Aji
i=2

for k large enough. Since

j=1

was arbitrary, the result follows.

Remark 7.19 As noted above for …nite additivity, the extension of the product set function 0 to A obtains that A is countably additive and thus a
measure on both the algebra A (Ai ) de…ned with component sets Ai 2 Ai
where Ai is an algebra on Xi : It also applies on A (A0i ) with Ai 2 A0i a
semi-algebra on Xi with A0i
(Xi ) since then A (A0i )
A. In the case
where Ai is the algebra generated by A0i ; then in fact A (A0i ) = A (Ai ) :

7.4

Extension to a Measure on the Product Space

With the above development in proposition 7.18 of the "required step"
identi…ed in section 6.3, Summary - Construction of Measure Spaces, all
that is left is to collect the "free steps."
Proposition 7.20 Given -…nite measure spaces f(Xi ; (Xi ); i )ji = 1; :::; ng;
n X delet A0 denote the semi-algebra of measurable rectangles on X
i=1 i
0
…ned in 7.2, and 0 the set function de…ned on A by 7.3. Then 0 can be extended to a complete measure X on a sigma algebra (X) where A0
(X):
Further, this extension is unique on the sigma subalgebra (A); the sigma
algebra generated by the algebra A of …nite unions of sets in A0 :
Proof. By proposition 7.18 0 extends to a measure, A on the algebra
A generated by A0 . The measure A and algebra A can then be used to
de…ne as in 5.8 an "outer measure" A on (P (X)); the power sigma algebra on X; and shown to be a true outer measure as in the proof of the
Hahn–Kolmogorov Extension theorem of proposition 6.4. The collection of
Carathéodory measurable sets (X) de…ned in 6.1 is then a sigma algebra by
proposition 6.2, and A restricted to (X) is a measure. With X denoting
the restriction of A to (X) it follows that (X; (X), X ) is a complete
measure space. By proposition 6.14 the extension of A to X is unique on
(A)
(X); with (A) the sigma algebra generated by A.
Notation 7.21 The complete measure space (X; (X), X ) is called a product measure space and X is called the product measure. The product
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Q
measure X is often denoted X = ni=1 i = ni=1
when n is small, say n = 2; by X = 1
2:

i;

and less cumbersomely

Remark 7.22 Note that the assumption of -…niteness was needed because
of the approach taken in the above proof. However, the extension result of
this proposition remains true without the -…niteness restriction as will be
demonstrated in book 5. However in this more general case we can no longer
be assured that the extension to X is unique on (A):
Also note that by proposition 6.24, X is also the unique extension of A
to (X) since (X) = C (A); the completion of (A) provided by proposition 6.20.
One of the advantages of developing a product measure space by the
above Carathéodory approach is that we obtain an application of proposition
6.5, stated without proof.
Corollary 7.23 (Approximating Measurable Sets in Product Spaces)
Let A denote the -…nite algebra of …nite disjoint unions of measurable rectangles, and (X; (X), X ) the associated complete product measure space
given in proposition 7.20. For B 2 (X) and > 0 :
1. There is a set A 2 A ; the collection of countable unions of sets in the
algebra A, so that B A and:
X (A)

X (B)

+ ; and

X (A

B) < :

(7.10)

2. There is a set C 2 A ; the collection of countable intersections of sets
in the algebra A, so that C B and:
X (B)

X (C)

+ ; and

X (B

C) < :

(7.11)

3. There is a set A0 2 A ; the collection of countable intersections of
sets in A ; and C 0 A ; the collection of countable unions of sets in
A ; so that C 0 B A0 and
X (A

7.5

0

B) =

X (B

C 0 ) = 0:

(7.12)

Well-De…nedness of -Finite Product Measure
Spaces

An important question that must be addressed is whether the -…nite
product space constructed in the prior sections can be constructed
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sequentially rather than in one step. For example given three -…nite
measure spaces f(Xi ; (Xi ); i )ji = 1; 2; 3g; it is natural to wonder had
(X1 X2 ; (X1 X2 ); X1 X2 ) been constructed …rst using proposition
7.20, then (X1 X2 ) X3 constructed as a second step; would this have
resulted in the same complete measure space as if proposition 7.20 was
applied to produce X1 X2 X3 in one step? In other words, is:
(X1

X2

= ((X1

X3 ; (X1

X2 )

X2

X3 ; ( (X1

X3 );
X2 )

X1 X2 X3 )

(X3 ));

(X1 X2 ) X3 )?

Here (X1 X2 X3 ) is the complete sigma algebra of Carathéodory
measurable sets of proposition 7.20 using the algebra A3 generated by the
semi-algebra A03 of measurable rectangles in X1 X2 X3 de…ned by
(X1 ); (X2 ) and (X3 ): Similarly ( (X1 X2 )
(X3 )) is the
complete sigma algebra of Carathéodory measurable sets of proposition
7.20 using the algebra generated by the semi-algebra of measurable
rectangles de…ned by (X1 X2 ) and (X3 ); with (X1 X2 ) de…ned
analogously. The answer is in the a¢ rmative but to this end, we …rst show
that by restricting attention to the smallest product sigma algebras at each
step, the spaces that result are equivalent. We then pursue the smallest
completions of these spaces as given by the completion theorem, and
applying proposition 6.24.
With a slight departure from the usual notational conventions for clarity
in this section, let
(X1

X2

X3 ;

0 (X1

X2

X3 );

X1 X2 X3 )

denote the measure space constructed by proposition 7.20 directly from the 3
given measure spaces, but restricted to 0 (X1 X2 X3 )
(X1 X2 X3 );
de…ned as the smallest sigma algebra that contains the semi-algebra A03
de…ned above: Similarly, let
((X1

X2 )

X3 ;

0 ( 0 (X1

X2 )

(X3 ));

(X1 X2 ) X3 )

denote the measure space produced with two applications of this proposition
with the …rst producing:
(X1

X2 ;

0 (X1

X2 );

X1 X2 );

with 0 (X1 X2 ) similarly de…ned in terms of semi-algebra A02 of measurable rectangles in X1 X2 de…ned by (X1 ) and (X2 ); and then de…ning
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0 ( 0 (X1

X2 )
(X3 )) as the smallest sigma algebra containing the semiformed with measurable rectangles de…ned by 0 (X1 X2 )

A02 1 ;

algebra,
and (X3 ):
Finally, we denote by (X1 X2 X3 ; c0 (X1 X2 X3 ); cX1 X2 X3 ) and
((X1 X2 ) X3 ; c0 ( 0 (X1 X2 )
(X3 )); c(X1 X2 ) X3 ) the completion
of these measure spaces by proposition 6.20. To prove equivalence of these
complete measure spaces, we …rst prove that:
(X1
= ((X1

X2

c
X2
0 (X1
c
X3 ; 0 ( 0 (X1

X3 ;

X2 )

X3 );
X2 )

c
X1 X2 X3 )
(X3 )); c(X1 X2 ) X3 );

proceeding in several steps, and then tie up the loose ends. Since it is
apparent that X1 X2 X3 = (X1 X2 ) X3 as spaces of points, the focus
of the proof is on sigma algebras and measures.
1.

0

Sigma Algebras: We …rst show that
0 (X1

X2

X3 ) =

0 ( 0 (X1

X2 )

(X3 ));

where these sigma algebras are de…ned above: Note that
0 (X1

X2

X3 )

0 ( 0 (X1

X2 )

(X3 ));

because the -algebra on the left is generated by the semi-algebra
of measurable rectangles A1 A2 A3 with Ai 2 (Xi ); while the algebra on the right is generated by the semi-algebra of sets A A3 with
A 2 0 (X1 X2 ): The inclusion follows since A1 A2 2 0 (X1 X2 )
for Ai 2 (Xi ): For the reverse inclusion let A3 2 (X3 ) and de…ne
= fA 2 0 (X1 X2 )jA A3 2 0 (X1 X2 X3 )g: Then contains
the measurable rectangles fA1 A2 jAi 2 (Xi )g as just noted, and
thus as a sigma algebra that contains the measurable rectangles it
follows that for any such A3 that 0 (X1 X2 )
and hence:
0 ( 0 (X1

X2 )

(X3 ))

0 (X1

X2

X3 ):

The equality of these sigma algebras now follows.
2. Measures on 0 Sigma Algebras: For equality of the measures
de…ned on these sigma algebras, we claim that for any measurable set
A:
A 2 0 (X1 X2 X3 ) = 0 ( 0 (X1 X2 )
(X3 ));
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that
X1 X2 X3 (A)

=

(X1 X2 ) X3 (A):

To see this, note that for any measurable rectangle A 2 A03 , A
A1 A2 A3 with Ai 2 (Xi ); that by de…nition:
Q3
X1 X2 X3 (A)
i=1 i (A):

But similarly:

(X1 X2 ) X3 (A)

X1 X2

(A1

A2 )

X3

(A3 ) =

Q3

i=1

i (A):

By the assumption of -…niteness and proposition 6.14 these measures
agree on the smallest sigma algebra containing A03 ; 0 (X1 X2 X3 );
and the result follows by 1.
3. Measures on Completed
proved that:
(X1

X2

= ((X1

X2 )

X3 ;

0 (X1

X3 ;

c
0

Sigma Algebras: The above steps
X2

X3 );

0 ( 0 (X1

X2 )

X1 X2 X3 )

(X3 ));

(X1 X2 ) X3 ):

An application of the completion theorem of proposition 6.20 states
that each can be completed, and if
A2

0 (X1

X2

X3 ) =

0 ( 0 (X1

X2 )

(X3 ));

then by property 2 of that result and 2 above:
c
X1 X2 X3

(A) =

X1 X2 X3

(A) =

(X1 X2 ) X3

(A) =

c
(X1 X2 ) X3

(A) :

By the completeness theorem c0 ( 0 (X1 X2 )
(X3 )) is de…ned
as fAjB
A
Cg where B; C 2 0 ( 0 (X1 X2 )
(X3 )) and
c
B) = 0g. Similarly, 0 (X1 X2 X3 ) is de…ned as
(X1 X2 ) X3 (C
fAjB A Cg where B; C 2 0 (X1 X2 X3 ) and X1 X2 X3 (C B) =
0g: But then by the above steps 1 and 2 these completed sigma algebras
agree. Speci…cally, B; C 2 0 ( 0 (X1 X2 ) X3 ) and (X1 X2 ) X3 (C B) =
0g if and only if B; C 2 0 (X1 X2 X3 ) and X1 X2 X3 (C B) =
0g: Thus A 2 c0 ( 0 (X1 X2 )
(X3 )) if and only if A 2 c0 (X1
X2 X3 ): In summary:
(X1
= ((X1

X2
X2 )

c
X2
0 (X1
c
X3 ; 0 ( 0 (X1

X3 ;

X3 );
X2 )

c
X1 X2 X3 )
(X3 )); c(X1 X2 ) X3 ):
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4. Measures on Carathéodory Sigma Algebras: By proposition
6.24 c0 (X1 X2 X3 ) = (X1 X2 X3 ); the sigma algebra of
Carathéodory measurable sets, and cX1 X2 X3 = X1 X2 X3 ; and so:
c
0 (X1

(X1

X2

X3 ;

= (X1

X2

X3 ; (X1

X2

X3 );

X2

X3 );

c
X1 X2 X3 )
X1 X2 X3 ):

Similarly,
c
0 ( 0 (X1

((X1

X2 )

X3 ;

= ((X1

X2 )

X3 ; (

0 (X1

X2 )

(X3 ));

X2 )

(X3 ));

c
(X1 X2 ) X3 )
(X1 X2 ) X3 ):

Hence by 3 :
(X1

X2

= ((X1

X3 ; (X1

X2 )

X3 ; (

X2
0 (X1

X3 );

X1 X2 X3 )

X2 )

(X3 ));

(X1 X2 ) X3 ):

5. Completion of Sigma Algebras in Steps: The result in 4 is almost
the conclusion sought but falls short because in the assumed sequential
construction, instead of using 0 (X1 X2 ) and (X3 ) to de…ne the
algebra A02 1 ; we would have instead used c0 (X1 X2 ) = (X1 X2 )
and (X3 ): Thus the …nal step is to show that with the apparent
notation:
(

0 (X1

X2 )

(X3 )) = ( (X1

X2 )

(X3 ));

and to do this requires the application of 7.12. First, since
(X3 ))
X2 )
(X3 )) it follows that
0 ( (X1
(

0 (X1

X2 )

(X3 ))

( (X1

X2 )

((*))

0 ( 0 (X1

X2 )

(X3 ))

by the de…nition of completion and 6.10.
So assume that B 2 ( (X1 X2 )
(X3 )) and by proposition
6.5 let A; C 2 0 ( (X1 X2 )
(X3 )) with C
B
A and
C) = 0: Speci…cally, A 2 (A1 2;3 ) ; the collec(X1 X2 ) X3 (A
tion of countable intersections of countable unions of sets in A1 2;3 ;
and C
(A1 2;3 ) ; the collection of countable unions of countable
intersections of sets in A1 2;3 ; where the algebra A1 2;3 is de…ned
as the collection of …nite unions from the semi-algebra of measurable
rectangles:
A01

2;3

= fE1

F1 jE1 2

(X1

X2 ) ; F1 2

(X3 )g:
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To prove that B 2 ( 0 (X1 X2 )
(X3 )) = c0 ( 0 (X1 X2 )
(X3 )) we show that there exists A0 ; C 0 2 0 ( 0 (X1 X2 )
(X3 ))
with C 0
C
B
A A0 and (X1 X2 ) X3 (A0 C 0 ) = 0: In fact
we will show that A0 2 (B1 2;3 ) and C 0
(B1 2;3 ) with algebra
B1 2;3 analogously de…ned with semi-algebra:
B10

2;3

= fE2

F2 jE2 2

0 (X1

X2 ) ; F2 2

(X3 )g:

To this end, …rst note that every rectangle in A01 2;3 can be approximated within measure 0 by sub- and super-sets in B10 2;3 : In detail, if
E1 F1 2 A01 2;3 then by 7.12 there are sets E10 ; E100 2 0 (X1 X2 )
with E10
E1 E100 and X1 X2 (E100 E10 ) = 0: In fact these sets are
in (A1 2 ) and (A1 2 ) respectively, with algebra A1 2 de…ned in
terms of the semi-algebra of measurable rectangles in 0 (X1 X2 ) ;
but we do not need this detail. Thus:
E10

F1

E1

F1

E100

F1 ;

with E10 F1 2 B10 2;3 ; E100 F1 2 B10 2;3 and (X1 X2 ) X3 (E100 F1 E10
0 by 7.3. This now implies that the same result holds for sets in the
algebra A1 2;3 ; which are …nite unions of A01 2;3 -sets, in that they
can again be approximated by sub- and super-sets in B1 2;3 within
measure 0. This then holds for sets in (A1 2;3 ) and (A1 2;3 ) using
sets in (B1 2;3 ) and (B1 2;3 ) ; and …nally to sets in (A1 2;3 ) and
(A1 2;3 ) using sets in (B1 2;3 ) and (B1 2;3 ) : Thus A; C above
can be approximated by A0 ; C 0 as asserted, and so B 2 ( 0 (X1 X2 )
(X3 )) and ( ) is proved.

F1 ) =

In summary we have proved the following. By induction, the same
conclusion follows for any collection of -…nite measure spaces,
f(Xi ; (Xi ); i )ji = 1; :::; ng:
Proposition 7.24 Given three -…nite measure spaces, f(Xi ; (Xi ); i )ji =
1; 2; 3g; let (X1 X2 X3 ; (X1 X2 X3 ); X1 X2 X3 ) denote the product
measure space constructed in proposition 7.20, and ((X1 X2 ) X3 ; ( (X1
(X3 )); (X1 X2 ) X3 ) denote the product measure space constructed in two
applications of proposition 7.20. Then:
(X1
= ((X1

X2
X2 )

X3 ; (X1

X2

X3 ; ( (X1

X3 );
X2 )

X1 X2 X3 )

(X3 ));

(X1 X2 ) X3 ):

(7.13)

X2 )
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7.6

Products of Lebesgue and Borel Measure Spaces

Given the development of the product space results of the prior section we
present three important applications.
1. Product of Lebesgue Spaces
Starting with the complete Lebesgue measure space (R; ML ; m); it is
possible to construct the n-dimensional Lebesgue measure space (Rn ; MnL ; mn );
where Rn denotes the space of all real n-tuples:
Rn = f(x1 ; x2 ; :::; xn )jxj 2 Rg;
MnL denotes the complete sigma algebra of Lebesgue measurable sets in Rn ;
and mn denotes n-dimensional Lebesgue measure.
The development begins with de…ning a set function mn0 on the measurable rectangles in Rn : A Lebesgue measurable rectangle in Rn is a set
A so that as in 7.2,
A=

n
i=1 Ai

with Ai 2 ML ;

and the collection of Lebesgue measurable rectangles in Rn ; denoted A0 , is
a semi-algebra. The Lebesgue product set function mn0 is de…ned as in
7.3 by:
mn0 (A) = ni=1 m(Ai );
is …nitely additive on A0 ; and by proposition 7.18 extends to a measure mnA
on the associated algebra A. Then by proposition 7.20 mnA extends to a
measure mn on a complete sigma algebra MnL ; and since mnA is -…nite this
extension is unique on (A) MnL ; the smallest sigma algebra which contains A. By proposition 6.5 on approximating measurable sets, proposition
6.24 applies and the complete sigma algebra MnL is the completion of (A)
in this product measure, and hence mn is the unique extension of mn0 to
MnL :
As A0 contains the semi-algebra A0 (A0i ) of n-dimensional right semiclosed intervals,
A0 A0i = fA = ni=1 (ai ; bi ]g
for which

mn0 (A) =

n
i=1 (bi

ai );

(A) also contains all n-dimensional open, closed and semi-closed intervals, analogously de…ned. The smallest sigma algebra that contains the
n-dimensional open intervals is called the Borel sigma algebra, B(Rn ),
and thus B(Rn )
(A) :
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2. Product of Borel Spaces
Starting with a complete Borel measure space (R,M F (R), F ); we can
now similarly derive the n-dimensional Borel measure space (Rn ; MnF (Rn );
where MnF (Rn ) denotes the complete sigma algebra of Borel measurable
sets in Rn ; and nF denotes n-dimensional Borel measure. The development
begins with de…ning a set function nF on the measurable rectangles in Rn :
A Borel measurable rectangle in Rn is a set A so that as in 7.2,
A=

n
i=1 Ai

with Ai 2 M

F

n)
F

(R);

and A0 , the collection of Borel measurable rectangles in Rn ; is a semi-algebra.
The Borel product set function n0 is de…ned as in 7.3 by:
n
0 (A)

=

n
i=1 F (Ai );

is …nitely additive on A0 ; and by proposition 7.18 extends to a measure nA
on the algebra A generated by A0 . Then by proposition 7.20 nA extends to a
measure nF on a complete sigma algebra MnF (Rn ); and since nF is -…nite
this extension is unique on (A)
MnF (Rn ); the smallest sigma algebra
which contains A. By proposition 6.5 on approximating measurable sets,
proposition 6.24 again applies and the complete sigma algebra MnF (Rn ) is
the completion of (A) in this product measure, and hence nF is the unique
extension of n0 to MnF (Rn ):
As A0 contains the collection of n-dimensional right semi-closed intervals, A0 (A0i ) de…ned above and for which
n
0 (A)

=

n
i=1 (F (bi )

F (ai ));

(A) also contains all n-dimensional open, closed and semi-closed intervals,
analogously de…ned. As noted above, the smallest sigma algebra that contains the n-dimensional open intervals is called the Borel sigma algebra,
B(Rn ), and thus B(Rn )
(A).
3. General Products of Borel Spaces
In 2 all of the Borel measure spaces were notationally represented (R,M F (R),
implying that each was generated from the same right continuous, increasing
function, F (x): However, the same construction works if we instead begin
with f(R; B F i (R); Fi )g; a …nite collection of Borel measure spaces de…ned
with di¤erent such functions Fi (x): See chapter 8, More General Borel Measures on Rn ; for a more general development.

F );
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7.7

Regularity of Lebesgue and Borel Product Measures

Regularity properties of Lebesgue and Borel measures were addressed in
sections 2.7 and 5.4, Important Properties of Lebesgue/Borel Measures, so
the goal of this section is to extend these results to the associated product
measures and show that Lebesgue and Borel product measures are also
regular. To simplify notation we state the result in the Borel product
measure case with identical Borel measure space factors, and leave as an
exercise the generalization to the case with di¤erent Borel measure space
factors. The conclusion for Lebesgue spaces is an immediate corollary of
proposition 7.26 by example 6.16.
The second part of this result on inner regularity will be essential in
chapter 9 on in…nite product spaces, but is also of independent interest. To
simplify the already long proof below, we independently state and prove a
technical result that will be needed. It provides a re…nement of the results
in proposition 2.20:
Proposition 7.25 Given a countable collection of measurable rectangles
fCj g1
MnF (Rn ); there exists a disjoint collection of measurable recj=1
1
tangles fBj g1
MnF (Rn ) so that [1
j=1 Bj = [j=1 Cj ; and for each m
j=1
there exists N (m) so that:
[
[
Cj =
Bj :
j m

j N (m)

Proof. De…ne D1 = C1 and then as in proposition 2.20:
[
D j = Cj
Ck
k<j
\
T
ek :
= Cj
C
k<j

[1
j=1 Dj

The collection fDj g is disjoint,
= [1
j=1 Cj and this is also true for
each partial union, [k j Dk = [k j Ck :
ek is a disjoint union
As was noted in the proof of proposition 7.2, each C
n
of 2
1 measurable rectangles, perhaps many empty, since the collection
of measurable rectangles A0 is a semi-algebra. For example if C = ni=1 Ci ,
then:
Q
ei );
Rn = ni=1 (Ci [ C
and thus

Rn =

[ Qn
I

0
i=1 Ci ;
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is a disjoint union over index set I which identi…es all 2n product sets for
ei : As one of these terms has all C 0 = Ci ;
which Ci0 = Ci or Ci0 = C
i
[ Qn
0
e = Rn C =
C
i=1 Ci ;
0
I

where the index sets I 0 identi…es 2n 1 product sets, each with at least one
ei :
Ci0 = C
ek above in the expression for Dj is a disjoint union of
Hence, each C
measurable rectangles. Since intersections of rectangles produce rectangles,
it follows that each Dj is the union of …nitely many disjoint measurable
rectangles. Consecutively labeling the disjoint rectangles that de…ne each Dj
N (j)
as fBk gk=N (j 1)+1 completes the proof.

Proposition 7.26 (Regularity of Borel Product Measures) Given (Rn ; MnF (Rn );
and A 2 MnF (Rn ), nF is outer regular:
n
F (A)

If

n (A)
F

< 1 then

n
F

= inf

A G

n
F (G);

G open.

(7.14)

F compact.

(7.15)

is inner regular:

n
F (A)

= sup
F A

n
F (F );

When nF (A) = 1; 2.22 remains true but with the supremum taken over all
closed sets F with F A:
Proof. Outer Regularity: If nF (A) = 1 then 7.14 follows by monotonicG: So assume
ity of nF , since then nF (G) = 1 for any G with A
A 2 MnF (Rn ) and nF (A) < 1: If A = ni=1 (ai ; bi ] is a bounded measurable rectangle, then with Gm = ni=1 (ai ; bi + 1=m) it follows that Gm is
open, A Gm ; and for any > 0 there is an m( ) so that
n
F (A)

n
F (Gm( ) )

n
F (A)

+ :

The …rst inequality follows from monotonicity, and the second from the continuity from above property of the measure nF since \m Gm = A: In this
special case of Borel measures, this second inequality can also be seen as
a result of the right continuity of the de…ning function F (x): Hence, 7.14
follows for these special bounded measurable rectangles.
For general measurable A with nF (A) < 1; corollary 7.23 applies so
that for any > 0 there is a set B 2 A ; the collection of countable unions
of sets in the algebra A, so that A B and:
n
F (B)

n
F (A)

+ :

n)
F
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Since A is the collection of …nite unions of measurable rectangles de…ned in
terms of M F (R)-sets, any such B 2 A is a countable union of measurable
rectangles. We now show that such B can be replaced by a superset B 0 of a
countable union of bounded rectangles of the form ni=1 (ai ; bi ] with a cost of
adding to the right hand side of the above inequality.
n B
To this end let B = [1
j=1 Bj where each Bj =
i=1 ji with Bji 2
1
M F (R). Using proposition 7.25 assume fBj gj=1 are disjoint. Since nF (A) <
1 it follows that nF (B) < 1 and hence nF (Bj ) < 1 for all j: Applying
proposition 5.28, for
there exists for each 1
i
n a countable
n any j io
(k)

1

(k)

which has …nite total measure; so that
disjoint collection
aji ; bji
k=1
i
[
(k) (k)
0 ; and
Bji
aji ; bji
Bji
k

0
F (Bji

Hence, Bj0
of the form
0
Bji [ Bji

Bji )

n B 0 is a countable union
i=1 ji
n (a ; b ], B
Bj0 ; and by
j
i=1 i i

j:

of bounded measurable rectangles
0 =
…nite additivity applied to Bji

Bji :
n
0
F (Bj )

Yn

i=1

=

[

n
F (Bj )

F (Bji )

+

+

j]

j cj ;

where cj is …nite for each j since nF (Bj ) < 1: De…ne B 0 = [j Bj0 and use
subadditivity since fBj0 g need not be disjoint obtains with j = = 2j cj :
X
n
0
[ nF (Bj ) + j cj ] = nF (B) + :
F (B )
j

As a countable union of countable unions B 0 is a countable union of bounded
measurable rectangles, B 0 = [j ni=1 (aji ; bji ]; and since A B B 0 :
n
F (A)

n
0
F (B )

n
F (A)

+2 :

Finally, de…ne G = [j ni=1 (aji ; bji + =2j ). Then G is open, B 0
and by continuity from above can be chosen small enough so that
n
F (G ( ) )

Since A

n
0
F (B )

G ;

+ :

G :
n
F (A)

n
F (G ( ) )

n
F (A)

+3 ;

from which 7.14 follows. Since G ( ) = A [ (G ( ) A), this inequality also
shows that nF (G ( ) A) 3 ; and this is needed next.
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e obtaining
Inner Regularity: To prove 7.15 apply the above result to A
e G ( ) and
an open G ( ) so that A
De…ne closed F

( )

n e
F (A)

e
=G

( ):

A

and hence from G
F

( ))

F

Then F

( )

n
F (A)

( )

n e
F (A)

=G

e
A;

( )

( )

[ A

n
F (F ( ) )

3

+3 :

e the above inequality yields
A

A and A = F

( )

A;

( )

=A\G

( )

e[ G
=A

( )

3 : Then F

n
F (G ( ) )

F

( )

n (A
F

yields:

n
F (A);

proving 7.15 with closed F:
(m)
If nF (A) < 1 de…ne F ( ) = F ( ) \ Im with Im
fx 2 Rn jm 1
Pn
(m)
(m)
F ( ) for all m; F ( ) is bounded, and because
j=1 jxj j < mg: Then F ( )
F

( )

= [m F

(m)
( )

is a disjoint union countable additivity obtains:
n
F (F ( ) )

n (F
( ))
F
n
m=N +1 F

But
P1

=

X1

m=1

n
F

< 1 by monotonicity since F
(m)
F()

>

F
( )

(m)
( )

:

A , so there is an N with

< : Then by countable additivity and monotonicity,

P1

m=N +1

n
F

F

(

n
F

F

(m)
( )

o
n
Pn
n
jx
j
:
\
x
2
R
jN
+
1
<
)
j=1 j

P
Finally, de…ne F 0( ) = F ( ) \ fx 2 Rn j nj=1 jxj j N + 1g: Then F 0( ) A
is closed and bounded and hence compact, and by the above estimate satis…es
n (F 0 ) < . This implies that
the requirement that nF (F ( ) )
F
( )
n
F (A)

which is 7.15 with compact F:

4

n
0
F (F ( ) )

n
F (A);

Chapter 8

More General Borel
Measures on Rn
In the examples of the prior chapter was presented an approach to
constructing a Borel measure nF on Rn by starting with a one dimensional
Borel measure space, (R,M F (R), F ); or a …nite collection of such spaces,
f(R; B F i (R); Fi )g; and applying the results of proposition 7.20. For
example, from a right continuous increasing function F (x) de…ned on R
obtains a set function on right semi-closed intervals de…ned by
F (a); and a set function on a right semi-closed
F ((a; b]) = F (b)
n
rectangle in R de…ned by:
n
0(

n
i=1 (ai ; bi ])

n
i=1 (F (bi )

F (ai )):

n
i=1 (Fi (bi )

Fi (ai )):

=

In the more general case the result is:
n
0(

n
i=1 (ai ; bi ])

=

There is in fact an even more general way to de…ne the measure of such
rectangles which involves a multivariate function F (x1 ; :::; xn ); suitably restricted in terms of its continuity and monotonicity properties. Such a function generalizes the earlier applications in which F (x1 ; :::; xn ) = ni=1 F (xi )
or F (x1 ; :::; xn ) = ni=1 Fi (xi ): In this chapter we develop this generalization.

8.1

The Borel -Algebra on Rn

As noted in the previous chapter the n-dimensional Borel sigma algebra
B(Rn ) is de…ned as the smallest -algebra that contains all the open sets in
187
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Rn ; or by complementarity, the smallest -algebra that contains all the
closed sets in Rn : To parallel the development in R we can also
characterize this -algebra in terms of the semi-algebra of right
semi-closed rectangles, de…ned by:
A0

fA

Rn jA =

n
i=1 (ai ; bi ];

with

1

ai

bi

1g;

where for b = 1 we interpret (a; 1] = (a; 1): That A0 is a semi-algebra
was proved in proposition 7.2. Also, A0 B(Rn ) since taking > 0 as
rational,
\
Yn
Yn
(ai ; bi + );
(ai ; bi ] =
>0

i=1

i=1

representing A as a countable intersection of open sets.

Though not a semi-algebra, the class of bounded right semi-closed
rectangles,
A0B

fA

Rn jA =

n
i=1 (ai ; bi ];

with

1 < ai

bi < 1g;

generates A0 by countable unions, and so if (A0B ) denotes the smallest
-algebra that contains A0 ; then (A0B ) = (A0 ): Moreover:
Proposition 8.1 Given the above notation,
(A0B ) = B(Rn ):

(8.1)

Proof. First, (A0B ) B(Rn ) since ni=1 (ai ; bi ] is a countable intersection
of open sets as noted above. On the other hand, if G Rn is open then for
any q 2 G with rational coordinates there is an q > 0 so that ni=1 (qi
G and so ni=1 (qi
G: In addition,
q ; qi + 2 q )
q ; qi + q ]
[
Qn
G=
q ; qi + q ];
i=1 (qi
q2G

and so every open set is a countable union of bounded right semi-closed
(A0B ):
rectangles, so B(Rn )

Remark 8.2 De…ne A0Q
A0B as the class of bounded right semi-closed
rectangles with rational ai ; bi : Then also (A0Q ) = B(Rn ) since open G in the
proof above is expressed as a countable union of A0Q -sets. Hence the Borel
sigma algebra can also be generated by a countable collection of bounded
rectangles.
Exercise 8.3 Prove that A0B and A0Q are closed under …nite intersections.
In other words, if fAj gnj=1 A0Z then \j Aj 2 A0Z where A0Z denotes A0B or
A0Q :
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Borel Measures and Induced Functions

In chapter 5 it was shown that there is e¤ectively a one-to-one
correspondence between Borel measures on R; and the collection of right
continuous, increasing functions F: For a right semi-closed interval this
correspondence is de…ned by:
[(a; b]] = F (b)

F (a):

Speci…cally:
1. Given Borel de…ned on B(R); de…ne F as in 5.1 in general, or as
in 5.3 when [R] < 1: It was then shown in proposition 5.7 that F
is increasing and right continuous, and in section 5.3 that this correspondence is e¤ectively one-to-one in the sense that if F generates ;
so too does F + c for any c 2 R:
2. Given F which is increasing and right continuous and de…ning F [(a; b]]
as above on the semi-algebra of right semi-closed intervals, this de…nition can be extended by proposition 5.23 to a measure on B(R): Again,
F and F + c generate the same F :
The goal of this section is to reproduce most of this development for
B(Rn ): By "most" is meant that here the focus is on …nite Borel measures
for result 1 above, for which the primary application is to probability
measures, while for result 2 we again return to the general case.
Note that the de…nition of Borel measure here is identical with that given
in de…nition 5.1 but applied to B(Rn ) rather than B(R): Speci…cally:
De…nition 8.4 A Borel measure is a non-negative set function de…ned on the Borel sigma algebra B(Rn ); taking values in the nonnegative
+
extended real numbers, R
R+ [ f1g, and which satis…es the following properties:
1.

(;) = 0

2. Countable Additivity: If fAj g is a countable collection of pairwise
disjoint sets in the sigma algebra B(Rn ), then:
[

j

Aj =

X

j

(Aj ) :
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3. For any compact set, A; (A) < 1:
Remark 8.5 Recall that by compact is meant that every open cover of A
has a …nite subcover. By the Heine-Borel theorem of proposition 2.27 a set
A Rn is compact if and only if it is closed and bounded.
We begin with a study of a …nite Borel measure on Rn and derive the
necessary properties on an associated function F F (x1 ; :::; xn ) that generalize "increasing and right continuous" in the 1-dimensional case. We then
will show that given any function with these properties that a Borel measure
can be de…ned.

8.2.1

Functions Induced by Finite Borel Measures

Given a …nite Borel measure de…ned on B(Rn ); where by …nite is
meant that (Rn ) < 1; de…ne a function F induced by on Rn by:
F (x) =

[Ax ]

hYn

i=1

i
( 1; xi ] ;

(8.2)

where x = (x1 ; :::; xn ): In other words,QF (x) is de…ned as the -measure of
n
the right-semi-closed rectangle Ax
i=1 ( 1; xi ]: As noted in the
comments introducing proposition 2.44, every measure is continuous
from above and this imposes a continuity condition on F as follows. Let
(m)
x(m) 2TRn with xi
xi for all i and x(m) ! x as m ! 1: Then
Ax = m Ax(m) and since is a …nite measure continuity from above
applies:
[Ax ] = limm!1 [Ax(m) ] :
In other words, the function F induced by is continuous from above
(m)
in the sense that if xi
xi for all i and x(m) ! x as m ! 1; then:
F (x) = limm!1 F (x(m) ):

(8.3)

We next investigate an appropriate notion of increasing for F . By den
…nition [A] 0 for A 2 B(RQ
); and this is then also true for bounded right
n
semi-closed
rectangles,
A
=
i=1 (ai ; bi ]: In order to translate the property
Qn
that
[
(a
;
b
]]
0
to
a
property
of F requires an identity between
i=1 i i
Qn
Qn
[ i=1 (ai ; bi ]] and values of [ i=1 ( 1; xi ]] for various x: We motivate
the …nal result with an intuitive special case.
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Example 8.6 Let G(x) be a right continuous, increasing and bounded function on R, and G the induced …nite Borel measure. Let be de…ned as the
associated Borel product measure on Rn so that
Yn

[Ax ]

G ( 1; xi ] =

i=1

In other words, in this special case:
F (x) =
Now:

hYn

i=1

(ai ; bi ]

i

Yn

i=1

Yn

G(xi ):

Yn

[G(bi )

i=1

i=1

G(xi ):

G(ai )] ;

and the product on the right hand side produces a summation of 2n terms,
Yn

i=1

[G(bi )

G(ai )] =

X

x

sgn(x)

Yn

i=1

G(xi ):

Q
Each x = (x1 ; :::; xn ) in the summation is one of the 2n vertices of ni=1 (ai ; bi ];
so xi = ai or xi = bi ; and sgn(x) is de…ned to equal 1 if the number of
ai -components of x is odd, and equals +1 otherwise. Thus:
hYn

i X
(ai ; bi ] =
sgn(x) [Ax ] ;

hYn

i X
(ai ; bi ] =
sgn(x)F (x):

i=1

x

or in terms of the de…ning function F :
i=1

x

((*))

In this special case the Borel measure of a bounded right semi-closed
rectangle can be expressed as a signed summation of the measures of unbounded
right semi-closed rectangles Ax where x varies over the vertices of
Qn
i=1 (ai ; bi ]: Hence, the nonnegativity of the Borel measure of this set imposes a condition on the associated function F; namely the n-increasing
condition (sometimes called the n-nondecreasing condition):
X

x

sgn(x)F (x)

0:

n
As noted above
Qn each x = (x1 ; :::; xn ) in the summation is one of the 2
vertices of i=1 (ai ; bi ]; so xi = ai or xi = bi ; and sgn(x) equals 1 if the
number of ai -components of x is odd, and equals +1 otherwise.
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In one dimension, n = 1; ( ) is just 5.2:
((a; b]) = F (b)

F (a)

0;

and the 1-increasing condition reduces to the condition that F (b) F (a):
For n = 2; ( ) becomes:
i
hY2
(ai ; bi ] = F (b1 ; b2 ) F (a1 ; b2 ) F (b1 ; a2 ) + F (a1 ; a2 );
i=1

which is easy to justify geometrically by sketching the region in R2 de…ned
by each unbounded cell. For n
2 the measure formula and corollary
n-increasing condition on F is initially hard to intuit but generalizes the
following more special case. To avoid using more advanced concepts from
a general integration theory to be pursued in books 3 and 5, the following
example is formally limited to be an application of Riemann integration
theory. The parallels with probability theory, also developed later, will
perhaps be apparent.
Example 8.7 Let f (x)
R be a non-negative continuous function of x = (x1 ; :::; xn ) 2
n
R ; and assume that f (x)dx < 1 de…ned as a Riemann integral, and let:
Z x1
Z xn
f (y1 ; :::; yn )dy1 :::dyn :
F (x) =
1

1

Then n sequential applications of one version of the fundamental theorem of
calculus yields that:
@nF
f (x) =
;
@x1 :::@xn
while n applications of the other version of the fundamental theorem of calculus yields with the above notation:
Z

bn

an

Z

b1

a1

f (y1 ; :::; yn )dy1 :::dyn =

X

x

sgn(x)F (x):

See book 3 for details on these versions of the FTC.
Thus ( ) can be seen to generalize the formula for the measure of a
rectangle from the special case where the measure is given by the integral
of a function. In probability applications f is a probability density function,
F the corresponding probability distribution function, and the formula in ( )
relates the probability measure of a rectangle to a signed summation of values
of the distribution function evaluated on the vertices of the rectangle.
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We now show that the above result in ( ) is true for all …nite Borel measures. The proof relies on the inclusion-exclusion formula attributed to
Abraham de Moivre (1667 –1754). This formula provides the measure of
a general …nite union of sets, and unsurprisingly reduces to …nite additivity
when these sets are disjoint.
Proposition 8.8 (Inclusion-Exclusion formula) Given measurable sets
fAj gnj=1 ;
h[n

j=1

Aj

i

Xn

=

j=1

+

X

[Aj ]

X

[Ai \ Aj ]

i<j

[Ai \ Aj \ Ak ]
h\n
i
+ ( 1)n+1
Aj :

(8.4)

i<j<k

j=1

Proof. Using induction, …rst note that (A [ B) = (A) + (B)
(A \ B):
This follows by …nite additivity of since if A0
A (A \ B) and B 0
B (A \ B); then A [ B = A0 [ B 0 [ (A \ B) is a disjoint union and
thus (A [ B) is a sum of measures of these sets. But substituting (A0 ) =
(A)
(A \ B) since A = A0 [ (A \ B) is a disjoint union, and similarly
for
S
0
A
=
(B ); yields the result for n = 2. For the induction step write n+1
j
j=1
Sn
Sn
Sn
j=1 (Aj \ An+1 ) by
j=1 Aj [ An+1 and recall that
j=1 Aj \ An+1 =
De Moivre’s formulas. Applying the result for n = 2:
h[n+1

i
Aj =

i<j n

[Ai \ Aj ]

j=1

h[n

j=1

i
Aj + [An+1 ]

h[n

j=1

i
(Aj \ An+1 ) :

Now 8.4 can be applied to both n-unions and the result follows by observing
that when properly paired, that [An+1 ] and the terms of the second union
convert the the …rst from n to n + 1: For example:
X

Xn

j=1

[Aj \ An+1 ] =

X

i<j n+1

[Ai \ Aj ] :

Proposition 8.9 Let
be a …nite Borel measure on B(Rn ) and F the
induced function
de…ned in 8.2. Then for any bounded right semi-closed
Qn
rectangle i=1 (ai ; bi ]:
hYn

i=1

i X
(ai ; bi ] =
sgn(x)F (x);
x

(8.5)
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Q
where each x = (x1 ; :::; xn ) is one of the 2n vertices of ni=1 (ai ; bi ]; so xi = ai
or xi = bi ; and sgn(x) is de…ned as 1 if the number of ai -components of
x is odd, and +1 otherwise.
Proof. First note that
h[n
i
Yn
Ax(j)
(ai ; bi ] = A(b1 ;:::;bn )
j=1

i=1

(j)

(j)

where for each Q
j; xi = bi for i 6= j and xj = aj : This follows
Sn because if
n
x 2 A(b1 ;:::;bn )
(a
;
b
]
then
x
a
for
at
least
one
i:
Now
i
i
i=1 i i
j=1 Ax(j)
A(b1 ;:::;bn ) obtains that:
hYn

i=1

The measure of
formula:
h[n

j=1

i
(ai ; bi ] =

h[n

i
Ax(j)
j=1
h[n
i
Ax(j) :

A(b1 ;:::;bn )

= F (b1 ; :::; bn )

Sn

j=1 Ax(j)

Ax(j)

i

=

j=1

can be evaluated using the inclusion-exclusion
Xn

j=1

+

X

[Ax(j) ]

X

i<j

[Ax(i) \ Ax(j) ]

[Ax(i) \ Ax(j) \ Ax(k) ]
h\n
i
+ ( 1)n+1
Ax(j) :

((*))

i<j<k

j=1

(i;j)

Finally, note for example that Ax(i) \ Ax(j) = Ax(i;j) where xl
(i;j)
l 6= i; j and xl
= al for l = i; j; and so:
[Ax(i) \ Ax(j) ] =

[Ax(i;j) ]

= bl for

F (x(i;j) );

and similarly
Q for all such intersections. Substituting into the above expression for ni=1 (ai ; bi ] yields 8.5 with one detail on the 1 coe¢ cients. In
( ) the coe¢ cient of [Ax(i) \ Ax(j) \ Ax(k) ] say is positive, while x(i;j;k) has
three components equal to al and thus the coe¢ cient of F (x(i;j;k) ) in 8.5
is Q
negative. This is reconciled by returning to the original expression for
[ ni=1 (ai ; bi ]] which reverses the signs.
The following proposition summarizes the results of this section.

Proposition 8.10 Let be a …nite Borel measure on B(Rn ) and F the
induced function de…ned in 8.2. Then:
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(m)

1. F is continuous from above: If x(m) 2 Rn with xi
and x(m) ! x as m ! 1; then as in 8.3:
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xi for all i

F (x) = lim F (x(m) ):
m!1

Q
2. For any bounded right semi-closed rectangle ni=1 (ai ; bi ]; then as in
8.5:
i X
hYn
sgn(x)F (x);
(ai ; bi ] =
x

i=1

and hence F is n-increasing:
X

x

sgn(x)F (x)

0:

(8.6)

n
Each
Qn x = (x1 ; :::; xn ) in these summations is one of the 2 vertices of
1 if the
i=1 (ai ; bi ]; so xi = ai or xi = bi ; and sgn(x) is de…ned as
number of ai -components of x is odd, and +1 otherwise.

8.2.2

Borel Measures Induced by Functions

In this section we prove the result which identi…es conditions on F which
assure that a Borel measure F exists which satis…es 8.5. Speci…cally, we
show that if F is continuous from above as de…ned in 8.3, and satis…es
the n-increasing condition in 8.6, then F induces a measure F on
B(Rn ): For this analysis, we will split this derivation into several
propositions. The added complexity in this result is caused by the fact
that the nonnegativity condition in 8.6 only provides an insight into the
de…nition of the induced measure F on A0B ; the class of bounded right
semi-closed rectangles de…ned above:
A0B

fA 2 B(Rn )jA =

n
i=1 (ai ; bi ];

with

1 < ai

bi < 1g:

Indeed, given this nonnegativity condition it is compelling to explicitly
de…ne the associated set function F on A 2 A0B by 8.5, and this will be
the approach taken. However, while A0B generates the Borel sigma algebra
as noted in 8.1, it is not a semi-algebra. Consequently, once this de…nition
of F on A0B is proved to possess the desired additivity properties we
cannot simply apply the extension results of chapter 6 to complete the
proof. Instead it will take extra steps to show that these earlier extension
results apply given this more limited conclusion.
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For the …rst result we show that F is …nitely additive and countably
subadditive on A0B : One consequence of the observation that A0B is not a
semi-algebra is that proposition 6.18 does not then apply, and thus we cannot
conclude from this result that F has a unique extension to a measure on
the algebra generated by A0B :
Proposition 8.11 Given a real-valued function F : Rn ! R that satis…es the n-increasing condition in 8.6 and is continuous from above as in
8.3,
Qn de…ne F 0on the class of bounded right semi-closed rectangles A =
i=1 (ai ; bi ] 2 AB by
F

[A] =

X

x

sgn(x)F (x);

(8.7)

Q
where each x = (x1 ; :::; xn ) is one of the 2n vertices of ni=1 (ai ; bi ]; so xi = ai
or xi = bi ; and sgn(x) is de…ned as 1 if the number of ai -components of
x is odd, and +1 otherwise.
Then F is …nitely additive and countably subadditive on A0B :
Proof. By 8.6 it follows that F [A]
0 for A 2 A0B and letting ai = bi
for some i; A = ; and F [A] = 0: This follows because the summation in
8.7 can be split into 2 summations of 2n 1 terms each, the …rst summation
containing all terms with xi = ai ; and the second all terms with xi = bi :
Since ai = bi for A, the terms in these summations can be paired and have
opposite signs by de…nition, and thus F [A] = 0.
1. Finite
Qn Additivity on Partitions of Finite Rectangles: With
A = i=1 (ai ; bi ]; de…ne a partition of each interval by:
ai = ci;0 < ci;1 <

so (ai ; bi ] =

Sm i

j=0

1

< ci;mi = bi ;

(ci;j ; ci;j+1 ]: Then
A=

S

N

CJ ;

Q
where the union contains ni=1 mi disjoint rectangles de…ned over all
n-tuples of the index set Q
N = f(J(1); J(2); : : : ; J(n))j where 0 J(i)
n
mi 1g; and with CJ
i=1 (ci;J(i) ; ci;J(i)+1 ]: To show …nite additivity
is to prove that:
P
F [A] =
N F [CJ ] :

n
Let sgnJ (x) be de…ned relative to the
Q2n vertices of the rectangle CJ ;
meaning that if x is a vertex of CJ
i=1 (ci;J(i) ; ci;J(i)+1 ] then sgnJ (x) =
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1 if the number of ci;J(i) -components of x is odd, and +1 otherwise.
An application of 8.7 yields:
P
P P
sgnJ (x)F (x)
N F [CJ ] =
J
PN x2C
P
=
x F (x)
N sgnJ (x):
P
For the last expression x denotes the sum
P over all x that are vertices
of one or more CJ ; and for each such x; N sgnJ (x) denotes the sum
over all J with x a vertex of CJ : To evaluate this inner summation,
denote by a(x) the number of components of x equal to ai = ci;0 ; by
b(x) the number of components of x equal to bi = ci;mi ; and by c(x) the
number of such components equal to ci;j for 1 j mi 1: Note that
for given x; the number of sub-rectangles of A with vertex x is 2c(x) :
This follows because given x the associated sub-rectangle is a product
of n intervals with a(x) intervals equal to (ai ; ci;1 ]; b(x) intervals equal
to (ci;mi 1 ; bi ]; and c(x) intervals equal to (ci;j ; ci;j+1 ] or (ci;j 1 ; ci;j ]:
P
(a) If x is not a vertex of A then N sgnJ (x) = 0 :
In this case c(x)
1 and hence there are an even number of
sub-rectangles with vertex x: Arbitrarily choose the …rst component of x that equals ci;j for 1
j
mi 1 and divide this
collection of sub-rectangles into two groups. The …rst group all
have interval (ci;j ; ci;j+1 ] in this component, the second group all
have interval (ci;j 1 ; ci;j ]: By construction if CJ and CJ 0 are any
such pair of sub-rectangles which di¤ er only
P by this component
interval, sgnJ (x) = sgnJ 0 (x); and thus N sgnJ (x) = 0:
P
(b) If x is a vertex of A then N sgnJ (x) = sgn(x) where sgn(x) is
de…ned relative to A :
In this case x has a(x) components equal to ai and b(x) components equal to bi : Further, as c(x) = 0 there is only one subrectangle CJ that contains x; and of necessity it is the sub-rectangle
formed with a(x) intervals of the type (ai ; ci;1 ]; and b(x) = n a(x)
intervals of the type (ci;mi 1 ; bi ]: Now considered as a vertex of A
or CJ ; both sgn(x) and sgnJ (x) are de…ned relative to the parity of the number of components of x equal to ai , so sgnJ (x) =
sgn(x):
From this analysis it follows that:
P
P
N F [CJ ] =
x F (x)sgn(x)
=

F

[A] :
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2. Finite Additivity of
fAk gm
k=1

on A0B : Given disjoint
o
nYn
(k) (k) m
(ai ; bi ]
A0B ;
=
F

Qn

i=1

with [m
i=1 (ai ; bi ];
k=1 Ak = A =
(k) (k)
m
(ai ; bi ] = [k=1 (ai ; bi ] for every

k=1

it follows from proposition 7.6 that
i thoughnthese unions
o are in general

not disjoint. The collection of endpoints

(k)

(k) m

ai ; bi

k=1

forms a par-

tition of (ai ; bi ] for each i; and this partition can be used to create a
rectangle partition of A: Thus from part 1 the measure of A equals the
sum of the measures of the rectangles from this partition. On the other
hand, this partition also induces a partition of each Ak : For example,
Q
(1) (1)
(1) (1)
A1 = ni=1 (ai n; bi ]; and
o as each interval (ai ; bi ] is partitioned by
(k)

(k) m

; A1 is in turn partitioned by a subset of
the collection ai ; bi
k=1
the original partition. Another application of 1 then yields that the
measure of each Ak is the sum of the measures of the corresponding
subset of the original partition. The proof is complete by noting that
the disjointness of the Ak sets assures that no rectangle in the partition
is used more than once, while the assumption that the union of such
Ak is the rectangle A assures that every rectangle in the partition is
used exactly once.

3. Monotonicity and Subadditivity of F on A0B : Part 4 requires
that F be subadditive, which is a corollary of the following result on
monotonicity. If A; fAk gm
A0B and A [m
k=1
k=1 Ak ; where this union
need not be disjoint, then
Pm
F [A]
k=1 F [Ak ] :

Continuing
with othe o
notation of part 2; the collection of endpoints
n
n
(k) (k) m
ai ; bi ; ai ; bi
forms a partition of (a(i); b(i)] for each i; where
k=1

a(i) is de…ned as the minimum of the ai -points in this set, and b(i)
i 1
is the maximum of the bi -points. Thus (a(i); b(i)] = [m
j=0 (ci;j ; ci;j+1 ];
mi
where fci;j gj=0 represents a re-ordering of these endpoints, the number
of which may di¤ er with i depending on repetitions. Thus:
Sm
Qn
S
A
N CJ ;
k=1 Ak
i=1 (a(i); b(i)] =
where the CJ -rectangles form a disjoint union de…ned by the interval
partitions. Now by construction, for each J either CJ A or CJ \A =
;; and for each k and J either CJ Ak or CJ \ Ak = ;: In addition,
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since A [m
A then CJ
Ak for some
k=1 Ak it follows that if CJ
k: Combining results, A equals a disjoint union of a subset of CJ rectangles, so by 2 the measure of A equals the sum of the measures
of these CJ -rectangles, The same is true of the measure of each Ak :
Thus since F is nonnegative on the CJ -rectangles that are contained
in some Ak but not contained in A; the monotonicity result follows.
Subadditivity of F is now a corollary: Given arbitrary fAk gm
k=1
0 :
with [m
A
2
A
k
B
k=1
Sm
Pm
F [ k=1 Ak ]
k=1 F [Ak ] ;

A0B ,

by monotonicity with A = [m
k=1 Ak :

4. Countable
Subadditivity
of F on A0B : Given disjoint fAk g1
k=1 =
nQ
o1
(k) (k)
n
0
1
0
AB assume that [k=1 Ak = A 2 AB so A =
i=1 (ai ; bi ]
k=1
Qn
0
0
i=1 (ai ; bi ]: Note that here we explicitly assume A 2 AB since AB is
not closed under countable unions. Because F is increasing and right
continuous, for any > 0 there are > 0 and (k) > 0 so that
Qn
;
F [A]
F [ i=1 (ai + ; bi ]]
hQ
i
(k) (k)
n
(k)
k
]
F
F [Ak ] + =2 :
i=1 (ai ; bi +
By construction,
Qn
i=1 [ai + ; bi ]

S1 hQn
k=1

(k)

(k)

i=1 (ai ; bi

+

(k)

i
) ;

Q
and hence by the Heine-Borel theorem the compact set ni=1 [ai + ; bi ]
has a …nite open cover. Re-indexing with the same notation:
i
SN hQn
Qn
(k) (k)
(k)
(a
;
b
+
)
;
[a
+
;
b
]
i
i
i=1
k=1
i=1 i
i
and so

Qn

i=1 (ai + ; bi ]

SN

k=1

hQ
n

(k)

(k)

i=1 (ai ; bi

+

Combining results and using parts 2 and 3 :
Qn
F [A]
F [ i=1 (ai + ; bi ]]
SN hQn
(k) (k)
F
k=1
i=1 (ai ; bi +
hQ
PN
(k) (k)
n
k=1 F
i=1 (ai ; bi +
P1
k=1 F [Ak ] + :

(k)

i
] :

i
]
i
(k)
]
(k)
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Since

is arbitrary:
F

[

S1

k=1 Ak ]

P1

k=1

F

[Ak ] :

To show that F can be extended from A0B to a measure on the Borel
sigma algebra B(Rn ), the approach will be to de…ne an outer measure F
on the power sigma algebra (P (Rn )) using F and sets in A0B : For this we
recall de…nition 5.16 and 5.8, but here modifying the class of sets used form
an algebra A to the class A0B : As A0B is not a semi-algebra we must in fact
prove that F so de…ned is an outer measure in the sense of proposition 6.2,
the Carathéodory Extension Theorem I, which we now do.
Proposition 8.12 Given a real-valued function F : Rn ! R that satis…es
the n-increasing condition in 8.6 and is continuous from above as in 8.3,
let F denote the associated set function on the class of bounded right semiclosed rectangles A0B as given in proposition 8.11. Then for any set A Rn ;
de…ne the set function F (A) by:
nX
o
S
An ; An 2 A0B ;
(8.8)
F (An ) j A
F (A) = inf
n

where F (An ) is de…ned in 8.7. Then
of proposition 6.2.

F

is an outer measure in the sense

Notation 8.13 Once the proof is complete, we will call
outer measure of A induced by F and A0B :

F (A)

the

F-

Proof. As noted above, ; 2 A0B and F (;) = 0 so F (;) = 0: Also, F is
monotonic since if A B and B [n Bn then A [n Bn and so F (A)
F (B): For countable
P subadditivity, if A [n An and F (An ) = 1 for some
n then F (A)
n F (An ) so assume F (An ) < 1 for all n: Given > 0;
for each n choose fAn;k gk A0B so that An [k An;k and
X
n
F (An;k )
F (An ) + =2 :
k

This is possible by the de…nition of in…mum. Then since A
[n;k An;k ; by the de…nition of F :
X
X
F (An;k )
F (A)
F (An ) + ;
n;k

[ n An

n

and this inequality applies whether the summation is convergent or not. Subadditivity now follows since was arbitrary.
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The …nal step is to collect the steps o¤ered by the extension theory.

Proposition 8.14 Given a real-valued function F : Rn ! R that satis…es
the n-increasing condition in 8.6 and is continuous from above as in 8.3,
let F be the associated set function de…ned on the class of bounded right
semi-closed rectangles A0B . Then F can be extended to a unique measure
on the Borel sigma algebra B(Rn ), and to a measure on the complete sigma
algebra of Carathéodory measurable sets MF (Rn ) with B(Rn ) MF (Rn ) :

Proof. Recall proposition 6.2, the Carathéodory Extension Theorem I, and
denote by MF (Rn ) the collection of all subsets of (P (Rn )) that are Carathéodory
measurable with respect to the outer measure F . In other words, A 2
MF (Rn ) if for all E 2 (P (Rn )) :
F (E)

=

F (A

\ E) +

e \ E):

F (A

((*))

Then by that theorem MF (Rn ) is a complete sigma-algebra, and if F denotes the restriction of F to MF (Rn ), then F is a measure and hence
(Rn ;MF (Rn ), F ) is a complete measure space.
We now prove that A0B MF (Rn ) and F (A) = F (A) for all A 2 A0B
and thus F as de…ned on MF (Rn ) extends the set function originally de…ned
on A0B :
1. A0B MF (Rn ): Let A 2 A0B and assume F (E) < 1 since otherwise
( ) is automatically satis…ed by subadditivity. Also subadditivity yields
e
generally that F (E)
F (A \ E) + F (A \ E); so only the reverse
inequality must be addressed. To thisP
end, given > 0 let fAn g A0B
be chosen so that E
[n An and
n F (An )
F (E) + : This
choice is possible by de…nition if in…mum. Now A \ An 2 A0B and
since A \ An
An recall the construction in part 3 of the proof of
n
proposition 8.11. Speci…cally, there exists disjoint sets fBn;j gN
A0B
j=1
n
that are disjoint from A\An so that An = (A \ An )[ [N
j=1 Bn;j : Now
e \ An = An (A \ An )
E [n An and so A \ E [n (A \ An ) : As A
n
e
by de…nition, the above splitting of An obtains A\A
[N
n
j=1 Bn;j ; and
e \ E [n [Nn Bn;j : Using the
then from E [n An it follows that A

j=1
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de…nition of
F (A

\ E) +

F

and …nite additivity of
e \ E)

F (A

=
=

X

X

X

n

F

n

F

n

F

F (E)

The result follows since
2.

on A0B :

F

X XNn
(Bn;j )
(A \ An ) +
n
j=1 F
h
i
n
(A \ An ) [ [N
j=1 Bn;j
(An )

+ :

> 0 is arbitrary.

0
A0B and A [n An
F (A) = F (A) for all A 2 AB : If fAn gn
A = [n (A \ An ) ; so using subadditivity then monotonicity:
F

(A)

X

n

F

(A \ An )

and thus F (A)
F (A) : But then
only one set An = A:

F

X

(A)

F

n
F

then

(An ) ;

(A) by 8.8, choosing

In summary, (Rn ; MF (Rn ), F ) is a complete measure space, A0B
MF (Rn ), and F (A) = F (A) for all A 2 A0B : As A0B generates B(Rn )
it follows that B(Rn ) MF (Rn ) and if F denotes the restriction of F to
B (Rn ) then F is a measure and hence (Rn ; B(Rn ), F ) is a measure space.

Chapter 9

In…nite Product of
Probability Spaces
9.1

A Naive Attempt

In this section we informally address the generalization of the preceding
sections to the case of n = 1: Given measure spaces f(Xi ; (Xi ); i )g1
i=1
de…ne the product space X = 1
X
by:
i
i=1
X = f(x1 ; x2 ; :::)jxi 2 Xi g:
Next, temporarily de…ne a measurable rectangle in X as a set A;
where:
A= 1
i=1 Ai with Ai 2 (Xi );

and denote by A0 the collection of measurable rectangles in X: Given a
measurable rectangle 1
i=1 Ai ; de…ne a product set function 0 by:
0 (A)

=

1
i=1 i (Ai ):

With this set-up it is natural to think that the major challenge of implementing the development of the prior chapter will be working with the
in…nite products needed in the de…nition of the product set function. But
it is not di¢ cult to characterize when such products make sense.
Exercise 9.1 Given fpn g1
n=1 with pn > 0 for all n; consider
that:
1.

1 p
n=1 n

1 p :
n=1 n

has a well de…ned value in (0; 1) if and only if
converges.
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Show

n=1 ln pn
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1 p
n=1 n

2. Generalize part 1 to characterize when
3. Given an example to show how

1 p
n=1 n

= 0 or

1 p
n=1 n

= 1:

need not converge.

While it is one thing to understand when the above de…nition of 0 makes
sense, it is yet another thing to develop a sigma algebra on which 0 can
be extended to be a measure. In fact, the major challenge that arises with
this framework is the status of A0 as a collection of sets, and speci…cally
whether it is a semi-algebra or a similarly useful structure to support the
extension of 0 from A0 to a sigma algebra that contains it.
To investigate this, …rst note that as was the case in the …nite dimensional
product spaces that A0 so de…ned is closed under …nite intersections: A; B 2
A0 implies that A \ B 2 A0 . But unlike the …nite dimensional case the
complement of a set A 2 A0 is no longer the …nite union of disjoint sets
e as a disjoint union can in general require
from A0 : In fact, to express A
1
uncountably many sets. To see this, if A = 1
i=1 Ai then since X = i=1 Xi
e
and each Xi = Ai [ Ai :
X =
=

Q1

i=1

ei
Ai [ A

S Q1
I

i=1 Di ;

where the union is over the set of all possible indicator sequences, I; each
of which identi…es the sequence of component sets that for each i; Di equals
ei : Hence formally:
Ai or A
e = X A
A
S Q
= 0I 1
i=1 Di ;

ei :
where this union is now over all indicator sets for which at least one Di = A
1
0
0
e
Of course, 1
i=1 Di \ i=1 Di = ; if Di 6= Di for any i; so A is here expressed
as a disjoint union.
e is in fact an uncountable union of disjoint sets as these sets can
But A
be put in one-to-one correspondence with all real numbers in [0; 1): To see
this, let x 2 [0; 1); and express x in base 2 by:
x(2) = 0:x(1)x(2):::::::;
where each x(i) equals 0 or 1: To make this assignment uniquely de…ned
we chose the in…nite expansion over the …nite expansion when there is the
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choice. For example, 0:10000::: = 0:01111:::: and we chose the second expression. There is then a one-to-one correspondence between all such x(2) 2 [0; 1)
and the collection of all indicator sequences in the above union by identiei and x(i) = 1 with Di = Ai : Hence this union
fying x(i) = 0 with Di = A
e
representation for A is uncountable.
Consequently, A0 is not a semi-algebra unless a new theory is developed
that allows uncountable unions are to be included. For obvious reasons this
is not an auspicious start for the development of a measure space in which
only countably many operations are contemplated.
Remark 9.2 The development below will begin with a less ambitious collection of "measurable" sets which will generate the desired sigma algebra
and measure space. Perhaps ironically, the last result of this development
results in 9.13 of proposition 9.26 which will con…rm that our naive attempt
to de…ne ( 1
i=1 Ai ) will be the correct answer after all.

9.2

A Semi-Algebra Structure

Given the above naive attempt, the development of an in…nite dimensional
measure space must begin with a far more modest collection of measurable
rectangles, and one which at the minimum will ensure that only countable
many set operations will be required. The idea is to de…ne a measurable
rectangle as one for which only …nitely many components are restricted,
and thus the remaining components are then taken to be Xi . We will soon
see that the above problem with uncountable unions in the representation
e for A 2 A0 will be circumvented with this restricted approach, but the
of A
reader is encouraged to derive this now.
De…nition 9.3 Given measure spaces f(Xi ; (Xi );
uct space X = 1
i=1 Xi by:
X = f(x1 ; x2 ; :::)jxi 2 Xi g:

1
i )gi=1

de…ne the prod-

(9.1)

A …nite dimensional measurable rectangle in X , also called a cylinder set, is de…ned for any n and n-tuple of positive integers J = (j(1); j(2); :::; j(n))
by:
A = fx 2 Xjxj(i) 2 Aj(i) g;
(9.2)
where Aj(i) 2 (Xj(i) ). The cylinder set in 9.2 will be said to be de…ned
by ni=1 Aj(i) :
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The collection of cylinder sets in X is denoted by A0 : For A 2 A0 de…ned
by ni=1 Aj(i) ; the product set function 0 by de…ned by:
0 (A)

=

Qn

i=1

j(i) (Aj(i) ):

(9.3)

Notation 9.4 There seems to be no best notational convention for displaying the fact that a cylinder set A is de…ned by a given ni=1 Aj(i) : Of course,
this de…ning set is a measurable rectangle in the sense of 7.2 applied to the
…nite dimensional product space of ni=1 Xj(i) : One approach though cumbersome is to denote A by A ni=1 Aj(i) : This notation suggests that A is a
function from the semi-algebras of measurable rectangles of all …nite dimensional product spaces ni=1 Xj(i) ; and this is an intuitive description of how
such measurable rectangles in these …nite dimensional product spaces give
rise to cylinder sets in the in…nite dimensional product space.
A related and intuitively better approach is to use coordinate functions
or projection maps, f j g; de…ned so that if x 2 X then j (x) = xj : In
other words j identi…es the jth component of x; which in the general case
is an element of the space Xj : With this notation the projection mapping
Xj then j 1 (Aj ) is the cylinder set de…ned by Aj
j : X ! Xj and if Aj
in the sense that it contains all x 2 X with xj 2 Aj :
n
With this notation and n-vector J
(j(1); :::; j(n)), J
i=1 j(i) is
again a projection mapping,
J

:X!

n
i=1 Xj(i) ;

so given a measurable rectangle ni=1 Aj(i)
de…ned by ni=1 Aj(i) can be realized as:
A=

1
J

n X
i=1 j(i) ;

the cylinder set A

Q
( ni=1 Aj(i) ):

It is an exercise to show that such an A can also be de…ned as as the
intersection of simpler cylinder sets:
\n
1
A=
(9.4)
j(i) (Aj(i) ):
i=1

Remark 9.5
1. Note that ;; X 2 A0 since for any j we have ;; Xj 2
(Xj ) and by de…nition ; = j 1 (;) and X = j 1 (Xj ):

2. A potential issue that arises now and must be addressed below is that
a set A 2 A0 can be de…ned an in…nite number of ways. Indeed, given
A de…ned as in 9.2, it is apparent that we also have for any index
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j(n + 1) 2
= (j(1); j(2); :::; j(n)); that A = fx 2 Xjxj(i) 2 Aj(i) for
i
n; xj(n+1) 2 Xj(n+1) g: The advantage of this ambiguity is that
when needed or even if just convenient, there is no loss of generality
in assuming that the index set is the …xed set,
J = (1; 2; :::; N );
where N
max[j(i)]: The idea to remember is in 9.2 that a given
Ai set can be constraining, meaning Ai $ Xi ; or nonconstraining, so
Ai = Xi : The key point, however, is that cylinder sets can only identify
and specify conditions, even if vacuous, on a …nite number of indices.
3. Given this lack of uniqueness in the potential index set, there is also
a potential problem with the de…nition of 9.3 which must be addressed
below. Certainly i (Xi ) = 1 for any i will be a problem.
4. Note that if A 2 A0 is de…ned by a given ni=1 Aj(i) ; then 9.3 states
that the "measure" of A is de…ned to be the measure of the ni=1 Aj(i)
de…ned by 7.3 in the …nite dimensional product space ni=1 Xj(i) .
As a …rst step in the development of a measure space, the following result
will likely not surprise.
Proposition 9.6 The collection of cylinder sets A0 is a semi-algebra.
Proof. Given A in 9.2 and B de…ned by m
i=1 Bk(i) ; consider A \ B: Let
fl(i)g denote the union of the coordinate index sets, noting that this set
has N
n + m indexes. De…ne A0l(i) = Aj(i) if l(i) = j(i) for some i; and
0 : Note that N A0 \ N B 0
A0l(i) = Xl(i) otherwise, and similarly for Bl(i)
i=1 l(i)
i=1 l(i)
is a measurable rectangle in N
X
and:
i=1 l(i)
0
A \ B = fx 2 Xjxl(i) 2 A0l(i) \ Bl(i)
g 2 A0 :

As in the proof of the …nite dimensional case, given A as in 9.2:
e=
A

[0

1
J

(

n
i=1 Dj(i) );

ej(i) and the union is over all 2n 1 possiwhere each Dj(i) equals Aj(i) or A
e is a …nite
bilities excluding the case where Dj(i) = Aj(i) for all i: Hence, A
0
disjoint union of elements of A :
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9.3

Finite Additivity on the Semi-Algebra A0 in
Probability Spaces

In order to investigate the possibility that 0 is a pre-measure on A0 ; the
redundancies in the possible representation of A 2 A0 must be addressed.
This redundancy was noted in remark 9.5 and applied in the proof that A0
was a semi-algebra. In general once A is de…ned one can also de…ne A0 to
be identical to A by adding an arbitrary but …nite number of additional
factors to its de…nition, setting A0l(i) = Aj(k) if l(i) = j(k) for some k; and
A0l(i) = Xl(i) otherwise: This redundancy is certainly a major problem for
the well-de…nedness of the product set function in 9.3 since 0 (A) may
then also include any …nite number of l(i) (Xl(i) )-factors.
In a sense the solution is as obvious as is the problem. By requiring
f i g to be probability measures, meaning that i (Xi ) = 1 for all i; this
redundancy is no longer an issue. We make this assumption from this point
forward, formalizing with a simple proof the well-de…nedness of 0 in the
next proposition.
Proposition 9.7 Given probability spaces f(Xi ; (Xi ); i )g1
i=1 ; the product
0
set function 0 in 9.3 is well de…ned in that if A 2 A is de…ned by A =
n A
m
i=1 j(i) = i=1 Ak(i) ; then:
Yn
Ym
(9.5)
j(i) (Aj(i) ) =
k(i) (Ak(i) ):
i=1

i=1

Proof. By the de…nition of cylinder set it follows that if j(i) = k(i0 ) for
some i; i0 ; then Aj(i) = Ak(i0 ) ; while if there exists j(i) with j(i) 6= k(i0 )
for all i0 then Aj(i) = Xj(i) : A similar conclusion holds for "unmatched"
Ak(i0 ) -sets. Thus since i (Xi ) = 1 for all i; the result follows.
With well-de…nedness assured, we now turn to …nite additivity.

Proposition 9.8 Given probability spaces f(Xi ; (Xi ); i )g1
i=1 ; the product
0
set function 0 de…ned in 9.3 is …nitely additive on A and hence extends to a
well-de…ned and …nitely additive set function A on the algebra A generated
by A0 :
Proof. To show that 0 is …nitely additive on A0 let fAj gnj=1 A0 be given
m

(j)

j
disjoint cylinders with each Aj de…ned by i=1
Akj (i) . This notation denotes
that Aj is de…ned by mj constraints on indexes (kj (1); kj (2); :::; kj (mj )) with
(j)
(j)
(j)
constraining sets (Akj (1) ; Akj (2) ; :::; Akj (mj ) ): Assume that A [nj=1 Aj 2 A0
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with A de…ned by m
i=1 Bk(i) : Without loss of generality assume for notational
simplicity that all index sets are expressed in increasing order. To express
each set as a cylinder de…ned in terms of a common set of components
(1; 2; :::; M ); let:
M = maxfkj (mj ); k(m)g;
and thus M is the largest index that appears in the de…nitions of A or any
Aj : As in the proof that A0 is a semi-algebra and with J = (1; 2; :::; M ); write
(j)
(j)
(j)
each Aj = J 1 ( M
l=1 Al ) where either Al = Akj (i) if l = kj (i) for some i;
(j)

or Al = Xl otherwise. We similarly express A = J 1 ( M
l=1 Bl ):
It is now the case that these in…nite dimensional product sets can be considered as product sets in the M -dimensional product space, M
l=1 Xl : Speci…X
);
the
semi-algebra
of
measurable
rectangles in
cally, f J Aj gnj=1 A0 ( M
l=1 l
this …nite M -dimensional product space, these product sets are disjoint, and
(M )
as the product set function 0
[nj=1 J Aj = J A 2 A0 ( M
l=1 Xl ): De…ne 0
M
applied as in 9.3 but to l=1 Xl : The result of proposition 7.15 in the …nite
M -dimensional case can now be applied to conclude that
Xn
(M )
(M )
0 ( J A) =
0 ( J Aj );
j=1

(M )

which completes the proof since for each set in this identity, 0 ( J ) =
0 ( ) by construction.
To prove that the extension of 0 to A on the algebra A is then wellde…ned and …nitely additive on A, recall that A is the collection of all …nite
disjoint unions of sets in A0 : Thus if B 2 A, say B = [nj=1 Aj with each
Aj 2 A0 ; the de…nitional extension of 0 on A0 to A on A is the same as
in the …nite dimensional case:
Xn
A (B)
0 (Aj ):
j=1

This de…nition assures …nite additivity because if fBk gnk=1
A, say Bk =
(k)
(k)
nk
[j=1 Aj ; then disjointness of fBk gnk=1 assures disjointness of fAj gj;k as
sets in A0 so …nite additivity of A on A follows from …nite additivity of
0
0 on A :
The one thing left to prove is that the above de…nition of A is well
de…ned and independent of the representations of B as unions of A0 -sets:
To show that A is well de…ned assume that fAj gnj=1 ; fCk gm
k=1 are disjoint
0
collections of sets in A with union B; and consider fAj \ Ck gj;k : This
is again a …nite disjoint collection of A0 -sets with union B; and also both
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Aj = [k (Aj \ Ck ) and Ck = [j (Aj \ Ck ) : Thus:
Xn

j=1

9.4

0 (Aj )

=

Xn;m

j=1;k=1

0 (Aj

\ Ck ) =

Xm

k=1

0 (Ck ):

"Free" Countable Additivity on Finite Point
Probability Spaces

There is a special case in which the above result of …nite additivity assures
countable additivity, and that is when each (Xi ; (Xi ); i ) = (Y; (Y ); p);
where Y is a …nite collection of points, say Y = fy1 ; y2 ; :::; yn g; p is a
probability measure de…ned on Y with notational convention:
pj

p(yj );

Xn

j=1

pj = 1;

and (Y ) is a sigma algebra which is typically de…ned as the power sigma
algebra, (P (Y )); since the probability of all sets is de…ned by additivity.
For notational simplicity we assume that the space Y and the probability
measure p is the same for each copy of this space but this is not necessary
for the result below. What is necessary more generally is that the number
of elements in the spaces is bounded, so if (Xi ; (Xi ); i ) = (Yj ; (Yj ); pj )
where Yj has nj elements, the proof below would require that nj N for
some N: Other than making the notation more complex there are no
hidden challenges in proving the more general case, so we focus on the
simpler and more commonly applied situation.
Notation 9.9 In these cases of products of identical spaces, the probability
space X is often denoted:
X = Y N;
where N is notation for the natural numbers f1; 2; 3:::g: This notation generalizes the notational convention of Rn :
Example 9.10 Y = f0; 1g is a typical model for the binomial probability
space, such as that for a coin ‡ip, where for example Y = 0 denotes heads
or H, and Y = 1 denotes tails or T. Also Y = f1; 2; :::; 11; 12g could be
used to represent the probability space of outcomes from the roll of a pair of
dice, Y = f1; 2; :::; 52g the probability space of outcomes from drawing one
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card out of a standard deck of playing cards suitable ordered. Of course the
elements of Y need not be numeric and in the latter case one could assign:
Y = f2C ; 3C ; :::; JC ; QC ; KC ; AC ; 2D ; :::AS
Hence in the …rst case Y N is the space of all sequences of 0s and 1s which
can be understood as "realizations" of an in…nite sequence of coin ‡ips, but
also can be identi…ed with the interval [0; 1] through the representation of
such numbers in binary arithmetic or base-2: In the second example Y N is the
space of all sequences of digits 1; :::; 12; and this again can be identi…ed with
the results of an in…nite series of dice rolls, or with the interval [0; 1] in base12; also called duodecimal arithmetic. To have single digit representation of
these numbers it is common to identify for example:
(1; 2; :::; 12g $ f0; 1; 2; :::; 9; T; Eg:
For the deck of cards Y N is the collection of in…nite draws from a deck of
cards, where each draw is replaced in the deck before the next draw.
Proposition 9.8 assures that the product set function 0 ; de…ned on the
semi-algebra A0 of cylinder sets de…ned in 9.3 by 9.2, is …nitely additive and
hence has a well de…ned and …nitely additive extension A to the algebra
A generated by A0 : We now show that in the special case of …nite probability spaces de…ned above, the …nite additivity result assures that A is
automatically countably additive on A and hence has a unique extension to
a probability measure on the smallest sigma algebra that contains A.
The essence of the proof is that in this special case of …nite point probability spaces, it is impossible to have a countable disjoint union of sets in
A equal a set in A unless all but a …nite number of these sets is empty.
In other words, the assumption that [1
j=1 Aj = A 2 A for disjoint sets
fAj g1
is
very
restrictive
on
this
collection,
and requires that at most a
j=1
…nite number of these sets be nonempty. Hence the measure of the union
of this "countable" collection equals the sum of the individual measures by
…nite additivity, since A (;) = 0.
Proposition 9.11 Let (Xi ; (Xi ); i ) = (Y; (Y ); p) where Y is a …nite
collections of points, say Y = fy1 ; y2 ; :::; yn g; and p a probability measure
de…ned on Y . Also, let A0 denote the semi-algebra of cylinder sets on Y N
de…ned in 9.2 and A the algebra generated by A0 : Then the …nitely additive
set function A of proposition 9.8 is a measure on A .
Proof. We prove by contradiction that if fAj g1
A are disjoint sets with
j=1
[1
A
2
A,
then
there
is
an
N
so
that
A
=
;
for
j
N: Assume that
j
j=1 j
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fAj g1
A are disjoint, non-empty, and with union [1
j=1
j=1 Aj = A 2 A.
0
1
De…ne fAn gn=1 A by
Sn
A0n = A
j=1 Aj :

Note that A0n 2 A because an algebra is closed under the needed operations
of complements and …nite intersections. Also, each A0n is nonempty by assumption. Now A0n+1 A0n for all n; and hence by De Moivre’s laws:
; = A

A
S1

= A
j=1 Aj
T1
= n=1 A0n :

The contradiction is provided by showing that given non-empty sets fA0n g1
n=1
0 6= ;:
A
A with A0n+1 A0n for all n; it must be the case that \1
n
n=1
To this end choose fwn g1
Y N so that wn 2 A0n for each n: This is
n=1
possible since each A0n is non-empty. Now as elements of Y N :
wn = (wn1 ; wn2 ; wn3 ; :::);
where each wnm 2 Y: To simplify notation let
mapping de…ned on Y N by
m (wn )

m

denote the projection

= wnm :

Consider the collection of …rst components, f 1 (wn )g1
n=1 : Then since Y is …0
nite at least one element of Y , say y1 ; is a member of this collection in…nitely
often and let fn1;m g1
m=1 denote the unbounded subsequence of n-indexes for
which 1 (wn1;m ) = y10 : Next, consider the second components of these identi…ed points, f 2 (wn1;m )g1
m=1 : Again there is at least one element of Y;say
y20 ; that is a member of this collection in…nitely often and let fn2;m g1
m=1 denote the unbounded subsequence of n1;m -indexes for which 2 (wn2;m ) = y20 :
Without loss of generality, we choose n2;1 > n1;1 and hence n2;1 2: Continuing in this fashion, we construct a collection of unbounded subsequences
1
1
of the original n-sequence ffnj;m g1
fnj;m g1
m=1 gj=1 with fnj+1;m gm=1
m=1
0
for all j and for any j; j (wnj;m ) = yj for all m: Also as above, we choose
nj+1;1 > nj;1 for each j; and hence nj;1 j for each j:
0
We now prove that the point w
(y10 ; y20 ; y30 ; :::) 2 \1
n=1 An and hence
0
this intersection is not empty. To prove this let An be given. Then since
A0n 2 A it equals a …nite disjoint union of measurable rectangles A0n =
0
n
[N
k=1 Bnk where each Bnk 2 A and hence each de…nes restrictions on only
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a …nite number of coordinates. Consequently, A0n is de…ned by restrictions
on at most a …nite number of coordinates, say coordinates 1; 2; :::; N: Now
1
consider the above collection of index subsequences, ffnj;m g1
m=1 gj=1 and
0
1
choose j
N: Then wnj;1 2 Anj;1 by the de…nition of fwn gn=1 ; and by
construction k (wnj;1 ) = yk0 for k
j: But since k (w) = k (wnj;1 ) for
k
j and nj;1
j
N we conclude that w 2 A0nj;1
A0n since A0n is
de…ned by restrictions on at most these N coordinates.
Given disjoint fAj g1
A with [1
j=1
j=1 Aj = A 2 A, the above result
assures that for some N , Aj = ; for j N: Hence by …nite additivity of A
and the fact that A (;) = 0; it follows that:
X1
A (Aj ):
A (A) =
j=1

Hence since A is a measure on the algebra A it can therefore be used
in the de…nition of an outer measure A on (P (Y N )); and extended to the
complete measure space of Carathéodory measurable sets (Y N ; C(Y N ), N ) by
proposition 6.4. By extended is meant that A C(Y N ) and N (A) = A (A)
for all A 2 A. Further, by proposition 6.14 on the uniqueness of extensions,
this extension is uniquely de…ned on the smallest sigma algebra (A) that
contains A, and which therefore satis…es A
(A) C(Y N ).

9.5

Countable Additivity on Algebra A+ in Probability Spaces on R

As for the …nite dimensional case the proof of countable additivity of 0 on
an algebra A+ , where A A+ with the latter de…ned below, will proceed
by demonstrating that 0 is continuous from above. As before we will need
to assume that the probability spaces f(Xi ; (Xi ); i )g1
i=1 are -…nite since
this is needed to assure that continuity from above result can be used to
imply countable additivity. But for this proof the probability spaces
investigated will be further restricted to be probability spaces on R:
To appreciate the complexity of the countable additivity result in this
context consider the usual set-up. Given are countably many disjoint sets
Aj 2 A, each of which is a …nite union of measurable rectangles from A0 :
Aj =

x 2 Xj(x1 ; x2 ; :::; xn(j) ) 2

[

k m(j)

Yn(j)
i=1

(k)

Aj;i

:
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This collection of symbols states that for each j the set Aj 2 A is a union
of m(j) measurable rectangles, each of which is de…ned in terms of an n(j)product of measurable sets from the various Xi -spaces. This notation has in
fact simpli…ed been simpli…ed by de…ning each of these rectangles in terms
of sequential indexes, 1
i
n(j); by taking n(j) to be the maximum
(k)
index used for these …nitely many rectangles and allowing Aji = Xi as
necessary. In addition to having sequential indexes for each j this also
allows the convenience of assuming that each rectangle that is included in
the Aj -union uses the same sequential index set.
For a proof of countable additivity we will assume that [1
j=1 Aj = A 2 A,
and hence using the same index convention,
n
o
[
Yn
(k)
A = x 2 Xj(x1 ; x2 ; :::; xn ) 2
Ai
:
k m

i=1

While it is easy to appreciate that fm(j)g need not be bounded, as sets in
A can be …nite unions of any number of rectangles, it is tempting to assume
that the set fn(j)g is bounded and that this is assured by the requirement
that [1
j=1 Aj 2 A. If this were true the question of countable additivity
could then be addressed using the chapter 8 machinery of …nite dimensional
spaces as was the case in proposition 9.8 for …nite additivity. Speci…cally,
this problem could be embedded in a …nite dimensional product space with
large enough …nite dimension.
Unfortunately, the set fn(j)g need not be bounded despite the fact that
the union of these sets re‡ects restrictions on "only" n spaces. In fact, the
same can be said within A0 ; that a countable union of the disjoint rectangles
n(j)
n
de…ned by f i=1 Aji g1
j=1 can be a rectangle de…ned by f i=1 Ai g even if the
1
set fn(j)gj=1 is unbounded.
Exercise 9.12 For an in…nite dimensional product space give examples in
the semi-algebra A0 of a countable collection of the disjoint rectangles, fAj g1
j=1
f

n(j)
1
i=1 Aji gj=1 ;

S

so that:

Aj 2 A0 yet the set fn(j)g is unbounded.
T
2. Aj+1
Aj for all j and j Aj = ; yet again the set fn(j)g is unbounded.

1.

j

Hint: Work with the in…nite product of Lebesgue measure spaces for
which (Xi ; (Xi ); i ) = (R; ML ; m) since these are not results which require
that these spaces be probability spaces. For 1 try an example for which Aj1 =
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A is …xed, and every rectangle restricts only 2 product factors. For 2 the
assumption that Aj+1 Aj implies that the number of restrictions increases
with j so let n(j) = j.

9.5.1

Outline of Countable Additivity Proof

The proof below of countable additivity will utilize the approach of
continuity from above where it will be given that 0 (A1 ) < 1; Aj+1 Aj ;
and \1
j=1 Aj = ;: This does not imply that the set fn(j)g is bounded as
noted in exercise 9.12. But it is only the case of unbounded fn(j)g that
needs additional proof since otherwise the proof reduces to the …nite
dimensional case. Consequently, it will be explicitly assumed below that
the set fn(j)g is unbounded. In addition, recalling that …nitely many
additional vacuous constraints with Aji = Xi can always be added to the
de…nition of Aj ; we can assume that this collection is increasing by
replacing each n(j) with n0 (j) max(n(i)ji j); and adding vacuous
constraints Aji = Xi for the indices added.
Comments on the forthcoming proof follow:
1. Statement of desired result: If f(Xi ; (Xi ); i )g1
i=1 are probability spaces then A is countably additive on the algebra A of …nite disjoint
unions of measurable rectangles. Alternatively, if (X) denotes the sigma
algebra generated by A and A+ is any other algebra with A A+
(X);
then it is enough to prove that A is countably additive on the algebra A+ :
This is su¢ cient since A+ will then generate the same sigma algebra (X);
and thus this result will provide the same measure and extension to (X) as
demonstrating countable additivity on A. But as a proof of countable additivity typically requires manipulations that use …nite additivity, basing
this proof on such A+ will …rst require a demonstration that A is …nitely
additive on A+ :
For notational simplicity the rest of the remarks will re‡ect a proof on
A but remain unchanged if applied to algebra A+ :
2. Continuity from above statement: To prove countable additivity requires a proof that given fAj g1
A; where each Aj is given
j=1
n(j)

(k)

by [k m(j) i=1 Aj;i ; if 0 (A1 ) < 1; Aj+1
Aj ; and \Aj = ;; then
limj!1 A (Aj ) = 0:
3. Proof by contradiction: Given fAj g1
A de…ned in 2 so that
j=1
(A
)
<
1
and
A
A
;
it
is
enough
to
prove
that
if A (Aj )
> 0 for
1
j+1
j
A
1
all j then \j=1 Aj 6= ;: Of course the monotonicity assumption Aj+1
Aj
implies that A (Aj+1 )
(A
)
and
thus
lim
(A
)
always
exists
since
j
j!1 A
j
A
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bounded from below by 0. Consequently, the assumption that A (Aj )
>
0 for all j is equivalent to the assumption that limj!1 A (Aj )
:
4. Key challenge of proof: When does A (A1 ) < 1; Aj+1
Aj
and A (Aj )
imply that \1
A
=
6
;?
This
seems
obvious,
at
least
j=1 j
intuitively when working with the familiar example of Lebesgue measure,
but this is partly a question on properties of measures and partly a question
on intersections of nested sets. On properties of measures we will only have
the tools of chapter 8 at our disposal with the challenge being how to adapt
these …nite dimensional results to this in…nite dimensional question.
Regarding intersections of nested sets it is easy to develop examples of
non-empty nested sets fAj g on R with Aj+1 Aj ; which have empty intersection, and which can be seen to generalize to Rn : For example the bounded
open intervals f(0; 1=n)g have empty intersection as do the unbounded intervals f(n; 1)g or f[n; 1)g; whether open or closed. On the other hand,
if fAj g is a non-empty collection of nested sets on R which are compact,
meaning both closed and bounded, then it is known that the intersection
cannot be empty. This result is attributed to Georg Cantor (1845 –
1918) and generalizes to Rn but not to general metric spaces.
Proposition 9.13 (Cantor’s Intersection Theorem) Let fAj g R be
a collection of nonempty, closed and bounded sets with Aj+1 Aj for all j:
Then \Aj 6= ;:
Proof. Let xj = inffxjx 2 Aj g: Since Aj is bounded xj is …nite, and
xj 2 Aj since Aj is closed. Further, by the nested assumption, xj xj+1 for
all j: So the sequence fxj g is increasing and also bounded since fxj g A1 :
Consequently, this sequence has a limit x = lim xj : To prove that x 2 \Aj ;
Ak by the nesting assumption, and since
note that for any k that fxj g1
j=k
Ak is closed x = lim xj 2 Ak :
Note that an important property of R that makes this proof work is
completeness, which means that if fxj g R is convergent and x = lim xj
then x 2 R: For a general metric space, such as the rationalspwith
p the
standard distance function, this proof fails. For example, f[ 2; 2 + 1=n]g
is a nested collection of closed and bounded intervals in this space with
empty intersection.
5. New Restriction: In order to utilize the last insight from 4 the proof
below will require that the probability spaces be de…ned on R, meaning
f(Xi ; (Xi );

1
i )gi=1

= f(R;

i (R);

1
i )gi=1 :
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This assumption that Xi = R is more than this proof needs. This result can
be generalized to more abstract probability spaces with certain topological
properties which assure inner regularity (see 6), but the current result is all
that we will need in the forthcoming development.
The revised question is then: When will a collection of nested
non-empty measurable sets fAj g; with each Aj given by
n(j) (k)
[k m(j) i=1 Aj;i
Rn(j) ; have the property that there exists a collection
of nested, non-empty sets fKj g; with each Kj compact in Rn(j) and
n(j) (k)
Kj [k m(j) i=1 Aj;i ? Then \Kj 6= ; will assure that \Aj 6= ;:
6. An application of inner regularity: Since each measure i in 5
is …nite, it follows from chapter 5 that each i is a Borel measure on R as
are the associated …nite dimensional product measures. Consequently, since
Borel product measures are inner regular by proposition 7.26 it follows that
n(j) (k)
given non-empty measurable sets Aj
Rn(j) ; say Aj = [k m(j) i=1 Aj;i ;
there are compact sets Kj Aj , the measure of which can be taken as close
for all j then we can
to the measure of Aj as desired. So if A (Aj )
construct Kj so that A (Kj )
=2 for all j:
7. The …nal construction: From this compact collection fKj g; each
of which exists in a di¤erent …nite dimensional space Rn(j) since fn(j)g is
unbounded, we will de…ne a collection of cylinder sets fBj g RN with each
Bj given by Kj :
Bj = fx 2 RN j(x1 ; x2 ; :::; xn(j) ) 2 Kj g:
De…ning Cj
X by Cj = \i j B obtains Cj
Bj
Aj and the …nal
step will be to construct y 2 \Cj : This then proves that this intersection is
non-empty and hence also that \Aj 6= ;:
8. A Technicality: The set Bj in step 7 need not be in the algebra A
since the compact set Kj need not be a …nite union of measurable rectangles
in Rn(j) : So we will need to expand the algebra A somewhat to an algebra
A+ which contains these more general sets. The next section introduces A+
and develops its properties.

9.5.2

The Algebra A+ and Finite Additivity of

A

We begin with a de…nition which introduces the needed collection of sets.
Although all measure spaces are de…ned with Xj R it is sometimes
convenient to express product spaces such as ni=1 Rj(i) to identify which
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component measure space sigma algebras and probability measures are
re‡ected.
De…nition 9.14 Given probability spaces f(R;
space RN = 1
i=1 Ri is de…ned by:

i (R);

1
i )gi=1 ;

the product

RN = f(x1 ; x2 ; :::)jxi 2 Rg:
A general …nite dimensional measurable rectangle or general cylinder set in RN is de…ned for any positive integer n and n-tuple of positive
integers J = (j(1); j(2); :::; j(n)) by:
A = fx 2 RN j(xj(1) ; xj(2) ; :::xj(n) ) 2 Hg;

(9.6)

where H 2 ( ni=1 Rj(i) ), the …nite dimensional product space sigma algebra
associated with ni=1 Rj(i) : The cylinder set in 9.6 will be said to be de…ned
by H and J:
In terms of the projection mapping J = ni=1 j(i) : RN ! ni=1 Rj(i) ; A
can be equivalently de…ned as
A=

1
J

(H):

The collection of general cylinder sets in X is denoted by A+ :
For A 2 A+ de…ned by H and J; the product set function
by:
0 (A) = J (H);
where
with

J denotes
n R
i=1 j(i) :

(9.7)

0

is de…ned
(9.8)

the …nite dimensional product space measure associated

Remark 9.15
1. As noted above, each Rj(i) = R but the importance of
this notation is in the de…nition of H 2 ( ni=1 Rj(i) ); since this …nite
dimensional product space sigma algebra re‡ects the component space
sigma algebras, f j(i) (R)gni=1 .
1
2. Since f(Xi ; (Xi ); i )g1
i=1 = f(R; i (R); i )gi=1 the notational convention 1
RN ; where N denotes the natural numbers f1; 2; 3; :::g;
i=1 Xi
generalizes the …nite dimensional notation of Rn :

3. Note that 0 de…ned in 9.8 is a generalization of 0 de…ned in 9.3.
This is because if H = ni=1 Aj(i) ; then by proposition 7.20:
J (H)

=

n
i=1 j(i) (Aj(i) ):
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Speci…cally, J is the …nite dimensional product space measure on
n R
i=1 j(i) shown to exist in proposition 7.20 and re‡ecting the component space sigma algebras,f j(i) (R)gni=1 and measures f j(i) gni=1 .
4. Since any such A in 9.8 can be de…ned by in…nitely many (H; J)-pairs
as noted in the case of simpler cylinder sets de…ned in 9.2, it is necessary to verify that the de…nition of 0 is well de…ned. This fact will
be demonstrated in 9.9 of the following proposition. But this demonstration is more subtle than that for 9.5 for simpler cylinder sets since
it is more challenging to tease out the redundant index components.
That is, if A is given by both (H; J) and (K; I); the challenge will be
in identifying the components of J and I which are non-constraining.
Once identi…ed, we then need to relate the de…nitions of J and I to
the underlying component measures f j(i) gni=1 or f i(k) gm
k=1 to con…rm
the presence of the redundant factors of j(i) (R) and i(k) (R): This was
all too easy in the context of 9.2, but for the current demonstration we
need to return to the …rst principles of the constructions of J and I
from chapter 7 on …nite dimensional product spaces.
Recall that in the …nite product space construction, say for Rn =
n R
n
i=1 j(i) ; the cylinder sets were de…ned as H = fx 2 R jxi 2 Hj(i) g
with Hj(i) 2 j(i) (R); and the product set function de…ned by J0 (H)
n
0
i=1 j(i) (Hj(i) ): The collection of cylinder sets AJ is a semi-algebra
and this product measure is countably additive on the algebra AJ generated by A0J : The outer measure J is then de…ned on every set A Rn
as the in…mum of the measures of all cylinder sets H with A H; and
the collection of Carathéodory measurable sets form a complete sigma
algebra, ( ni=1 Rj(i) ) on which J
J is a measure. The same construction applies in the case of Rm = m
k=1 Ri(k) for the development
m
of ( k=1 Ri(k) ) and I :
Proposition 9.16 The product set function in 9.8 is well de…ned in that if
A RN is given by both (H; J) and (K; I); then:
J (H)

=

I (K):

(9.9)

Proof. Consider the set J \ I: If empty then it must be the case that
H = ni=1 Rj(i) , K = m
k=1 Ri(k) and so J (H) = I (K) = 1 and 0 (A)
is well de…ned. This follows for example because if H $ ni=1 Rj(i) then
1
J (H) would create a non-vacuous restriction on at least one component
of A: But then A could then not also be given by (K; I) since I 1 (K) could
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provide no such restriction if J \ I = ;: Next, assume that J \ I
L
0
n
p
fl(1); l(2); :::; l(p)g: Then by the same argument H = H
R
and K =
K 0 Rm p ; ignoring index orderings, where both H 0 ; K 0 2 ( pj=1 Rl(j) ). Now
note that since A = J 1 (H) = L 1 (H 0 ); and similarly that A = L 1 (K 0 ); it
follows that H 0 = K 0 Rp :
Finally, we prove that with L de…ned as the set function on Rp with
f l(j) (R)gpj=1 and f l(j) (R)gpj=1 ; that J (H) = L (H 0 ): Repeating the same
argument for I (K) then proves 9.9 since L (H 0 ) = L (K 0 ). To this end,
…rst note that by construction J (H) = L (H 0 ) since in the outer measure
de…nition for J (H) the Rn p factor is irrelevant: The subtle question underlying the desired conclusion that J (H) = L (H 0 ) is: Does the Carathéodory
measurability of H = H 0 Rn p Rn imply the Carathéodory measurability
of H 0 Rp ? Assume not, that H 0 is not Carathéodory measurable and there
is a set E 0 Rp so that
L (H

De…ne E = E 0
f0 \ E 0
E= H
J (B

0

Rn

p );

0

\ E0) +

L

f0 \ E 0 6=
H

L (E

0

):

e\
Rn : Then H \ E = (H 0 \ E 0 ) Rn p ; and H
p : But since for any B 0
Rp we have that L (B 0 ) =

Rn
Rn

p

this implies that H is not Carathéodory measurable,
J

(H \ E) +

J

e \ E 6=
H

J (E);

which is a contradiction. Thus H 0 is Carathéodory measurable and
0
0
L (H ) obtains J (H) = L (H ) by de…nition.

J (H)

=

With well-de…nedness con…rmed we now turn to the structure of A+ ;
and the …nite additivity of 0 :
Proposition 9.17 The collection of general cylinder sets A+ in X has the
following properties:
1. A+ is an algebra and A

A+ :

2. The product set function

0

is …nitely additive on A+ :

3. If 0 is proved to be a measure A on the algebra A and 0 (RN ) denotes
the complete sigma algebra of Carathéodory measurable sets generated
0 (RN ):
by A and A, then A+
Proof. Taking these statements in turn:
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1. That A0 A+ is apparent since any set A 2 A0 is de…ned by measurable
rectangle, say ni=1 Aj(i) = H 2 ( ni=1 Rj(i) ); and then the de…nitions
of A in 9.4 and 9.7 agree. That A A+ will follow by showing A+
to be an algebra. To this end let A 2 A+ be given and de…ned by
index set J = (j(1); j(2); :::; j(n)) and measurable H 2 ( ni=1 Rj(i) ):
e 2 A+ and is given by H
e 2 ( n Rj(i) ) and the same J: In
Then A
i=1
addition, if A is given by H 2 ( ni=1 Rj(i) ) and index set J; and B is
given by K 2 ( m
k=1 Ri(k) ) and index set I = (i(1); i(2); :::; i(m)); then
the index set J [ I contains p n + m distinct indexes which can be
ordered to produce a combined index set L = (l(1); l(2); :::; l(p)): The
set A can now be expressed in terms of H 0 2 ( pi=1 Rl(i) ) and the
index set L; in e¤ ect de…ning H 0 = H Rp n ; and similarly B can be
expressed in terms of K 0 2 ( pi=1 Rl(i) ) and the index set L: It then
follows that A [ B is given by H 0 [ K 0 2 ( pi=1 Rl(i) ) and index set L;
and hence A [ B 2 A+ . Thus A+ is an algebra that contains A0 and
so A A+ by de…nition.
2. Let A and B be given as in part 1 and assume these sets are disjoint,
so A \ B = ;: It follows that H 0 \ K 0 = ; and hence since L is a
measure:
0 (A

[ B)

=

L (H

0

L (H

0

0 (A)

[ K 0)

)+
+

L (K

0

)

0 (B):

The last step follows from proposition 9.17. Finite additivity obtains
by induction.
3. Let A 2 A+ be given by measurable H 2 ( ni=1 Rj(i) ) and index set J;
and recall corollary 7.23 on approximating measurable sets in …nite dimensional product spaces. If A ni=1 Rj(i) denotes the algebra of …nite
disjoint unions of measurable rectangles on ni=1 Rj(i) , then there are
(1)
n R
(2) 2 A
n R
sets H (1) 2 A
i=1 j(i) so that H
i=1 j(i) and H
(1)

H H (2) and J (H (2) H (1) ) = 0: In other words, H (1) = [i [\k Bik ];
(2)
()
()
H (2) = \i [[k Bik ]; where each Bik 2 A ni=1 Rj(i) . De…ne Aik 2
()

()

A to be given by Bik and index set J: Then Aik 2 0 (RN ) since A
0 (RN ); but then also as a sigma algebra both A(1) = [ [\ A(1) ]
i k ik
(2)
2 0 (RN ) and A(2) = \i [[k Aik ] 2 0 (RN ): In summary, if A 2 A+
there is A(1) ; A(2) 2 0 (RN ) with A(1) A A(2) and:
0 (A

(2)

A(1) ) =

J (H

(2)

H (1) ) = 0:
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Since 0 (RN ) is complete this proves that A 2
0 (RN ):

0 (RN )

and hence A+

Remark 9.18 The signi…cance of the perhaps mysterious part 3 of this
proposition is as follows. Assume that it has been demonstrated that 0 is
countably additive on the algebra A+ ; and that the outer measure approach
and extension theory is applied to develop a measure N and complete sigma
algebra (RN ) on RN ; where A+
(RN ) and N = 0 on A+ : Then 0
will also have been proved to be countably additive on A A+ and hence
in theory the outer measure approach and extension theory could again be
applied to develop a measure 0N and complete sigma algebra 0 (RN ) where
0 (RN ) and 0 =
A+ obtains 0 (RN )
(RN ) and
A
0 on A: Then A
N
0 =
N on A.
N
0 (RN ); and hence (A+ )
0 (RN ) where
Now part 3 assures that A+
+
+
0
(A ) denotes the sigma algebra generated by A : But as (RN ) is complete and (RN ) is the smallest completion of (A+ ) by proposition 6.24,
0 (RN ) and thus (RN ) = 0 (RN ): In other words,
it follows that (RN )
starting with the algebra A+ the same complete measure space is produced,
(RN ; (RN ); N ); as what would have been produced starting with algebra A.

9.5.3

Countable Additivity on A+

In this section we …ll in the details of the proof as outlined in section 9.5.1.
To simplify notation, general cylinder sets Aj 2 A+ will be given by
Hj Rn(j) with index set Jj = (1; 2; :::; n(j)) where Hj is a measurable set
n(j)
in Rn(j) under the …nite dimensional Borel measure induced by i=1 i on
Rn(j) : As noted in the outline of the proof above, it is only the case of
unbounded fn(j)g that needs additional proof and so we explicitly assume
that the set fn(j)g is unbounded. In addition, since …nitely many
additional vacuous constraints can always be added to the de…nition of Aj
we also assume that the collection fn(j)g is increasing by replacing each
n(j) with m(j) max(n(i)ji j); adding the necessary vacuous
constraints by replacing Hj Rn(j) with Hj0 Hj Rm(j) n(j) Rm(j) : In
this construction vacuous constraints are added to make the Hj -index sets
sequential, as well as to make the resulting dimensions increase.
To formalize this construction in one step, assume that Hj is initially
de…ned by index set I = (i(1); i(2); :::; i(k(j))) and that our goal is to de…ne
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Hj0 with the sequential index set J = (1; 2; :::; m(j)) for any m(j)
i(k(j)): Let
…ned by

I

denote the projection mapping
I

I

:

Rm(j)

!

n(j)

k(j)
j=1 Ri(j)

de-

: (x1 ; x2 ; :::; xm(j) ) = (xi(1) ; xi(2) ; :::; xi(k(j)) );

so that I creates a point in Rk(j) by identifying the components of x 2 Rm(j)
in the I-index positions. We then de…ne Hj0 Rm(j) by:
1

Hj0

I

(Hj ):

It then follows that if Aj 2 A+ is given by the original Hj and I; then Aj is
also given by Hj0 and J = (1; 2; :::; m(j)):
Proposition 9.19 Let RN be de…ned as in de…nition 9.15 where the ith
factor in this product is the probability space (R; i (R); i ); and let A+ denote
the algebra of general …nite dimensional measurable rectangles as de…ned in
9.6. Then the product set function 0 de…ned in 9.8 is countably additive
and hence a measure A on the algebra A+ .
Proof. We will prove continuity from above and demonstrate this using a
proof by contradiction. To this end let fAj g
A+ be a collection of nonempty nested sets, Aj+1
Aj, for which 0 (A1 ) < 1: We show that if
1
> 0 for all j then \1
0 (Aj )
j=1 Aj 6= ;: Then \j=1 Aj = ; necessarily
implies 0 (Aj ) ! 0 and so 0 is consequently continuous from above and
thus countably additive by proposition 6.19.
There are 4 main steps. With the above construction in the background
we assume that Aj is given by Hj Rn(j) with index set Jj = (1; 2; :::; n(j))
where fn(j)g is unbounded and increasing. In this notation, 9.8 reduces to
0 (Aj )

=

Jj (Hj ):

1. Replacing fAj g by Special Subsets fCj g : As each Aj is given by
measurable Hj Rn(j) ; so Aj = Jj1 (Hj ) and 0 (Aj ) = Jj (Hj ); it follows
that Jj (Hj )
> 0 for all j: Each Borel measure Jj is inner regular by
proposition 5.28 and J1 (H1 ) < 1 by assumption, so there exists compact
Kj
Hj such that Jj (Hj Kj ) < =2j+1 : De…ne Bj
RN as given by
Kj Rn(j) and Jj = (1; 2; :::; n(j)); so Bj = Jj1 (Kj ); and de…ne Cj RN
by Cj = \i j Bi : Then Cj Bj Aj and
0 (Aj

Bj ) =

Jj (Hj

Kj ) < =2j+1 :
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Then by De Morgan’s laws:
Aj

Cj = Aj \ [i

e

j Bi

ei
Aj \ B

= [i

j

= [i

j (Aj

Bi ):

Since fAj Bi g need not be disjoint we use …nite subadditivity for 0 (Aj
Cj ), and noting that 0 (Aj Bi )
Bi ) for i
j by the nesting
0 (Ai
property obtains:
Cj ) < =2:
0 (Aj
it follows that 0 (Cj ) > =2 for all j and hence all Cj are
Since 0 (Aj )
non-empty sets in RN :
Summarizing, fCj g
RN is a nested sequence of non-empty sets with
Cj+1 Cj for all j:
The goal of the next steps is to use this nested set sequence to construct
y 2 \1
Aj that \1
j=1 Bj ; and it will then follow from Bj
j=1 Aj 6= ;, completing the proof.
2. An In…nite Point Sequence: To prove \1
j=1 Bj 6= ; …rst choose
(j)
x
2 Cj for all j; which is possible since all Cj are non-empty. Then
each x(j) 2 Aj and since Aj is de…ned by Jj = (1; 2; :::; n(j)) with fn(j)g
increasing it follows that for every j:
(j)

(j)

(j)

(j)

(j)

x(j) = (x1 ; :::; xn(1) ; xn(1)+1 ; :::; xn(2) ; :::; xn(j
and since Hj =

Jj (Aj )

(j)

(j)

:

(j)

(j)

(j)

(x1 ; :::; xn(1) ; xn(1)+1 ; :::; xn(2) ; :::; xn(j
However, since x(j) 2 Cj = \i
conclude that:

j Bi

(j)

(j)

(j)
1)+1 ; :::; xn(j) ; ::::::::);

(j)

(j)
1)+1 ; :::; xn(j) )

and Kj =

Jj

2 Hj :

(Bj ) we can similarly

(j)

(x1 ; :::; xn(1) ) 2 K1 ; all j;

(j)

(j)

(x1 ; :::; xn(1) ; xn(1)+1 ; :::; xn(2) ) 2 K2 ; all j

2;

and in general:
(j)

(j)

(j)

(j)

(j)

(x1 ; :::; xn(1) ; xn(1)+1 ; :::; xn(2) ; :::; xn(i

(j)
1)+1 ; :::; xn(i) )

2 Ki ; all j

i:

3. A Convergent Subsequence: Recall each Ki
Rn(i) ; so let k :
! R denote the ith coordinate projection mapping for k n(i): As Ki

Rn(i)
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is compact and hence closed and bounded, it follows that k (Ki ) is compact
for all k sincen k iso continuous and such mappings preserve compactness.
(j) 1
Now consider x1
2 1 (K1 ) : Since any in…nite sequence of points in
j=1

compact 1 (K1 ) has an accumulation point in k (K1 ) and a subsequence
that converges
to o
this accumulation point, there exists y1 2 n1 (K1 ) and
o subn
(n1;m ) 1
(n1;m ) 1
2
which converges to y1 : Next consider x2
sequence x1
m=1
m=1
n
o1
(j)
x2
2 2 (K1 ) :
2 (K1 ) ; de…ned to be a subsequence of the original
j=1o
n
(n
) 1
Then again there exists y2 2 2 (K1 ) and subsequence x2 2;m
which
m=1

converges to y2 : By construction, fn2;m g1
fn1;m g1
m=1
m=1 : We continue this
construction through the xn(1) components, then turn to compact K2 ; which
n
o
(j) 1
by part 2 contains all the sequences xk
for n(1) + 1 k n(2): Each
j=2

step constructs a subsequence of the prior index subsequence which converges
to a point yk 2 k (K2 ) : And this process continues for each component in
turn, using the compactness of each k (Ki ) and identifying an accumulation
point for each component, say yk ; as well as a subsequence of the original
collection of components which converge to this point. We now have a col1
1
lection
ffnk;m g1
fnk;m g1
m=1 gk=1 so that fnk+1;m gm=1
m=1
n of subsequences,
o
(n

) 1

and xk k;m
converges to yk for each k:
m=1
4. The Non-Empty Intersection: Finally, consider the "diagonal"
index sequence fni;i g1
i=1 : It is then true by construction that this index sequence is a subsequence ofn all the
o constructed index sequences and hence
(ni;i ) 1
with this single sequence, xk
converges to yk for each k: We now
i=1
prove that:
y (y1 ; y2 ; y3 ; :::) 2 Bj for all j;
and hence y 2 Aj for all j; proving \1
j=1 Aj 6= ;: To this end note that
(y1 ; y2 ; y3 ; :::yn(1) ) 2 K1 by construction and hence y 2 J11 (K1 ) = B1 :
But also (y1 ; y2 ; y3 ; :::yn(2) ) 2 K2 since by construction this is a limit of a
(j)

(j)

(j)

(j)

subsequence of (x1 ; :::; xn(1) ; xn(1)+1 ; :::; xn(2) ) 2 K2 ; and so y 2
B2 ; and so forth, completing the proof.

9.6

1
J2 (K2 )

=

Extension to a Measure on the Product Space
RN

The following result is a special case of Kolmogorov’s Existence
theorem, named for Andrey Kolmogorov (1903 - 1987). In a future
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book which considers the probability space (RTB ; (RTB ),
Motion, a more general version will be developed..

B)

of Brownian

Proposition 9.20 (Kolmogorov’s Existence Theorem 1) Given prob+
ability spaces f(R; i (R); i )g1
i=1 ; let A denote the algebra of general …nite
dimensional measurable rectangles de…ned in 9.6, and 0 the set function
de…ned on A+ by 9.8. Then 0 can be extended to a complete measure N
on a sigma algebra (RN ), where A+
(RN ): Hence, (RN ; (RN ), N ) is a
complete measure space, called the in…nite product measure space, and
N is called the product measure. In addition, N is uniquely de…ned on
the smallest sigma algebra containing A+ :
Proof. By proposition 9.20 0 extends to a measure A on the algebra A+ :
Then by the Hahn–Kolmogorov Extension theorem of proposition 6.4 the
measure A and algebra A+ can then be used to de…ne an "outer measure"
N
N
A on (P (R )); the power sigma algebra on R as in 5.8. In addition the
collection of Carathéodory measurable sets de…ned in 6.1 is a sigma algebra,
(RN ); with A+
(RN ); and A restricted to (RN ) is a measure. With
N
N
N
N denoting the restriction of A to (R ) it follows that (R ; (R ), N )
+
a complete measure space and N (A) = A (A) for all A 2 A :
The extension of A to N is uniquely de…ned on the smallest sigma
algebra containing A+ by proposition 6.14 because A is a -…nite, indeed
…nite, measure.
Remark 9.21 As noted in remark 9.19, 0 de…ned by 9.3 on the semialgebra A0 has now also been proved to have a countably additive extension
A+ and hence we can de…ne an outer measure A
A on the algebra A
with A and A and apply the extension theory to develop a measure 0N and
potentially smaller but complete sigma algebra 0 (RN )
(RN ): Part 3 of
+
0
N
N
0 (RN ) and
proposition 9.18 states that A
(R ); and hence (R )
so (RN ) = 0 (RN ):
In other words, the complete measure space produced by the above proposition starting with algebra A+ , (RN ; (RN ); N ); is the same as what would
have been produced starting with algebra A.
Proposition 9.22 (Approximating Carathéodory Measurable Sets)
Let A+ denote the algebra of general …nite dimensional measurable rectangles
as in de…nition 9.15, and (RN ; (RN ), N ) the associated complete in…nite
product measure space given in proposition 9.21. If B 2 (RN ), then given
>0:
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1. There is a set A 2 A+ ; the collection of countable unions of sets in
the algebra A+ , so that B A and:
N (A)

N (B)

+ ;

N (A

B) < :

(9.10)

2. There is a set C 2 A+ ; the collection of countable intersections of sets
in the algebra A+ , so that C B and:
N (B)

N (C)

+ ;

N (B

C) < :

(9.11)

3. In addition there is a set A0 2 A+ ; the collection of countable intersections of sets in A+ ; and a set C 0 A+ ; the collection of countable
unions of sets in A+ ; so that C 0 B A0 and
N (A

0

B) =

N (B

C 0 ) = 0:

(9.12)

Corollary 9.23 Proof. The proof is identical with that of proposition 5.28
but simpli…ed because N is a …nite measure.
Corollary 9.24 The above corollary remains true if A+ is replaced with
the algebra A de…ned in terms of A0 ; the semi-algebra of …nite dimensional
measurable rectangles, where A+ is replaced by A and so forth.
Proof. This follows from remark 9.22.

9.7

Probabilities of In…nite Dimensional Rectangles in (RN ; (RN ), N )

We began this chapter with a naive attempt to de…ne the measure of a
general product set in an in…nite dimensional product space. Speci…cally, if
A=

1
i=1 Ai

with Ai 2 (Xi );

we attempted to de…ne a product measure denoted
0 (A)

=

0

by:

1
i=1 i (Ai ):

This de…nition required the ability to work with in…nite products, the basic
results of which were addressed in exercise 9.1. More importantly, jumping
right to the "de…nition" of the measure of such a set without the necessary
framework of a measure theory left open questions on the properties of
such a "measure", and indeed whether such a de…nition would ultimately
prove to be consistent and well-de…nable on a sigma algebra of interest.
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As the necessary framework has now been developed for the in…nite dimensional complete probability space (RN ; (RN ), N ); we now return to a
consideration of the question of the probabilities of such in…nite dimensional
rectangles. Of course, the probabilities of …nite dimensional rectangles are
addressed via the de…nition of 0 ; so it is natural to expect that the probabilities of in…nite dimensional rectangles will follow an analogous calculation.
The next proposition formalizes the result.
RN be de…ned by

Proposition 9.25 Let A
other words,
Then A 2 (RN ) and

Q1

i=1 Ai

with Ai 2

i (R):

In

A = fx 2 RN jxi 2 Ai g:
N (A)

=

Q1

i=1

i (Ai ):

(9.13)

Proof. De…ne Bj = fx 2 RN jxi 2 Ai for i
jg: Note that Bj is a
…nite dimensional measurable rectangle for all j; and so Bj 2 (RN ) and
hence \j Bj 2 (RN ): Since A
Bj for all j it follows that A
\j Bj :
But if x 2 \j Bj then by de…nition xi 2 Ai for all i and so x 2 A: Thus
A = \j Bj and consequently A 2 (RN ):
Bj for all j; and measure,
Next, since N (B1 ) = 1 (A1 ) < 1, Bj+1
is
continuous
from
above:
N
N (A)

= limj!1
= limj!1

N (Bj )
Qj
i=1

i (Ai ):

Corollary 9.26 Let A RN be de…ned by A = 1
i=1 Ai with Ai 2 i (R): If
there is an > 0 so that 0
1
for all i; then N (A) = 0:
i (Ai )
Proof. From the above proposition,
Qj
N (A) = lim
i=1 i (Ai )
j!1

lim (1

j!1

)j

= 0:

N
N
Remark 9.27 In the in…nite dimensional
Q1 probability space (R ; (R ), N );
an in…nite dimensional rectangle A = i=1 Ai can have non-zero probability
P
only if with i (Ai )
1
i > 0; that i ! 0 fast enough that
i ln(1

9.7 PROBABILITIES OF INFINITE DIMENSIONAL RECTANGLES IN (RN ; (RN ),
P
converges. By a Taylor
i)
i ln(1
P series analysis and exercise 9.1,
converges if and only if i i converges.
For an obvious example, this occurs when i (Ai ) = 1 for all but …nitely
many i; which is to say that A is then a …nite dimensional
measurable recP
tangle. But more generally every convergent series i i with 0 < i < 1
provides a criterion for an in…nite dimensional rectangle to have positive
probability.
i)
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